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2002 Annual Dedication

Andrew "Woody" Davis

Camper 1986-90, 92-94. Staff1996-2002 and beyond

Kieve is a place where we discover early in our lives that we can do anything

we want to if we put our minds to the task or goal and have the right attitude.

Here, we are encouraged to shoot for the stars and dream big dreams. Two
summers ago while climbing Mount Katahdin with

Maine Trails, their leader and I discussed one of

his dreams. Woody Davis loves Kieve, kids, and
the wilderness, but he also loves the West. Since

he was about to graduate from Stanford (Phi Beta

Kappa) and take a job as a teacher in San
Francisco, he wondered if I would consider

helping him start a Kieve program out in his part

of the world. We ran the idea by the sweaty 14

year olds around us, received unanimous,
enthusiastic thumbs up (as long as it included

girls!), and spent the next 11 miles planning the

adventure.

Woody Davis brought Kieve West into the world in

2002. Nineteen men and women pioneers were
treated to the summer of their lives under Woody's
leadership. His vision, passion, attention to detail,

and infectious joy of life are what every parent

hopes for in their child. He realized his dream and
changed Kieve forever. This year's Kieve Annual
is dedicated to Woody.
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SOUTH GLENAYR - FIRST SESSION
Front: Jay Witte, Andrew Malkin, Harrison Thompson, Harrison Mills

Middle: Amaury Dujardin, C.J. Richardson, Alex Gould, Tucker Geoffroy, Morgan Weaver,

Jeff Kontulis, Jackson Losic

Back: Matt McKenna, Jen Ireland, Colum Bannatyne, Chris Magill

NORTH GLENAYR - FIRST SESSION
Front: Evan Beinecke, George Welles, Ricky Nix
Middle: Allie Walsh, Phil Haynes, Kyle McMullan, Mac Lee, Andy Pettit, Mike McGrane,

Aaron Wishnick, Zander Masucci
Back: Jen Kim, Nick Haff, Ross Mandeville, Tom Hartenstein, Alex Russel, Charlie

Epstein, Cole Chiumento
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SOUTH BUNKERHILL I - FIRST SESSION
Front: Drew Lincoln, Thomas Hackett, Ben Schylling, Jack Cowie, Dee Clemens, Charlie

Sherrer

Middle: Will Moore, George Nichols, John Tormondsen, Will Kiralis, Ryan Dowling,

Joe Atkins, Clay Jones

Back: Karl Davis, Will Hiltz, Annika Nilsson, Spencer Cherry

SOUTH BUNKERHILL II - FIRST SESSION
Front: Sam Geoffroy, Fares Nasrallah, Matt McCalpin, Henry Schmidt, Graham Higgins,

Jack Langerman, Ben Johnston
Middle: Coco Salazar, Andrew Grace, James Fromson, Simon MacNamee, Seth Russell,

Langdon Thaxter
Back: Charlotte Smith, Rich Moncure, Trevor Wood, Will Keyser
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SOUTH CUNNINGHAM - FIRST SESSION
Front: Bobby Rogers, Turner Smith, Nolan Stewart, Connor Rockefeller, Matthew

Connors, Andrew Willis

Middle: Harry Philip, Erik Kanter, Charlie Wagner, Jack Cantlay, Scotty Barger, Dillon

Lawson-Johnston, Taylor Gould
Back: Josh Hammond, Will Georgi, Sheila Davis, Joe HoUiday

NORTH BUNKERHILL - FIRST SESSION
Front: Jay Thompson, Peter Sherwood, David Gassett, Max Richards, Zach Lopian,

Philip Bartel

Middle: Hugh Parker, Philippe Dujardin, Poldo Tomada, Andrew Hilboldt, Peter

Sletteland, Cooper Brown, Nicky Doherty, Alex White
Back: Tyler Howard, Charles Brown, Allie Martinat, Rob Ferry
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NORTH CUNNINGHAM - FIRST SESSION
Front: Remy Gunn, Freddy Ketchum, Peter Lawson-Johnston, Paul Reilly

Middle: Brad States, Adam Rimmer, Tim Winslow, Barrett Takesian, George Malikin,

Nicky Koch, Quinn Harper, Dylan Darienzo (missing: Aiden Senner)

Back: Andy Roberts, Amanda Dowell, Ben Overman, Alex Klivecka

SOUTH HARRIS - FIRST SESSION
Front: John Blair, Robert Hackett, Cullom Walker, Chris Rosser, Toby Witte, Sam Hopkins
Middle: Harry Merck, Henry Buck, James Cole, Jake Hilton, Henry Harding, Zan Helms,

Will Salisbury, Albert Nichols
Back: Chris D'Angelo, Dave Ernst, Brittany Cronin, Reid Anderson
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SOUTH HARRINGTON - FIRST SESSION
Front: Peter Favarlo, David Fell, Hunter Wilson, Zander Lee, Greg Buffum, Will McCalpin
Middle: Matte Coote, Nick Nelson, Charlie Weickert, Spencer Bates, Loren Mead, Derek

Sellhausen

Back: Cat Brayton, Adam Haselkorn, Paul Schmid, John McDevitt

NORTH HARRIS - FIRST SESSION
Front: Teddy Powell, George Dorsey, Eddie Roberts, John Grey, Toby Davis, Lamarre

Rey
Middle: Chad Weidmayer, Jason Sokel, Terry White, Louis Achilles, James Bishko,

Hank Klehm
Back: Duffy Phelps, Sam Stevenson, Jamie Roberts, John Neal, Christine Grace
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BANK I - FIRST SESSION
Front: Sam Sherwood, Taylor Strasburger, Peter Ireland, Alexander Krey, Willie Merck,

Christian Mills

Middle: Long Ellis, Will Hackett, Luke Buchanan, Charlie Hopkins, Trevor Suleman,
Sam Benke, Hays Watkins

Back: Matt Stevenson, Jeff Tillinghast, Peter Taylor

BANK II - FIRST SESSION
Front: Joe Hopkins-Powers, Mac Cregan, Spencer Bramson, Jess HoIIoway, Callis

Chambliss, Peter Hoffman
Middle: Will Buchanan, Alex van den Bergh, Nick Reeder, Dan Hicks, Nick Drexel, Nick

Stevens

Back: Matt Doherty, Brehan Doud, Grier Buchanan, Joe Dyer
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ALLAGASH - FIRST SESSION
Front: Matt Wilbur, Ed Dujardin, Andrew Borden, Ryan Greene, Simon Vickery

Middle: Andrew Kary, Chris Finnegan, Isaiah Roberts, J.D. Moseley, Charlie Gano, Jamie
Rosser, Jeremy Herrick

Back: Jim Fossel, Harrison Stuart, Chase Pierce

LONG VOYAGE - FIRST SESSION
Front: Dan Halloway, John Lansing, Colin Comee, Cooper Williams, John MacCallum,

Peter Nichols
Back: Brendan Kelley, Tyler Wardwell, Charly Galinier-Warrain, Augie Hoffman, Hayden

Jordan, Steve Hollister
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MAINE TRAILS I - FIRST SESSION
Front: Will Ireland, Alex Buck, Andy Kalaris, Sam Kennedy
Middle: John Moore, Ben Severance, Will Gano, Stuart Kenworthy, Jake Edwards
Back: Tyler Brown, Tim Egan

MAINE TRAILS II - FIRST SESSION
Front: Sebastiano Tomada
Middle: Tim Kippenberger, Alex Jugant, Brian Nagle, Ben Hollister, Gheorghe Giorobea,

Wells Mueller
Back: Nate Schafrick, Ben Wolven
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JUNIOR KIEVE COURAGE - FIRST SESSION
Top Row: Charlie Swayze, Nathaniel Reilly, Henry Wagner, Jake Rockefeller, Peter

Hines, Ben Greene, Chris Pingree

Bottom Row: Paul Witte, Timmy Macrae, Sam Lawson-Johnston, AJ. Wypychoski,
Richard Devins

JUNIOR KIEVE PERSEVERANCE - FIRST SESSION
Top Row: Jason Nahra, Will Morgan, Wes Lincoln, Sean Jackson, Matt Willian, Peter

Jackson, Edwin Kuhn, Sarah Riddleberger

Bottom Row: Danny States, Jackson Stolar, Eric Ramsey, Nat Shenton, Lucien Tessier,

Jack McAuliffe
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JUNIOR KIEVE LOYALTY - FIRST SESSION
Top Row: Chris Brown, Aleca Stirling, Pat Bowen, Colleen Cary
Middle Row: Alex Tibbitts, Oliver Lyman, John Goodman, Freddy Forges, Ricky Bourke,

Donny Macrae
Bottom Row: Lowell Brown, John Fish, Kelly Wilson, Hunter Hastings, Colin MacKenzie,

Xander Judge
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SOUTH GLENAYR - SECOND SESSION
Front: Luke Myer, Elliot MacNeille, James Vale, Sean Andalcio, Bardy Roberts, Marcus

Wetlaufer

Middle: Wil Secor, Tim King, Whit Harwood, Matt Wholey, Graham Abbey, Harris

Jordan

Back: Libby Schroeder, Alex Guerrieri, Dave Ernst, Tim Egan, Ross Mandeville

NORTH GLENAYR - SECOND SESSION
Front: Michael Gale, CJ. Richardson, Pete Morgan, Alex Strothe, Will Huston, Timmy

Krause
Middle: Jake Shorr, Ted Rooney, Kevin Grace, Thomas Cope, Harrison Price, Alex

Fitzgerald, Owen Matthews
Back: Amanda Dowell, Tom Hartenstein, Charlie Pearce, Joe Holliday, David Sithole
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SOUTH BUNKERHILL I - SECOND SESSION
Front: Alex Woolford, Tripp Huber, Ben Pownall, Jake Mozdean, Bryan ZoU, Evan Dyal,

Nick Huston
Middle: Graham Garner, Chris St. John, Jessup Daniel, Trey Zenker, Henry Lobb, Charlie

Miller

Back: Chris Brown, Steve Hollister, Jen King, Joe Dyer

SOUTH BUNKERHILL II - SECOND SESSION
Front: Tony Tharayil, James Geismar, Michael Delle Donne, Thomas Hellett, Charlie

Maynard, Charles Allison-Godfrey
Middle: Parker Masselink, Antonio Grifoni, Noble Carpenter, Alex Henrie, Will DiMaggio,

Thomas Phifer, Harry Wise
Back: John Neal, Jimmy Fossel, Charles Brown
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SOUTH CUNNINGHAM - SECOND SESSION
Front: Philip Johnston, Sky Tise, Jeremy Schwartz, Zach Vary, Rob Greer, Sam Philip

Middle: Mino Earley, Conor McCarthy, Forrest Pett, Eric Schwarzenbach, Gus Myer,

James McElwain, Steve Darby
Back: Jen Ireland, Karl Davis, Matt Stevenson, Pat Bowen

NORTH BUNKERHILL - SECOND SESSION
Front: Amos Eno, Nat Duncan, Will Phifer, Colin Chapin, Spencer Whitehouse, Sam

Peterson

Middle: Nick Jacobs, Halsey Niles, Charlie Josi, George Stocker, Chris Greer, Nick Gushing,

Robert Deans
Back: Adam Haselkorn, Evan Atherton, Chris Magill, Annika Nilsson
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NORTH CUNNINGHAM - SECOND SESSION
Front: Adam Hirschberg, Pierce Gascoigne, Ben Swanson, Cory Grever, Mark Mesrobian
Middle: Welles Ruhlin, Wil Weaver, John Kline, George McFarland, George Brooke,

Tom Scullin, Jack Marston, Tom Hanson
Back: Chris D'Angelo, Matt McKenna, Tyler Brown, Allie Martinat

SOUTH HARRIS - SECOND SESSION
Front: Erik Saetren, Adam Blackwell, Peter Carlisle, Pete Beckwith, Ben Moody, Nick

Philip

Middle: Matt Ghirardelli, Danny Coorsh, Evan Johnson, Marc Portman, Harper Sibley,

Alex Treco, Hason Sokel
Back: Reid Anderson, Aleca Stirling, Ben Overman, Colum Bannatyne
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SOUTH HARRINGTON - SECOND SESSION
Front: Mickey Odokara
First Row: Will Kraus, Sam Thayer, Alex Kost, Freddie Struse, Sam Nevens, Alec

Creighton

Second Row: Ben MacNeille, Tyler Drayton, Charles Veillet-Lavallee, Lucas Mateyko,
Louis Levy, Andrew Castraberti, Henry Gleason

Back: Britt Cronin, Ben Hollister, Sam Stevenson, Ian McCarty

NORTH HARRIS - SECOND SESSION
Front: Jon Taylor, Nick Dyal, Amo Wolven, Sam Sewall, Aaron Kaplan, Chris Weld
Middle: Henry Borda, Doug Matthei, Augie Klipstein, Riley McCracken, Cody Abbott,

Dixon Weld
Back: Richard Moncure, Harrison Stewart, Colleen Cary, Crier Buchanan
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BANK - SECOND SESSION
Front: Andy Dewitt, Chris Lipp, Michael LeFevre, Jim French, Roscoe Wetlaufer, Ben

Hauber
Middle: John Gibbons, Zach Lobb, Aaron Landman, Mike Hannon, Spencer Price, Jake

Nichols, Matthew Rego
Back: Spencer Cherry, Will Keyser, Matt Mrachek, Sarah Riddleberger

ALLAGASH I - SECOND SESSION
Front: Dave Melroy, John Taylor, Matt Carney, Pete Flynn, Sam Vary, Michael Mesrobian
Middle: Ted Cooke, Sam Hanson, Jonathan Balloch, Cam Fielder, Christopher Reis,

Drew Moreland, Giles Wells
Back: Charlotte Smith, Will Georgi, Josh Hammond, Will Hihz
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ALLAGASH II - SECOND SESSION
Front: Zach Resnikoff, Ben Masselink, Ben Blaes, Joe Rainville

Middle: Teddy Pietsch, Gregs George, Will Saetren, Will Garner, Peter Buckley, Pete

Fulweiler, Max Lenowitz
Back: Ned Daunis, Matt Cox, John McDevitt, Paul Schmid, Tyler Howard, Sheila Davis

LONG VOYAGE - SECOND SESSION
Front: Steve Tripp, Duffy Phelps, Thomas Hoffman, Adam Shaw, Chris De Stevens
Middle: Peter Tremaglio, Andrew Manugian, Alex Martin, Tess Leppert, Jamie Pinkham
Back: Trevor Wood
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MAINE TRAILS I - SECOND SESSION
Front: Andy Simon, Peter Gerrity, Nick Wellin, Dan Seamons, Mac King, Connor

McKenna, Robert Abbey
Back: Alex Klivecka, Max Abbott, Charlotte Smith, James Riddleberger, Sara

Riddleberger, Melchior Fabre, Allie Martinet, Brendan Kelley

MAINE TRAILS II - SECOND SESSION
Front: Gordie Whelpley, James Ingalls, Noah Aptekar, Will Barton
Middle: Max Stokes, Sam Hough, Reed Howard, Joe McCarthy, Zach DeWitt, Bruce

Hallett, Jason Oberg
Back: Brehan Doud, Trevor Stuart, Pete Taylor
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MAINE TRAILS III - SECOND SESSION
Eric Davis, Jamie Roberts, Rob Ferry, Guillaume D'Autichamp, Jim Martin, John Treco

JUNIOR KIEVE COURAGE - SECOND SESSION
Front: Oscar Tine, Neddy Beckwith, Andrew Mesrobian, Andrew Lynch, Andrew Allison-

Godfrey, Jack Jordan, Paul Powell
Back: Andy Roberts, Cooper Fitzgerald, Cole Rice, John Sant, Griffin Creighton, Jake

Oh, Alex Gonye, Hans Halvorsen, Tess Leppert
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JUNIOR KIEVE PERSEVERENCE - SECOND SESSION
Front: Leverett Ball, Michael Ciritella, Nate Foster, Matt Hauber, Andy Lukas, Sam

Miller

Back: Charlotte Smith, Ian McCurrach, Will Collier, Michael Cox, Ben Morris, Jared

Chase, Xander Greer, Jeff Tillinghast, Alex Russell

JUNIOR KIEVE LOYALTY - SECOND SESSION
Front: Nate Niles, Angus Eno, Sebastian Becker, Timmy Welles, Reed Wommack, Wes

Huber
Back: Rob Tawse, Sam McAllister, Jamie Giggey-Mashal, Colin Woolford, Charlie

McAllister, Bennett duPont, Christine Grace, Andy Morton
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Activities Reports - Summer 2002

Adventure
Matt McKenna

We had a great time down at the Adventure course this summer AUhough there were
no new elements, the kids had a good time challenging themselves and learning on the

old ones. Like last year the HS- Swing was our most popular element, and it gave

everyone who went on it a great ride.

Although we usually only award the Mt. Harrington to three guys, we gave it to 4 first

session, because they all spent a tremendous amount of time and effort at the Adventure
Course. They were Louis Achilles, Johny Gray, Teddy Powell, and Will Salisbury.

Second session Riley McCracken, Evan Johnson and Jeremy Schwartz all received

their Mt. Harringtons, and Cory Grever received the first ever Mt. Mallozzi.

All in all it was great summer down at the Ropes Course. Thanks to all the staff who
put in a lot of time an effort down there especially, Steve Hollister, Colum Bannatyne
and Annika Nilsson.
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Archery
Holliday and Will Hiltz

At archery the arrows flew,

We even tried some things new
All the Quals were renamed,
And thankfully no campers were maimed
Geena Davis, Diana, Hawkeye

—

To get those you had to be a good guy
Robin Hood and Legolas

—

If you got those, then you're the boss

Distance archery was a blast,

In campers hearts, archery will never be last.

Hillbolt, Dujardin, and Kraus
All these kids could snipe a mouse.
Let's not forget Will Hiltz and Joe

Masters of arrow and bow.
And now we have to say goodbye

—

But archery will never die.



Arts & Crafts

This summer's weather was beautiful, and I was somewhat afraid that an indoor
activity such as Arts & Crafts would be left at the starting line. However, this was not the

case. A steady stream of kids came through the door all summer long. Tie dying was
popular, as usual. But this summer necklace-making also found a loyal group of crafts-

men.
We also had some very gifted artists on site, and several times during the summer we

had an art show on the outer walls of Pasquaney. Of course, since we were working
primarily in watercolor, we had to keep an eye out on the weather. A rip-roaring

rainstorm would have wreaked havoc on our efforts. But such a storm never really

materialized.

All in all, it was a great summer in the Art Studio, and I want to thank all the campers
who made it such an enjoyable time. I hope to see all of you back next summer.
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Climbing Wall

First session, Hank Klehm and Johnny Gray scrambled their way to their Course
Setters—the final climbing qualification. They both wprked hard to learn how to tie the

correct knots and belay. In the end, both climbers set routes up the wall that had the

counselors begging for mercy.

Second session at the climbing wall Tyler Drayton, Nick Cushing, and Michael LeFevre

earned their Kieve Climbers. Jon Taylor, Nat Duncan, and Lucas Mateyko also chal-

lenged themselves at the BMT by traversing the entire wall without falling off. Roscoe
Wetlaufer was the most helpful camper and belayed many of the younger campers, so

that they could earn their first qualification.
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Fishing

After a few years of rather tepid fishing, this summer was one of our best. Both fly-

fishing and spinning were popular, and this year's take rivaled the best of years past.

During both sessions we took a number of fishing expeditions to various sections of the

lake well known for their fishy population, and usually we were successful in flushing

them from the deep.

In addition, it was not unusual to see campers practicing their fishing skills during the

afternoon activity period along the banks of the cove or from canoes drifting near the

shore. These weren't always quite as successful; by the second week of the first session

I think that every fish within a half mile had been warned to avoid tempting treats in the

Kieve Cove. Fortunately a few didn't get the word. It's great that the fish population of

Lake Damariscotta remains strong; there will be plenty to challenge Kieve anglers in

2003.
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Land Sports

Most popular this summer was the newly renovated flattop area where pickup bas-

ketball games and endless contests of "Knock-Out" took place daily. Lamarre Rey led a

lot of future NBA types practicing their future moves for the highlight films. A row of

low bushes at least discouraged balls from taking the long roll down towards the lake,

although every few days we had to make a search of the lower hill to reacquire our

balls. This fall, rumor has it, a real fence will be installed to really pen the balls in. In

addition to the camper games, during rest hours those counselors not completely ex-

hausted by the morning's activities would square off in a no-holds-barred contest usu-

ally notable by Charlie Richardson's heroics in the moments just before the Indian

Circle gong.

But basketball wasn't the only such athletic contest. Soccer games, baseball games,

even a few cricket games under the supervision of Colum Bannatyne took place almost

every afternoon. The skill level of all of the campers was uniformly high and while

most games ended up in a Kieve tie, the competition was fierce. We all have many
memories of outstanding plays over the course of the summer. However, the one that

stands out most vividly in my mind was Gus Myer diving flat-out for a line drive

behind second base, snaring it about a foot off the ground, and all in the same move
tagging the bag getting an unassisted double play. Wow!
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Nature
Jim Fossel

During the first session in the Nature Center we were off the ground running, and had
a variety of new faces and new activities to offer. We came up with a fresh scheme of

quaUfications that seemed to hook people in, with a great number of activities to offer

those who came through the door into our little corner of the Arts Center. Campers
enjoyed the Nature Trail for the first time, starting down at the Learning Center and
continuing on through to the Chapel, with questions (and answers) along the way. We
also tried on some new activities, like building our own miniature national parks for

the visiting "Little People", while still engaging in our staple activities of years past,

such as fire building and shelter construction. Second session, unfortunately, we were
not blessed with continued popularity; however, we were still able to share our knowl-
edge of the great outdoors with a good number of interested campers. They were able to

enjoy a number of activities, from frog-catching to learning how to rely less on sight

and more on other senses. With the help of Pat, Annika, Will H., and Richie this became
a very successful summer in the Nature Center and I was proud to be a part of it.
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Photography

First session in photo Jay Witte, Charlie Epstein, Ricky Nix, Dee Clemens, Clay Jones,

Jay Thompson, Freddy Ketchum, George Malkin, Albert Nichols, George Dorsey, Sam
Benke, George Nichols, and Spencer Bramson all received special mentions. Matthew
Connors, Taylor Gould, and Nolan Stewart each earned the highest qualification—the

Photo Mojo. Spencer Bramson was the most dedicated camper in photo and spent most
of his free time working in the dark room.
Tom Hallett, James Geismar, Steve Darby, Nino Earley, Philip Johnston, Conor

McCarthy, Forest Pett, Zach Vary, Sam Nevens, Ted Cooke, and Giles Wells all received

special mentions second session. Steve Darby and Sam Nevens both earned their Flash-

ing Fanatic. Ted Cooke was the most dedicated and helpful this session; therefore, he
received his Kieve Photographer.
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Pottery

Kieve is blessed to have in our midst, in addition to a number of talented members of

the council, ex-counselor Alan Baldwin, an extraordinarily skilled potter in his own
right. With Alan's help and advice, we moved this year away from the traditional pinch

pot technique culminating in ash trays and bowls to more complex projects such as

Christmas decorations and coasters with the Kieve seal. The willingness of all the

campers to persevere, even when things didn't fall into place the first time around, was
outstanding. And the skills they learned can be added to and perfected in the years to

come. Thanks to all that came by and participated for your energy, enthusiasm, and
good humor.

Printing

In this day and age of the personal computer and LaserJet printers it's both fun and
instructive to use an authentic printing press to prepare personalized notepads, busi-

ness cards, and other such projects the way it was done over a century ago. This summer's
printers brought the art to a new level, at least insofar as Kieve is concerned. Towards
the end of each session a display of their various accomplishments was set out next to

Pasquaney for all to see and to marvel at. The results were truly amazing, rivaling the

best modern technology can achieve. Ifwe are suddenly plunged into a world without
electricity, at least Kieve campers will be ready to print up whatever is needed for the

"Brave New World".
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Riflery Report

In my six summers at Kieve, I have never seen a more professional group of marks-

men. We made some changes at the range this year and all worked out for the better.

With Henry Chance gone, I was hesitantly entrusted with the key to the riflery shed.

But, it turns out all was not lost.

With the devoted efforts of campers like Remmy Gunn and Derik Selhausen, many
Bullseyes were tabulated. We only give out a Kieve marksman to campers who can
shoot 10 targets of 45 points, something that is rarely achieved. But I feel that every

camper that came down to riflery has earned their keep in the world of rifles. That is

four sessions under my belt at riflery and 1 think that we have great things to look

forward to in the future.

4 IN FKONTY
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Sailing

This summer's weather guaranteed that sailing would be a popular activity both
morning and afternoon. As soon as Indian Circle was over a hoard of enthusiastic

would-be Commodores would head down the hill and out to the sailing dock near the

end of Kistler Point. There they would rig their craft and head out into the lake. Some-
times their goal was to master new techniques and skills; at other times it was simply to

enjoy the feel of a boat straining under sail as it sped across the beautiful lake.

And then there were the weekly regattas when the best of the best put their reputa-

tions on the line in mano a mano competition. A few times the wind gods didn't

cooperate, but most afternoons the racing was great and the campers prepared for all

challenges. The sailing council is quite impressed both by the skills the campers came
with and by their willingness to work diligently to raise themselves to the next level.

Surely the America Cup is in our grasp over the course of the next few decades!
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Swimming
It was another great summer down at the waterfront. The summer started off with

some frigid waters. Charlie Richardson admitted that this was the coldest that the water

had been in his 20 years working at Camp Kieve!! We even had to postpone the Island

Swim to be later on in first session. It did not take long for the water to warm up, and
even with the water being a tad colder in June, we still had some great times down at

swimming. While we spent a lot of time working on qualifications, there was always
time to play games as well. Over the weekend of baseball's all star game we had some
fun games of water baseball, we also put some floats on a couple of Hula Hoops so that

we could play some water basketball as well. The climax of the swimming program
this summer was at the end of each session when a select group of campers participated

in the 'Kieve Swim'. This year the swim was about a mile long and upon completion the

campers were awarded their Kieve Swimmer qualification. Thanks to everyone for

making the swimming dock such a fun place and we look forward to more good times

in the water in years to come.
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Tennis

What a great summer it was on the courts! The sun held constant, the temperatures

were balmy, and the balls bounced true (most of the time). From the youngest Junior

Kievers to the oldest campers just in camp for a few days, everyone enjoyed swinging
their racquets, returning volleys, and charging the net with utter abandon. A few errant

balls did find their way into the woods (to be discovered later by a number of grateful

canines), but most were propelled with greater and greater velocity into the far court.

At the end of each session we hosted an informal but hard-fought tournament;

however, the goal of most contests wasn't victory as much as it was the pursuit of pure
enjoyment and the acquisition of increased skill and more knowledge of the complex-
ity of the game. It can honestly be said that we achieved these goals.
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Woodworking
The boys made everything from paddle-wheel boats to bird feeders to driftwood

mobiles this summer in woodworking. In the middle of the first session, a group of

campers and I ventured out to an island off of the coast and collected driftwood, which
produced lots of interesting works. Second session brought some new projects on the

scene, namely the popular bird feeders and the boot-jeck stools.

The favorite part of each session, however, was the paddle-wheel boat races. We
raced lots of colorful and well engineered boats, and the process of building and racing

them was a lot of fun.

Thanks for a great summer, guys. Keep on wooding!
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Daily Log - First Session
Tuesday, June - Charlie Richardson

Ah...remember the first day of camp
2002? If not here are some highlights:

• After a nine day orientation, the

counselors were waiting patiently at the

top of the hill and their cabins for

campers to arrive

• The day was bright and sunny... just

what we ordered
• Two of the busses coming up the coast

experienced minor mechanical
problems that had us wondering if we
were going to have dinner on time

• Scotty Barger was the first official

camper to arrive (around 9:15)

• Seventy-nine campers came by auto,

twenty-four by plane, and the rest by
bus

• Trevor took a few campers fishing in

the afternoon and they caught the first

of many fish

• Chase played tennis, Andy, Jamie, and
Paul rigged boats and almost everyone
jumped into the lake during the day

• The lake temperature was the coldest

ever for a start of camp (60 degrees)

• Supercounselor (Andy Roberts) told

everyone how to properly store their

plates

• Simon Says let everyone around Lake
Damariscotta know the boys had
arrived

• Name games and teambuilding
exercises filled the evening

• The singing of the Kieve Song was
music to my ears as Kieve Summer
Camp officially began.

Wednesday, June 19*'' - Pete LaCasse
A beautiful opening to another beautiful

day. We gathered to raise the flag for the

first time in the summer of 2002. The flag

went up, right side up, and we took a minute
to think about getting to know someone
new. After a great waffle and sausage
breakfast, we watched Spencer Cherry and
Ross Mandeville battle it out with Andy
Roberts and Will Hiltz for props
superiority. As usual Spencer took the

cake.

After doing a little teambuilding where
Conner Rockerfeller got zapped more than
once, we headed down for the first general

swim of the year. The water had not

warmed up so there was a ton more sun
bathing on the rafts than swimming in the

lake. A great Grasshopper skit sent raft

three in first.

Lunch was filling.

Who could forget the camera shoot.

Huddled together on the flat top for a

group photo with Andy Roberts running
the distance to be on both sides of the shot.

Go Bobcats Go. The afternoon was filled

with riflery, archery, swimming and tennis.

Nicky Koch headed out and found a large

snapping turtle. The decision was made to

leave it in the pond or someone might lose

a hand.

We had dinner and finished up with a

huge patty cake tournament from Harriet

House to Westcott Point. Both sides played

well and were ready for a dip in the lake

before bed. Thanks for a great opening day.

Thursday, June 20"^ - Paul Keller

Glorious skies above for our first

"normal" day of the session. After Old
Glory was hurled up by Phillip Bartel and
David Gassett, we all feasted on egg
sandwiches. Announcements were
alarmingly quick, followed by an egg toss

with egg in mouth Buck Duty. Try as we
might, we could not get Jeff Tillinghast to

crack an egg in his mouth. From there we
all moved on to duties and morning
activities. Joe Atkins and Clay Jones were
masterful in archery, while others loaded
up on tennis, ultimate frisbbee, and art.

Due to the temperature, general swim was
not all that popular. To come in, rafts had
to do a skit with an interaction between
The Osbournes and The Brady Bunch.
Marcia, Marcia, Marcia! This was followed

up by a myriad of knockout games. Lunch
announcements were a bit more raucous,

especially given my refusal to do the

"Hammer Dance". From here we got down
on a much needed rest period. Zzzzzzz...

Indian Circle became afternoon activities.

Charlie Brown had a high energy baseball

game with both Malkin brothers and Dan
Hicks making some great plays. After

activities we had general swim and then
dinner. During dinner some celebrities

joined us. Amongst these were Greg
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Louganis (Harrison Stuart), Tony Danza
(Spencer Cherry), The Jolly Green Giant

(Jeff Tillinghast), Destiny's Child (Chris

Magill, Josh Hammond, and Ben
Overman), and many others. With this

crew with us we decided to play a huge
game of Ultimate Paparazzi. Campers
chased celebrities all over the peninsula

like photographers from People magazine

with a fatal deadline. In the end, the winner

was too close to call. We lowered the flag

and reflected on a great Kieve day.

Friday, June 21^* - Charlie Brown
Kieve is a place where young boys can

put away there raging competitive juices

and slip into the mindset of the infamous
"Kieve Tie". A tie is something that

everyone can benefit from. There are no
winners and no losers. The "Kieve Tie"

has been the answer to decades of endless

disputes over various activities here at

camp. The "Kieve Tie" is a counselor's best

friend and at times almost sounds too good
to be true.

However, for any of us that have ever

competed at some point in our lives we
know that a little competition is good for

you every once and a while. It is especially

good for a bunch of college kids whose
days of glory on the athletic fields are few
and far between. That is why today I chose

to bring back an event that was born here

at Kieve just last summer. It was time for

the third semi-annual Survivor Day.

For those of you that are not familiar

with the hit reality television show that

swept the planet a little over two years

ago than I would like to know which planet

you have really been living on? Now I must
come out and say I hated CBS's show
"Survivor". I hated for one simple reason.

These people were not 'surviving' by and
stretch of the imagination. Is the American
public that ignorant that the networks
think that we believe that when that the

cameras turn off after a day of shooting on
some tropical island in the South China
Sea that the contestants go back to eating

rice and bugs? No. They are having a

cocktail with the host Jeff Probst and his

50 man crew at the hotel bar on the other

side of the island!

Anyway, I digress. There is one element
to the game that I do enjoy and that is the

competition. This is the only part of the

game that is real and therefor is the only

part of the game that I chose to bring to

Kieve. "Survivor" is a fusion of every

element of competition. Not only do you
need to be a physical presence to get you
and your team out of a tribal Council vote

off. But you also have to be cunning in

creating alliances with other contestants

as to ensure a lengthy visit on the island

that for many Sociologists is a dream come
true to watch in action. Nowhere is the art

of 'Survival of the Fittest more prevalent.

To rise to the top you must obtain a

plethora of skills.

Now that I have shed some light on this

ultimate challenge let me try to do the

same for the days events. We started out at

breakfast by introducing the two tribes.

Tribe Booo consisted of the aged veteran

Tizzy to the Nizzy Hart and Soul followed

by Will the thrill Georgi, Krazy Karl Davis,

Matty M-Check, Britt Cronin, and Chris

"Brown Sugar" D'Angelo. They would be
tested throughout the day by Tribe Sally

headed up by none other than Harrison I

don't just think I'm beautiful, I know I am
Stuart. Followed by Spencer "Taboo"
Cherry, Colleen "so Fresh and so clean,

Rob the Britt Ferry, Matty, I'm really not

this nice I hate you all McKenna, Big John
McDermitt and Ross I ain't the Man of this

Ville.

The first challenge was for each tribe to

draw a picture of what they though best

represented Kieve. Tribe Sally was first to

unveil their artistic ability by drawing
three snacks and then proceeding to throw
snack after snack into the crowd of

campers. This was met by a camper uproar

as it looked as Tribe Boo was already done.

Spencer Cherry unveiled a drawing oftwo
campers paddling with hearts in place of

their heads? The room went silent until

Mr. Cherry pointed out The Round Top in

the back round at which point the sea of

campers were met with an onslaught of

ice cream bars. The result was Tribe Boo 1

and Tribe Sally Nil. Ross was the first to go

and all of the sudden the ends ofWest Neck
Road felt like the Middle Eastern Peace
Summit. Alliances were being formed left

and right as each player tried to bye himself

or herself some more time.

As the campers gathered for Indian
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Circle they were greeted with the second

challenge. This time strength was the factor.

Once again Team Sally was no match for

Tribe Boo and Will Georgi was the first to

realize that alliances are in fact the name
of the game as he was voted off

unanimously.

As the day grew longer the tribes grew
smaller and the victims of another Kieve

Survivor began to mount. After a chicken-

fighting Match at General swim followed

by a riddle solving contest and a skit

performance the two tribes were on the

verge off being united. During rest period

I chose to take advantage of our beloved

Democratic society. As each camper signed

up for their afternoon activities they were
also asked to vote on the one survivor that

they though needed to go. It was obvious

that Harrison's looks were not going to save

him this time, as his theory of being the

best counselor in camp was cleary refuted.

All the campers overwhelmingly voted

him off. When asked what he though about

the vote Jim Fossel, Harrison's wingman
and modeling agent responded by saying

"this is something that Harrison will never

really quite come to grips with". Oh well.

As the tribe became one this place became
a cauldron of competition. The elite group
consisted of Spencer, Matty, Tommy, John,

and Colleen. John was asked to leave after

the wall sitting game and Spencer was not

far behind after a pain diving contest at

general swim. It was pretty obvious that

Colleen was a lightweight as she proved
once again that she could not hold her

water during a chugging contest.

And then there were two. Tommy and
Matty would battle it out for the prize after

a great game of four-way soccer on Harriet

House field. It was only fitting seeing as

today was the day that The U.S. was to

play Germany in the Quarterfinals of the

World Cup. The game was called early so

that everyone could make their way to

Innesfree to see who would walk away
with the grand prize of Not One Million
Dollars but One night off. Tommy and
Matty dazzled us in a great staring contest,

which became a game of rocks, paper, and
scissors when it was clear that neither

would break. Tommy threw rock and the

rest was history. We took down the flag as

Tommy was swarmed by CNN, ESPN, The

Learning Channel and a host of others.

Congrats Tizzy and thanks to everyone that

helped. See you next year.

Saturday, June 22""* - Spencer Cherry
The first weekend of the session was

delayed 20 minutes courtesy of some rains

during the night and early morning.
Undeterred, however, we had the flag and
spirits raised by breakfast at around 8:20

am, while Mother Nature went to work
clearing the skies for another nice day.

At camp for alumni weekend, Henry
Chance agreed to play a part in the
morning's Buck duty contest, performing
his patented human military press. Henry
pressed Jess 20 times, while Will Hiltz and
Joe Holliday pressed Rob and Jeff,

respectively, five times a piece in a surprise

mockery of what I thought was their

assured failure.

Due to the late start morning activities

ran for 45 minutes a piece, from 9:45 am
to 11:30 am. I witnessed the South Glenayr

cabin come together down at the adventure

course as their counselor Matt McKenna
led the group through a successful stab at

the Poison Peanut Butter River element.

Charlie announced an optional general

swim, with most campers opting for a

chance at ice cream contingent on
inspection-clean cabins before lunch.

Charlie and I inspected the cabins, finding

them worthy of a camp-wide dessert.

Alex Russel, Joe Holliday, and
Grasshopper announced the traditional

first-Saturday evening activity of air guitar

at lunch with a stirring three-song medley
that climaxed with a lip-sync of Jim
Carrey's rendition of White Rabbit.

Rest period found cabins preparing for

the evening's event, choreographing dance

moves, learning lyrics, and stretching the

limits of creativity as they prepared
costumes from a meager supply of camp
clothes.

Afternoon activities sailed along
seamlessly, with campers particularly

enjoying waterfront activities in the day's

mugginess. The hordes arrived thankfully

at the afternoon general swim, performing

preparatory air guitar skits to determine

the order in which the rafts returned to the

dock.

Dinner ran a little longer than desired,
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as campers and counselors followed the

sailing program's lead in crafting pirate

jokes, the only requisite being a pun on
"ARR!" in the punchline. Tom Hartenstein

kicked it off with "What is a pirate's

favorite type of movie?" Those rated

"ARR" of course.

A brief debate yielded the decision to

host the evening activity inside of

Innisfree, as a brief rain had rendered the

grass prohibitively wet for sitting. A camp-
wide effort made for light work ridding

the stage of clutter and arranging benches.

Air guitar was, as always, quite
entertaining, with several highlights. Blair

Kennedy and five of her visiting friends

took home the choreography award with

a complex group dance. The weird title

went to North Harris, having opted for a

performance set to some obscure post-

modern German techno. South Bunkerhill

One's performance of the Beatle's classic

"Yellow Submarine" was perhaps the

cleanest and cutest of the lot, while North
Bunkerhill took home the creativity

crown, setting their song-tale to Survivor's

"Eye of the Tiger" from the Rocky movies.

The lowering of the flag sealed the day
as successful, with most agreeing that

despite the lousy start - at least with regard

to the weather - everyone had managed to

grow closer with their new cabinmates and
to have a good time.

Sunday, June 23'^

After rest period subsided, the always
anxious campers headed to their pick of

afternoon activities. John Neal had quite

the popular, and first time, afternoon
lacrosse game. Basketball, the sailing

regatta, archery and the riflery activities

were also the first to go as the campers
seemed to be the most eager for these

Sunday activities.

General swim, although the clouds
remained, was exciting and quite eventful.

The kids and counselors on the rafts gave
merciless cheers to many of the staff

members on the top of the dock. Pain dives

seemed to be the trend as the boys chanted
about five counselors in the water,
including myself in full apparel. Following
the counselor pain dives, I gave the kids a

chance of their own to show me their best

pain dives in the competition for which

raft should be called in first.

Hot dogs and more corn on the cobb
were prepared by the counselors for

dinner. The hot dogs were a hit as I watched
one too many campers returning to the

big pots with eager mouths for their

second, third, and even fourth hot dog.

Apparently counselors wanted to get in

on the feeding frenzy too. Chris Magill and
Alex Klivecka decided to have a hot dog
eating contest in some interesting "trash

bag dresses" for the entire camp to see.

After about their fifth or sixth hot dog both
guys had to give in seeing I don't think

their stomachs could take much more.
After some quals and other various
counselor announcements, myself and
alumni counselor Sean LaBrie gave a quick

song and dance before I revealed what the

evening activity was...ESGAPE TO
FREEDOM!!!
The counselors hurried to their cabins

and prepared themselves in black for their

roles as the bounty hunters while the kids

put on their tennis shoes to help them in

their attempt to find freedom. Although
the boys had a bit of a tough time finding

freedom at the Harriet House Field because
of the eager bounty hunters, the game was
a great success.

After the bell rung, the boys slowly
returned to the top of the hill for the

lowering of the flag. I gave a quick speech
thanking all the boys and counselors for a

great first OD day and reminded them to

keep in mind of something they were
looking to try for the first time at some
point throughout their session here at

Kieve. I had a wonderful and very
educational OD day and there was no
better way to end it than with the usual

round of the Kieve song at dusk.

Monday, June 24}^ - Brehan Doud
The night began with a shocking

thunderstorm, which startled the campers
throughout Gamp Kieve. However, as I

woke to the poetic versus of Willie Nelson
the sun glimmered throughout my cabin

window. The temperature was brisk at

first, but warmed up by flag. As the

campers arrived for the raising of the flag

and a brief word of advice from myself, I

felt nervous, but excited for the day ahead.

The flag was raised as everyone stood in
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silence. A knee was taken and I lectured

about the adventures one should take and
the love of family. Once completed the kids

scurried towards Pasquaney for a delicious

breakfast of bagels, grapefruit and an

assortment of muffins. The room was full

of laughter as the campers and counselors

conversed with one another. The theme
throughout breakfast and the rest of the

day was focused on an interesting fact

about you. Once the tables were cleared

and washed down it was now time to listen

to the voices in the crowd. Charlie

Richardson asked several campers an

interesting fact about themselves, which
proved to be quite inquisitive. Stories and
abilities ranged from being chased by a

wild rhinoceros to twisting your tongue

in three different directions. Buck duty was
a challenge of the intelligent as I asked five

counselors to participate in a spelling bee.

The words were challenging as Rich
Moncure struggled to complete the words
handed to him. However, Grier Buchanan
accepted the challenge by spelling words
somewhat impossible.

Indian circle began with an intense game
of knockout before the morning activities

were distributed. The activities seemed
flawless as the cabins improved on their

skills and qualifications. General swim was
situated around the fierce waves of

Damariscotta Lake. The campers were
brave as they battled the chills from the

strong winds, which arose throughout the

day. After general swim the entire staff and
campers enjoyed a scrumptious lunch
prepared by the wonderful kitchen staff.

Once lunch was completed announcements
were addressed to the campers, with
laughter and humor.
The afternoon was just as successful as

the morning. The campers excelled in all

areas of the activities as I patrolled the

dock with my fishing rod, hoping to catch

a few Perch and Bass with Trevor Wood
and several Kieve campers. General swim
was wonderful, but again chilling from the

strong winds. The rafts were challenged

with various categories allowing the most
knowledgeable to escape the cold first. As
dinner approached the campers were
anxious to fill their stomachs after an
exhausting afternoon. After dinner the

counsel commended the talent of the

campers by calling off the various
qualifications, which were produced from
the afternoon activities.

The day was nearing the end with a bone
battling game of color wars, which of

course ended with a "Kieve Tie." As the

game ended the fatigued campers
journeyed their way toward the towing
Kieve flag for some last words by yours

truly. I reiterated the words of the morning
lecture and focused on the embarrassment
ofmy mohawk I cut for the earlier morning
breakfast. In the end it was a wonderful
and fulfilling day, full of laughter and
smiles throughout.

Tuesday, June 25^^ - Paul Schmid
The day began a little earlier than usual

so that I could meet with Charlie but
everyone else woke at the normal time. It

was a beautiful morning and I was excited

for this day to be my first OD Day. I decided

that the day's theme should be Baseball

because of the larger influence the sport

has on our lives. As our nation's pastime, I

thought it would be great to celebrate

something which everyone would
naturally rally around. Because of my
personal love for baseball, especially the

Red Sox, I know that it would be a lot of

fun for me to dedicate a whole day to it.

After flag, we all enjoyed a delicious

breakfast of scrambled eggs and sausages

prepared by the lovely kitchen crew. Since

today is baseball day, I thought it was only

fitting that Buck Duty would be decided

by baseball trivia. I pitted Andy Roberts

and Libby Schroeder against Jeff

Tillinghast and Paul Keller, the king of

sports trivia. Unfortunately, the questions

given to Jeff and Paul were somewhat more
difficult than those asked of Andy and
Libby so there was no question about who
received Buck Duty. The losers also

received a plain yogurt pie in the face!

As the day continued, everyone seemed
to be enjoying the beautiful weather as they

went through the routine of a typical Kieve

day. At morning general swim, the rafts

were asked to re-create a typical stadium
scene. Even though the creativity was a

little lacking in this skits, the kids were
still allowed to swim in. At lunch we all

enjoyed a resounding "Take Me Out To the

Ballgame", followed by the impressive
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George Malkin playing "Peanuts" on the

piano. Corn dogs were on the menu for

lunch, which was incredibly fitting for our

them of the day.

After a restful rest period, all the kids

were geared up to do some activities in

the hot afternoon sun. At second general

swim, each raft had to invent the name
and mascot for a Kieve baseball team. The
creativity seemed to flow this time as the

rafts came up with some very witting

names. After dinner, we headed down to

Harriet House field for a huge game of

ultimate water kickball. To spice up a

typical game of kickball, I placed a large

trash barrels at first and third bases and
filled them with water. Each boy would
have to get in the barrels once they arrived

at that base as well as dive down the

homemade Slip-and-Slide to second
baseball. Even though this E.A. was
somewhat hectic, the counselors did a

great job of helping me organize and the

boys seemed to love the water obstacles.

At flag, I read a quote from Hank Aaron to

close out Baseball day with a little lesson

for the kids. All-in-all, it was a great day!

Wednesday, June ZB*** - Will Georgi

Instead of making today any sort of

major theme day, I decided that I wanted
everyone to break out of their shells a bit

today, since it was the smallest day of

camp. With this being my fourth year as a

counselor, I have found that it is the random
things that happen here that play such a

big role in why this is such a special place.

So with that being said, I deemed today
Random Day, a day of just completely
random acts being done all over camp.
Andrew Hilboldt and Scotty Barger helped
me raise the flag before we headed down
for breakfast in Pasquaney. Buck duty this

morning was a good old fashioned game
of Charades, in which my two JC's lost

because they had some trouble acting out

'Encyclopedia Britannica', I thought that

it would be easy for them- sorry Joe and
Josh. We were all encouraged to be as

random as possible throughout activities,

and asked to report these random acts at

lunch. With the sun shining brightly the

morning activities seemed to fly by.

Riflery, Supernatural, Archery, Swimming,
Adventure, The Climbing Wall, and the

Waterfront were all open and everyone

reported to lunch with smiles on their

faces.

We got a taste ofsome of the randomness
that happened during the lunchtime
announcements with songs being sung,

random handstands, and in general just

good fun. George Malkin played us the

Charlie Brown theme song 'Peanuts' which
was a treat for us all. We also had a group

sing along of 'Take me out to the Ballgame'.

The announcements lead us to a much
needed rest period, where everyone signed

up for the activities of their choice. Riflery

and artery were among the most popular.

The sun stayed on our backs throughout

the rest of the day, to make for great

afternoon G-swim. The highlight ofmy day
came at dinner because the random
announcements just kept on coming. I

think that it was the longest announcement
period that I have ever seen- lot's of

laughing. After about 45 minutes of

laughter we headed down to the soccer

field for Mental Midget Relays. This is just

a series ofwacky relay races, like the three-

legged race, find your shoes, the human
stitch, and a time of a lot more laughter. At
flag we reminded how much fun we had
today with just doing a number of

spontaneous acts. I recited the Cat Steven's

quote 'If you want to sing out, sing out. If

you want to be free, be free' before we all

headed to our cabins for lights out. Thanks
for a great day!!!!

Thursday, June 27*** - Matt McKenna
We awoke this morning to a cloudy sky

and thought we were in for a serious

thunderstorm. As such we let the kids sleep

into 8 and started the day a little late.

Philippe Dujardin and C.J. helped me raise

the flag and we all went down to breakfast.

In honor of the NBA draft, which happened
the night before, I decided that the theme
for my first OD day would be Basketball.

At breakfast we had our own little draft in

which the two coaches, Pete and Paul
selected their teams that would compete
against each other throughout the day.

With the first pick in the Kieve draft, Pete

took Big Pete Taylor, then Tom, then Allie,

then Joe, and then Will. With his first pick

Paul selected Jeff to match up with Pete,

then Charles to run the point, followed by
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Rob, then Charlotte and finally Alex. The
teams squared off in an egg shooting

contest, which ended in a tie. At the first

Indian Circle the teams dueled again, this

time in a big game of knockout, and Pete

emerged victorious.

As morning activities started, the sun
finally broke through, and we had another

hot and humid day on our hands. As such,

General Swim was a big hit with everyone

trying to stay in the water as much as

possible. To come in from General Swim
each raft had to act out their favorite

moment in basketball. The winning raft

did three such skits, one involving MJ, the

other Larry Bird, and finally Harrison

Thompson acted out CWebb's infamous
calling the Time Out when he didn't have

one in the NCAA finals. I especially liked

one raft that used C.J. as a basketball and
showed MJ hitting one of his game winning
shots.

At lunch the kids got a basketball lesson

from Jason, about how to do a correct

bounce pass and they also got a lecture on
fouling when making a steel. After lunch I

went around to sign up for activities.

Surprisingly swimming filled up the

quickest, and we had to open up more
spots so kids in South Cunningham like

Connor, Jack and Taylor could get a chance

to cool off in the afternoon. Another
popular afternoon activity was the 3 on 3

tournament. North Bunkerhill in particular

had a strong presence with Nick Dorhety,

Cooper Brown, Max Richards and Zach
Lopian all showing up to play. There was
even a guest appearance by J.D. Moseley
at the tourney, who as I understood it, was
the MVP. At the second Indian Circle the

two teams faced met again, this time in a

three point shoot out, and Paul's team just

barley squeaked it out, making 3 three

pointers with Pete's team making 2.

General Swim in the afternoon was very

fun because everyone, including myself.

Will G. and even Charlie got in the water.

To come in from the rafts this afternoon I

came up with a new version ofRocks Paper
Scissors, NBA style. We had the Players,

Refs and Owners- the Players beat the

Owners because they could strike, the Refs

beat the Players because they could eject

them and the Owners beat the Refs because
they were the ones who hired them.

At dinner we ate some burgers and fries

and welcomed Junior Kieve to camp. Jason

offered the camp another basketball lesson

and with the help of Paul Keller, the camp
learned how to get ejected from a

basketball game. The each team received

their jersey's- Paul's team was the Red Team
and Pete's was the Blue. Each team also

announced that they signed a new player

during the day—Pete picked up John McD
and Paul signed Josh to six-year deal. For

the evening activity, the two teams would
meet in a game of full court basketball.

The game was very intense, but the

overwhelming underdogs (Red Team)
managed to pull out a three-point victory

for the ages with a masterful junk defense

thrown in by Coach Keller.

At the end of each quarter we had some
contests for the kids. Doug Williams won
the first contest, which consisted of hitting

a lay up, a free throw and a three pointer.

Charlie Wagner won the free throw contest

and as such was exempt from being a table

boy for the rest of session.

After the game ended we headed up to

flag where another Dujardin helped me
lower it- Amaury. All in all I think my first

OD day went pretty well—I know I enjoyed

it, and I think the other kids and counselors

did too.

Friday, June 28'^ - Jeff Tillinghast

The alarm rang a little earlier than usual

on the morning of the 28*''. It was my very

first OD and I was super pumped. I

absolutely knew that it was going to be a

great day. I was also really psyched because
it was Junior Kieve's very first full day at

camp. At flag that morning the circle was
more populated than normal with the

excited faces of the new JK'ers. After flag,

everyone trucked down to Pasquaney for

a delicious breakfast of waffles. Duties for

the cabins were soon announced which
left only one more duty... the famed Buck
duty. After calling up five counselors I

announced my plans for Buck duty. The
five I had chosen were going to play a

grueling game of musical chairs. Everyone
had a blast and Big Pete Taylor ended up
having to clean the Buck.

After Buck duty all the cabins did a great

job at their duties and the morning
activities got quickly underway. Soon
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enough though it was time for the first

General swim. Since the camp was pretty

small we only had one General swim. After

a couple buddy checks the four rafts had
to reenact the funniest moment of the

session. A great skit about how one clears

dishes won first place. The other three rafts

followed soon afterwards and it was soon

time for lunch.

Lunch was awesome as normal and after

counselor announcements it was time for

rest period. Since it was a pretty warm
day both swimming and funyaking were

very popular afternoon activities followed

in popularity by soccer and landsports.

After two awesome sessions everyone was
ready for the second general swim. After

some buddy checks the campers had to

think of the best pick up line in order to

come in. The best one goes as follows:

Person 1-Excuse me do you have any
change?

Person 2- Why do you need my
change?Person 1- My mom always

told me to call her right away if I

was in love.

After the second general swim we had a

little free time and then an awesome
dinner of corn dogs. I think I ate a little too

much though but that's ok since I absolutely

love corn dogs. After dinner I announced
the Evening activity which was going to

be Bombardment. The older and younger
cabins were split apart into two different

groups. The older kids played a grueling

game on the tennis courts while the

younger kids played on the soccer fields.

Everyone had an awesome time. I played
with both groups of kids for a while and to

be honest I had an incredible time. At eight

o'clock it was time for flag once again.

Alexander Krey and Will Hackett took the

flag down for me. After which, 1 said a

couple words about cherishing one's time
at Kieve. I also said how awesome it was
to have JK at camp and I wished them an
awesome session. Truthfully, 1 had a great

day and judging by everyone's expressions

at the end of flag I'd venture to say that

another incredible day at Kieve had
passed.

Saturday, June 29*^ - Paul Keller

As I awoke today, I looked to the sky
and saw a cloud in the shape of Stone Cold

Steve Austin. This was the almighty sign

from above that today was to beWWF day.

During Indian Circle all of the campers
received raffle tickets for prizes to be given

out throughout the day. Morning activities

whizzed along with the men of Bank I

racking up bullseyes in riflery. During
general swim we had aWWF action figure

won by Phillip Bartel and a magazine was
won by John Tormondson. From here we
all went and chowed down on lunch which
melded in to rest period. Afternoon
activities were bristling with excitement.

A group ofcampers worked with Will Hiltz

on a feature match for the evening activity.

I walked around to several activities with
raffle drawings. Next was general swim
during which rafts had to do a skit pitting

their favorite WWF wrestler at a Kieve
activity. Krazy Karl better hope that The
Rock doesn't show up at printing again!

After dinner, their was a little tension in

the air during announcements. Allison

Martinat and Jen Ireland were a bit

perturbed by the peasantry of the Lake
Bluff girls, Charlotte Smith and Jen Kim.
There was also some World Cup tension

amongst the Germans (Pat Bowen and
Alecca Sterling) and the Brazillians (Jason

Nahra and Matt Mracheck). Finally,

Spencer Cherry gave a moving speech on
the power of positive thinking to his friend

Trevor Wood. Apparently Will Hiltz and
Jeff Tillinghast felt differently. They just

wanted to eat pop tarts and play video

games. There was only one thing to

do. . .Wrestling Night.

The evening opened with a fine wrestling

display by several of the campers, with

C.J. Richardson and Allie Walsh among
them. Then came our first match...Lake
Forest vs. Lake Bluff. The Lake Forest girls

came out in all of their Pulitzer splendor

while the Lake Bluff girls looked like they

just showed up from their parole hearing.

After many fists had flown, the Lake Forest

girls emerged victorious and added insult

to injury by gently applying makeup to

the rugged faces of the Lake Bluff girls.

Next was a battle of epic proportions

between the cyclers (Matt Stephenson and
Alex Russell) and their mortal enemies the

auto mechanics (John McDevitt and
Richard Moncure). After many flying

bodies the cyclers emerged victorious with
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the help of their air pump. Next was the

World Cup preview. Jason was sounding

quite Sittholian in his interview and it was
clear that the Brazilians were pumped. The
match began and the Germans got off to

the early lead. Then the Brazilians

countered. Out of nowhere came the three

crazy Britts (Max, Colum, and Rob) to the

ring. There were seven bodies flying all

over the place. By freak chance, all seven

wrestlers ran into each other in the middle

of the ring and were counted out. The main
event was everything that was expected.

First the losers came out looking like they

just woke up and had not bathed for days.

Next Spencer came out and gave a

motivational speech for all. Trevor was
clearly moved and challenged both of the

losers to a match just by himself. The match
began and Trevor cleared house. Over
time, though, the strength of the losers

numbers proved to be too much and they

dominated Trevor. Spencer than used his

secret weopan. He made Trevor look in

the mirror so he could see his reverse "I'm

A Winner" shirt on his chest. Trevor then

put on a clown suit and the winners beat

the losers in a classic whooping. The
matches ended, we lowered the flag, and
put the closing on another spectacular day
at Kieve.

Sunday, June 30*** - Jason Nahra
Sunday. A day known for pancakes flying

and moving sermons at chapel. Today, as

usual, we had them both. The day started

with Jack and Edwin from JKP raising the

flag. My speech was short since I seemed
to be missing my voice, and it was soon
down to breakfast. As usual, unidentified

flying pancakes were in the air, with some
of them even landing on plates. It was a

typical Sunday meal, with the
entertainment provided by the one great

pancake catch or a misguided pancake in

flight that goes awry and catches an
unsuspecting camper in the head. After

everyone got their fill, it was on to a quick
Buck duty. The game was smurf wars,

where you bob for apples and then try to

find the spoon in the dehydrated milk. We
had a special quest for this one. Lynley
Walker returned to Kieve just to compete
in this Buck duty. In the end it was a Kieve
tie.

Morning duties consisted of shucking

corn and cleaning cabins, and before we
knew it, it was choir and chapel time. Max
Dinning delivered an unbelievable sermon
on this sunny Sunday morning as the camp
listened intently. After the sermon and
several patriotic songs, it was tub time and
inspection time. Cabins were cleaned
quickly and efficiently, and the kids were
cleaned as well. The kids in JKL did
exceptionally well in their cleaning, but

at lunch time it was announced that

everyone received ice cream since all the

cabins were inspection clean.

A lunch ofBBQ chicken and corn on the

cob never gets old. Once again, it was
delicious and the lemonade topped the

meal off perfectly on this hot summer day.

Afternoon activities had a lot to offer. A
sailing regatta, a tennis tourney, and
pottery were 3 of the many choices. The
guys in South Glenayr were a little

indecisive since everything sounded so

good, but the Bank 1 boys quickly filled

up ultimate frisbee. Everyone enjoyed
their respective activities and hopefully

they consumed a lot of water too. General

swim was a welcome activity. To come in

from the rafts, we did the classic pain dives.

We saw many good ones, but raft 1 had the

best and came in first, much to the delight

of Farris (and it wasn't his day off).

A hot dog dinner was the perfect meal
to have before we unveiled the nights

evening activity. The kids thought they

knew what it was going to be, but the

counselors convinced them it was
something different. Eventually though,

the kids were right and a sign was unveiled

that read "Kieve Krazy Casino Night" as

cheers erupted from the crowd.

Game such as Penny Toss, Ping Pong
Pitch, Donut Swing, and Blackjack were
some of the many games that were played.

But the big event of the night were the horse

races. While Tommy pumped the tunes,

Spencer Cherry was the man running the

ponies. Charles, Jen I., and Peter Taylor

were all wonderful horses. Cullom Walker
won big at blackjack, while Wes Lincoln

from JKP was constantly looking for some
water since he was on fire at the tables.

Many people lined up to get their fortune

told by Trev and Matt McKenna, and
everyone was bettin the ponies. Candy and
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poker chips were the prizes, but many
campers hoped for the candy rather than

the chips. The night was unbeUevable and
everyone had such a good time. We set up
casino night with the help of tons of

counselors. Thank you to all who helped

make this night so special.

The flag was lowered a little bit late, by
Sammy Hopkins and Amaury Dujardin

since the casino stayed open after hours

and then it was on to bed. What a

wonderful Sunday.

Monday, July 1"* - Spencer Cherry

A driving morning rain earned the camp
an extra half-hour of sleep, as per the norm.

We opted against subjecting the flag to the

downpour, instead having a quick meeting

rife with assurances of a soon-to-be clear

day before heading down to Pasquani.

A breakfast of bagels and muffins was
capped off with announcements where I

informed the camp ofmy decision to cede

much of the day's decision making to the

whims of two giant dice I had constructed

the previous day. The dice told us to force

certain counselors to entertain the camp
with songs and dances, while Buck duty
was a replay of the previous night's horse

racing, with six counselors (playing as

horses) advancing in acccordance with dice

rolls.

Morning activities ran on a delayed
schedule, many of them appropriately

moved indoors as we waited for the

promised passing of the storm. Sounth
Bunkerhill I and Bank I perhaps won out

in the morning lottery, each cabin playing

a game of floor hockey in Innisfree with
Charles and Richie.

The rain cleared as the second activity

period drew to a close, unsurprising as we
had already cancelled the morning's
general swim. At lunch we enjoyed turkey

tetrazinni and subsequently more dice

games during announcements. The order

in which cabins signed up for afternoon

activities was appropriately determined
by the dice, with waterfront activities

filling up fast as campers sought means of

escaping the heat and humidity.

Afternoon general swim occurred
without a hitch, the rafts assigned numbers
to incorporate into skits, although
ultimately the dice determined the order

in which the rafts returned to the main
dock.

An uneventful dinner gave way to

announcements of campers' achievements

during afternoon activities. The evening

activity, "Crazy Mexy Soccer", was
announced soon after, the dice having
already selected the teams.

The game went smoothly, with everyone

eager to exercise some after sitting around
a fair amount in the morning. The activity

starts as regular soccer, with a whistle blast

signifying a switch to handball, and a

subsequent whistle announcing the switch

back. We all made our way up the hill to

lower the flags, they having been hoisted

mid-day with the departure of the rain. A
great day!

Tuesday, July 2"^* - Trevor Wood
A fun day. . .remember???

Wednesday, July 3""** - Jamie Roberts

I found myself awake and at Pasquaney
planning the day's events while the rest of

camp was still in slumber. It was 7:30 and
I knew it was going to be a hot day. The
weather report said it would get up to 95

degrees. When the time to raise the flag

came around, Andrew Hilboldt and Ryan
Bowling had the honors of running the

stars and stripes as well as the Kieve flag

up the flagpole. Once the technical diffi-

culties of a missing cabin was settled (North

Harris needs to get a better alarm clock),

we went down to breakfast to dine on one
ofmy personal favorites: sausage, egg, and
cheese English muffins.

Morning announcements were meager
at best, but the one's we did have were
entertaining, quality making up for lack

of quantity. For Buck duty, Andy, Rob,

Sam, John Neal, Christine, and Jen Kim
played a game of musical chairs. But this

wasn't just any game of musical chairs;

every chair had a whip cream and sour

cream pie on it. It was messy and fun, and
I made sure that every player got a healthy

does of cream, whipped and sour, all over

them. When the dust settled, Andy and Rob
received Buck Duty.

Camp thinned our significantly after

breakfast, as multiple cabins went to the

beach and on the Snowgoose in attempts

to get away from the heat. I spent the morn
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ing with North Bunkerhill, watching them
during their canoe clinic in preparation

for the St Croix river. By the end of the

morning, they were well prepared to

tackle the fierce Whitewater on the Cana-

dian border.

JK Courage and Perseverance joined us

on the rafts for general swim, building hu-

man machines to come back into the dock.

We had a cannon, a car wash, a slingshot,

and a leapfrog machine. It was quite enter-

taining.

Lunch was burgers, hotdogs, chicken

wings, the sandwich bar, and the salad bar,

the perfect meal for a hot hot day. I re-

minded everyone that they should be

drinking plenty of water to prevent dehy-

dration, and almost everyone I asked told

me that they had already put two Nalgenes

into their bodies.

During the afternoon activities, I made
sure that everything at the waterfront ran

smoothly. It was such a hot day that al-

most every camper was at the waterfront,

and none of us wanted to get out of the

water. I took two breaks from swimming
to welcome back JK Loyalty and South
Cunningham from their respective trips.

They all sounded like they had a great time

and that they were all excited to be back
in camp. Welcome back, boys. We went
back to the classics for afternoon general

swim; synchronized swimming and An-
thony dives as a tie breaker. I hadn't seen

Charlie Richardson do an Anthony dive in

years, and I was happy to see that he hadn't

forgotten how.
As cabins returned from the beach and

the Snowgoose, the camp swelled in size. I

looked at camp during dinner and real-

ized that we had enough people around
for a game of capture the flag. We played
between the soccer field and Harriet House
field, and each base was brought a cooler

full of water to make sure that everyone
stayed hydrated.

Lamarre, Johnny Gray, and Henry
Schmidt lowered the flag when all was said

and done, and I reiterated what I had said

during flag raising: Always be on the look-

out for a good time, because you never
know where you might find one. They
come and the least expected moments.

Thursday, July 4**" - Tom Hartenstein

Happy 4'^ of July!

I woke up excited for the day ahead, we
had lots of big plans to celebrate a very

special day which is always a highlight of

the summer. Evan Beinecke and George
Welles raised the flags and breakfast was
served. Buck duty was a dance
competition dominated by Disco Duffy
and Annika. Activities went very well and
I got to check in with South Bunkerhill at

archery and north Cunningham at the

adventure absolutely dominating the

poison peanut butter pit. Lunch was great

and special plans for dinner were
announced, Pasqualio's! Everyone was
dress up in their finest attire for a night of

dinner and dancing. The afternoon went
well and the campers all made 4*^ of July

hats with special guest Lynley Walker. At
about 6:00 the line began to form at

Pasqualio's and the guest were seated. First

on the menu was cheese sticks and chicken

wings. The main course was Chicken
Parmigiana with pasta-it was exquisite. For

dessert was fruit medley on top of delicious

pound cake. Feeling full, we were
entertained by the Italian Stallions, a duo
of Sam Stevenson and Alex Klivecka.

Dancing was enjoyed by all. Following our

big night out on the town, we were treated

to one of the greatest fireworks shows this

OD has ever seen. Spectacular! Feeling full

of food and patriotic pride, we all hit the

hay to get ready for another great day.

Friday, July 5'^ - Reid Anderson
We awoke today and gathered around

the flagpole to raise not two flags, but

three. The third flag was the first

installment of our tribute to one of man's

greatest inventions, Duct Tape. Sam
Hopkins and John Blair raised the flags and
we all headed down to breakfast. After a

few counsel announcements, Chris
D'Angelo and Brittany Cronin faced off

against Cullom Ballantyne and Aleca
Stirling in our Duct Tape sculpture contest

building a moose out of duct tape. It was
such a tight contest that all four ended up
with buck duty. After morning duties, we
gathered at Indian Circle and headed off to

activities. Soon enough it was time for

General Swim, where I modeled the Duct
Tape Sandals. The contest to come in was
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to come up with and demonstrate two
creative uses for duct tape. Raft 3 came in

first as we all got to see several articles of

clothing, hair removal systems, and
methods for quieting the Aflac Duck.

Lunch was highlighted by a Duct Tape

demonstration in which Alex Kliveca was
duct taped to a table while standing on a

milk crate. The crate was then removed
and, would you believe it, Alex was kept

up in the air thanks to Duct Tape. We all

headed off to rest period and before long

we were back up at Indian Circle, ready

for an afternoon of activities. Afternoon

general swim saw the presentations of

several Duct Tape slogans in which the ever

popular, "If you can't duct it, forget it"

came in first. Dinner prepared us well for

the evening activity, the Duct Tape
Olympics. The cabins were paired up and
competed in four activities, Duct Tape
Golf, Duct Tape Basketball, Duct Tape
Broom Hockey, and Duct Tape Bocci. Bocci

turned into Ultimate Frisbee since the

Bocci game was a little complicated. Golf

was played from the Kieve sign up the hill

to the Buck and then back to the sign.

Basketball and Golf were the two biggest

hits of the night and many of the cabins

ended in a 2-2 tie after the four sports. We
lowered the flags, duct tape flag included,

and headed off to bed for a good night's

sleep. Duct Tape Day was a huge success

and we all now have a much greater

appreciation for that little silver role of

Duct Tape.

Saturday, July 6*** - Matt McKenna
Today was an interesting day for me to

be OD because I got to see the camp shrink

to the smallest it gets and then start to grow
back again, with the departure of JK and
the arrival of Allagash. Jackson Logie and
George Welles helped me raise the flag,

and then we all headed down to Pasquaney
to chow down some food. For Buck duty, I

did one of my favorites, the egg toss, but
with a twist- before each toss, the
counselors would have to do a certain

number of dizzy bats. Our defending
champions were Tom and Will, but they
lost in the second round. Rob and Matt
and John and Rich both made it to 15 dizzy

bats before they dropped the eggs. After

breakfast the cabins set off to clean up

Kieve a little in preparation for the JK
parents.

I arrived at Indian Circle early this

morning to get in a game of knockout.

Barrett got me out in the first round, but I

had a good time watching the other kids

battle it out. After the kids headed off to

activities I set about trying to prepare an
Iron Chef competition for lunch. By the

time I had got all the stoves and ingredients

ready, it was time for General Swim so I

headed down to the waterfront for pain

dive Saturday. Everyone was getting into

the pain dives, including Will who did a

flying squirrel, followed by Connor R.,

who did the best pain dive of the morning.

Camp was small today not only because

JK left, but because three cabins spent the

day at the beach- South Glenayr, North
Glenayr and South Bunkerhill 2. The kids

all had a good time building castles,

swimming and relaxing while the

counselors played a ferocious game of

horseshoes.

At lunch Andy and Will battled it out.

Their main ingredient was salmon and
they had a host ofveggies, spices and sauces

to work with. The kids all crowded around
to watch the chefs at work and helped out

whenever they could. The judges for

today's competition were directors,

present and past and in the end Andy
squeaked out a victory by one vote.

By the time afternoon activities rolled

around, some clouds had rolled in and it

began to rain. This wasn't a problem
though, especially for the kids at ultimate

who loved sliding around in the mud down
at the field. The rain let up eventually

though and we all went down to General

Swim for a second round of pain dive

Saturday, but this time the counselors had
to do them. After swim, I set up Iron Chef
for round two, this time Andy took the

Iron Chef himself, Chris Magill. Each made
a chicken dish, with a chocolate dessert.

The secret ingredient was Cornflakes and
each used it well in their meals. Tim and
Mac helped judge and in the end the Iron

Chef held his title and won a plate of

lunchmeats.

For the evening activity I did ultimate

sports sign up night, where the kids could

choose to play basketball, ultimate, soccer,

hockey or bombardment. As the OD I got
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to run around at each and had a good time.

At flag that night I reminded the kids how
they only had one week left and to really

enjoy it and make the most out of it. We
then sang the song and headed down to the

cabins for a good night sleep.

Sunday, July 7*** - Jess Trombley
Simply put, a day to realize how lucky

we are. And we will never forget all that

Max Dinning gave to us by way of

thoughtful words and actions throughout

his time with us.

Monday, July S*** - Harrison Stuart

Charlie Richardson likes to think that

my OD days are a little chaotic. 1 like to

think that they are controlled chaos. It

usually starts with the flag ceremony, in

which undoubtedly something happens. .

.

no different today. Someone put a knot in

the rope so the flags only made it up the

pole ten or so feet...oh well. As for the

day, it went uphill from there. Suffice to

say campers were challenged, campers
were well fed, campers were amused. And
mostly, 1 was reminded why 1 think this is

such a great place to spend my summers.

Tuesday, July 9'*" - Trevor Wood
We all woke to a hazy and dark sky that

promised for a wet day. Symbolic of the

spirit of Kieve, however, a blue sky was
unwrapped shortly after morning flag. As
Morgan Krey and Henry Schmidt raised

the flags, I asked the boys to acknowledge
the fact that the session is drawing to an all

too sudden close. With this in mind, 1 told

them to leave with no regrets - lay it all on
the table and make sure all is left behind.

We all wait 11 long months to visit this

fantastic place, but we must make sure our

flight or drive home is regret free so that

the next summer can be all its own.
Pasquaney greeted us with handfuls of

waffles, bagels, and the rowdy chants and
cheers of the Kieve brethren. Although our

bellies were full and our smiles wide, a

small weight hung above our heads - Our
very own Jason Nahra had left us for the

summer after his Junior Kieve duties. We
all would miss him dearly. I closed
breakfast with a quick game of scattegories
- the brilliant Duffy Phelps stole the show.

Wednesday, July 10'^ - Paul Keller

Hard to believe, but we began today with

only three full days left in camp. As we
came down the hill we were greeted by
Long Voyage returning from their trip. In

one of the most elaborate entrances in

Kieve history, the boys finished a portage

on top of the roof while Brendan and Steve

lowered themselves and a canoe down
from a very high spot on the trees. Bravo!

Breakfast rolled on with its usual hum.
Buck Duty was a round of Trivial Pursuit

questions for teens, which was failed

horribly by all. We moved on to activities

after some gruelling duties. Matt
McKenna's South Glenayrians were
racking up the qualifications. General

Swim was less than passionate, but was
envigorated by campers forcing the

counselors to jump in the water. Four
square was in full swing during free time

and lunch. During announcements, Jim
Fossil and Matty Mracheck were having

some friction as to who was the better

Magic player. Jim bragged of his

performance at the 1998 tournament in

Amsterdam, while Matty relied on his

domestic victories (although he was
removed from a Magic tournament once!).

Charlotte Smith decided that the only way
which it could be settled would be with a

fist-time-ever Magic tournament during

activity periods. The end result was a 2-2

tie. Other activities that were popular were
archery, riflery, and the wood shop. To
come in from rafts during general swim,
rafts had to recreate the seen of Matty
getting kicked out of the Magic
tournament. Good stuff! Dinner was a

hamburger feast that should have Ronald
McDonald looking over his shoulder. The
evening activity was an ultimate games
night. Some played Ultimate Frisbee,

others Basketball, still others Four Square,

while a lucky few got to witness another

Magic War between the Fossil and M-
Check. We lowered the flag and pulled the

blinds down on another fantastic Kieve

day.

Thursday, July 11'** - Pete LaCasse
Qualification Thursday:

Created back in the day by Bob Linker.

Total of 357 qualifications throughout
the day.
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Great weather.

Dee Clemens setting a new standard for

windsurfing.

A Kieve Cup Tennis Tournament.

Sailing Regattas with Schmid and the

Roberts.

Many announcements and a National

Anthem by Chris D.

Swimming.
Much needed nap time.

More activities, Charlie Epstien picking

up a few quals.

Dinner and then group campfires to

share a bit from the session.

Sleep.

Friday, July 12^^ - Charlie Richardson

Yet another beautiful day greeted us for

our last full day together. We all marveled

at the fact the session was already coming
to a close. The day was filled with activity

as the counselors were preparing a game
of Aqua Attack and the campers were
trying to get to their favorite activity one
last time. A special thanks goes out to

Harrison, Trevor, Duffy, and John for

working so hard on the "Lobstermen vs.

i<Enron Aqua Attack. I also have to mention
the guest appearance of Matt McKenna
and the rest of the 1941 Allagash team.

Besides the game the following campers
received accolades: Hank Klem and Mike
McGrane (Climbing Wall), Henry Schmidt
(Kieve Sailor) and George Malkin (Kieve

Cup) and Tobi Davis Louis Achilles, John
Gray, Teddy Powell, and Will Salisbury

(Adventure Course). Congratulations boys.

For dinner the Maine Trails cabins cooked
burgers and dogs then we all went up to

listen to words and song to help up reflect

on our Kieve experience. I challenged each
and every member of the Kieve com-
munity to continue to carry the Kieve
message throughout the year (Treat

everyone with kindness and respect). And
especially, don't be afraid to be a friend. It

is the greatest gift you can give yourself

and the entire world. .

.

Saturday, July IS*"" - Henry Kennedy
The day dawned warm, sunny and dry.

Parents started streaming down the West
Neck Road promptly at 10 a.m. After heavy
doses of hugs and a few happy tears, ev-

eryone headed for the lakeside chapel ser-

vice. Nancy Kennedy belted out hymns
on the missionary organ for the 45th con-

secutive year, several campers shared
heartfelt readings from the chapel book,

James Cole brought us to tears by singing

Silent Night in both English and German,
Dick Kennedy inspired us all with his ad-

vice and wisdom, and the staff received a

well-deserved standing ovation. Then it

was off to the cabin award ceremonies to

hear anecdotes of the many adventures and
to recognize each camper for his many ac-

complishments. Several campers com-
pleted their 8'^ summer and we sadly said

goodbye (Kieve West next year, though!).

Paula and Lee led a small army ofkitchen

staff in producing an excellent lunch for

all. Allie and Libby entertained us with an
incredible slide show. Then it was off to

the activities for parents and siblings to

see for themselves what their sons had
enjoyed for the past three and a halfweeks.

Late in the afternoon everyone gathered

around the flag, which came down for the

last time. All joined for a rousing Kieve

song and cheer, and the session sadly ended.

Only 11 months left until next year!

HRK
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Daily Log - Second Session

Tuesday, July 16 - Charlie Richardson

A much better travel day compared to

first session. No fender benders with our

busses and all flights came in on schedule.

The campers always arrive earlier 2"^^ ses-

sion, and this year was no different. By
lunchtime over eighty percent of the

campers travelling by auto were enjoying

a beautiful day and luncheon served by
Paula, Lee, Anna, and Ellen. We are lucky

to have such wonderful, dedicated cooks.

While the campers acclimated themselves

to the campus the Maine Trails staff (Jamie,

Rob, Brendan, Alex, Brehan, and Pete) were
busy packing for their respective three-

week kayak and hiking trip. The day had
plenty of swimming, tennis, and the usual

appearances by Simon (of Simon Says),

Super Counselor, and that mysterious bat

that seems to fly overhead during the spa-

ghetti dinner. By dusk all the cabins were
settling in to name and cooperative games
to begin the process ofbuilding a cohesive

team. A great start to session 2, 2002

Wednesday, July 17 - Peter LaCasse
It is the first real day of camp second

session. Sun shining and Tim King getting

ready for an awesome month. The lake

warmed up for a general swim orientation

and the island swim, which was completed
in record numbers. Everyone gave it a great

try.

Maine Trails III was the first trip to take

off for the session. Their epic 23-day
journey began out in Sedgewick with a trip

to Butter Island. Guillemme, Eric, Jim and
John were all pumped up. Trails II and I

finished up their final touches for their

departure tomorrow. We took care of the

camp picture. Matt McKenna, the ghost of

Kieve, Noah Aptekar, and Nicky Cushing
looked good for the shot. A tough game of

Capture the Flag, with a few injuries to

Harrison Stuart, ended our day.

We loved the day. We played hard. We
made a new friend. We treated each other

the way that we wanted to be treated. Ricky
Nix brought down the flag and we headed
down for a good night's sleep.

Friday, July 19 Tim Egan
A business as usual kind of day. Beauti-

ful skies greeted us as the flag was raised

by two South Glenayrians. The morning
was spent saying good-bye to a number of

trips. Most Notably was the send off for

Trevor and Duffy Phelps and the Long Voy-

age. Duffy left us with many locks of his

red hair and a picture to remember him
by. The other highlight was the scene at

the waterfront. The North Harris boys
learned on the go how to maneuver the

"Viking" boat called the Bill Gribbell.

Watching Harrison try to bark out the or-

ders, for his crew to row, as he steered right

into the aqua zip line was a sight to be-

hold. Nevertheless, everyone was in great

spirits and enjoyed the audience they had.

Saturday, July 20, Andy Roberts

1 woke up this morning on the first Sat-

urday of the session earlier than usual and
1 knew that today was going to be a good
day. Steve Darby rose the flag, and then

after a few inspirational words to seize the

day, we all headed down to Pasquaney for

a hearty breakfast. Cheers of "Ritz Skit"

rang through Pasquaney. Duties were the

usual ones this morning, and a few mem-
bers of the female staff enjoyed a messy
Buck duty.

The sun was shining and it was a gor-

geous day for activities. The waterfront,

adventure, riflery, archery, and many other

activities were open, and many ofthe camp-
ers got the chance to do an activity with
their cabin that they had never done be-

fore because it was only the first week of

the session. First General Swim came, and
because it was Saturday, to come in it was
pain dives. Sean Andalcio did a great pain

dive, as were all of the camper pain dives

this morning.
Lunch was again delicious, and more

cheers for "Ritz Skit" came. Alex Russell

pulled out some Ritz Crackers to get the

campers chanting, and the band Kiss

showed up to do a little air guitar of their

own. It was great. All the campers went to

rest period after lunch excited to sign up
for activities and eager to plan their air

guitar skits for the evening activity.
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The afternoon was just as beautiful as

the morning, and the waterfront was buzz-

ing with activity during the afternoon ac-

tivity periods, and a game of Charlie's

Crazy Pickle Challenge was played on the

soccer field and was one of the most popu-

lar activities.

The bell rang and it was time for Second
General Swim. Pain Dive Saturday still

continued for the competition to come in

from the rafts, but the counselors took cen-

ter stage this afternoon performing their

skills in pain-diving. Alison Martinat and

Jen Ireland showed all the counselors how
the pain dive is done, and then the rest of

the counselors on the rafts performed.

There was a tie for third place, and
Amanda Dowell and Charlotte Smith ea-

gerly did second pain dives to break the

tie, Charlotte winning the tie breaker.

After general swim and free time, ev-

eryone enjoyed another great meal, and
then went back to their cabins to put the

finishing touches on their air guitar skits.

South Glenayr did a great Barry White
song, singing to Coleen and Libby, and
North Glenayr did a great job putting on a

dancing lesson to Michael Jackson. Charles

Brown's cabin brought back old school

with live music, and the Ritz Skit lived up
to everyone's imaginations as the female

staff performed to Aretha Franklin. Over-

all, it was one of the best Air Guitar Nights

I have ever seen.

We all gathered at the flag, took down
the flag and reflected on the day, and then

sang the Kieve Song. Everyone went back
to their cabins to get some deserved sleep.

It was a great day, and I was glad to be part

of it.

Sunday, July 21 -Jess Trombley
For anyone who has not been around

for a summer Sunday at Kieve, let me take

you through the day:

• Wake up is at 8 instead of 7:30

• Pancakes fly all over the dining hall

for breakfast as campers remember
how it was like for the early
lumberjacks who graced the state of

Maine
• Campers flock to choir practice with

Nancy Kennedy to try and win
chocolate cakes made by B.J. Kennedy
for loudest and sweetest voice

• Chapel follows and a staff member
gets a chance to speak. Tyler Brown
gave an excellent talk on adversity

• The cabins are then inspected for

cleanliness and everyone gives their

rendition of the Kieve song
• Barbecue chicken and corn on the cob

lunch follows

• Post cards home everyone. . .who will

be the lucky person to get an actual

hand written letter from a summer
camper?

• Afternoon activities and a general

swim
• Staff cooked hotdogs round out the

meals
• Evening activity and the lowering of

the flag end the day

Monday, July 22, Harrison Stuart

Flag was a little chaotic. As normal. With
the diligent help ofNorth Harris, and Henry
Kennedy's instructions to flip Old Glory

right side up, I got my first problem of the

day sorted out. Like most mornings break-

fast followed flag, filling our young bel-

lies with cheerios and rice krispies the men
and women of Kieve discussed whether
there were a finer place to feed. Buck duty
was Kieve 's 73'"^ annual Kieve tough man
competition. All participants played, one
won, The ever-top heavy Trevor Wood.
We fought off minimal responsibilities all

day long, basked in the sun and swam in

the lake enjoy every moment of our sum-
mer day. After a rib and chicken dinner

and announcements we duked it out on
the Harriet House with a hard fought game
of Color Wars. As we gathered around the

flag that night and sang our song we re-

membered our families and reflected on
our day.

Tuesday, July 23, Spencer Cherry

The day commenced with an inexpli-

cable 30-minute sleep-in - perhaps in an-

ticipation of the expected afternoon
storms? In any event, the flags were hoisted

and I encouraged setting a goal for the day
to commemorate the close of the first week
of camp, stating my own goal of learning

the names of all of the campers in camp
(seven cabins worth).

We closed out a breakfast of sausage and
egg sandwiches with a Buck duty contest
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for the shrillest yell, just to get everyone a

little riled up. Adam and Chris Magill

feigned shrieking, with Joe Holliday mus-
tering up a tad more strength; Annika
closed with an overwhelming victory.

Early into morning activities it was clear

that the day was going to be a steamer,

certainly 100% humidity and easily into

the 90's. The Bank was granted some relief

from the heat with a Snowgoose day, while

Allagash worked on team skills with Ross

Cameron in preparation for tomorrow's

departure. Jen Ireland and Jen Kim formed

Team Hydration, motoring around to the

various activities with ice water and ice

cream to keep everyone ticking.

I borrowed a page from Will Georgi and
Pete LaCasse's book by having a Moose-
Warden-Hunter competition to determine

the order in which campers came in from

a much-appreciated general swim before

lunch.

After replenishing lost nutrients we had
some fun as a camp acting out the

afternoon's activities. Some - e.g. printing

and art - proved trickier than others

though it was fun to have the whole camp
working in unison.

We had three special activities for the

afternoon: Chase and Steve took a group
on a Huck Finnesque adventure, paddling

the Allagash raft around Lake Damari-
scotta, swimming and fishing; Andy Rob-
erts and Joe Holliday treated six more
campers to an ocean sail on the Hatsy; and
Chris Magill shared his culinary expertise

with eight others as they prepared gespacho

for the camp.
The thunderstorms hunted us down just

as the first activity period came to a close,

though the downpour was brief and thus

was our break. Everyone motored
through, not letting a little moisture
dampen his fun. We were forced to forgo

the afternoon general swim, however, as

lightning and thunder alerted us to the

potential dangers of swimming. Unfortu-

nately it seemed that the storm was going
to be with us for a bit.

We shifted into plan b for evening activ-

ity, allowing the campers a vote for the

game. Paul Keller, Charlie Richardson, Pete

LaCasse and I each vaguely presented an
activity - unbeknownst to the campers
they differed in name only - and Pete's

proposal to play 'Sabotage' won out.

The game was played in camp's giant

sauna - Innisfree - tolerable as the storm

had cooled temperatures some. Three at a

time, counselors took to the stage. A fact

about one of the counselors was read, and
each cabin had one question to ask of one
counselor to determine who was telling

the truth and which two counselor's were
stringing the campers along. Some of the

highlights included Steve revelation that

he still carried a pencil lead from a second
grade stabbing and Brittany Cronin's tale

of a small plane crashing into her front

yard (thankfully no serious injuries). North
Cunningham won the competition by suc-

cessfully identifying the appropriate coun-

selor an impressive six out of eight rounds.

Henry Lobb and Nick Huston lowered
the flags as I confessed to having fallen

short ofmy goal of learning every camper's

name, though I did have a chance to at

least meet everyone in camp. A great day
for all.

Wednesday, July 24 - Patrick Bowen
Wednesday, July 24 started in gorgeous

fashion at flag, as the skies were clear and
the sun hot without the dense humidity
from the day before. Adam Hirschberg and
Georgi Brook hoisted the flag to start things

off while I encouraged the boys to seize

the day with a saying passed on from my
dad that I applied to camp: "Today is the

first day of the rest of your session and
consequently your life." Think about it a

minute. With only four cabin groups in

camp the opportunity was there for the

younger guys to take advantage of the day.

So, the second of week of camp started

with a breakfast of cereal, bagels and muf-

fins and closed out with a buck duty of

"make the sandwich"; a messy contest I

borrowed from the show Whose Line is it

Any Way? Allie Martinet and Sam
Stevenson paired up against Steve
Hollister and Aleca to make the best sand-

wich possible out of bread, relish, potato

chips, grape jelly spruced with marshmal-
lows, olives and other gross ingredients.

Sam and Aleca had to stand behind their

partners and put their arms through their

partners to make the sandwiches and eat

them. Aleca and Steve lost as Allie chowed
her ugly concoction with style.As the tem
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perature climbed into the mid-eighties at

Indian circle, the four remaining cabins

ran through activities and I had them give

me their best knock-knock joke followed

by states and capitals trivia to come in

from their rafts for first general swim. A
joke/riddle theme seemed to creep into

the day, started at breakfast by Tom
Hartenstein and continued at lunch where
several campers including Nicky Gushing
and Trey Zenker displayed their wit while

poor jokes from Alex Russell and Chase
where given the official "flush". The popu-

lar activities of the afternoon were sailing,

woodshop and a cool baseball type game
invented by Tom and Charlie at box sports.

For the second general swim I had the kids

make a machine out of the members of

their raft. Bonus points awarded to those

rafts that used all their kids. Dave Ernst

and Charlie won with an interesting recre-

ation of a canon firing Adam Hirschberg

into the water.

Dinner was low-key as South Glenayr
rejoined camp after returning from their

primer to Bremen and the jokes continued

to be beat into the ground by all. Fortu-

nately, the weather kept instead of turning

for the worst like the previous evening,

which allowed for Slip-and-Slide Town
Ball to seem a good idea. As usual, how-
ever, the game turned to chaos down on
Harriet House field as a handful of counse-

lors got stuck hauling water to and from
the lake to keep the slip-in-slide wet for

the kids while others were confused about

what was supposed to be going on. We ac-

tually didn't start playing the game until

half way through the evening activity, as

most of the cabins just wanted to slip-in-

slide instead of playing town ball. Charlie

and Pete helped organize and the kids

ended up having a wild time running
around while stressing most of the staff

out. This would be my last Slip-and-Slide

Town Ball. Flag was a little late due to the

late start down on Harriet House, but the

kids were generally happy despite being
cold and exhausted from the game ending
what had been a great second session day.

Thursday, July 25^^ - Chris Magill

This was my first ever OD day, and I was
a little unsure what to expect. Luckily ev-

erything came together very well to pro-

duce what I thought was an exceptional

day. We awoke to find the smallest camp
of the session, and a beautiful day; we
started with four cabins with one going

out (South Cunningham) on the

Snowgoose III for the day. Today was also

the day which Junior Kieve arrived for

their ten-day introductory session. At flag

I told the camp that due to the small size of

camp, today would be a great day to ex-

pand your circle of friends and talk to

someone who otherwise you would not

have time too. Although there was no offi-

cial theme for the day there we Iron Chef
competitions planed for lunch and dinner.

Breakfast was hearty meal of eggs and
sausage. We concluded breakfast with a

short run of council announcements and a

very interesting Buck Duty which con-

sisted of Sara Riddleberger, Joe Dyer, Joe

HoUiday, and Evan Atherton making pan-

cakes in there mouth then spitting the bat-

ter into a pan and cooking it.

Morning activities went off without a

hitch and a very small general swim was
planed, because of the size of camp, in-

stead of being assigned to a raft as buddy
pairs, the cabins went to rafts together. In

order to come in off the rafts, the men had
to act out an obscure Olympic sport, which
was interesting to say the least.

Lunch started off with the "JV round of

THE IRON CHEF with The team ofJen (Cu-

linary Jenius) Kim and Sara (I'll Riddle

Your Berger) Riddleberger, VS. Joe
Holliday. The two teams cooked on sepa-

rate Coleman grills all through lunch while
campers ate Taco Sticks and a plethora of

salads. Before announcements started the

two teams presented their creations to the

panel of judges and a winner was decided
upon. The winner being Joe. From There
we had a short rest period and some fun

afternoon activities.

During afternoon general swim we had
gained a few more cabins so we had a stan-

dard swim and the contest to come in con-

sisted of a largest splash competition, the

splashes being judged on size and girth.

During free time I was busy setting up for

the "Varsity" IRON CHEF, where Chal-

lenger Joe Holliday would face off against

the Iron Chef (Allie Martinat). After din-

ner ended we had the panel assemble, with

guest judge The One, for the tasting of the
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food. The panel was split 50/50 over who
they thought the winner should be but in

an unexpected twist the deciding vote was
cast by Aleca Sterling securing the Iron

Chefs victory. Evening activity was an

awesome game of Mental Midget Relays.

The relays consisted of such games as the

shoe find, wrapping your councilor in TP
and making them run a lap, and the cater-

pillar. After we had totally tired ourselves

out, we went up to flag where I reiterated

my words from the morning about expand-

ing our circles. After a resounding version

of the Kieve song we all returned to our

cabins for a good nights rest. Hope every-

one had as much fun as I did!

Friday, July 26 - Harrison Stuart

Flag was a little chaotic. As normal.

Every one followed Charles Brown to

breakfast except Charles Brown was still

asleep so the chaos resumed into break-

fast. Hampden-Sydney College's finest,

John Neal and Rich Moncure were the los-

ers of the Kieve spelling bee where they

were to do a spell off versus Jim Fossil and
recent deans list recipient from Barry Col-

lege alum Tommy Hartenstien. Hampden-
Sydney boys were a little tripped up by
the ancient Indian names for lakes. We
played and swam. Had a swim race at both

general swims. The day was hot and sum-
mery, but Kieve was in for a surprise and
some sweet relief. As we had a cookout
for dinner. Salmon, steak, chicken and rips

were grilled as boys bobbed for apples and
begin to throw them at one another. We
ate watermelon and greens filling our bel-

lies and storing up much needed energy

for the evening activity at the waterfront.

AQUATIC CHAOS! Canoe races till we
couldn't paddle any more. What a day!

What a great day!

Saturday, July 27 - Ben Hollister

We woke up to s cold overcast Saturday
morning and began to gather at the rock. I

was about to raise the flag when Charlie

pointed out to me that there was a knot at

the top, after about three unsuccessful at-

tempts the flag finally went up. A few brief

words were said about why people come
back to Kieve and we proceeded to break-

fast. Buck duty was a combination of all of

the Old School activities such as chubby

bunny, dizzy bat and egg toss. The three

men of South Cunningham and my JC Ian

were the victims. General swim was can-

celled due to weather and we had a very

successful Auction activity instead. South
Cuimingham departed for the White Moun-
tains and the rest of camp had some lunch.

The second general swim didn't work out

because of lack of counsel and the weather
so I let the few kids that wanted to swim
hit the beach. After dinner we all enjo^^ed

Jar Jar and then I announced the evening
activity of Capture the Camper. We took

the flag down and went to bed ready for a

lazy Sunday.

Sunday, July 28 - Annika Nilsson

This Sunday morning started with Nick
Cushing and Nat Duncan raising the flag

together with the Swedish flag. As a

Swedish counselor having my first OD-
day, I felt more secure doing this day in a

Swedish theme. To be the officer of the

day was definitely a challenge for me, and
that was what my speech was about. I

encourage the campers to push their limits

a bit more for what they thought they could

do. To challenge yourself makes you grow,

and camp Kieve is a great place for that.

It was a typical Sunday meal, with
pancakes flying in the air. After everyone
had eaten their breakfast, it was time for

Buck duty. The game was to find out who
had the biggest, who was the fastest and
who was the ugliest. By blowing a jumbo
balloon without popping it, getting a

cheese cube on a string in the mouth and
singing "Mary had a little Lamb" with
rubberband over the face, Alex Russell was
the definite winner.

Morning duties consisted of shucking

corn and cleaning cabins, which followed

with the ceremony by the chapel. Paul

Keller had a great speech about the

counselors he had met during the years.

How they had thought him useful things

about life. After the sermon it was tub-

and inspection time. The cabins were all

very cleaned with a lot of nice and creative

welcome-signs infront of the doors.

After a lunch of BBQ chicken and corn

on the cob, everyone received ice cream.

The afternoon had great activities like

Aqua zip, H. S. Swing, Adventure,
Climbingwall, Tennis, Ultimate Frisbee,
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Photo and Pottery to offer.

General swim was successful despite a

cloudy sky, thanks to Alex Russell doing

the Hannibal splash and entering the water

on CJ's broken bicycle. To come in from

the rafts, I wanted the guys to sing and
dance. The winner was Charlie Pearce's

raft doing a Macarena performance.

After the hot dog dinner it was time for

the evening activity, which was: Escape to

Freedom. Although it was a little bit too

easy for the boys finding freedom at the

Harriet House dock, the game as usual was
a great success.

After the bell rung, we all returned to

the top of the hill where Charlie Josi and
Chris Greer lowered the flag. I thanked the

boys and the counselors for a great OD
day and reminded them to keep on
challenge themselves.

I had a wonderful day.

Monday, July 29 - Steve Hollister

The day was typical, like any other day
really, except that the Officer of the Day
didn't feel very official. On account ofmy
many minutes of preparation and my
countless seconds of rehearsing my re-

marks, my oratory at the morning's flag

ran smoothly, just like the Kieve vans
don't. The rest of the day proved to be an
excellent time and Four-Way Soccer
turned out to be a hit despite a dearth of

soccer balls on this campus. Over and Out.
- the OD

Tuesday, July 30 - C. Brown
"You know when you get old in life

things start to get taken away from you,

that's part of life, but you only start

learning that when you start losing stuff.

You find out that life is this game of

inches. . .so is football. Because in game,
life or football, the margin for error is

so small I mean one-half a step too late

or too early and you don't quite make
it. One second too slow or too early

and you don't quite catch it. The inches

we need are everywhere around us, in

every break of the game in every
minute, every second. Now I can't make
you do it. You got to look at the guy
next to you. Look into his eyes, now I

think that you are going to see a guy
that will go that inch with you. A guy

that will sacrifice himself for this team
because he knows when it comes down
to it you're going to do the same thing

for him. That's a team gentleman and
either we heal now as a team ofwe will

die as individuals. That's football guys,

that's all it is. Now what are you going

to do?"

Al Pacino -Oliver Stone's

"Any Given Sunday"
There is no I in team. After Noble and

Parker helped me raise the flag I tried to

emphasize the importance of this

community being a team. We needed to

realize that with only ten days left of the

summer it was the "fourth quarter". We
needed to leave it all on the field and finish

strong. CJR followed up by asking "Hey
ya' who wants the ball-who wants to run
with the baaalH"(he indeed was referring

to the pigskin)-we all want the ball!

As the young bucks made their way into

the great eating hall they each received a

number tattooed on their wee little hands.

Why? Just so that they could ask thousands
of questions during breakfast until it was
finally revealed to them why they had
received this odd morning greeting. After

some rock hard waffles it was time to move
on to morning duties, which were nothing

out of the ordinary until the end at which
point I miraculously turned myself into

Jeff Probst. Who? You may ask. None other

then the ussiest of usses Survivor host.

That's right today was the fourth semi-

annual Kieve Survivor day.

Before we could start he backstabbing

and alliances we had to meet our ten

contestants and the two tribes that they

had been divided into. Tribe County
Kitchen and Team Pocahontas all warmly
greeted us. It was at this time that the little

numbers on every camper's hand finally

started to make sense. You see each
survivor had a number on his or her chest

ranging from one to ten. If the number on
a campers' hand corresponded with that

of the sole survivor at the end of the day
then those campers would receive a prize.

Nothing short of another stroke of genius

and a little help from the Kieve logistics

office.

The first challenge involved each team
member having to make a rubber band
travel from around the tip of their nose to
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down around their neck without using their

hands. Let me tell you this made for some
great facial expressions. After too much
time and torture the contestants were
informed that they could use each other's

heads to help the squad were just not

willing to venture. This resulted in the

politically sly contestant that was the Foss

being the first to fall.

The next challenge came during morning
Indian circle. This time a little athleticism

would be involved in seeing which tribe

could sink the most free throws in a minute.

Jen come on guys and Kim me a break was
shown no mercy thus becoming the next

to crumble. Mother nature reared her ugly

head with some morning showers to try

and threaten a morning dip in the lake. I

was having none of that! I spent the last

half ofmorning activities letting everyone
know that it was swim or die and that we
would all be at the waterfront at 11:30 in

time to salute General Swim plus we had
to get rid of another survivor.

G-swim was an opportunity for our
contestants to showcase their theatrical

ability. The remaining thespians were
given a set of props by which they has to

design a skit around to be judged by the

loud-o-meter. While our actors waited in

the wings the campers were also get their

dramas on (so much drama in the Ibc) with
their favorite Adam Sandler scene from a

movie. They were all boo, no Happy
Gilmore therefore no reason to mention
any of them. The skits however had
Sundance written all over them. Using a

kickboard, rubbing alcohol, a life jacket,

water pump, and part of a windsurfer the

sky was the limit. Grier's crew went with
the traditional Jeopardy turned into a

blood bathe while Andy's squad opted for

the family values illustrated via the baby
that pees everywhere an then is abused by
his parents. Tasteless and lacking any
PC...perhaps but then again this is Kieve
and that kind of stuff sells just like the skin

mags-see ya' Grier!

Riddle me this riddle me that which tribe

can solve the riddles before the other?

Steve's can. In a secret tribal council held
at an undisclosed location Jen Ireland was
politely asked to vacate the premises. And
then there were six. After a delicious lunch
prepared by our award winning staff it was

time for some announcements and another

elimination. It was time to challenge our

contestants' artistic talents. Andy's crew
went straight for the gut with an "It's all

about the kids" poster. This was followed

by snack, ice cream and bedlam in the

camper mosh pit as elbows and forearm

shivers were thrown as every camper tried

to feed their addiction. Steve's gang went
for the Monet impressionistic approach
followed of course by a candy orgy of sorts

thanks a lot guys.. Safety first. Andy was
sent packing as we all headed for our cabins

for a little R&R rest period style.

As the sun reached its summit in the sky

so did the thermometer and what better

way for our remaining survivors to cool

off in the shade then with some wall sits.

Sara almost went the distance but proved
no match for Steve. As a result La 'I'm not

as tree stump and Mcheck is not my
brother' Riche was asked to pack up his

belongings and vacate get the heck on out.

He was last seen fists clinched pouting

stubbornly off into the distance.

Due to some logistics the afternoon g-

swim brought no need for a challenge and
Ben was sent packing. However, the

kiddies still needed to come in and seeing

as there were no directors present and at

Harrison's insistence the rafts were asked
to reenact the steamiest PG-13 love scene
from a film. Who would have thunk it?

Harrison was able to direct a short scene

from "Steamy 2'''^ Session Summer Gamp"
and was awarded with first place. I had to

explain to Reid that this film did not in

fact exist. A cinematic masterpiece none
the less.

Dinner found us with only three
survivors. Unfortunately, news reached the

GBS desk that Steve has gone AWOL and
lost his marbles. He apparently felt so

threatened by having to fight it out with
two ladies that he just took out. I can't say

I blame him. Just for fun we had Sara and
Tess along with a JK helper and Pete try

and eat as many wings as they could in a

minute. A good giggle was had by all. The
EA was announced amid some contro-

versy. Apparently, now that we live in the

age ofPG many schools across the country
have started banning a fundamental part

ofmy upbringing in education. This would
course be the test of anyone and anything
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athletic. . .DODGEBALL. I decided to make
it a blood bath on the tennis courts and

only use tennis ball from point blank

range. . .safety first. It was the closest thing

some of these kids will ever get to a

battlefield.... or is it?

The war was ended in stalemate as we
all headed up to Pasquaney to have or final

tribal council and see which girl would
walk away a winner. After hearing from

all the survivors and having them cast a

secret ballot it ended in a tie thanks to the

Foss being all up in my grill. So we went
to the bullpen and asked Harrison to break

the tie. Our local Southern Belle was able

to pull of the win with some good old

homegrown southern charm straight from

my hometown of Richmond, VA.
Congratulations Tess!

The flag was lowered as the words of

the late great Vince Lombardi were blessed

upon the crowd. He reminded us of mans
greatest fulfillment in life. That is when he

lies exhausted on the battlefield knowing
that he had played his heart out —and is

victorious. 1 spoke of the amazing energy

that I felt as 1 walked around camp this

afternoon, whether I was being caught in

the crossfire of a water war at Pasquaney
or playing some 'King ofthe Court' at tennis

I could just feel the raw energy. I tried to

reemphasize what I said this morning
about it being the 4*^ quarter and how we
need to leave it all the field and hit the

ground running and make the most of our

waning time together. Thanks for a great

day. -Jeff

Thursday, August 1 - Matt McKenna
I woke up early this morning, and

although I was very comfortable in my
bed, I decided to get up and go for a swim.
As 1 was walking to flag I thought about

how much I had enjoyed the swim, and
how I almost had not done it, and so 1

decided that today I would really urge the

kids to seize the day, and make the most of

it. And so after Will Weaver and Tom
Hanson helped me raise the flag, and I

passed on those words of wisdom, we
headed down to Pasquaney for some
muffins and bagels. For Buck duty today I

decided to have a dance contest which
pitted Rob and Christine, Rich and Sarah,

and John and Charlotte against each other.

There were not a lot of morning duties so

I was able to play a big game of knockout
with the kids, and even though I didn't win
(thank you very much Georgie M.) I still

had a good time. It was a small camp today,

so the morning was relatively quiet, and
at 11:30 I headed down to General Swim.
To come in this morning the rafts had to

do counselor impersonations. I especially

liked Mark's impersonation of me, as well

as Grahmbo's impersonation of Charles.

At lunch 1 went around signing up the

kids for activities and wood, printing and
sailing were the most popular. There was
also a mystery activity with Bill, and only

4 kids were allowed to go. They were
Georgie B., Tom Hanson, Kevin Grace and
Tom Phiffer. We had announcements, but

again camp was small with a lot of cabins

out on trips and JK at the beach so

announcements were fairly mellow.
During rest period I started preparing for

the evening activity, and before I knew it

was 2:15 and time for Indian Circle and
afternoon activities.

The second General Swim was a bit more
exciting not only because we had more
people there, but because to come in there

was a counselor swim race. Harrison,

Charles, Chris D., and John had to swim
from the main dock, around rafts 2 and 3

and then back into the main dock.
Although John appeared to win, upon
further review we determined that he
started to early and as such Harrison won.
We had to do a second race between Chris

and Charles because both had cheated, and
Chris just barely managed to win that one.

The evening activity today was the Z""^

Annual Gambo Olympics. The kids got to

bet on counselors competing and campers
competing and the cabins that guessed the

most correct outcomes won. There was a

tennis tournament for everyone, and a few
big games of four-way soccer. South
Glenayr, North Cunningham and JKP were
the big winners in the tennis tournament.

The big counselor event was a 2 on 2

tournament and John and Rich were able

to beat Tom and Harrison and Charles and
A- Rod. In the end North Cunningham,
North Glenayr and JKC emerged as the

three winners. It looks like I must be
teaching my kids in North Cunningham
well, because they ended up with the
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highest score.

At flag that night I reminded the kids

that we only had 8 days left and that they

should really make the most of them,

even if it just means doing one small

thing everyday like going for a sw^im. I

had a fun day and although the Gambo
Olympics may have seemed like utter

chaos at times, I think everyone had a

great time doing it.

Friday, August 2 - Reid Anderson
Evan Johnson and Ben Moody raised an

extra flag up the flag pole today. That third

flag was made entirely of Duct Tape and

was the first of many uses for Duct Tape

that would be shown throughout the day.

The rope was Duct Taped to the pole in-

stead ofusing the cleat and we all went dovm
to breakfast, eggs and hash, which filled us

well for the day ahead. Buck Duty saw the

second use for Duct Tape, basketballs. Three

teams competed in a free throw contest in

which Charlie Brown and Alex Russell

competed while blindfolded. Harrison

broke the trash can basket with 8 free

throws, but John Neal was still able to make
12 baskets. Charlie and Alex did manage to

make one free throw, but ended up with

Buck Duty anyway. After duties, we gath-

ered around at Indian Circle to see a Duct
Tape Wallet, complete with four credit card

slots. We went off to activities and met up
again at General Swim where the contest to

come in first was to pick one counselor and
decide how that counselor should use Duct
Tape. We all agreed that Harrison needed to

use Duct Tape to keep from exposing the

patented Harrison Stuart Butt Crack. Lunch
filled us up again and rest period prepared

us for the afternoon's activities. Afternoon
General Swim had a contest of creating a

commercial, including a slogan, for Duct
Tape that had to feature one Kieve counse-

lor. We all headed to dinner anxious to hear

what the evening activity would be. The
evening activity was the Second Annual
Duct Tape Olympics. The events were
slightly different this year including Duct
Tape Touch Football, Duct Tape Basketball,

Duct Tape Ring Toss, and Duct Tape Golf.

After an hour of Duct Tape games, it was
time for flag and we all gathered around
the flagpole to lower the three flags and
take one last moment to remember just how
useful a roll of duct tape really is!

Saturday, August 3

Today was a day we celebrated the abil-

ity to be active, to laugh, and work well

within a group. Tyler Brown and Tim Egan
worked hard preparing an exercise video
that would have made Jane Fonda and Ri-

chard Simmons proud. The video was
viewed by all at the dining hall and came
with it a challenge. Each cabin had to test

their skills at a variety of events. The cab-

ins had to work well as a group and find

which cabin member would be able to

perform what task. It was great to watch
each group decide who would be the one
to shoot the arrow, run the sprint up the

hill, or make Allie laugh. Special mentions
go out to Will Hiltz and Joe Holliday for

their costumes for the event. Thanks to all

staff and campers for helping make this an
annual event.

Sunday, August 4 - Reid Anderson
Evan Johnson and Ben Moody raised an

extra flag up the flag pole today. That third

flag was made entirely of Duct Tape and
was the first of many uses for Duct Tape
that would be shown throughout the day.

The rope was Duct Taped to the pole

instead of using the cleat and we all went
down to breakfast. Breakfast today was
Eggs and Hash, which filled us well for the

day ahead. Buck Duty saw the second use

for Duct Tape, basketballs. Three teams
competed in a free throw contest in which
Charlie Brown and Alex Russell competed
while blindfolded. Harrison broke the

trash can basket with 8 free throws, but

John Neal was still able to make 12 baskets.

Charlie and Alex did manage to make one
free thrown, but ended up with Buck Duty
anyway. After duties, we gathered around
at Indian Circle to see a Duct Tape Wallet,

complete with four credit card slots. We
went off to activities and met up again at

General Swim where the contest to come
in first was to pick one counselor and
decide how that counselor should use Duct
Tape. We were all agreed that Harrison

needed to use Duct Tape to keep from
exposing the patented Harrison Stuart Butt

Crack. Lunch filled us up again and rest

period prepared us for the afternoon's

activities. Afternoon General Swim had a

contest of creating a commercial, including

a slogan, for Duct Tape that had to feature
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one Kieve counselor. We all headed to

dinner anxious to hear what the evening

activity would be. The evening activity

was the Second Annual Duct Tape
Olympics. The events were slightly

different this year including Duct Tape

Touch Football, Duct Tape Basketball, Duct

Tape Ring Toss, and Duct Tape Golf. After

an hour of Duct Tape games, it was time

for flag and we all gathered around the

flagpole to lower the three flags and take

one last moment to remember just how
useful a roll of duct tape really is!

Monday, August 5 - Will Georgi

This day is a special thanks to Pete

Lacasse. He along, with Allie Martinat,

worked all morning to prepare a new and
exciting campus wide game for all to play.

The idea of the game was for each cabin to

try and amass the most points by taking

pictures of various things around camp.
Creativity and cooperation was evident

throughout the activity. Some of the best

pictures taken were the ones with Graham
Abbey and the rest of South Glenarians

"hoisting" up the war canoe. Will we ever

forget the slam dunk with all the directors

in the picture along with everyone of the

North Harris cabin? Great job by little

Richie who totally motivated the men of

North Harris. South Cunningham some-
how took a great picture close to the Is-

land of Island Swim fame. How did they

do it? It must have been an optical illu-

sion. Noone knew at the end of the activ-

ity who won the event but who cares. The
beauty of Kieve is the ability to say at the

end of the day, "it was a Kieve Tie"! At
Kieve we are constantly reminded how
fun life can be without the constant con-

cern of winning and losing. Just do your
best and at the end of the day declare it a

Kieve Tie. What a way to go. Good night!

Tuesday, August 6 Paul Schmid
Let's sing the Kieve Song to sum up what

a great day it was (plus the Annual should
have the words so everyone will know how
we end each day at flag).

"Encircled 'round by verdant hills

And arched by azure skies

There dwells a shrine that always will

be
Ours to symbolize

In praise of old Kieve my boys
Hurrah, hurrah, hurrah

In spirit on our hearts engraved

Fond memories of Kieve

So let our voices rise and praise

Our cheers ring loud and long

Proclaim the fame of old Kieve
Her glory to prolong

In praise of old Kieve my boys
Hurrah, hurrah, hurrah

In spirit on our hearts engraved

Fond memories of Kieve

Hip-Hip-Rah, Rah, Rah
Tiger, Tiger, Tiger

Sis, Sis, Sis

Boom, Boom, Boom
Bah!

KIEVE, KIEVE, KIEVE!

Wednesday, August 7 - Paul Keller

With time running out in the session

campers were begining to get nervous that

one of modern Kieve's staples was going

to pass them by. 23 days had passed with
no edition of WWF Day. Well, worryeth
not. As I raised the flag, I announced to all

our theme of wrestling. Breakfast got on
with a raucous feel in the air. All of the

campers received raffle tickets for vari-

ousWWF prizes. At Indian Circle, we gave

away a poster to Michael Delle Donne.
Morning activities whizzed by, with the

reopening of the Kieve Frisbee Golf course

after some tinkering from designers
Charles Brown and John Neal. The golfers

of South Bunkerhill II complained of its

new excruciating length. After activities

we all got a dip in the water on the cool

day. To come in rafts had to imitate their

favorite WWF counselor at a Kieve activ-

ity. The results were more comical than

HulkHogan's hairstyle. (As an aside, have
you ever seen Hulk Hogan and Terry

Bradshaw in the same place. ..hmmm.
Seems suspicious.). At lunch Zach Vary
won a Rock action figure that talks

Smack(Down) back to you. I am sure their

family will trasure it for years to come!
During the afternoon Tyler Howard had a

large number of campers making wrestling

signs. They were excellent and would later

contribute to the arena-like atmosphere.
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At dinner there were several scuffles

among various counselors, the funniest of

which were our reborn southern preach-

ers (Charles and John) having words with

our new Italian chefs (Tyler and Tim). A
day in my life will not pass where I will

not cherish the thought of Father Charles

giving thanks to "THE LOOOOOOORD".
Also, the Low Impact camping squad of

Will and Will had their "campsite" dis-

rupted by those Crazy Canadiens, Duffy

and John. It was clear to me that the only

way to resolve these conflicts was to have

an evening of wrestling matches.

The opening match was a battle to the

death between our two new janitors (Ian

and Chris) and the ultimate Sponge Bob
Square Pants Enthusiasts (Josh and Ben). It

was a fight to the end. The janitors were
distracted by Ben Swanson throwing up
near ringside. As they were cleaning up
the mess. Josh and Ben attacked. Who
knew that Spongebob could be so sneaky?

In the end this proved to be to their advan-

tage as referee Harrison (Wearing very little

as usual) raised their hand in victory.

The second match of the night was a

classic battle of machine versus man.
Jimmie Fossil proclaimed that his robotic

human clones (Dave Ernst and Ben
Hollister) could beat humans of below
average intelligence (Greer and Tyler

Howard). The match went on for a while

with momentum shifting back and forth.

Fossil madly clicked his lap top computer
trying to get his clones to clobber the

overalled species. The match ended as

Greer and Tyler removed the motherboard
from each of the robots. Enraged, Fossil

stormed the ring and gave a perfectly hori-

zontal punch to everyone he saw, Harrison

included. Getting to see this feat made us

all feel like winners in the end!

The penultimate match pitted the Ital-

ian Chefs versus the Southern Baptis

Preachers in a dunking match; this meant
that which ever team dunked the other in

their concoction (pizza sauce or holy wa-
ter) would win. The preachers were led

into the ring by altar boy Graham Abbey
and the match began. The pace went back
and forth with no clear advantage. As
Harrison was distracted by John, Graham
joined the action with a kick to Tim. Charles

also used some spray bottles of holy water

to blind the eyes of the Italians. Eventu-

ally Tim and Tyler took control of the

match and dunked both Charles and John
in the pizza sauce.

The main event pitted the NOLS edu-

cated low impact campers of Will Hiltz

and Will Georgi versus the ecology hating

team of Duffy and John in a Wannagan
Match. Before the match, Harrison brought

out a K Wannagn, the contents of which
could be used by any of the wrestlers. Will

and Will got in the ring first and began to

set up camp. As the other team entered the

ring. Will Georgi noticed that John
McDevitt did not stay on the marked trail

and was walking on sensitive grass. En-

raged, he rammed John out of the ring and
into the infirmary. This just bought into

our plan, as I immediately stepped into

the ring and took over for John. The action

was nonstop. Out of the K came pots,

trowles, hand sanitizer, and even a saw at

one point (whoops!). Bodies were bashed
back and forth. Eventually the NOLS boys
won out and gave Duffy and I the beating

we deserved. As an unexpected treat, Will

and Will dumped their full munition boxes
on Duffy and myself (or maybe totally on
myself). Lashed in a tump strap and drip-

ping in human waste, I thought that it was
probably about time for flag! Thanks to

everyone behind the scenes and to the

campers for their entusiasm which made
this one of the best WWF days ever!

Qualification Thursday, August 8

It was an awesome morning to wake up
and smell the roses. I got out ofbed to feel

a breeze and cooler temperatures. The sun
was really bright and few clouds even ex-

isted. Charlie Josi did his usual hello and
asked to raise the flag which got a little

tangled on the way up. We moved on to

breakfast and a call for Nurse Betsy to do
Buck duty.

The quals began to pile up just after ac-

tivities began with campers finishing

projects all over camp. Dixon Weld took a

great photo shot of the office. We cruised

through to one of our final general swims.

To come in the rafts had to find their great-

est talent to perform.

Lunch.

Rest period to gear up for the afternoon.

More activity and quals.
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Graham Abby nailed a bull's eye.

Then it was on to the second, and raftless,

general swim. A quick dip.

The dinner was delicious as always.

Evening activity gave everyone the

chance to share a little bit about his trip.

Adam Shaw and company shared a few
tales from Webster Brook, stirring emo-
tion about the Long Voyage. The Maine
Trails groups, 1 through III, made their ar-

rival.

Finishing off the day was an amazing
fireworks display.

Thanks for the fun.

Friday, August 9 - Charlie Richardson
Words can't properly describe the end-

ing to the last full day of Kieve 2002. The
day was full of hard work and laughs

thanks to the Aqua Attack Generals (Reid,

Will, Alex, Rob). A series of skits center-

ing the golfers versus the environmental-

ists was very creative. What I will remem-
ber, however, will be all the thoughtful

comments spoken at the candlelight cer-

emony. From Pete Lacasse, to Will Saetren,

to Charlotte Smith, to James Riddleberger,

all spoke and sang eloquently about their

time at Kieve. The sight of the lit candles

making their way up to flag is a sight that

can only be seen to be appreciated. Thanks
for a great session and please work hard in

school, be safe, and take the Kieve motto
of treating everyone with kindness and
respect with you until we meet again.

Saturday, August 10
Saturday morning was filled with ex-

citement - a perfect day for the parents to

arrive. The chapel service was highlighted

by Nancy's organ playing, the many chapel

book readings by campers, and the well-

deserved standing ovation for the 70 men
and women who served as role models
and guardians over the past two months.
Award ceremonies followed with many
adventure stories and much individual

recognition.

After a delicious lunch at the Pasquaney
picnic tables, the traditional world famous
slide shows featured our fine amateur pho-
tographers led by Libby and Allie. Then it

was time to try all of the activities. The
aqua zip was cranked, the tennis courts

were hopping and the lake was dotted with

scores of sailboats, windsurfers, canoes,

the rifles were popping, bows twanging,

and camp was in its full glory.

The flag lowering proved to be quite

moving, with several 8-year veterans leav-

ing their childhood and camper years be-

hind. Sadly another summer drew to a

close. Please try to remember all of your
adventures, to write about them, and tell

them to your friends and family. Have a

great fall, winter, and spring, and come see

us again in 2003!

HRK
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Annual Trip Reports - First Session

ALLAGASH -ALLAGASH WILDERNESS
WATERWAY
Harrison Stuart

June 23-July 6, 2002
"A wilderness river trip is always memo-

rable. At a time when man has wandered
too far from his biological beginnings, a

visit to a wild river calls forth a response

that is in a sense a recognition. It is a re-

turning, a fulfillment of a hidden need for

life-renewing communion with the vapors

of the earth." Lew Dietz

All it took was the map and we were
sold. Central Command handed over the

itinerary and some remote plans which
would direct us through the ever savage

Allagash Wilderness Waterway. At 05:00

hours the troops were watered and fed at

the local Canteen as Harrison, Chase and
Jimmy Fossil tied down the last remain-

ing items on the Courage Van. What
awaited our prideful bunch was unclear

except for the certain fact that our two
week adventure was sure to prove quite

memorable. We arrived at Hannibal's

Crossing on the West Branch of the

Penobscot River only six hours after leav-

ing camp. The skies were gray and threat-

ened our short two hour paddle to Big Is-

land; however, our luck would prevail and
the skies actually cleared a little allowing

for a most enjoyable paddle. Starting with
Max at the Helm and me in the Stern, our

fleet went as follows: Chase and Andrew
Borden, Fossil and Jeremy Herrick, Simon
and J.D., Andrew "I refuse to wear shoes"

Kary and Matt Wilbur, Jamie Rosser and
Charlie "what do you" Gano, Ryan "John
Deere" Greene and Chris Finnegan. We
feasted on a Mexican Chicken Cuisine as

we watched the arrival of Long Voyage.

Day two started with a hearty batch of

eggs and iodine water. The skies were clear

but a small gale would pick up as we
neared the Fudge Store on Chesuncook
Lake....What started as a beautiful after-

noon and a harmless picnic of fudge and
root beer at the fudge store turned into

what may have been the defining moment
of our trip. Shortly after attempting a cross

of Chesuncook Lake and her mighty head

winds our journey was cut short, or cut in

half you could say. The crossing ended in

many swimming counselors and campers.

Teamed up with Long Voyage our over-

sized group was cut in half, one half across

the lake at Gero and one in Chesuncook
Village. It would be fair to say that those at

Chesuncook ate very well as we had the

majority of the food. However, Brendan
managed to fill the boys on the island that

night with pasta and all was well once again

as we fell asleep.

On the third day we rose again, and the

winds were gone. Leaving camp as soon as

the sun was up the group rejoined once
again on Gero island for an co-oatmeal

operation with Long Voyage. Shortly
thereafter we. The Mighty Allagash" were
on our way to the most dreaded portage of

all, the Mud Pond Carry. Mud Pond is 1.8

miles of pure sludge, black flies and treach-

ery. The earth was literally sucking us in

with every step, as if we were walking in

quicksand. After seven hours of turmoil

there came an end and suddenly all of our

worries were behind us. Everyone had
made it including J.D. who suffered an at-

tack from an angry bee. However, the day
was not over, we still had a two hour
paddle down the right side of our newest
foe. Chamberlain Lake. We saw the sun set

over Chamberlain that evening as we were
paddling into the Thoroughfare site at the

bottom of Chamberlain right by our re-

supply. Mashed Potatoes and Gravy with
tons of bread was for supper, filling our

bellies, and soothing our souls.

Day four was our resupply day and our

much needed rest day. We used the sun-

shine to dry our clothes and air out our

tents. J.D. was sent home for a couple of

day. Chase cooked up a great batch of pasta

and chicken sandwiches. We fell asleep to

a couple of showers which thankfully

cooled things off a bit.

Day five thunder awoke our group and
the storm managed to keep us confined to

our tents until six o'clock. We had to get

an early start on the day because we wanted
to beat the head winds on Lakes Chamber-
lain and Eagle. We knew that we had a long
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day ahead of us so we dutifully took down
camp and loaded our canoes, feeling quite

well rested after our rest day. Jeremy sat

mojo in Chase and Fossils' boat because

J.D. had gone home the day before. We
paddled ten miles up Chamberlain Lake

to the Lock Dam where the young fellas

managed to portage all of the gear across

in under three minutes. Chamberlain was
now behind us and Eagle Lake was our

next issue at hand. Suprisingly the wind
was not so bad on the infamous lake and it

permitted us to cross. However, as luck

would have it, we encountered a small

summer squall in the middle of our cross

but it was all good and we successfully

landed at the beautiful and spacious
Priestly Point. We ate well. Our group en-

joyed quite a dinner as we ate eggs and
bacon, beef stew and pudding. After pad-

dling twenty miles, the fellas were tuck-

ered out so we hit our tents early, with
sugar plums dancing in our head. . .or some-

thing.

On the sixth day we got another early

start as we hoped to beat the traffic to the

Jaws. This was our last day on the lakes so

we made sure that we enjoyed our paddle.

It was a gorgeous morning, we took ad-

vantage of the many photo opportunities

as we paddled and jumped off the blue

bridge right before Churchill Lake. Ed, L
Roberts, Andrew Kary and Gano im-
pressed us all with their jumping ability

and we could have jumped all day; how-
ever, there was business to do and we were
businessmen so we continued our paddle.

Arriving at the Jaws early enabled us to

enjoy a long day swimming and fishing at

the campsite as we awaited the eventual

arrival of J.D. We chowed on oriental cui-

sine and cake that was cooked for us by
the female staff at Camp. Thanks, gals.

On day seven we finally arrived at

Churchill Dam that also represented the

beginning of the Allagash river. A ranger

took all of our gear as we shot the seven
mile Chases Rapids dry. There was so

much water that the group had no prob-

lem shooting the rips fast and hard. Mov-
ing water had become our best friend as

we floated down the river, catching rays

and trading stories the whole way. We ar-

rived at the Ledges campsite before noon,
so Fossil diligently prepared peanut but-

ter and jelly sandwiches that would keep
us full through out the afternoon. We took

advantage of the warm temperatures and
swam most of the day. Ryan, J.D., Max,
Charlie, Matt, Jamie, Ed, Andrew and I.

Roberts enjoyed canoe wars as we wore
ourselves out and gorged ourselves with
Ravioli, bread, fruit and hot chocolate.

Day eight started with a bad batch of

pancakes prepared by Chase, thanks ,man,

while we slept late. We paddled Long Lake
and shot Long Lake Dam, enjoying what
rips it could provided. Cunliffe Island was
our destinatation, and upon arrival Fossil

prepared some tuna sandwhiches that we
all enjoyed. We napped throughout the af-

ternoon as the rain came down, but we
filled our bellies with a Mexican dinner

despite the weather and Jeremy and Isaiah

even got a little fishing in before dark. Once
again we fell asleep to the familiar sounds
of thunder and rain.

The weather on the ninth day began wet,

as the rain and thundershowers had not

fully passed. We had a long paddle that

took up much of the day. We paddled un-
der grim skies and rain but the fellas per-

severed and eventually the clouds broke
allowing us to paddle in the sun for the

remaining two hours. The Gold's Gym
group snaked the five fingers campsite so

we moved farther up the river to Ramsay
Ledges where we were greeted by the "golf

course" of all sites. Chase cooked up a great

dinner of macaroni and cheese and we re-

laxed as the next day we would stay put
and enjoy the wonderful site.

The only thing we need to remember
about our day off was the bugs and heat.

We played dominoes and filled the domi-
noes can with dead bugs. We swam and
anchored ourselves with rocks most of the

day, and feasted on corned beef hash, pea-

nut butter and jelly sandwiches, and finally

chili and rice for dinner. The water level

was rising so we had to move all of our
canoes before bed. That chore must have
made everyone very hungry because sev-

eral campers decided to steal a couple of

snacks. J.D. and Ryan were a little more
successful than Charlie and Andrew. Nice
work guys. Oh yeah did anyone happen to

hear the thunderstorms?
Day eleven began with oatmeal for we

wanted to get an early start. We had a beau-
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tiful paddle through Machaud farm and
spent a ton of time at Allagash Falls, por-

taging, swimming and jumping off the

cliffs into the rapids. J.D. and Charlie even

pulled off a couple of flips into the water.

We gash paddled the whole way down
river to East Twin Brook campsite at the

end of the Allagash Wilderness Waterway.

We ate an oriental dinner and told stories

around the cooking area, excited that the

our long trip was nearly completed.

Day twelve was a pretty short paddle to

Pellitier's campground on the St. John's

river. It was a rainy day but the water level

was amazing. The St. John's river proved

to move pretty fast and we made great

time, despite having to pull over for thun-

derstorms. We ended the trip on a high

note as the campsite was spectacular and
the arrival of Henry even better. It was the

fourth of July so we enjoyed sparklers and
pizza for dinner, but only after many cokes

and chips. The next morning we would
awake and depart at six in the morning,

and head to Bremen where we enjoyed one

more night of camping but this time with

steaks and no cake.

BANK 1 - CATHEDRAL PINES
Jeff

June 22-24

Day 1:

The day finally arrived for our primer
trip and believe me, everyone was totally

psyched. After eating breakfast and pack-

ing some last minute belongings the boys
piled into the van with Libby Schroeder
while Matt, Peter and I drove in a car right

behind everyone. After a good three-hour

drive we arrived at our campsite, aptly

named Cathedral Pines. It was a beautiful

day and the scenery was awesome. We
were camping in the Carrabassett Valley

region near Sugarloaf and everything was
beautiful. After setting up camp we all piled

back into the cars for a short drive to the

trailhead of the Bigelow Peaks. We were
all ready to stretch our legs after the car

ride. The hike proved to be one of the most
difficult that I'd ever done, so at about five

p.m. we decided (much to the campers'
delight) that we should turn around and
go make dinner. Back at the camp we
grilled up some hot-dogs and burgers and
had a regular feast. The huge meal was fol-

lowed up with smores. Soon afterward we
all crawled into our tents for a good night's

sleep.

Day 2:

Day two began with an early wake up at

6am. Everyone was still pretty groggy but
excited for the day to come. The night be-

fore the counselors and I decided we were
going to hike Sugarloaf Mountain. So, we
again piled into the cars and headed for

what promised to be a great hike. When
we arrived at the mountain we found that

there were no real hiking trails so we de-

cided just to head up an old service road.

The road was super steep so we soon de-

cided to head up the ski trails. Just about
this time some inclement weather rolled

in and with slightly heavy hearts we all

trotted on. The trails proved to seem much
steeper when hiking than when skiing but
the campers did great and we were soon to

the top of the mountain. By the time we
reached the top we could barely see ten

feet in front of us because of all the fog, but

incredibly we found an old gondola shack
and quickly went inside for some lunch.

The old gondola shack was awesome and
we stayed inside for a solid hour. Going
down proved much easier for everyone
than going up and we all made it down the

mountain in an hour and a half. Everyone
was pretty pooped after the intense hike

but luckily there were pop-tarts waiting

for everyone at the bottom of the moun-
tain.

On the ride home the counselors and I

made an incredible find and discovered

this awesome 15 foot bridge right over

some really deep water. So, everyone piled

out of the vans and had a great time bridge

jumping. The water wasn't too cold and
everyone had an awesome time. The wa-
ter also proved really useful in cleaning

everyone after our hike. That night we had
a real feast. We ate chicken and hot dogs

and by the end I wasn't sure that everyone

would even have room for the smores that

I had packed. But, of course the kids all

came through and ate more than I thought

possible. Peter Ireland and Will Hackett

both had amazing performances and ate a

combined 52 marshmallows. Bedtime
quickly followed dinner and everyone fell

soundly asleep.
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Day 3:

Because of the last two previous days,

the counselors and I decided that a good
sleep in day was needed. All the kids slept

to around nine o'clock. After wake up, we
spent the next two hours making what
seemed like thousands of chocolate chip

pancakes. We finally finished breakfast at

around 11 and then cleaned up camp and
were ready to jet back to camp. On the

way it was unanimously decided that we
should stop back at the bridge to all jump
one last time. After this final fling we all

piled back into the vehicles for the ride

back to camp. All in all the trip was awe-

some and we're definitely ready for our

big trip which is from July 2-July 9.

JEFF TILLINGHAST

BANK 1 - PENOBSCOT
Jeff Tillinghast

Day 1:

UNBELIEVABLE! The day was finally

here. Everything started around 6am when
my alarm went off. The campers did an
unbelievable job of quickly loading their

gear onto the bus. We ate a quick breakfast

of cereal in Pasquany and then left for the

North Entrance of Baxter at a little after

6:30. The drive to Baxter is about 4 hours
that usually would be pretty painful with
a busload of 13-year-old guys, but since it

was so early in the morning everyone
pretty much just slept the whole way. Af-

ter a couple ofbathroom breaks we finally

pulled into Baxter at about 11:00am where
we met up with Brehan Doud and the men
ofBank 2. We unloaded the canoes that we
had brought for them and they were soon
on their merry way down the Penobscot
River. After a little lunch we picked up
some vans and the counselors and I drove
everyone to our campsite. To put it plainly,

besides the bugs, the campsite was awe-
some. Right behind our site was this great

river with a bridge right over it. I pretty

much guarantee that after the end of the

three days we spent in Baxter everyone
had logged at least 100 jumps off the

bridge.

After a preliminary jump from the
bridge and after we all set up camp, we all

drove a couple of miles down the road
with a nice short hike in mind. The name
of the hike was Howe Brook and it was a

three-mile loop. But, about a mile up the

trail we were all amazed to find some in-

credible natural water slides. We ditched

the rest of the hike and spent the next three

hours having an incredible time.

After everyone was pretty much water

logged and it was getting close to

dinnertime, we hiked back down to the

vans, drove back to camp, and made an
amazing cheeseburger feast. I think we ate

about 50 or so burgers and by the end of

the meal everyone was stuffed. Right after

dinner everyone fell quickly asleep.

Day 2:

Day two started right at 6am. It was our

big day at Baxter and we were planning on
hiking North Traveler Mountain: a techni-

cal hike with many false peaks. The day
was also incredibly hot and a couple of

miles up the trail everyone was drenched
with sweat. We stopped at one of the many
false peaks for a snack of vanilla cookies

and then finally pushed it to the top. Ev-

eryone was pretty beat. Truthfully the hike

was really intense and it really pushed the

kids. But, we did finally make it to the top

where we enjoyed pita and tuna sand-

wiches. After lunch everyone got hydrated

and we headed back down the mountain.
It had taken a good 5 hours to make it up
the mountain but we flew down in about

2. Going down N. Traveler was ridicu-

lously hot. After we made it down though
we all went for a swim that was absolutely

incredible. I was extremely proud of all

the kids. The hike had really tested every-

one but we all pulled through with incred-

ible attitudes.

Back at camp we cooked up what seemed
like thousands of chicken patties and ate

till we were all stuffed. After dinner we
finished everything off with some smores.

All in all it was a great day and we turned
into bed feeling like we had accomplished
a lot.

Day 3:

After our rather strenuous day the other

counselors and I decided that a nice easy

rest day was in order. We slept in until

about 9am and then had a hearty oatmeal
breakfast. After cleaning up we hopped in

the vans for an hour long drive to the

Ledges. The Ledges are these incredible

natural water slides. The rock is very

smooth and is a blast to slide down. The
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kids had an awesome time and we stayed

at the Ledges until about three in the after-

noon. We then drove home and relaxed

until dinnertime. Dinner was awesome that

night since it was none other than tortilla

pizza. I had brought a ton of tortillas and
lots of cheese so the kids definitely got

their fill of food. After dinner we packed

up camp and got ready to leave in the

morning.

Day 4:

Today was going to be our first day ca-

noeing. We woke up around 7am, quickly

ate breakfast, and then packed up our

campsite to leave. We did a great job of

packing quickly and we were soon back at

Lake Matagamot where we were going to

meet Henry Kennedy at 9am. We were a

little early and waited for Henry for about

an hour. Henry finally showed up around
10 with the Allagash boys who were look-

ing really rugged and tired. After picking

up our vans and dropping off the canoes

we made canoe partners, loaded up the

boats were soon on our way across Lake
Matagamot. After a short portage around
the dam at Lake Matagamot we finally

started on down the East Branch. Since it

had begun to rain, shortly after lunch we
stopped paddling, found a nice campsite

and set up camp. After a few hours of loung-

ing around in our tents and under the tarp

we made an awesome dinner of spaghetti

with cheese in it. The meal was awesome
and there was plenty to go around. After

dinner we played a cutthroat game of

hearts and then went to bed.

Day 5:

After a 7:30 wake up and a nice break-

fast of powdered milk and cold cereal we
were on our way once again. The river

started off with a bang this morning with
Stair Falls rapids. The rapids were solid

class two rapids and everyone made it

down successfully. After the rapids we
quickly came to our second portage of the

trip. The kids did an incredible job. The
canoes and all the extra gear were carried

quickly down the portage trail and we were
all on our way once again. Although ev-

eryone was fired up after our awesome
portage is was still raining pretty steadily

so we once again decided to make it a pretty

short day. We stopped shortly after lunch
and had some nice relaxing time playing

hearts and reading. For dinner we had
grilled cheese sandwiches and tomato
soup. The hot meal got everyone warmed
up and ready for bed. Another great day
on the river...

Day 6:

Day 6 proved to be one of our hardest

on the river. It all began with our portage

around Grand Pitch. Grand Pitch is a big

class 4 or 5 waterfall and after the portage

we all had a nice snack while looking at

the beautiful scenery. After Grand Pitch

we loaded the boats back up and were once

again underway. Only after paddling for

about 45 minutes we arrived at our sec-

ond portage of the day; the Hauling Ma-
chine portage. This portage was definitely

our longest of the trip and was definitely

one of the hardest aspects of a trip that the

campers had ever done. Following in char-

acter though, the kids did an amazing job.

They helped eachother immensely and
worked incredibly as a team. After the

portage we got back on the water and
paddled about three miles on some pretty

flat river water. It was not until after five

that we pulled into our campsite at Whet-
stone. Everyone was exhausted from our

difficult day and after a great meal of

Ravioli and Mexican rice we told some
ghost stories and then called it a night.

Day 7:

Day 7 proved to be another big day. We
all awoke at about 6:30am and were
quickly paddling down some pretty flat

water on the Penobscot. Day 7 also proved

to be one of the best on the trip since we
found this amazing rope swing. Matt was
acting as lead boat and all of a sudden I

heard, "J^ff, you've got to come see this!
!

"

To my amazement and surprise I saw this

huge rope swing. After some preliminary

counsel swings to make sure it was safe,

Bank 1 spent the next hour and a halfswing-

ing our brains out. We all had so much fun.

After the rope swing we paddled only

about fifteen more minutes before we
came to the Grindstone rapids. Right be-

fore the rapid is a nice little take out where
we stopped to eat our fill of the remaining
peanut butter and jelly. After scouting out

the rapids we all flew down the river. No
one flipped and everyone made it down
the white water with huge smiles. After a

couple more hours of paddling down the
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river we made it to our campsite for the

night. Pinegrove campsite is a relatively

developed campsite fully equipped with

running water and a playground. After

being in the wilderness for a solid six days

all these daily conveniences seemed like

luxuries and everyone had an awesome
time at the campground. Dinner that night

was a huge meal of mac and cheese fol-

lowed by round after round of sticky

s'mores. Bedtime followed quickly after

dessert.

Day 8:

Today was our last day on the river. We
awoke at about 7:30, ate a quick breakfast

of pop tarts and then paddled about an

hour and met the big orange bus at our

take out for the ride back to camp. On the

way we stopped at Mc Donalds and ate till

we thought we could eat no more. We fi-

nally arrived back at camp a couple hours

later blasting music and screaming our

heads off. This trip was amazing and I am
proud of everyone in Bank 1. Amazing job

guys. Thanks for making this a memory
I'll never forget.

JEFF TILLINGHAST

BANK 2 - CATHEDRAL PINES
Brehan Doud
Day 1:

After breakfast we continued to finish

packing, while we waited for the Previa to

arrive from the early morning mail run. It

was not until 10:30 that we left for our

eleven-day journey. Due to the number of

trips out already, we were forced to stop

by the local hardware store to pick up a

few needed items. Once on the road, it was
decided by myself and the other counsel

that a trip to Walmart was necessary. After

our hour long venture through Wal-Mart
picking up items such as a football, bad-

minton set and other essentials for a wil-

derness trip, we were finally ready. It was
not until 4:00 when arrived at Cathedral

Pines campground. We hoped that we
would be able to hike on this day, but due
to the number of stops and our unfortu-

nate late departure from camp, it was not

feasible; along with the thunderstorm. The
campsite was quite humorous, as the kids

will tell you. Once we were all set up it

was time to begin dinner. I asked the kids

to round up a bunch of wood, which was

difficult after the heavy downpour we ex-

perienced. However, Matt, Dan and Will

were able to gather a substantial amount
of wood.
Nick Reeder, Nick Stevens and several

other campers helped prepare dinner,

which included bratwursts, sliced veg-

etables and baked red potatoes. After din-

ner the campers were able to enjoy a deli-

cious double layer cake, which was in-

tended for Allagash, but the beautiful fe-

male staff felt the handsome men of Bank
II were better looking. At 10:00 everyone
went to bed looking forward to the day
ahead.

Day 2:

We woke up at 8:00 to rain and contin-

ued to sleep to until 9:00. Breakfast con-

sisted of bagels and grain bars. After break-

fast, we prepared for our hike and left

around 10:15. We arrived at Sugarloaf
Mountain Resort full of excitement, ex-

cept for the rather warm conditions. After

discussing with personnel at Sugarloaf, it

was recommended we climb the Burnt
Mountain trail. The ascent took about two
hours. Along the way we crossed several

streams and rivers through very wooded
terrain. Eventually we broke out of the in-

tense woods and arrived to a rocky sum-
mit. The top was beautiful, as we could
see for miles in all directions. We spent

about an hour and half at the top. We ate

lunch and took several pictures, which was
difficult at times from the intense wind
that surrounded us. The descent took about

forty-five minutes for some, but more for

others; especially for Mac who found him-
self on the wrong trail at one point. Peter

and myself thought we were the last ones

at the bottom, but were startled by Mac as

he surprised us from the rear. Overall, ev-

eryone did an excellent job of hiking.

We arrived at our campsite around 4:00

and decided to clean off. We all went to

the local beach for a quick dip before din-

ner; it was quite refreshing. Dinner was
once again prepared by several kids, espe-

cially Nick Stevens who helped out a con-

siderable amount. After dinner everyone
played cards as we waited out the short

rainstorm. As we played, Jess and Peter

worked on the bonfire. Everyone went to

bed around 9:15.
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Day 3:

Today was not very eventful. We woke
up at 8:00 and prepared our campsite for

departure. We finally left around 10:00 and
arrived in Baxter State Park at 3:30. It was
quite a long drive. At the campsite we set

up and fooled around for a while. Grier

took the kids bridge jumping at the local

bridge near our site. While Grier and the

kids enjoyed the water, Joe and myself

battled the mosquitoes gathering water for

everyone. Before dinner several kids

played football. Dinner was an adventure

as we tried to bake potatoes in the fire,

several worked out but others had to be

prepared differently. The kids went to bed
around 10:00 preparing themselves for the

big day ahead.

Day 4:

At 9:00 we all woke up to the blaring

sun beating down on our tents. At break-

fast we discussed the day and what was
expected in the hike. We finally left for

North Traveler at 10:30. The trail was 2.8

miles but with an incredible vertical

change. It was a rather difficult climb for

most of us, but the intense heat was a large

factor in the climb, along with the bugs.

The mountain had six false peaks, mixing
the emotions of several kids. When we all

reached the top the bugs were unbearable,

which limited the amount oftime we spent

at the top. On our descent we stop half

way to eat lunch, picking a spot that was
bearable from the overwhelming bugs. As
we continued down the mountain it

seemed to be a race for many, including

myself. There were several of us who
made it down in under an hour, quite an
accomplishment. At the bottom, everyone
absorbed the cool but refreshing lake as

we all relaxed in the sun.

Back at camp many ofthe kids once again

enjoyed the excitement of jumping of the

bridge. As the kids enjoyed their fun, Grier

and Joe were battling the mosquitoes gath-

ering water once again. Before and after

dinner there was a big game of football.

Nick Reeder and several other kids en-

joyed throwing the old pigskin around. All

the kids enjoyed a good nights sleep from
the exhausting day of hiking. I would like

to add that all the kids did an excellent job

of hiking. The conditions made it very dif-

ficult to hike.

Day 5:

Somewhat tired from the previous day
it was decided that we would hike an easier

trail. We took our time with breakfast and
headed out to climb Howe Brook Trail.

This was a trail that followed a river for

about two miles. Along the way kids ex-

pressed their feelings about the number of

"cool" spots there were to play and jump
off of into the river. At the end of the trail

there was a waterfall that many of the kids

bravely jumped into. At the top of the wa-
terfall we all had lunch and relaxed with
one another. On the way down we stopped
halfway and jumped off rocks and slid

down natural water slides. Will and Matt
were the adventurous ones to test all the

slides.

Back at camp, Callis, Dan, Will and Nick
Stevens helped prepare dinner. After din-

ner yours truly told a "scary story" of the

Andrew Carlson story, over s'mores. Un-
fortunately, the story kept the kids awake
all night, some even yelling and scream-

ing for the counselors.

Day 6:

We had planned that this would be our

last day at Baxter but towards the end of

the day we learned that we would be
spending one more day in the state park.

The itinerary of the day seemed to change
constantly. It was our goal to climb Center

Ridge Mountain, but the heavy rains pre-

dicted prohibited us from going. Instead

we drove to South Baxter to enjoy the large

natural water slides at Ledge Falls. The
kids really seemed to enjoy their time
there. It was a great adventure on such a

rainy day. After we finished Ledge Falls

we headed toward Matagammon Camp
ground. This was supposed to be our camp
site for the night before we met Bank I in

the morning. On arrival we learned that

Long Voyage had arrived a day earlier than

intended, which meant that they had taken

our camp site. In the end it was not a prob-

lem. They were originally intended to stay

the night in Baxter. Due to the confusion,

we offered to go back and stay another

night; which was better for us. The camp-
site at Matagammon was not very pleas-

ant, so we made out quite well. That night

we made a delicious meal, filling the stom-

achs of all the kids.
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Day 7:

We woke up at 9:00, packed up camp
and ate breakfast. After breakfast we all

piled in the vans and headed out to meet

Bank I at the local dock. We arrived at the

dock at 11:30, Bank I had just arrived. With

help from Bank I we all helped unload and

load the canoes and buses. Once we were

all secure to leave we headed off for Grand

Lake Dam. The first challenge of this sec-

tion of the trip was the portage around the

dam. Many of the kids proved themselves

by carrying gear and canoes around the

dam to the beginning of the East Branch of

the Penobscot. Before we tackled the rap-

ids of the river the entire cabin swam the

rapids of the dam before lunch. After lunch

we continued our adventure on the river.

Along the river we ran into a moose as we
turned the corner of the river. We all

stopped and observed the massive animal.

It was learned later that the moose had her

baby near by. Eventually we came upon
our campsite, Haskell Rock Pitch. The
campsite required a portage to the desig-

nated area, which was accomplished rather

well. Dinner was prepared and served later

than usual. Before and after dinner, Matt

and Nick Reeder buried their muscles into

the sawing of broken down trees for the

night's dinner. Hicks and Stevens prepared

the fire. Everyone went to bed tired from
the long and exhausting day.

Day 8:

Today we chose to sleep in, and woke
up at 10:30. We had a quick breakfast of

oatmeal, cleaned up camp and prepared

for the rest of the portage. After the por-

tage Grier and Joe decided to run the rap-

ids with a dry canoe, which was unsuc-

cessful. The canoe flipped, leaving the two
of them stranded in the middle of the river

as the canoe drifted down stream. After all

the excitement we continued down the

river toward Grand Pitch and the Hulling

Machine portage. Grand Pitch demon-
strated some difficulty for the campers,

but they made out well. After the Grand
Pitch portage we had lunch along the river

and swam in the rapids. Matt was unfortu-

nate to acquire a leech on his ankle, which
would prove not to be his last. Further

down the river we ran into the Hulling

Machine portage, which would be the most
difficult and the last portage for our trip.

Several campers demonstrated their

strength on the long trail around the river,

such as Drexel, Will, Matt, Alex and sev-

eral others. Once completed and full of

sweat, we jumped in our canoes and
headed down the river. In little time we
came upon our campsite, just past Bowlin
Camps, one of the better ones we had ex-

perienced. Once everything was taken out

of the canoes we began dinner. Before we
knew it dinner was over and we were all

fast asleep.

Day 9:

Once again we slept in late, took our

time with breakfast and headed out on the

river at 11:45. Unfortunately this day was
not as exciting as the past few. We canoed
through Spencer Rips and spent the rest of

the day on rather slow water. There was a

stiff a breeze in our face, making travel

somewhat difficult. Our destination was
Whetstone on this beautiful 4* of July. We
arrived at the campsite in the late after-

noon. While we set up camp and prepared

for dinner a heavy thunderstorm moved
in, making things a little more difficult.

Eventually the rain ended and we were
able to spend the night around the camp-
fire. Nick Stevens decorated his face with

a glowing array of light, sent up from his

aunt. She also sent up a mixture of colored

glow sticks, which entertained the kids,

especially Joe. To celebrate the glorious

event we ate smores and conversed around

the glow of the fire. Everyone went to bed
around 10:00.

Day 10:

The campers and myself woke up
around 9:30. Once again we took our time

with breakfast and left Whetstone at 11:30.

Along the river we ran through several

small rips and closely came upon Grind-

stone, a much anticipated rapid. This was
the longest and most treacherous set we
would encounter. The water was very high

and fast, fortunately no one flipped. At the

end of Grindstone a steady flow of rain

fell on upon us, making it quite chilly.

However, our campsite was close by. We
arrived at Pingrove around 4:00 and set-

up camp. Due to the weather during the

day we did not have a chance to eat lunch,

so we prepared dinner as quickly as pos-

sible. Dinner was a conglomeration of ev-

erything we had not eaten on the trip, fill-
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ing all the stomachs of the young campers.

Nick Reeder and Jess were able to take

down a complete bottle of grape jelly, a

disgusting display. After the entertainment,

most of the kids went to bed from exhaus-

tion and wetness.

Day 11:

On this final day most of the campers
awoke rather early from excitement to

arrive back to camp. After breakfast, we
packed up our canoes and paddled the mile

and a half to the much-awaited "One." On
the way we went through a couple of rap-

ids, where Nick Reeder and Dan Hicks al-

most flipped, quite a humorous display.

We finally arrived at the take out around
11:30. Once the gear was loaded on the

bus we headed towards the long awaited

McDonalds. We arrived at camp before

dinner, but unfortunately there was only

Will Georgi to greet us. It was a fabulous

trip with many memorable memories.
Thank you to everyone for the wonderful
memories.

OJUNIOR KIEVE COURAGE - BREMEN
Max Dinning
As I opened the door of our bus at the

Bremen property, there was a sigh of relief

from the 12 campers as they fell out of the

bus on top of their bags. With eager antici-

pation the group gathered together in the

afternoon sunshine to hear which of the

two large tents they would be sleeping in.

With the accommodation allocation taken

care of, the campers darted to their tents.

Within 30 seconds, everyone was un-
packed and exploring the area of the camp
site.

Due to popular demand, the cabin got

together for a couple of group games. "Zip
Zap" once again proved the most popular
and Chris Pingree came out ahead with
two victories. A real sharp shooter!

After the games, we thought it time to

prepare for the evening. Even Atherton got

all the campers to collect the wood to get a

fire going. It was a tough job given the re-

cent rainfall, but a few of the campers were
particularly fruitful in their searches. Par-

ticularly Sam Lawson-Johnston and Henry
Wagner.

Given all the running around, the games,
the wood gathering and the exploring of

rock pools, it was time to settle down to

the evening meal. We all sat down over-

looking the ocean as we ate our grilled

Cheese and Bacon Burgers and munched
on potato chips.

With the sun going down and the mos-
quitoes coming out, it seemed a good time

to light the camp fire. The cabin were par-

ticularly excited to see the appearance of

the bags of marshmallows, bars of choco-

late and boxes of Graham Crackers. It was
time for Smores. Faster than I could blink,

the whole group had vanished and reap-

peared with stick suitable for the toasting

of the marshmallows.
As the boys were contentedly covering

their faces with their Smores, we were
joined by Bill McCook and his guitar. He
played us several songs, that told many
stories. Richard Devins, Charlie Swayze
and Jake Rockerfeller all joined in the sing-

ing during the songs that they knew. With
the fire still blazing and the music ended,

it was time for Rob Tause to don his pink
story telling jacket and impart a bedtime
tale. The boys sat listening attentively un-

til it was time for them to retire for their

evening underneath the stars.

BOOM! ! ! Nature's alarm clock. BOOM! !

!

There we go again. The rainfall on the tent

was preventing any return to the land of

sleep. I got up, put on my raincoat and
went down to the shelter under which the

rest of the group had gathered. They had
also been woken by the huge storm that

was passing overhead, and after playing

Slug Wars ( a most enjoyable game involv-

ing sleeping bags according to Ben Greene)

the cabin had decided to stand under the

shelter and watch the rain.

Libby Shroeder cooked up a wonderful
pancake breakfast for everyone that was
gratefully received. By the time that the

last pancakes had been eaten, the rain had
stopped and the skies had (thankfully)

cleared.

After Paul Witte and Nathaniel Reilly

had led some rather elaborate Dam build-

ing experiments, it was time for us to take

to the ocean in some funyaks. From the

dock all of the kids were launched into the

water successfully. Well, all apart from
Peter Hines, who unfortunately turned
around at the wrong moment, tipping the

canoe and ending up in the ocean. He was
straight back into the funyak, and off we
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went, paddling around Muscungos Bay. AJ
Wypychoski developed some strong pad-

dling skills during the morning and Timmy
Macrae also was a speedy oarsman.

We returned to shore for a Peanut Butter

and Jelly sandwich lunch, packed our bags

and headed back for Kieve. It had been a

good trip.

JUNIOR KIEVE LOYALTY - BREMEN
Pat Bowen

Tuesday, July 2, 2002- After a long morn-

ing of hanging out at the waterfront and
perfecting their appropriate pain dives, the

boys of Junior Kieve-Loyalty got their

crack at the infamous "Bremen campsite."

While some of the guys were quicker pack-

ers than others it was actually Chris and
Pat who seemed to have the lead foot try-

ing to get out of the camp kitchen after

lunch. Nevertheless, there was relief all

around, especially from Hunter Hastings

and Oliver Lyman, as we pulled into the

campground to find the L.L. Bean eight-

man tents set up and left in good condition

by JK Perseverance from the night before.

After a quick and probably useless meet-

ing under the picnic table awnings the

boys took about 30 seconds to unpack and
make the tents truly their own. Meanwhile,

Chris and Pat trudged off to find a prime
location for their "oldy-but-a-goody" Eu-

reka tent next to the lobster boats so they

could take advantage of the inevitable

4:30am wake up call. The boys continued

to romp and mangle the new L.L. Bean
tents. Soon after Aleca and Colleen decided

to show up to add to the fun but were just

in time to miss out on fun-yaking!, where
Colin MacKenzie, Ricky Bourke and Kelly

Wilson led the charge out into Muscungus
Bay. It turned out to be a gorgeous after-

noon and although we couldn't make it to

the beach that Pat had in mind the boys
still had fun trying to push each other into

the frigid seawater. Donny Macrae, Kelly

and Oliver proved to be kings of the sea as

they were pushing everyone in from the

fun-yaks and the shore of the "secret cove"

we found not too far from the Kieve dock.

Upon return most were little wet and cold

to say the least.

After a good few hours of fun-yaking
the boys had worked up an appetite that

was quickly satisfied as Aleca and Colleen

rolled out one of the three grills from the

boathouse to fire up some standard issue

"Bremen burgers." Most of the boys
elected to go with the cheese, ketchup,

mayo, and French mustard provided, but,

Alex Tibbitts decided he would go ahead
with the "spicy route" and dumped
Tabasco sauce all over his burger as well.

Few followed the example but Chris also

sneaked in a few drops. Bill McCook soon
appeared as he often does down at Bre-

men and pulled out some pink lemonade
that was washed down pretty quickly by
John Fish who let it be known to everyone
that "he, of course, was a big pink lemon-
ade fan!"

After Bremen burgers and snacks the

boys stayed loyal to their appetites as Chris

and Pat started to worry that they hadn't

packed enough food, so, the crafty coun-
selors went to their ace in the hole for des-

sert; SMORES! First, however, a fire was
needed and Freddy Porges proved to be a

future Kieve tripper as he led the charge to

find dry wood in a campsite that had been
dumped on the night before. Both Freddy
and Lowell Brown proved up to the task

and the boys found enough moss covered
wood for Chris and Pat to build a fire while

Colleen and Aleca took "crazy pictures"

of the boys to fight off boredom. Colleen

soon left to head back to camp to catch up
on some sleep after a few days on Mt.

Katahdin and left Aleca as the only female

counselor to be terrorized. The fire turned

out to be a success as everyone got to roast

their marshmallows to their own liking;

golden brown or charcoal black.

Surprisingly, though, by the time all the

Hershey bars and graham crackers had
been eaten there was still time left for a

possible ghost story; but, the boys decided

to amuse themselves as John Goodman
thought it would be a good idea to try and
roast and eat a sea snail by the side of the

campfire. This idea sparked the interest of

everyone and within half an hour JK Loy-

alty had turned into the "JK Seafood Cor-

poration." Xander Judge, Ricky, Lowell,

and Oliver would look for the snails while

John and John would cook them up and
serve to their respective customers. By the

end of the night everyone had gone
through about 50 or 60 boiled snails for

an after dinner delight. By the time the
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boys had settled down in their sleeping

sacks for their first night of camping at

Bremen, Pat had lost his voice and it was
well past midnight.

As expected, the lobster boats roared

their engines at 4:30am followed by the

yells of the campers at 7:30 to start possi-

bly the hottest day of the summer. Bill

McCook came back out to share some sto-

ries with the campers as they waited for

Aleca to fire up the grill for bacon, eggs on
English muffins and oatmeal. Pat appeared

out of nowhere at about 8:30 and Chris

soon followed while Colleen came back

out with lunch goodies at around 10:00.

As the temperature climbed into the mid-

nineties by 10:00 the boys declared a day

of swimming in the icy cool ocean after

the departure of the Snow Goose and the

Pip Cutler from the main dock. Once again,

Oliver, Hunter, Donny and Colin led the

effort to push all the counselors into the

ocean to no avail. By the time most of us

had gotten tired of swimming it was time

for a lunch of peanut butter and jelly and
chicken with cheese, followed by a slow
camp clean-up session after.

At that point it was time to head back to

camp for a long rest period due to the late

night before that was well worth the fun

and interesting cuisine. Having never eaten

boiled snails before, I think I can speak on
behalf of Chris, Aleca and Colleen in thank-

ing you guys for one of the most fun and
interesting experiences in camping we'll

ever have.

Patrick Bowen

MAINE TRAILS 1

Kieve tradition dictates that at the con-

clusion of a session each Head bunk coun-

selor writes an in depth trip report. Usu-
ally it consists of various details including

the location of campsites, meals, and hu-
morous anecdotes. However, Brave Men
of Maine Trails 1, 1 am opting to do some-
thing a bit unconventional. As I told you
studs on the trip, I wanted to write a piece

of "prose" (hopefully better than AK and
Ireland's hamburgler mystery) that con-

veys what having you guys as campers has

meant to me. Hopefully, I will be able to

humor you more this way, and you will

enjoy the "Ego" version of a trip report.

When I think back about our trip my

mind follows two different paths of

memory. The first path is that which in-

volves the hilarious outtakes of the 22

days. This path winds its way through
Enrique, Fruit Bats, Cell Phone Redialing,

and throwing stars. This is the path that

makes me laugh and never fails to bring a

smile to my face. The second path of

memory, however, concerns more per-

sonal moments. These recollections in-

clude conversations on the trail, specific

manifestations of true friendship and per-

severance in times of hardship. These types

of memoirs are the more important of the

two, and, while they are enjoyable
thoughts, they make me sad because they

bring to me a realization that our time to-

gether has concluded. I hope that all of

you possess both types of memories be-

cause they will always remind you ofhow
amazing our time together really was. Few
experiences that I have ever had at Kieve
are able to rival the ones that I enjoyed
with you boys. As a unit you are extremely

cohesive and are aptly titled an "all-star

cabin". As individuals you are all well-

balanced young men, each ofwho embod-
ies what Kieve stands for in certain ways.

Were I a few years younger, nothing would
have been better than to be a part of the

longstanding friendships that exists

amongst you. Hopefully, whenever you
read what follows you will be reminded
that there will always be a place for you at

Kieve. There is no reason why each and
every one of you should not return as a

counselor for many years.

Whenever anyone asks me how the

kayaking on our trip was, I get a mental
image of Savage taking Tyler around in

circles while pretending that his rudder is

broken. Then I think about Gano's upset

stomach, Sam and Jake's unmanly pad-

dling ability and our encounter with the

Miss Daisy. I think about the nonexistent

Stonington trip, I think about Tyler's great

sense of direction and I think about Thanks-

giving dinner. I will never forget Gary's

"wound" from Ace, Tyler's "pontification"

about Bocce Ball and Ireland's miserable

Mafia skills. "Seriously guys only get 4

lobsters". . .riiiight Naziman. Regardless of

whether it was Gano with his phenomenal
whittling skills on Thief, water that never

boils on Bar Island, or Sam's dive during
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running bases (I actually did get you,

Sammy, but I didn't tell you because I felt

bad about your bloody knee) on Butter Is-

land, each campsite brought with it stories

and adventures. You boys were always so

reliable that, as counselors, Tyler and I

rarely had time to worry, and we were able

to just enjoy the company. It seemed as if

we were on a paid vacation and we hope
that you guys enjoyed the time equally as

much. You boys must admit that the cook-

ing was unrivaled even by TOMBO and
Woody... just ask our resident food bizzy

Will Gano. A-Fresha-A-Pepperrr, (substitute

words for cheese and pepperoni go here).

Out on the water you guys were better

than Tyler and I could have hoped. Your
tremendous ability to cook, clean, and eat

thirds like Bucky was so great and it made
for easy evenings and quick mornings.

Although it might be said that we took a

bit too much time for rest days, I was
merely making sure that the creature

called Ireland got enough sleep. Some-
times late at night in the tent (while Tyler

was rubbing his chest hair) we counselors

would try to think about things that could

have been done to make the trip better.

Apart from getting Metzger back in the

crew and completely abandoning the prac-

tice of using ammo boxes, we could come
up with nothing. Quite simply you guys

were rock stars. You created a positive at-

mosphere of friendship and absolute hi-

lariousness that was hard to beat. Luckily

there were no "farm island" disasters and
I knew that you guys had what it took when
you were able to paddle 20 miles on a day
that should have only been 5. Trust me
when I say that I will never forget singing

pop songs with Guano and Stu, playing

the "Guess what word I am thinking of

before I can think of it game" with Sevy,

or convincing Jake that I was just an inno-

cent townsperson. Those are memories
that make Kieve special. They turn what
could have just been a 22-day trip with 10

other guys into an incredible excursion

into the wilderness with great friends.

Although I don't know why, for some
reason I knew that hiking the hundred-
mile wilderness would just be a breeze

with you guys. In fact, I was the only one
to end up getting dehydrated. I just had a

feeling the entire trip that you boys could

handle anything that Tuna Berry or

"strange lizard lips man" could warn us

about. Hopefully not too many of you
came out positive for Giardia and your

bug bites and blisters healed well, because

apart from those minor inconveniences the

hiking really was just a matter of getting

up and moving out. I loved being able to

spend time with AK, Stu, Ireland and Jake

in the back of the pack. Listening to stories

about boarding school, girlfriends and
family matters helped me keep my mind
off my aching feet and let me get to know
all of you better. Gano, Moore and Buck
could always be looked to when we needed
leaders on the trail and all of you did your

fair share of bearing a burden. After view-

ing the slideshow, I realized how lucky we
were to spend funny nights with bizarre

through-hikers, swim in gorgeous pools

of cleansing water and munch on the best

gorp eva. Looking back it is the small things

that really make me laugh. I mean hon-

estly, what was funnier than Tyler and
Sevy's wrestling match and Buck's ridicu-

lous after-laugh sigh. Every day that we
had a steep Nesuntabunt, a 12-mile trek or

heavy packs fresh off the re-supply we
worked as a team and got things done. We
cruised through any adversity that stood

in our way. I think that I am going to have
to change my screen name to Appalachian-

TrailSlasha4eva after we demolished that

hike. In retrospect there was nothing more
fitting to our trip than a windy end atop

Katahdin. With three guests in tow, we fin-

ished with style and have some fantastic

photos to prove it.

Tyler and I really learned so much from
spending 11 days hiking with you guys.

As I said during the cabin meeting, I think

that I know how to laugh at myself now,
and Tyler knows how to sneakily get rid

of group gear. (Just kidding big guy). We
really found that you guys showed us how
to be tough ourselves and push our bodies

when times were tough. Whether it was
helping each other maintain a good pace
or keeping our inflated heads in check, you
boys had a strong impact on Tyler and I.

As a cabin we fought though thick and thin

together and gained a better sense of what
it means to be a dependable friend.

Hopefully, I have given you guys some
things to think about. My goal in this re-
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port was to make you laugh and make you
realize how special our trip together was.

It sounds somewhat corny, but we have

accomplished a great feat. This was your

last year as Kieve campers. You have spent

upwards of 60 percent of your summers at

Kieve - think about how much you have

shared with your friends. Listening to you
guys speak at the bonfire was very emo-

tional for me as I hope it was for you as

well. You guys are young adults now. You
are witty, self-reliant and intelligent indi-

viduals. Campers looked up to you as role

models and you set a great precedent. Tyler

and I will always be here for you guys and

so will Kieve. What you have done at the

end of West Neck Road is quite impressive

and should never be forgotten. Your legacy

at Kieve represents an era of glory. When-
ever counselors saw your names on their

cabin sheet they just smiled and prepared

themselves for one of the best crews imag-

inable.

Now is the time to realize what you can

give back to Kieve. Every single one of

you must come back as a counselor. You
embody the Kieve spirit and will bring

great things to this place in the future. Sam,
Bucky, Jake, Stu, John, Will, Gano, AK, and
Sevy, you guys are the future for Kieve.

You have proven your devotion to this

place by coming as campers and now you
can return as counselors and see things

from the other side. I will never forget our

summers together and I thank you boys

for providing me with memories that I will

never forget.

NORTH CUNNINGHAM
CAMDEN HILLS
Andy Roberts

Day 1

It was a beautiful Saturday afternoon,

and we were ready to conquer the moun-
tainous region of Camden. Libby was kind

enough to drive us up there, and after the

hour or so van ride, we were at Camden
Hills. We had a quick clinic on how to set

up tents, and then a tuna fish lunch. It was
a hit with most ofthe campers, though there

were a few that were not big fans. Follow-

ing lunch we toured the facilities of the

park, filled up our water bottles, and
headed out for Mt. Battle. At the trailhead

we started a game of "Killer", and a few

minutes up the trail, Tim had a very dra-

matic death. We also had an ongoing riddle

on the way up the trail called 'T like Cof-

fee but I don't like Tea" which frustrated

Aiden and Remy and the rest of the cabin.

We made it to the top of Battle rather eas-

ily, but were surprised to see that there

were about 100 people in ties and dresses

around the base of the tower at the top.

There was a wedding about to take place

at the top, the last thing we expected. We
had a snack of Oreo's at the top, enjoyed
the view, and headed down. Nicky made
up a new riddle on the way down which
stumped some people for a little while and
helped pass the time. We got back to camp
fairly early. We all learned how to make a

one match fire, and then the kids went off

and played wife ball and ultimate frisbee.

Paul Reilly had not been feeling well at

camp for the previous couple of days and
had not come on the trip. We were all

pleased to see Jess roll up in the Kieve mini-

van with Paul next to her with a big smile

on his face. He jumped out and joined the

game of frisbee immediately. Then we had
Simpsons and sports trivia for our cheese-

burger dinner. We then had marshmallows
and went to bed to ready ourselves to con-

quer Mt. Megunticook.
Day 2

The kids were almost jumping out of the

tents by the time 8 o'clock rolled around.

They wanted to get the day started and get

to the top ofMt. Megunticook. They gobbled

down a breakfast of scrambled eggs and
corned beef hash, and headed out to the

trail. On the way up we played more games
of Killer, and Quinn set a record for the

fastest killing ever, winning the game in

under 2 minutes. Also on the way up,

Freddy and Peter during a short snack break

found a moose skull off in the woods about

30 feet from the trail. We continued up, and
made it to Ocean Lookout. It was an amaz-

ing view of Mt. Battle and Camden Harbor.

We stopped at the lookout for a little while,

then headed to the peak and came back

down to the lookout and had a lunch ofPB
& J. We then climbed down the mountain,

back to our campsite, packed up, and played
500 for a little while, and then Tom and
Sean came and picked us up and we headed
back to camp. All in all, a very successful

trip; we were ready to get to the Croix.
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NORTH CUNNINGHAM
ST. CROIX RIVER
Andy Roberts

Day 1

It was an early rising for the soon-to-be-

men of North Cunningham on this day, 5

am. They had aheady packed their bags

and brought them to the bus the night be-

fore, so they rolled out of bed, got dressed,

and walked like zombies down to

Pasquaney for breakfast. Before we knew
it, we were cruising in the big orange bus
with "The One", blasting Led Zeppelin, on
our way to the Croix. We made a few stops

here and there, the favorite being at Dunkin'

Donuts for a mid-morning snack. We made
it to the launch site by 12:30. While turn-

ing the bus around to unload the canoes,

the canoe trailer hit a sharp rock oddly,

and got a flat tire. This was an omen for

the rest of the day. We had ham and cheese

sandwiches, and then headed out on to

Spednick Lake, and made our way to Birch

Island. A short rain shower could not
dampen the spirits of this crew; they were
all very excited to be on the trip. To our

dismay, even though we raced to Birch Is-

land, there was a group already there set-

ting up their tents. There were a couple of

other sites near by, and so we went to check
them out, but it was just our luck that they

were either taken or non-existent. After a

quick council meeting, we decided to do
the million dollar day, do all of the pad-
dling of two days on the itinerary in one
day, or in our case, one afternoon. The wind
was at our back, and so we motored down
the lake speeding toward Todd's Island, the

whole way everyone perfecting their pad-
dling skills. Barrett and Paul were having
some trouble, but after 20 minutes or so,

they were racing up with the lead boat. By
6:30 PM we had made it to Todd's Island.

But as we were rounding the south end of

the island, a group in the site we had
planned to take came into sight. They were
very nice and steered us toward another
campsite less than a mile away. We made
up there and saw a rainbow behind us and
passed an otter on the way, and when we
got there it was vacant. Everyone was so

excited to have completed everything we
had for the first two days of the trip in the
first afternoon that they unloaded the ca-

noes and set up camp faster then I had ever

seen before. It started to drizzle so we made
a dinner of marinated chicken under the

tarp as fast as possible, and then went off

to bed exhausted, bellies full, and happy
to be able to sleep late the next day.

Day 2

This cabin, as we discovered this morn-
ing, does not like to sleep late. Even after

an extremely tiring day the previous day,

Paul and Tim were up at 6:45 throwing
stones at a boulder out in the lake and skip-

ping stones. So we rose at 7 and had a lei-

surely breakfast of toast and hash and
packed up the site. We loaded up the ca-

noes at 10 and headed out to go to the camp-
site and the other end of the island, which
was a little better. We did a canoe clinic on
the way there to polish up our skills to

prepare for the river the next day, and then

pulled in half and hour later into our new
site. We set up camp, and had grilled cheese

for lunch. Another group came by to see if

we knew of any other sites nearby, so we
steered them in the right direction, and
then went off exploring the island, read-

ing, or napping. Peter, Barrett, and Alex
played frisbee and others read or swam or

skipped stones. At 5 o'clock we started to

prepare dinner, but the weather was not

agreeing. The wind picked up and it started

to pour in the middle of making dinner.

Paul started doing a dance similar to Paul

Keller's hammer dance in an attempt to

make the rain stop. It worked eventually,

and the sky cleared, and we ate a spaghetti

dinner under clear skies. After a gorgeous

sunset, everyone curled up in their sleep-

ing bags while a chapter of Harry Potter

was read. We all went to bed early that

night because the next day was going to be
a long and tough day.

Day 3

We woke up at 5 am and packed up our
gear and tents before breakfast. We had
oatmeal and pop-tarts for breakfast and
then headed out just before 7 am to make
our way to the river. Some of the campers
were still working on their steering skills

on the way there, but we made it to the

dam at 10, Adam being the first one to see

the dam, and he started cheering and danc-

ing in his seat in the canoe. Once everyone
made it to the dam, we started portaging

the gear to the other side, but some locals

with a truck were kind enough to help us
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and drove all of the wans and the K to the

other side of the dam. We then all teamed
up and moved all of the canoes over, and
finished the portage in half an hour, in-

credible time! The campers w^atched two

men fishing while enjoying some cold

Coca-Cola as a reward for doing such a

fabulous job on the portage. We then

loaded up our gear and headed out to our

first set of rapids. Brad and Quinn found a

couple of rocks in the first set of rapids

and got stuck, but learned quickly and
made it through the rest of the rip cleanly.

We were now on the river and everyone

loved running their first set of rips, cheer-

ing as they rounded the last rock. We made
our way down the river, passing some
groups of Canadians celebrating Canada
Day. They looked ridiculous in there

bright red maple leaf hats. We cruised by
them and had lunch of pepperoni and
cheese in a calm eddy. We had a few more
rips and then hit some dead water, passing

more groups of Canadians as we went. One
of the boats we passed was a favorite

among the campers, the "Twisted Sisters".

They were two women with blond and
pink hair, and written in pink on the side

of their boat was "Twisted Sister". We said

hello and paddled by and made our way
to Little Falls. We portaged our gear around
the falls and ran them dry, no one flipping

on the way down the falls, though once
Ben and George made it down, Quinn, Tim,

Peter, Paul and others swam out in the eddy
and swamped their canoe. We paddled our

way past the falls a little bit and then made
camp in a rather small campsite. We had a

wonderful dinner of individual pizzas, and
saw the Twisted Sisters paddle by. There
were rumors that they were going to come
back to the site and visit later that night,

which scared us all, but luckily they didn't.

After dinner we had some delicious marsh-

mallows, and then went to sleep to another

chapter of Harry Potter . It was a great day,

though long, but we tackled it well.

Day 4

This morning we woke up at 7:30 in the

morning, and the campers, after packing
up all the stuff, were very excited to find

that we were having maypo with brown
sugar and raisins for breakfast. It was a fan

favorite. Today was going to be a pretty

easy day, some of our last rapids. We set

off and passed a lot of Canadian groups
making breakfast, hit some rips, and even
saw the group that we saw on Todd's Is-

land. We stopped for a snack, and after-

wards several campers, including Remv
and Freddy, jumped out of their canoes
and floated dowTi the river some wavs, and
a small set of rapids. Everyone hoped back
in the canoes, and shortly afterwards we
saw a Bald Eagle perched in a tree on the

side of the river. Peter hurried to get his

camera out to get a picture, but the eagle

flew off just before he could snap one of it.

We made great time paddling hard, and
rfiade it to our campsite by 12:30. We had
a song and dance competition for lunch,

and Paul stole the show with his rendition

of "Sally the Camel", and Barrett followed

Paul's show with "Row Row Row Your
Boat". Everyone enjoyed the tunafish and
PB & J's. Everyone was full of energy at

this point, so we all ran around like mad-
men, fooling around and the occasional

typewriter. We all calmed down, collected

fire wood, napped, read, and explored.

Soon enough it was time for dinner, and
Peter, Paul, Aiden, and George started the

fire for a spaghetti dinner, followed by
marshmallows. We all learned how to ster-

ilize our dishes, and then we headed for

the tents. After a chapter of Harry Potter ,

everyone was sound asleep.

Day 5

We rose today at around 8, and had a

great breakfast of corned beef hash and
fried eggs. We then headed out for our last

set of big rips, and everyone thought that

Dog Falls was more fun than Little Falls,

especially Brad and Dylan. Soon enough
we were in some dead water, and it started

to drizzle, so we pulled up to a campsite

and had lunch, PB & J's. We had a stupid-

human-trick competition for lunch, and
Brad simply held up his hands that were a

little swollen from bug bites, and every-

one cheered "fatty hands". With that kind

of performance, he won the competition.

We then cruised through the rest of the

dead water, hit the last rapids, and grouped
together before we headed to our camp-
site. George, Brad, Rem, Tim, Ben and 1 all

played a quick game ofGHOST while wait-

ing for the rest of the group to catch up,

but we didn't have time to finish before

everyone was there. We then headed to
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our last campsite where we were surprised

to find another Bald Eagle sitting on a tree

in our campsite. We all took a bunch of

pictures and were able to paddle right un-

der the tree it was on before it flew off. We
made camp quickly, collected firewood

and explored and started to make our din-

ner of rice and beans. Everyone pitched in

to make the fire, and Nicky made several

log cabins around the campsite, practic-

ing his fire making skills. Everyone en-

joyed the dinner, especially Tim, and ev-

eryone loved the marshmallows, and then

we headed to bed while listening to the

last chapter of Harry Potter of the trip. We
were all very excited to be heading home
the next day, so everyone had sweet
dreams.

Day 6

A massive thunderstorm hit us over-

night, but only gave us a good soaking. We
woke up at 7, packed up faster than I've

ever seen before, and we were then on the

water heading for the take out point. We
were there in no time, and pulled all the

canoes ashore for the last time. We had
arrived early, so we walked around the

dam, and walked over to the Canadian sec-

tion of the dam, which was enormous.
When we got back, we played some frisbee,

and soon enough, "The One" was pulling

up blaring music. We jumped on the bus,

stopped at McDonald's for a healthy lunch,

and made it back in time for our entrance

during second general swim. We all walked
down, clapping, chanting, and cheering,

and Alex and I did council pain-dives to

announce our return to camp.
Overall this was a great trip. We had

many unexpected challenges thrown at us,

and everyone tackled them with enthusi-

asm and a smile. I hope to see you all back
again next summer, so it won't be goodbye,

but instead see you later.

Andrew Roberts

NORTH GLENAYR - FORT ISLAND
Tom Hartenstein

We awoke to cloudy skies and rain at

good old Camp Kieve. Everyone was ner-

vously wondering if our trip would be
started in the rain, luckily, the weather
broke and sunny skies were on the hori-

zon. We packed up the bus and put our
canoes into the Damariscotta River, which

faces the mighty Atlantic Ocean. After a

short paddle, we arrived at our campsites.

Tents were assembled with the utmost care

after our trip to Pemaquid Lake. The camp-
ers then went exploring to find the Fort,

George and Evan explored the whole is-

land and did not return until they smelled

the sweet aroma of bacon and burgers

cooking over the fire. Cole ate 4 burgers

and was still ready for more. The campers
fell asleep in their tents and slept until day-

break.

We all awoke to rain on our tents and
breakfast was delayed until about 10
o'clock. Pancakes were made on the camp-
ing stove until about noon and everyone
set out for more exploring. Many fell

asleep on the nice warm, rocks overlook-

ing the ocean until our stomachs started

growling. The counselors whipped up
grilled cheese very quickly and it was nap
and exploring time until dinner. We de-

cided to cook on the camping stove out on
the rocks to watch the sunset, so pizzas

were made, each individually by the camp-
ers, and dinner was served. After dinner,

the camper's insisted on hearing the story

of the crazy ax murderer who hid out on
Fort Island. Following a visit from a mys-
terious stranger, the campers reluctantly

went into their tents.

On our final day, we pigged out on pop
tarts and bagels. We canoed the 9 miles to

our take-out point in just under 4 hours-a

remarkable time for any North Glenayr
cabin!! This was a great trip with a great

bunch of yahoos!

NORTH GLENAYR - PEMAQUID POINT
Tom Hartenstein

The first Sunday of camp always means
the same thing for the men of North
Glenayr-Pemaquid Lake!

We awoke to sunny skies and began our

preparation for departure, the campers'
bags were packed and the food was loaded
into wanagans. We arrived at the put-in

point and the trip was begun. After we
loaded the canoes, it was clear that we
would be needing a canoe clinic. Cole and
Andy started out facing each other as if

they were on a moonlight cruise. Canoes
tacked back and forth but we eventually

made it to our campsites. Bacon cheese-

burgers were served followed by marsh-
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mallows. Particularly helpful in prepar-

ing dinner were Zander and Aaron. Feel-

ing very full, we departed to our tents only

to be awakened by a HUGE thunderstorm.

One camper tent consisting of Mac, Andy,

Aaron and Mike was blown over by the

heavy winds. This forced the campers to

take action and one tent was filled with

about 9 campers. Everyone managed to

get in a few hours of shut-eye until morn-
ing. Bagels and Nutri-grain bars were en-

joyed and we were ready to paddle the

length of Pemaquid Lake. We were fortu-

nate enough to have tail-winds so we built

sails out of our tent-flies, paddles and lots

of duct tape. The sails were amazingly suc-

cessful and we sailed about % of the lake

without moving a muscle. Ricky and Nick
held up the sails very well, allowing the

others to relax. We finished up the paddle,

enjoyed PB&J's and were picked up by Pete.

Great Trip, guys!

NORTH HARRIS - MOOSE RIVER
Jamie Roberts

Day 1

The men of North Harris woke early,

5:30 to be exact, to meet One at Pasquaney
to begin our journey. After a quick break-

fast of cereal and some inspiring words
from Pete LaCasse, we were off.

A few quick stops for last minute sup-

plies were all that stood between us and
the Moose River, and at 11 AM we were at

the put in. We had originally planned to

split the portage across two days, but after

One told us how early we were putting in

relative to past trips, we decided to go for

the gold and to start and finish the portage

today. PB&J fuelled us as we barreled down
the trail like a fully loaded freight train.

The good news is that the bugs were abso-

lutely horrendous. Ed kept track of how
many horseflies net their doom beneath
his iron fist and was up to 252 by the end
of his second trip down the trail. George's

cast held up exceptionally well and he
made two trips with an impressive amount
of gear before his broken limb got the best

of him and he had to stop, but only on
counsel orders. All in all, I was very im-
pressed by the teamwork and spirit the

cabin showed, especially in bringing that

last canoe down the trail. I'm very proud
of you guys.

But Alas! Alack!! The campsite in which
we were planning on resting was already

occupied! No worries, though; a quick,

disorganized, 5 minute paddle on Holeb
Pond and we were at our site for the

evening. Dinner was marinated chicken

prepared by the masterful and ruggedly

good looking chefs Jamie and Duffy. John
and Jamie got out the fly rods for a brief

after dinner outing while Chad, Ed,

Lamarre, Terry, and Jason watched and
joined the action with their own rods. It

was short lived, however; the men of

North Harris were exhausted after a long

day and their sleeping bags were beckon-

ing.

Day 2 - Happy Birthday, Terry!

A cloudy day greeted us as we rolled

out of our sleeping bags at 8:30. The bugs -

just as bad as the day before. The lake -

dead calm. The troops - ready and raring

to go. It was the perfect formula for break-

fast on the water. With Pop-Tarts devoured
and more water made drinkable, Holeb
Pond didn't stand a chance. We breezed

through it. Hank chatting about our en-

trance the whole way across. Before we
knew it, we were face to face with the

mouth of the beast: The Mighty Moose
River.

The men of North Harris charged on, or

lips snarling and our heads in a cloud of

gnats. The river curved and wound its way
through the woods and we trudged along

with it. At one point we heard something
large rummaging in the bushes, probably

a moose. But he got scared and ran off be-

fore showing us his face. What a sissy.

PB&H was on the menu once we reached

our campsite. Some of the campers were
very impressive in their knowledge of use-

less facts, although Johnny couldn't seem
to name a single constellation (Orion's belt

doesn't count; it's only part of a constella-

tion). Lunch was followed by a few un-

eventful and serene hours ofnaptime, more
for getting away from the bugs than for

sleeping. By the time we crawled out of

our tents, though, the cloudy day had
turned into a full on rainy day. What a bum-
mer, especially considering today was
Terry's 13*^ birthday.

Huddled underneath the tarp, the men
of North Harris feasted on ravioli and
birthday chocolate pudding. The birthday
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boy got first choice on every other meal of

the day, and the trend continued with din-

ner, though the rest of the cabin showed
their complete ineptitude in sports trivia

in their attempt to earn their own bowl of

ravioli. The mosquitoes, however, soon

became too much to handle, and we all

ran to our tents, shutting them tight against

the barrage of insects, and crossing our fin-

gers for better weather when we woke up.

Day 3

Anyone who tells you that crossing your

fingers works was lying straight to your

face. We woke to rain the same as when
we had gone to bed. Little did we know,

however, that our luck was about to

change. As soon as the bagels and oranges

had found their way out of the cooler and
into our stomachs, the sun came out from

behind a cloud and bathed us in its deli-

cious light. The Moose River was obvi-

ously telling us that we should continue

with our journey. And who are we to ar-

gue with a river?

The river wound and snarled its way
around the back woods of Maine while

Chad and James stood up in their canoe to

show us exactly how the paddling was
done in Venice. Johnny, Hank, and I were
appalled at the laziness of the beavers we
thought lived on the Moose River; they

would fall one tree and then move on, not

bothering to continue with their dam. They
certainly didn't deserve to carry the proud
name of "beaver."

Before we knew it, the signs for our sec-

ond portage were upon us. A quick lunch
of PB&J was all that we needed to conquer
this tiny trail. Each of the counselors took

2 canoes while the campers focused their

energy on the gear. George stepped up to

the plate and carried an entire wannegan
by himself. Way to go, buddy.
Thoughts of moving on crossed our

minds, but the campsite at the bottom of

the of the portage trail was just too good to

pass up. There were rapids right outside

our tent doors and Holeb falls, a 30-foot

drop in the river, was a quick walk up-

stream. The afternoon was spent playing

in the river and checking out the rooster

tail on Holeb falls. Chad found a great little

waterfall underneath which one could
breathe while Teddy, James, Jason, and
Lamarre held on for dear life in the middle

of the rapids, ear to ear smiles on all of

them. It was exactly what we needed after

a couple of very hard days.

As dinner approached, Johnny, Teddy,
Terry, and Ed started a volleybird tourna-

ment that worked up their appetite for

some pizza. And pizza they received. We
dined on English muffin pizza while some
visitors from the next site over came over

in need of a stove. The boys' mouths wa-
tered at the sausage she was cooking, but
then they realized that they had pizza and
were quite content. Night crept up on us

faster than we had hoped; it had been such
a good afternoon playing in the rapids. All

good things must come to an end, though,

and we all soon found ourselves snug in

our sleeping bags, awaiting another day
on the Mighty Moose River.

Day 4 - Happy Birthday, Lamarre!!!

Though we originally had planned to

sleep in today and enjoy Holeb falls a little

more, the reality of the distance we had to

paddle set in late in the night, and a rela-

tively early wake up call of 8 was issued.

Our visitors from the next site were al-

ready awake and came and offered us cof-

fee in return for allowing them to use our

stove the night before. The counsel gladly

accepted this offer before hitting the river.

Right around the bend from Holeb falls

lay Mosquito Rips, a notoriously danger-

ous set of rapids. We were forewarned,

though, and pulled to the side to scout the

rapids rather than run them blind. It

worked to our advantage; not one boat

flipped, although Lamarre and George's

boat as well as Toby and Teddy's had an
interesting ride through. A little birthday

excitement.

After Mosquito Rips, we had a lot of

river to tackle, about 9 miles. The good
news was that today we'd be hitting 2 more
good sets of rapids. The bad news was that

2 sets of rapids on 9 miles of river means a

whole lot of dead water in between.
Mother Nature couldn't seem to make up
her mind about the weather, either. One
minute she'd be sunny and 85 degrees and
the next she'd be raining on us, thunder

rolling in the distance. No lightning strikes

were seen, though, so we decided to push
on through the rain. With the PB&H in our

stomachs, there wasn't anj^hing that could

put us in a bad mood, not even Mother
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Nature's indecisive personality.

Easy and fun runs through Spencer Rips

and Attean Falls brought us back into

Attean Pond, the same pond we had started

on three days before. Some of the guys felt

a little silly going in one great big loop,

but I reminded them that it's the journey

itself that matters, not the beginning and
ending points. A quick trip across Attean

Pond and we were at another great camp-
site - Sally Mountain. Lots of room, flat

ground, a sandy beach, and a mountain we
could climb the next day. What more could

you ask for?

Dinner was chili and rice, followed by
the counsel's patented smoky cake. It was
enjoyed by all, but despite the amazing
meal, that was not the highlight of the

evening. Sam had taught the boys the rules

ofSumo wrestling, so the next logical step

was to have our own tournament. Terry

and Lamarre were the big winners when
the smoke cleared, though Ed and James
put it impressive performances. Hank, of

course, was an excellent referee. Two sto-

ries by the fire, and that was all we could

handle for the day. We needed our rest for

our hike up Sally Mountain.
Day 5

We woke up nonchalantly and munched
on some Nutrigrain bars for breakfast. The
plan for the day was pretty simple: Hike
up Sally Mountain and then take our time

paddling on over to Wood Pond. After all,

it's only a 4-mile paddle. Or so we thought.

Most of the group went on up Sally

Mountain while I stayed back with George

and Hank, who opted not to hike for vari-

ous health reasons. Instead, we straight-

ened up camp, prepared for our departure,

and purified some water. The view, I'm

told, was absolutely amazing. One could
see the entirety of our trip from the top of

Sally Mountain.

Once we were back in camp, we swam
for a few hours, taking a short break for

tuna a la Jamie. The men of North Harris

occupied themselves after lunch trying to

earn their Kieve Hunters by fighting back
against the black flies that had been plagu-

ing us all trip. 12 campers armed with
paddles prowled the campsite, pitched in

battle. We won the battle, but I think it's

safe to say that we certainly lost the war.

We ended up loading the canoes and head-

ing out at about 2 PM, paddling right past

Attean Landing where we had put in on day

1 and making our way up to Wood Pond.

It was a leisurely paddle up to the camp-
site on Wood Pond, which turned out to be

a less than desirable campsite. I put the

decision to the boys: we could stop here

and wake up early to make it to the take

out point on time, or we could keep on
pushing and get to the take out point that

night and have an easy morning. To my
surprise and delight, the cabin was unani-

mously in favor of pushing on. It was go-

ing to be a good challenge for them.

We all had our goal in mind and our

game faces on as we tore down the last 8

or so miles of the Moose River. We stopped

briefly for a couple snacks but the camp-
ers were restless and would start paddling

again before we had even finished eating.

The men were fired up and read to take on
the challenge. At about 8:30 PM, their goal

was attained; we came out into Long Pond,

sighting a moose across the pond, and we
could see our take out point. It had been a

very long paddle, but we had made it the

whole way.

A quick dinner of 3-bean and rice soup
was all that stood between the men of

North Harris and their sleeping bags. It had
been a long day, and we were all very tired.

Day 6

We slept in since we didn't have to be to

the take out point until 11 AM. Flavored

oatmeal, one of my favorite breakfasts,

warmed us to the bones and gave us the en-

ergy to paddle the 100 yards and get the

boats out ofthe water in no time. Now all we
had to do was wait for Bob Linker to come
and bring us to go white water rafting.

We feasted on PB&J&H for lunch, finish-

ing off what we had left in the wannegan.
The campers did their best to take on Jamie
one on one, but found that the only way
they could challenge a manly man such as

Jamie was to fight him all at once, 12 camp-
ers against 1 counselor. And even then they
couldn't take down the exceptionally
strong and ruggedly good-looking Jamie,

Teddy and Jason in particular feeling his

wrath.

Bob finally showed up at about 1 PM;
apparently there had been some confusion

as to when we would be at the take out

point. No worries, though. Once all the
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canoes and gear was in place, we sped
straight to Magic Falls Rafting Co with a

short stop over in Jackman. Our site at the

rafting company turned out to be one big

field equipped with a volleyball court. The
boys were loving life. After dinner we
played soccer and had a counsel game of

volleyball that Sam and John ended up
winning. After a quick swim in the Dead
River to clean up and a few games of Ma-
fia, it was time for bed. We all fell asleep

and dreamed of rafting the next day.

Day 7

The day had finally come! We had all

been looking forward to rafting on the

Kennebec for the entire trip, and we all

practically threw the Nutrigrains down our

throats in anticipation. At 9 AM sharp we
were at the front office and getting sized

up for wetsuits. The day before had been a

big rafting day on the river, and today

would be much smaller for our company;
we took up most of the spots in the 3 boats

that were sent.

Upon showing up to the river, our guides

confirmed the rumors that had been flying

around all morning: the river was huge. The
Kennebec usually runs between 4800 and
6000 cfs, but they had opened up the dam
and the river was running at 8000 cfs. It

was going to be a wild ride down the river.

The river was everything they had told

us it would be. From Taster rapids to Big

Mama and the Three Sisters to Magic Falls,

the river was going crazy with 13 foot

standing waves. Johnny and Toby got

thrown out of their boat at one point, and
that was only the beginning. George de-

cided he had had enough of watching us

swim and decided to join us, soaking his

cast in the process. Louis took on our guide

Skye in a game of tug of war, unfortunately

falling in the water mid-battle. And almost

every single camper made the attempt of

hooking their paddle onto a low bridge,

none of them full succeeding, though we
thought that Hank's paddle was never go-

ing to come down. It was an excellent ride

down the river, and we all thank our guides
Chris, Emily, and Skye.

We arrived back at the rafting company's
HQ and stayed for the steak, chicken, and
fish lunch as well as the slide show and
movie. Soon enough, though, it was time
for us to go, and we packed into the orange

bus and made our way back to camp. We
made a straight shot back to Kieve though
the boys were requesting McDonald's (you

guys just had steak for lunch and you al-

ready want fast food?). We arrived at the

tail end of dinner, putting an end to our 7-

day excursion down the Moose River. You
guys did a great job! I'm very proud of all

of you!

NORTH HARRIS - VIKING SHIPS
Jamie Roberts

Day 1

The men of North Harris woke to sunny
skies in their beds, ready to go out into the

treacherous waters of Lake Damariscotta

for two days of sailing and rowing. We ate

breakfast with the rest of camp in

Pasquaney and then broke off to pack and
depart for Westcott Point.

Westcott Point was close enough that we
decided not to sail and to just roll up our
sleeves and row the Bill Gribell and
Whitehaul. It was a quick trip and the camp-
ers swiftly set up their tents while the coun-

selors busied themselves with preparing

lunch- tuna a la Jamie. The campers
amused us with skits to earn their lunch,

and the tuna on pita bread was enjoyed by,

well, almost everyone.

With fuel in our bellies, we decided to

make the trip upwind to an island with a

rope swing. Rowing the two giant boats

upwind proved not to be a challenge for

the men ofNorth Harris. Terry and Ed didn't

even take a break the whole way up, and
even the counselors got their hands blis-

tered up with the rest of the cabin, taking

turns rowing and steering the ships.

The trip upwind was well worth it. The
rope swing- awesome. Ed showed us all

how to walk on water while Lamarre and
Johnny managed to swing out and back
onto the island without ever letting go of

the rope. George was content taking it all

in, judging it best that he not attempt the

swing and risk ripping his cast bag. Some
of the braver counselors climbed up the

tree and performed a swing that would
make even the most iron stomached a little

queasy.

The trip back was a breeze. With tail

winds, both the Bill Gribell and the

Whitehaul could sail the entire way back,

although Duffy and John struggled for a
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bit with the awkward square sails of the

Bill Gribell. It was a relaxing sail back,

campers being towed behind the Bill

Gribell while all of us in the Whitehaul

were quite content with sitting and enjoy-

ing the sun. All except for Hank, who took

his turn being towed behind the speedy

Whitehaul.

Dinner was burgers with Swiss cheese

and sauteed onions, and the campers de-

voured every burger. Everyone, of course,

still had enough room left for Smores. Af-

ter dinner entertainment of a few games of

Mafia tuckered everyone out before bed.

Hank somehow seemed to always get

knocked out of the game first, thanks to

Chad. Afterward, we all crawled into our

tents and chatted for a while before drift-

ing off to sleep, hoping for a day as nice as

this one.

Day 2

Our hopes from the night before were
not answered. Rain showers during the

night brought cloudy skies and a slow con-

stant drizzle. That was ok, though, because

we had bacon, egg and cheese English muf-

fins for breakfast. After such a hearty break-

fast, we did a practice portage with our

gear up to Pasquaney and took the boats

out once again.

It was a pretty simple plan for the day:

Paddle around Kistler Point, swim, eat

lunch, and plan our grand entrance for gen-

eral swim. We anchored the boats and
swam and fished for a while before
everyone's favorite lunch; PB&J. The rain

continued to fall, and so did our desire to

make a big entrance. We knew that the

evening activity would be Air Guitar, and
deemed that we would rather participate

in that instead of sitting in the rain and
waiting for General Swim. But instead of

paddling the boats, some of the campers
including Hank, Jason, and Lamarre swam
the boats into the dock so we could un-

load what gear we had and go to the cabin

to unpack and prepare our Air Guitar, a

skit to the song "Yeah, Buddy." And so

ended our excursion into the treacherous

waters of Lake Damariscotta.

SOUTH BUNKERHILL 1 - BREMEN
Spencer Cherry
DAYl:
South Bunkerhill One set off on its

primer trip to Kieve's seventeen oceanfront

acres in Bremen on another beautiful day,

albeit a little later than planned - Bob dis-

covered a flat on our bus that delayed our

departure to 11:30 am.
Arriving at Bremen we loaded our gear

into the already-pitched eight-man tents

before going over camping rules and goals.

Our discussion carried us right through to

a lunch of peanut butter and jelly.

Soon thereafter we made our obligatory

funyaking adventure into the Atlantic, tra-

versing the harbor over to Hog Island. A
small cove afforded us the opportunity to

play around and enjoy a snack, as it shel-

tered us from a vigorous wind that contin-

ued to intensify. The same wind convinced

us to return to the safety of shore as it

threatened to direct us in undesired direc-

tions.

By the time we had the funyaks rinsed

of salt water and back behind the boat-

house North Glenayr was returning from
a day at sea on the Snowgoose III. The
campers and counselors played together

for an hour as the seagoers awaited a pick-

up. Ryan, John, and Drew were alerted to

the dangers of Agri-Fab 7 cu. wheelbar-

rows which effectively halted their invi-

tations to injury as they wheeled one an-

other around.

Bill McCook arrived and set up shop in

his camper, exciting everyone when he
pulled out several cartons of lemonade.

Bill entertained some campers with his

fortune-telling skills, while Clay and
Charlie taught Will Hiltz and me how to

play the card game Magic.

The counselors wheeled the grills out of

the boathouse and began preparing dinner

after a few false starts. We covered the

griddles with aluminum foil to facilitate

the cooking of pizzas. Campers selected

NHL teams, which in turn were called out

by the counselors, to determine an eating

order. Everyone enjoyed the pizza with the

exception of a few of the early takers who
were served the experimental rounds.

After dinner the group made its way to

the campsite where we enjoyed a camp-
fire and s'mores. Bill was kind enough to

entertain us with his guitar, playing sev-

eral songs, including the favorite sing-along

"The Cat Came Back". As Bill retired we
realized that it was time for us to do the
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same. Campers made an effort at quiet in

the hopes of earning a stop at Round Top
the next day for ice cream.

DAY 2:

We emerged from our tents at 7:30 am,

greeting a thick fog that limited our vis-

ibility to about 40 feet. Undeterred, we
began preparing a heavy breakfast ofM&M
pancakes on the grills, employing the same
tin foil-on-the-grill trick used with the piz-

zas. About an hour and a half later break-

fast was finished, Jack having helped us

clean up by shooting some of the leftover

batter down his hatch.

Once we had digested and the Junior

Kieve Loyalty cabin had cleared the dock
with Captain Butler on the Snowgoose,
Thomas and Will Kalaris led a several-

camper-strong charge down to the dock
where Annika took them swimming. The
rest of the cabin honed its Magic-playing

skills before being joined by the swimmers
for a cabin-wide game of Sardines.

The day, having cleared, proved to be
brutally hot and humid, a fact of which
the counselors were made painfully aware
as we stood over the grills cooking grilled

cheese and tomato sandwiches. Joe settled

for a repeat of peanut butter and jelly, with
the rest of the cabin enjoying the butter

sponges.

After preparing our gear for our after-

noon pickup, some of us tried our hand at

fishing off of the dock. Will Moore regis-

tered the only success, coaxing a fair-sized

crab off of the ocean floor, perhaps cour-

tesy of his periwinkle bait.

As fishing wound down Bob returned

with the bus, which was soon loaded and
rolling. A great trip was made greater when
we capped it off with a stop at Round Top
on the ride home.

SOUTH BUNKERHILL

1

WHITE MOUNTAINS
Spencer Cherry
Day 1:

Our big trip to the White Mountains
started a little more slowly than expected.

After promising an 11:07 am departure at

breakfast, we weren't out until around
11:30 am, though we still had a couple of

false starts in store: a forgotten cooler de-

veloped into a miscommunication be-

tween vehicles, the two incidents translat-

ing into a one hour delay.

Once out of camp for good we were all

smiles and good times, however. We
stopped along Route 1 in Maine at a rest

area for some turkey sandwiches and
Gatorade before pushing on for Gorham,
NH.
By 5:00 p.m. we were registered at site

11 at the Dolly Copp campsite, about ten

miles north of Mt. Washington. Setting up
camp proved to be more time consuming
than anticipated, and it wasn't until around
8:00 that we finally all had a dinner of

chicken fajitas in our bellies. After clean-

ing up and further discussing the week's
plans, we headed for bed, everyone ex-

hausted from a long day of driving.

Day 2:

Overcast skies, notable winds, and a

tired cabin meant that this was not our
day to climb Mt. Washington. This more
casual start afforded the group the neces-

sary time to boil water and prepare
oatmeal with brown sugar and raisins.

Thirteen of us enjoyed the hearty break-

fast, with Clay, Ben, and Will Kalaris ab-

staining in favor of extra snacks and rai-

sins.

Over breakfast we discussed the day's

plans to head for Mt. Imp, a few minutes
drive from our campsite on the eastern

edge of Route 16. Word around camp had
it that this was an enjoyable hike well

worth the views offered at the summit.
We loaded into the van and were out by

10:00 a.m., the day still not clearing as

hoped. Nonetheless, the group started up
the trail for our first hike of the trip. Al-

though we sought to hike in a tight group,

I found myself driving the rear herd of

campers - George, Clay, John and I were
so engrossed in our discussion of fourth

generation video game systems and games
that we soon found ourselves trailing the

group. Fortunately, the lead pack noted our

absence and the group reunited to summit
together.

The day had cleared somewhat by the

time we arrived on top, where we enjoyed

the views and a snack of cereal bars. I felt

a little bad as it was 1:00 p.m. at this point

and lunch was still down at campsite 11.

Although we had taken a late breakfast, I

hadn't anticipated a two and a half-hour

hike to the summit. So with empty bellies
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- but full spirits - we headed back down
to the trailhead.

Everyone was unusually excited for a

peanut butter and jelly lunch when we ar-

rived back at Dolly Copp around 2:30 p.m.

Weary from our first hike and satiated from

lunch, we agreed on a rest period that took

us through about 4:15 p.m., at which time

we trucked a few miles over to the main
campsite and went for a swim in the river.

Jack abstained, choosing instead to

commentate on the swimming games.

Back at site 11 we started in on the trip-

ping awards, about which the campers
showed unusual enthusiasm. Will and Karl

taught kitchen and fire area safety before

demonstrating the proper techniques in-

volved in building and lighting fires, to

which the cabin paid active interest.

Frisbee was followed by the classic

Kieve trip dinner of hamburgers. In a sur-

prising twist, however. Will Moore and
Charlie fell in love with the bean burgers

that I had packed for Dee (vegetarian and
healthiest-eating camper) and myself. Un-
fortunately for them I had only packed six

of the tasty patties, meaning that the two
will have to wait another year to re-savor

their new finds.

The highly-anticipated s'mores came on
dinner's heels, with everyone partaking in

the roast before bed.

Day 3:

We awoke at 5:30 a.m. in hopes of reach-

ing the summit of Mt. Washington before

any inclement weather arrived. Charlie

and Clay - South Bunkerhill I's big sleep-

ers - were a little slow on the hop but man-
aged to join us outside shortly. The night's

rain had left everything a little damp, but

we had a beautiful day to support our hike.

Everyone fired some Pop-Tarts and
breakfast bars down his hatch as we
loaded into the van and drove about ten

minutes south to Pinkham Notch to pick

up the trail.

After a last-chance bathroom stop, we
filled water bottles and performed a group
stretch to limber up before starting out on
the 4.1 mile hike.

We burned through the first section of

the trail, taking the switchbacks in stride

as we ascended toward treeline. We hiked
in a tight group, having put an end to

yesterday's more thinly-spread tactic, and

by 9:30 a.m. we reached the hut at the base

of Tuckerman's ravine. The cabin enjoyed
a snack of Crunch n' Munch while we
topped off water bottles and drained kid-

neys.

The trail, at this point above treeline,

appeared intimidating from our relatively

low position, but we forged ahead with

Jack and Charlie leading the pack. The
grade necessitated the use of hands in

many places, as we scaled up the side of

the ravine next to fast-melting snow pack
(which Ryan insisted on touching).

Our sunny day disappeared upon crest-

ing the ravine as we entered the clouds

that perpetually enshroud the peak. We felt

our way up the last mile using carens and
trailblazers as guides, going over several

false peaks. At last we heard the train

whistles and the roar of a pack bike, sig-

naling our arrival at the parking lot and
building complex that grace Mt.
Washington's peak.

The disappointment over the mountain-
top development was evident, yet paled

next to the joy and pride at having reached

the top. We posed for our obligatory pic-

ture next to the peak sign before seeking

shelter from the 40 degree winds.

Inside we took down our standard pea-

nut butter and jelly lunch augmented by
Snicker bars for all (with the exception of

Joe and Ryan who opted for M&M's).
Thirty minutes was all we needed before

we had tired of the hubbub on top and
decided that it was time for our descent.

Jack continued his work in vanguard as

we carefully picked our way down out of

the clouds and past the ravine. We briefly

stopped at the Tuckerman's hut for an Oreo
snack before continuing down the moun-
tain. Ten and a halfhours had elapsed when
we returned to the Pinkham Notch
trailhead in high spirits, patting ourselves

on our backs for a job well done.

Everyone was pretty bushed when we
returned to site 11, and many took naps
while the more energetic had stick races

in the creek behind our campsite.

Ryan and Drew put their newly-learned

fire-building skills to the test and suc-

ceeded in brewing a big fire on which to

cook our pasta. Many opted to have a fist-

ful of cheese with dinner, creating what is

affectionately known as "The Dank". A
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brief s'mores session followed before bed.

Day 4:

The rain woke us early in the morning
but had finally subsided by 8:00 a.m., when
we rose from our tents and set in on a

breakfast ofCinnamon Toast Crunch, Kix,

and Raisin Bran.

This was to be the promised swimming
day, going to Emerald Pool and another

river site south of Conway. At 10:00 a.m.

we set out for the river, but once in Conway
- sitting in traffic - we decided to shun plan

A and instead drive over Hurricane Road
to Emerald Pool.

The road was pretty tough on the fully-

loaded van, but we managed to go over

the peak and successfully navigate the

shortcut to the base of Mt. Baldface where
we picked up the trail toward the pool.

The hike was a mere mile, which we
covered in no time having been introduced

to the challenges of Mt. Washington the

previous day. We arrived at the crystal-

clear pool and I ran one test jump off of the

ten foot cliff before giving the all-OK.

Many jumps into the frigid water ensued,

with Thomas and Drew logging 51 jumps
apiece, and the cabin as a whole jumping
over 200 times. We broke only to have a

lunch of pepperoni and cheese - for some -

and peanut butter and jelly for the others,

Jack had at least seven slices of bologna
himself.

Having spent sufficient time in the frigid

waters we concluded that our departure was
prudent, and we began air-drying as we
made our way down the trail. After a quick

'letter-off in the van to verify the numbers
(S-H-O-T-G-U-N W-I-L-L-I-E), we motored
back to Dolly Copp by about 4:00 p.m.

We tried for a cabin-wide game of ulti-

mate frisbee upon return though a few
campers opted out. The team of Will K.,

John, Drew, and Will H. was too much for

us to handle an d they ended up with a one-

goal margin of victory. Had the hour of

dinner not been upon us, however, we
could have played for several more hours.

Dee helped out Ryan this time in con-

structing our fire, and they had a solid

blaze going in no time. We took advantage
of the early hour to run a quick course in

kitchenware sterilization while camping,
a much-needed lesson.

Boboli pizzas with pepperoni served as

dinner, a meal finally enjoyed by every-

one, even though they were cooked one at

a time by necessity.

Another game of ultimate frisbee ensued
after dinner, with the men of South
Bunkerhill I challenging a neighboring

campsite of teenaged campers to a match.

We fought hard but were no match for

their height, losing eventually by three

goals, calling the game for bedtime. Will

M. was fired up at this point, having been
closely guarded by the trash-talking 'Killer

Kevin' of the opposition. He was able to

settle down with the rest of the crew for

bed, however, our last sleep at site 11.

Day 5:

Last day. The rain woke us again and we
were up and packing by about 7:30 a.m.

No real problems, except that one tent bag
was missing - despite explicit warnings
upon our arrival to keep track of the bags -

and some campers inexplicably could not

fit the same items into their duffles that

they had five days earlier.

The rain and dew had rendered the wood
much too moist for a fire. As we were to

have pancakes for breakfast, our half-burn-

ing stove was insufficient for the job and so

we were forced to eat on the road.

Once everything was packed up and the

campsite policed, we loaded into the van
for one last ride, stopping to pick up some
Pop-Tarts and cereal on the way out.

The drive was relatively uneventful, and
we passed the time playing the 'Word
Game', taking turns saying letters with the

person spelling a word earning a strike

against.

Arriving in Lewiston at about 12:30 p.m.

we trucked up to Bates College and
plopped ourselves in a quad for another

bout of ultimate frisbee. I went off in search

of Pizza Hut where 1 picked up five pies

and some sodas for our ceremonial last

meal of the trip. We enjoyed the pizza un-
der a tree's shade in the quad before load-

ing up again for the home stretch.

It was a successful trip in all regards,

having completed our chief goal of hiking

Mt. Washington, and everyone was better

for it. Great job guys!
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SOUTH BUNKERHILL 2 - BREMEN
Trevor Wood

After a quick stop at the local grocery

store, the men of SBH2 were ready to con-

quer the Bremen frontier. Being the first

cabin of the session to land on the Bremen
campsite, our tasks were many. See when
you have 17 men of steel these "tasks" take

the form of a small, soft teddy bear - we
welcome its comfort. Bremen met its

match you know, in a cabin down in

Nobleboro. Tents up, bags unpacked and
we were ready to explore the ocean. The
tide was rising and the wind was bursting,

but our men persevered and dutifully and
went about their business - paddling and
having fun. The ocean also provided some
excellent exploratory ventures as Fares,

Ben, Morgan and Jack learned as they in-

vestigated the ocean pools. The Grasshop-

per (AKA our very own Will Keyser) led

Sam, James, Coco, Henry, and Langdon to

a far off buoy to see the adjoining harbor.

We paddled for the better part of an hour
as the sun glistened off the beautiful lob-

ster boats.

We soon hereafter followed our stom-

achs back to the campsite and prepared

for a feast of chicken fajitas and smores.

Thanks to our pal Bill McCook we were
greeted with a thirst-quenching blend of

Maine's finest lemonade. As their grub was
being prepared, the campers tamed the

fierce environment on which they were to

enjoy their food. With a campfire in their

future Simon, Graham, and Seth graciously

gathered an ample amount ofwood to en-

sure a long and warm fire. With the land

disciplined, supper was served beneath the

dying sun. 'Come one, come all - come
one more fajita' was the line of the night.

With dishes cleaned and bellies full, we
went about the obvious - gorging ourselves

with the immaculate taste of a finely

browned marshmallow.
We traded stories and tales and even

received a finely executed rendition of

"Tyger, Tyger" by our very own Jack
Langerman. Along a similar vein. Bill

McCook took us on an acoustic stroll with
his guitar. We were pleasantly surprised

by the soothing voices of Matt, Andrew,
and Ben as they sang along to the various

tunes. The evening was before us and we
settled down for a long summer's night.

Despite a "lost" sleeping bag and a long

cold night by myself (I have never had a

problem granting my bag for a frontiers-

man). The boys awoke to a breakfast of

M$M pancakes (the $ instead of the & be-

cause these cakes were simply money).
As morning broke with a departure date

in our all too sudden future, we decided to

try our hand in the frigid temperature of

the ocean. Again we couldn't be subdued -

all of us enjoyed an awakening swim. {For

the record, a small mouse just crossed my
feet as I wrote swim - maybe our cabin

cleanup could have been a little more com-
plete today boys!} And back to our jour-

ney. Our boys would like to offer this small

hint - alligator, lion, and bear bites heal

rapidly in the salty ocean water.

We closed our campsite and bid fare-

well to our retrained property. The Bre-

men excursion had offered us an excellent

opportunity to strengthen our camping
skills; we learned to pitch tents, wash
kitchen pots, and start a fire. We were now
ready to conquer all obstacles old Mount
Washington had to offer - Go get 'er boys!

We went on to conquer the sweet taste of

Round Top ice cream. Job well done voy-

agers!

SOUTH BUNKERHILL 2 -

WHITE MOUNTAINS
Trevor Wood
Day 1: The Drive

Following a quick lunch at Pasqauney,

we headed to our caravan to embark upon
a three hour trip to Dolly Copp camp-
ground located on the foothills of the ma-
jestic Mount Washington. Our goal was not

an easy one - to climb Mt. Washington,

home to the worst weather in the world.

Matt McCalpine sat drivers' side and
quickly succumbed to his heavy eye lids

while Sam, Langdon, Seth, and Graham
threw a game of Magic. As we headed out

on Coastal Route 1, the stereo was on a

one way mission to find Slim Shady's new
release. Despite the reverberating pop-cul-

ture beats of the stereo, books and various

magazines were ingested.

A wrrong turn here and what would have

been a right turn there - we eventually

arrived. Although I accidentally turned a

three hour tour into a seven hour esca-

pade, the boys arrived unscathed and un-
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yielding. With the weather as questionable

as the morals of Enron, we used the camp-
ing skills we learned at Bremen to pitch

the tents, and prepare the kitchen area.

After a few short minutes of set-up, the

campsite was ready to be activated and
enjoyed by 17 strong - we were well on
our way to become "men of the wild". The
boys were happy to learn that my famous
fajitas would again be served. Due to the

prospect of a new and fiercer journey, the

chefs chose to add steak as an option for

consumption. Needless to say we had a

great meal. Shortly after dinner we were
forced to our tents by an unexpected rain

shower - all wondering if tomorrow was
the day to try our hand Mt. Washington's

testy terrain. However, we fell asleep to

the soothing sounds of a traveling coyote

troupe.

Day 2: The Dreaded day of Mt. Kearsage
I awoke at 5 am to the sharp "pings" of

rain drops bouncing off the fly of my tent

- it rains 300 of 365 days on top of Mt.

Washington and thus we were stuck
squarely in the law of averages. Due to the

severity of the weather, I rolled over and
reset my alarm clock for 7:30 am. I again

awoke to rain. This was just not our day to

play our hand against the fierce Mt. Wash-
ington. I pulled out the map and decided
on a "small" mountain named Kearsage.

Here it begins.

We served a quick breakfast of granola

bars beneath the kitchen tarp and talked

of the adventure to come. The boys packed
their day bags with hiking gear and
boarded the caravan. Despite the weather,

the boys were psyched with anticipation.

After a short drive to the trail, we huddled
up and gave ourselves a cheer - let's climb.

We rifled up the trail for an hour or so and
then decided to take a short snack break.

Here is where my ignorance comes into

play. Because I misjudged the length of the

climb, I allowed the boys to guzzle their

water. At this point of the journey I was
convinced that we were halfway to the

summit - wow was I wrong!
Three hours later, blistered and tired,

we stood on top of the mighty Mt. Kear-

sage. Needless to say, the boys were a bit

perturbed by my miscalculations. Some-
how, someway we managed to gobble
down a generous amount of PB&J's and

dodge the swarming black flies. We sat

around to together and talked of our own
personal experiences up the trail - of

course some very funny stories were ex-

changed. The view was foggy and wet but

we made the best of it and took a couple

group shots - looking back on it I don't

know how many smiles we were able to

roust out of the boys but at least we got

them to stand! After a few deserving pokes
at my misjudgments, we headed back
down the trail to our comfortable cara-

van. I can't thank the boys enough for stay-

ing strong and keeping their chins held high
- somewhere along the trail the boys of

South Bunkerhill 2 had become one pow-
erful clan. Battle tested and sore, we
guzzled down some Gatorades from a

nearby market, a small reward for brav-

ery and perseverance. Awesome job boys!

A pasta dinner was rushed due to the

continuing rainfall. The rain administered

a small dose of homesickness across the

clan, but after a few small talks we were
again alive and confident. Nothing was
going to "rain" on our parade. After the

meal we sat the boys down and went over

the objectives for the next day - Climbing
Mount Washington. Because of our expe-

rience with Mt. Kearsage it took a little

while to convince the boys that they were
ready. By the end of the night, however,
we were all hoping for great weather so

that we could show our best on the trail.

Day 3: The Test

5 am. With a small drizzle upon us, I

awoke the boys to a hearty Nutragrain

breakfast - "today's the day" rang across

the campsite. We boarded the caravan at

5:45 and headed to Pinkham Notch where
the trail began. After a quick stop in the

Mountain store and a look at a modeled
rendition of Mt. Washington's terrain, we
put our feet in motion. The boys kept a

strong, consistent pace. We hiked for the

better part of an hour before we stopped
for a quick snack break. You could feel the

sense of anticipation throughout the crew
- the boys were simply excited. Again we
were on our way. Grasshopper took the

lead with Sam, Henry, Coco, Matt, Gra-

ham, Seth, Ben, Langdon and James. Rich I

and I brought up the rear and sang some
glorious tunes with the boys - most nota-

bly "It's a great day to be alive" by Travis
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Tritt. Fares would fill Jack, Andrew, Mor-

gan, Simon and I in with the current news
from his motherland (France). We eventu-

ally reached Tuckerman's Ravine - the fi-

nal ascent to the summit. To our complete

dismay we learned that the trail was closed

due to snow and the threat of avalanche.

We quickly changed plans and headed
slightly back down the trail to Lion's Head
- a difficult trail that would prove to chal-

lenge us in many ways. Hands above heads

and legs drawn in uncomfortable positions,

this was Mother Washington's test. In the

eyes of failure, we only prospered.

Two hours later we reached the Alpine

zone. Despite the high winds we were able

to relish our achievements for a small time

atop a rock formation. The weather would
not allow for a further hike - in some ways
it's unfair but we know what we accom-
plished and will always have those memo-
ries. With the wind aggressively behind
us, we headed down the trail to make a

PB&J lunch at Tuckermans Bowl. After a

great lunch and some reflection on what
we had just accomplished, we all headed
down the trail together. It was a great day
to be alive! A ravioli dinner was splendid

and enjoyed by all - more importantly

deserved by all. We managed a small fire

despite the rainfall and ate some of Rich's

finest smores. With bellies full we sat

around the campfire and shared stories and
experiences. It was a memorable experi-

ence - an experience that we all will trea-

sure. Somewhere in that fire, the pains of

rain and homesickness were forgotten and
we al cherished the knowledge and growth
we had accrued throughout the trip. Physi-

cally drained we did what is natural -

slept.

Due to the consecutive days of physical

abuse, I let the boys sleep in and planned
for a fun and relaxing day. After breakfast

we went swimming in a nearby pond. To
this day, I am not exactly sure if we were
allowed to swim there but we had a blast

nonetheless. We played five hundred and
threw the football for an hour or two - no
watch today, today was solely about fun.

After swimming we went back and ate

some smores and PB&J's - a solid brunch
for all intensive purposes. After brunch
we took a drive to a small river pool where
we cliffjumped and relaxed the cool temps

on our aching muscles. This day quickly

became all about the swim. Following this

excursion, we headed back to the camp-
ground where a "river runs through it".

The boys loved our secret spa, and took
turns being tossed by the aggressive cur-

rent. We even managed to get a tub in as

we frolicked riverside. I'm sure the boys
will remember "their" river for a long time

to come. Dinner snuck up on us in no time,

and before we knew it, we were devour-
ing huge portions of mac and cheese. The
trip was drawing to a close and it quickly

became a reality. We headed to bed with a

trainload of memories - tripping memo-
ries for a lifetime.

Day 4: Culmination
All things have to end at some point and

unfortunately our vacation had come to a

close. Following breakfast we proceeded
to complete a thorough cleanup of the

campsite that would have made all "Leave

no Trace" thinkers proud. With the cara-

van again packed and ready to voyage, we
looked forward to one last hurrah in the

frigid waters of Emerald Pool - an amaz-
ingly refreshing end to a trip full of sweat,

dirt, and success. After a short hike. Emer-
ald Pool opened its arms to all of us. We
jumped, and jumped until we couldn't

jump anymore. We had an amazing time

and we were even greeted by a girl's camp
thatwe willingly shared the cliffjump with.

Then we were on the road - destined to

show base camp how much we had grown.

Job well done boys!

SOUTH CUNNINGHAM - BREMEN
Will Georgi

Since it was the first Sunday of camp,
our departure to Kieve's oceanfront prop-

erty in Bremen was delayed by an hour or

so due to Chapel and cabin cleanup. Un-
fortunately, we were told that we had to

get going before lunchtime so we had to

miss the traditional BBQ chicken for lunch,

but we were able to make up for that by
eating really well on the trip. We departed

for Bremen a few minutes after noon, and
after a couple of quick stops to pick up
some additional supplies for the trip we
reached our home for the following 27

hours by 1:00. We lucked out because
South Bunkerhill II was at the same site a

couple of nights earlier, and they had left
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the tents set up, so there wasn't much work
to be done upon our arrival. After unload-

ing our gear, we fixed up some peanut but-

ter and jelly sandwiches for lunch.

Since the weather wasn't the greatest

because of a deep fog that had settled down
over the ocean, we had to find another way
to occupy our time rather than go play in

the funyaks or some other activity that

involved anything on the ocean. So we
found a...

SOUTH CUNNINGHAM -

WHITE MOUNTAINS
Will Georgi

Day 1- / thought that the White Moun-
tains were only three hours away

After packing up all of our gear in the

morning, the men of South Cunningham
made our departure around 11:30. While
gassing up the van on camp property, it

was discovered that we didn't have the

driving directions to get to the White
Mountains National Forest. Being counse-

lors and thinking that we were pretty good
at looking at maps, Joe, Josh, and I decided

that we would be able to navigate our way
without any problems thanks to good old

Rand McNally; this is where the root of

our problems began. The ride was un-
eventful for the most part, we had lunch at

a rest stop on the side of the highway with
cold cut sandwiches and cold soda. Every-

thing was going just fine until about an
hour after lunch, when we saw our first

road sign for Bangor, ME. This was when I

realized that Bangor was quite a ways east

of camp and our destination was quite a

ways west. If anything this problem was
more of a shot to the ego of the trusted

counselors than it was a problem for ev-

eryone else. It was actually pretty amaz-
ing, we took a long cut that actually

doubled our supposed SVz hour driving

time, and there were literally no com-
plaints from any of the campers. There was
some occasional teasing of the counselors,

but it was all in good fun and well deserved.

This detour set back our arrival to some-
time after 7:00, which meant that we all

knew that it was going to be a late night,

and possibly change our plans for climb-

ing Mt. Washington the next day. By the

time we set up all the tents, the kitchen
area, and all other necessities for our camp-

site, everyone was finally served burgers

for dinner around 9:00, and there were still

barely any complaints. By the time every-

one had eaten and we were cleaned up, it

was almost 11:00 meaning that we were
going to have to postpone some of the

things that we wanted to go over until the

next day. After a long day on the road we
were all ready for some rest to get ready

for the unknown hike on the following day.

Day 2- This car Climbed Mt. Washington
After a bit of a sleep in due to our late

night the night before, we had oatmeal for

breakfast and made our way out of camp
by 9:30. Our first stop was at the ranger

station to ask for a good hike that could
occupy our day, and after about 20 min-
utes of debate we decided to try and make
a push up Mt. Washington, even though it

was a pretty late time to start. We all got

pumped up on our drive to the base and
after we passed out some snacks and our

lunch of CORP, we began our ascent at

10:15. The first few miles of the hike

seemed pretty easy for the entire crew, and
everyone was convinced that this would
just be a nice walk in the park. We made it

to Tuckerman's Ravine around 12:15,

which is about the elevation when we
reached the tree line and we got our first

of many great views as we stopped for a

short break. At this point everyone was
still in high spirits, because we weren't all

fully aware of what was to come. We saw
some snow up ahead of us which was ex-

citing for us all to see and it gave us some
motivation for something to look forward

to on our way to the summit. Josh lead a

the way with Charlie, Nolan, Dillon, Doug,
Scotty and Andrew, while I was a bit fur-

ther back with Harry, Turner, Taylor, and
Mathew and Joe had the rest of the guys
between us. We reached the much-antici-

pated snow where we were able to take a

break while watching someone take a run
on skis for our entertainment. It was around
this point of our trip that people began to

realize what we had in store for us over

the next couple of hours, but fortunately

everyone had a positive attitude on reach-

ing our goal of making it to the summit.
Not long after this stop we had our first

scary moment when Matt twisted his ankle

while hiking on a tricky part of the trail.

After resting his ankle for a bit he decided
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that he was going to be alright and we were

all able to continue our ascent. For about

two hours I think that all of us had the

feeling that we were almost finished, but

the end just never seemed to come when
expected. Our final mile of the hike was
over a huge boulder field making it far

and away the longest mile of the climb.

After a tough battle for everyone we were
finally greeted at the summit of Mt. Wash-
ington with loud roars of engines and a car

with a bumper sticker reading "this car

climbed Mt. Washington" around 3:30. We
spent about an hour on the top giving our

legs some rest, filling our waterbottles,

snacking on fudge, and drinking a bottle

of Gatorade. Before making our way back
down the mountain we took a photo next

to the sign on the summit and appreciat-

ing our last view from the top of the moun-
tain. We followed the same trail down for

the first mile or so and then decided to

veer off and take a different trail down.
Our tired bodies made it to the bottom in

about half of the time it took us to get to

the top and we returned to the van around
7:00 after a nine hours on the trail. We
went straight back to the campsite and
made some Quesadillas for dinner. Unfor-

tunately, Bobby had developed a bad
cough on our hike but everyone was more
than willing to help him out as much as

possible. With great feelings of accom-
plishment, we headed to our tents for some
much deserved rest.

Day 3- Swimming, frisbee, and good
times for all

Today we decided to spend our time
looking for fun. We fixed up some Corned
Beef Hash for breakfast and then headed
out of camp to go swimming at the much
anticipated Emerald Pool. This is a swim-
ming spot that is legendary at Kieve, and I

think everyone can say that it definitely

lived up to its expectations. We had to

drive about forty-five minutes to get to

the trailhead, and we cruised on the 1 mile

hike to get to the pool. When we arrived

we were greeted with a twenty foot cliff

looking over green water that was about
thirty feet deep- an ideal spot to do some
serious cliff jumping (don't worry, this is

actually a very safe place to swim!!). Ev-

eryone had plenty of opportunities to jump
did it with great style. We let everyone

jump for about an hour or so and it seemed
that Jack and Eric couldn't get enough. Af-

ter eating a snack we made our way back
to the van to drive to a nice picnic area

where we made grilled cheeses for lunch.

After lunch everyone got into some pretty

intense games of ultimate Frisbee, where
we saw the skills that all of our campers
had. All of the counselors couldn't believe

how good everyone was. Connor and
Charlie and everyone else showed their

great catching and throwing skills and once

we had all worked up a good sweat we
went for a swim in a nearby river, which
was deemed, "almost as cool as emerald
pool". After one last game of ultimate we
got back in the van and drove back to the

campsite, where we occupied most of our

time solving riddles and telling jokes. We
made a special version of mac and cheese

which is a meal known around camp as

"the dank", to fill our bellies before head-

ing off to bed. All in all it was a day of lots

of smiles.

Day 4- Let's hike, Ike!!

We woke up this morning with some
dark skies above us, and ate a breakfast of

Pop-Tarts. We decided that we would start

hiking Ike Mountain and let the weather
determine how far we would go. Fortu-

nately, the skies broke and we were able

to fly up the trail of 2.4 miles in just over

an hour. This may have been record time

for a trip to the White Mountains! On the

summit we ran into a girls camp of about

40 girls between the ages of 10 and 13, and
immediately the guys seemed to have a

change in the way they walked. The view
on top of the mountain was much more
amazing than expected, but this seemed
so trivial to the guys with so many girls

around us. After a few awkward confron-

tations the counselors decided that it was
time to begin our descent and leave the

girls that stole the hearts of so many of the

campers. The hike down was about twice

as long as the way up, and we found our-

selves back down at the van after about an
hour and a half. The six and a half mile

hike was a great accomplishment for us

all and we decided to go back to our ulti-

mate Frisbee field to spend the rest of our

afternoon. Once again we had some great

games and we decided to stick with the

tradition of swimming in the river after-
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wards top cool off. After a few hours we
headed back to the campsite where we
fixed up a good dinner of beef stew and
rice. We then decided that since this was
the last night it was an appropriate time to

roast some marshmallows and have a

group talk discussing the highs and lows

of the trip. By almost an unanimous vote

reaching the summit of Mt. Washington
seemed to be the highest point of our trip.

After hanging out around the campfire for

a while, we all headed to our tents antici-

pating our arrival to camp on the follow-

ing day.

Day 5- You guys don't like pizza, do you?
We woke up roasting on our last morn-

ing of the trip. It was hot, so hot that we
decided to scratch our plans of going on a

longer hike, and instead head back to Em-
erald Pool to soak in the nice cool water,

and I think that we all agreed that this was
the right decision to make. It took us a

couple of hours to pack up camp, and po-

lice the area for any trash that may have
been left. Cooking the pancakes for break-

fast was also responsible for occupying
some of our time, but we were still able to

be on our way out of the campsite by 10:30.

We made this stop by Emerald Pool a bit

shorter than the last one, because we
wanted to make sure that we returned back
to camp by dark, just in case if we were
able to find a nice long cut like the one we
had on the way up. By 12:00 we hit the

road to head back to camp. About an hour
into the trip I found out that I was wrong
when I asked the guys the question "You
guys don't like pizza, do you?" As it turns

out I was completely wrong, the entire

cabin liked pizza. I know, very unexpected
for a group of 11-year-olds. So we stopped
in Poland (home of Poland Springs water),

at a place called Arie's for a great lunch of

pizza and soda. With full bellies we got

back on the road for the final stretch of

our trip, and we discovered that the White
Mountains were only SVz hours away from
camp. We returned to an excited camp a

bit before 4:00, and did a great job clean-

ing up and unpacking. The guys of South
Cunningham really have a lot to be proud
of from this trip, everyone worked hard
and had fun. I hope you guys all stay to-

gether like we talked about all session long,

it would only strengthen everyone's Kieve

experience. I hope you're having a great

year, and be sure to keep in touch. Drop
me an E-mail at Wtgeorgi@hotmail.com.

Take care.

Will Georgi

Joe Holliday

Josh Hammond
Sheila Davis

SOUTH GLENAYR - BREMEN
Matt McKenna
The Men of South Glenayr departed for

Bremen shortly after lunch ended on a hot

Tuesday afternoon. I had to make the trip

over to Bremen without them, but I was
confident that Chris and Colum could take

care of things on the bus. When we arrived

at Bremen we began unpacking things and
I soon realized that we had forgot some-
thing— not the hair wax (Willie had that

covered), but the Med Kit. I got on the

phone with camp and got them to bring

one out to us. After that minor mishap,
both the kids and counselors started to

unpack their stuff and got settled into their

tents. Then, while Chris and I set up the

kitchen area, Colum led the kids in a game
of Flinch with the football we had brought.

After that we all gathered around the pic-

nic table and taught the kids Mafia. Every-

one really enjoyed the game so we ended
up playing for about an hour. After that,

Chris, the "French Chef" Magill and Colum
started to cook up some not so French food:

Fajitas. While they did that, the kids and I

explored the shore, looking for crabs and
other sea creatures. After a great dinner

the kids and counselors gathered around
the campfire, roasted some smores, and
listened to Bill McCook sing some songs

and tell a ghost story about a mad scientist

who used to live at Kieve. At around 9:30

the kids were looking really tired so we
went off to bed.

During the middle of the night we got

some rain, but we awoke to a beautiful

sunny day and decided to continue with

our Mexican theme by cooking up some
breakfast burritos. Colum attempted to

add some "Englishness" to the breakfast

by serving some scones and sausages with

the breakfeast burritos. As such, we were
all very full after breakfeast and decided

we needed some exercise, so we hopped
in the fun-yaks and went out onto
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Muscongus Bay. We explored two islands,

had some snacks, did some cliff jumping

and headed back to Bremen. When we got

back the kids explored Bremen some more
and a few started to work on an amuse-

ment park for a Toad they found. We then

packed up, ate some PB&J's and then played

a little more Mafia until the bus arrived to

take us back to camp. The kids were great

on the trip and learned a lot about the out-

doors, and so the counselors and I decided

to take them to Round Top for some well

deserved ice cream. While everyone had
fun at Bremen, both the kids and the coun-

selors could not wait to get out on our big

trip to Otter Island.

SOUTH GLENAYR - OTTER ISLAND
Matt McKenna
Day 1

We awoke this morning to some rain,

but it soon cleared up and as soon as ev-

eryone was packed we departed for Otter

Island (with the Med Kit this time). We got

to Bremen, loaded everything on to the

Goose and in 45 minutes we arrived at

Otter Island. When we got there we un-

loaded all the gear and as the kids set up
their tents, the counselors got lunch ready.

We all ate some PB&J's and then we had
afternoon activities. Colum was in charge

of ultimate tanning while I led a game of

stickball on the beach. I was the pitcher

and it was the Yankees playing the Red
Sox. Alex, Jeff, Harrison T., Harrison M.,

Andrew and Morgan were on the Yankees
while C.J., Amaury, Tucker, Jay and Willie

were on the Red Sox. We played 4 innings,

and when we stopped the Sox were ahead
2-0 because of a huge hit by Amaury in the

top of the 4*^, which brought in Tucker and

C.J. During the game, David and Jackson
were with Chris on another beach just hang-

ing out. After afternoon activities we had
free time where the kids went around ex-

ploring the island while the counselors

unsuccessfully tried to make a fire and in

the end used the stove to make bacon
cheeseburgers for dinner. Everyone loved

dinner and before we went to bed we had
a meeting about the proper way to go to

the bathroom on the island. The kids

headed off to their tents each with two
stones, and we all had a good night's rest.

Day 2

Initially South Glenayr woke up this

morning at about 5:30 to some Shakira

which was being blasted by a lobster boat,

but we all fell back asleep and got up
around 7:30. For breakfast we had some
M&M pancakes and after we ate David
started to lead the group in the stick game
in which he put down a bunch of sticks

and the kids had to find out what number
he is showing. None of the kids could fig-

ure it out, and it was not until the after-

noon when the first kids, Jackson and Jeff,

were able to find out how tell what num-
ber David was showing. After doing some
digesting and playing David's stick game,

we all set off on a hike to the other end of

the island. We were out to explore and
have a good time, but we were also going

out to find some much-needed water. I was
told by my predecessor that there was a

house on the other end of the island and
that we could get some water from there.

The walk took us about 45 minutes, and
once we got to the end of the island we
saw a nice house and huge beach, so as I

went to fill up the water jug, the kids took

a swim. A few kids, David, C.J., Harrison

M. and Jackson, spent their time at the

beach building sand castles and trying to

dig up a huge rock in the sand. At around
11:00 we headed back to our campsite and
I relieved Chris of his chef duties and made
grilled cheeses for lunch. After lunch we
had a rest period, followed by afternoon

activities. The first activity was an out-

doors workshop, in which we taught the

kids some useful skills and knowledge
about the outdoors. After that, the counse-

lors and I opened the Kieve Offshore Ca-

sino and gave everyone some betting chips

(Goldfish) and opened up a few tables. Chris

dealt blackjack, Colum dealt Indian Poker,

and I led a table of Rocks, Paper, Scissors.

After the casino shut down for the night

we took the kids cliffjumping. C.J., Willie,

Harrison T., Harrison M., Jay and Morgan
all took a few jumps and Chris even went
off the rope swing. Then while the counse-

lors started to make the Dank for dinner

(Macaroni and Cheese), the kids paired off

and used some of the lobster buoys we
had found during the day to make boats.

Right before dinner the boats raced and
Andrew's and Jackson's boat won and as
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such they were served dinner first. For

dessert that night we had smores and as

we ate we saw off in the distance a thun-

derstorm heading our way. It was really

cool with all the thunder and lightning we
heard and saw, but we thought it would be

best to hop in the tents before the storm

got to us.

Day 3

Luckily enough the storm somehow
passed us the night before, and we awoke
to a beautiful sunny day on Otter Island.

We got up a little early this morning be-

cause the Snow Goose was going to pick

us up at 8:30. As such we quickly packed

up our stuff, took down the tents, cleaned

up Otter Island a little and enjoyed some
Pop- Tarts and Nutrigrain bars for break-

fast. The Goose arrived promptly at 8:30,

with Jennifer on it. We quickly loaded it

up, hopped on and were soon back at Bre-

men. Bill McCook was there waiting for

us with some nice cold water and after we
unloaded all the gear from the Snow
Goose, we hung out at Bremen. Colum and
I led the kids in a few games of Mafia in

which Alex came close to killing every-

one, and Jackson actually succeeded in

winning the game. After Mafia kids went
looking for toads and Amaury and Tucker

and a few other guys actually found one.

For lunch Jennifer had made some sand-

wiches and some cupcakes and so after

chowing those down, we all hopped in the

van and went to Round Top for a little

more dessert. We got back to camp around
1:00 and made a big entrance in front of

the entire camp who were still eating lunch.

Everyone had a great time out on Otter

Island and I think that our trip was a suc-

cess for both the kids and the counselors.

SOUTH HARRINGTON - JOHN'S BAY
Paul Schmid
June 26

After filling up on Pasquaney breakfast,

we quickly packed our gear for our two
day trip to Fort Island in St. John's Bay.

John and I organized the effort because
Adam had decided that he had better things

to do. All the boys did a great job of load-

ing the canoes on to the trailer and by 10:00

AM we were headed toward Pemaquid
Beach with The One as our chariot driver.

Because of the short drive to the put-in,

the boys only received a short dosage of

The One but it certainly was sweet. We
unloaded the canoes at Pemaquid Beach
and a few boys used the "bathroom" be-

fore we began our paddle. It was a nice

trip out of the harbor and past the castle at

Pemaquid Point while we mingled among
the lobster boats. Once out in the middle
of St. John's Bay, the chop grew larger but
we all powered on.

We took a quick break near Witch Is-

land at the beginning of The Gut. While
using this time to take a break from his

vigorous paddling, Spencer decided that

Witch Island should be renamed Broccoli

Island because it resembled the delicious

vegetable. This made the boys even hun-
grier for lunch but I insisted that we get to

Fort Island before consuming our cold cut

sandwiches. Led by the fearless HBC, we
navigated through The Gut and under the

bridge at South Bristol. We entered Dama-
riscotta River and were aided by a swift

current helping us paddle up river to the

island. About an hour and a half after wav-
ing goodbye to The One we landed on the

beaches of Fort Island and claimed it to be
property of South Harrington.

After lunch, we toured the island to look

for wild beasts and soon found one known
as the "poopy butt". This beast would
strangely follow us for the rest of the ses-

sion and at times would seem to be the
14*^ camper. After the excursion, Derek
and Greg soon discovered the marvel of

the rocks at low tide and spent all of their

time examining the mussels.

Bacon cheeseburgers were the fare for

dinner, complimented by birthday cake

to celebrate Loren's 12^^. As the sun set and
the fire roared, we all gathered around for

ghost stories while firecrackers were ex-

ploding in the distance. With the boys
plenty scared, we decided to turn in for

the night and get plenty of rest of our big

paddle in the morning.

June 27
We rose at 8:00 AM and the boys did an

excellent job of packing up the campsite.

John and I decided that a well-balanced

healthy breakfast was important on a trip

so all devoured poptarts, donuts, and ba-

con. It certainly took care of all our food

groups.

After performing a sweep to make sure
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we had left no trace on the island, we be-

gan our paddle up the Damariscotta River.

Our timing could not have been better as

we had the full strength of the incoming
tide and a tail wind pushing us towards

our take-out spot at the bustling metropo-

lis of Damariscotta. The sun burned
through the haze and we all worked on
our suntans. We even spotted some seals

as we navigated through some rocks. The
seals seemed just as curious about us as we
were of them. Greg was very excited as we
passed his aunt and uncle's house but un-

fortunately no one was home.
Three and a halfhours after leaving Fort

Island we arrived at Damariscotta. We had
completed the paddle so quickly that Pete

LaCasse was not even there. While the boys

organized the gear, John and I whipped up
some p.b. and j's. Not too long after finish-

ing our lunch, we spotted the familiar or-

ange bus pulling into the parking lot and a

friendly LaCasse at the helm. All the boys
worked together to load the canoes on the

trailer and we headed back to camp after a

successful primer trip.

SOUTHHARRINGTON - MT. KATAHDIN
Paul Schmid
July 2

After spending a few days in camp since

returning from our primer trip, we were
packing again in anticipation of our big

trip to Baxter State Park. By 10:30 AM we
were loaded into the spacious white van
and headed north. Nobody was very much
looking forward to the five hour drive but

we were all focused on our major trip goal

of summiting Mt. Katahdin. However,
David and Hunter seemed more interested

in listening to 92.3 "The Moose" than any-

thing else. After making way too many
stops to complete the loose ends we ar-

rived at the bustling town of Millinocket.

We were surprised that the town sign actu-

ally did saw "Don't Millinocket, 'til you
Millitryit"! After checking in with the rang-

ers at Togue Pond Gate, we drove to our
campsite at Avalanche Field. We certainly

lucked out because we had a spacious
campsite with a lean-to and our own bub-
bling brook. While Adam and I worked on
the physics of pitching a tarp, the boys set

up their tents and the rest of camp. Soon,

John arrived with Colin and almost as im-

portant, our food. We all devoured cheese-

burgers for dinner and decided to hit the

sack early to rest up for our warm-up hike

the next day.

July 3

HAPPY BIRTHDAY, GREG! Not only had
our own Greg Buffum noticeably grown
from the day before but also had the tem-

perature. All the counselors were glad that

we had not decided to hike Katahdin on
one of the hottest days of the summer and
instead chose the "warm-up" hike. After a

delicious breakfast of Egg McMuffins by
Chez Schmid, We left the sicken John in

his tent and drove to Roaring Brook Pond.
From here we set out to climb South
Turner which stands just east of Katahdin.

The combination of the heat and the steep

elevation did not exactly make for an easy

first hike but we were all happy to be chal-

lenged. But counselors are always pre-

pared so we made sure everyone had suf-

ficient water to defeat the forces working
against us. Soon we were on top of South
Turner, where we had a great view of

Katahdin and all the bugs directly in front

of us. Because hundreds of bug bites did

not seem like a fun idea we decided to

power back down the mountain and have
lunch at Roaring Brook.

After checking the campsite to make sure

John was still alive, we drove to Togue
Pond to cool off. All the boys attempt to

defeat the mighty powerhouse of Adam
and I but alas they were dreadfully unsuc-

cessful. When we returned to the camp-
site. Spencer, Charlie, and Nick discovered

that they could build mini-dams in the

creek in order to refrigerate their water

bottles and this soon became the new
South Harrington fad. Before we knew it,

the sun was setting and it was time to have
dinner. While the lime chicken with Mexi-
can rice took longer than expected to pre-

pare, everyone appreciated it.

July 4

Wake-up call was at 5:30 AM because
we decided that it would only be appro-

priate to celebrate our nation's indepen-
dence from the top of Katahdin. Everyone
gathered their day packs quickly and we
ate poptarts in the van en route to Roaring
Brook. By 6:30, we were on the Chimney
Pond Trail at the beginning of our voyage.

The weather was beautiful for a Katahdin
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hike, as the heat was not as intense as yes-

terday. After doing a great job of powering
through 3.3 miles, we arrived at Chimney
Pond. All the boys were wildly impressed

with the view of the mountain from this

spot. We literally sat at Katahdin's feet as

we rested up for the difficult assent. At the

pond, we refilled on water and Chewy bars

so that we would be prepared for the

climb. Because their were some high winds

at the summit and a chance of thunder-

showers, I decided that the Knife Edge
would not be the smart route and instead

we hiked the more protected Saddle Trail.

We did a great job of keeping the group

together and helping each other through

the most difficult parts of the trail. Being

in no rush to reach the summit, we took

our time and made sure that everyone
would finish the hike. Just after noon and
about two hours after leaving the treeline,

we scrambled to the summit of Mt.
Katahdin. We were exactly one mile above

sea level! With highfives all around, we
celebrate our amazing accomplishment
and enjoyed the view. We even pulled out

an American flag that I had brought espe-

cially for the occasion and sang the na-

tional anthem. We relaxed on the summit
for about 45 minutes so that everyone
could appreciate how far we had hiked

and so that many slide show pictures

could be taken. We descended to the top of

the Saddle Slide in order to have lunch in

a more protected spot. We slowly made
our way down the mountain so that no
one would require knee surgery and 12

hours after starting the hike we arrived

back at Roaring Brook. A few boys decided

to relax in the stream by our campsite
while others did not even have enough
energy to make it there. Teriyaki chicken
stirfry tasted delicious, as we all needed to

gain some energy back after an amazing
day. It was all topped off with sparklers to

celebrate the Fourth of July and cake for

Greg's birthday the day before.

July 5

Because of our strenuous day on
Katahdin, John, Adam, and I had no prob-

lem making today a rest day and we all

slept in until 9:00. Brown sugar and maple
oatmeal was by far the favorite for break-

fast with apple and cinnamon ranking sec-

ond and cinnamon and spice finishing in

disappointing third place. After breakfast,

we loaded into the van and drove for about

half an hour to Nesowdnehunk Falls on
the Penobscot River. Even though we had
to wait around in the rain, we watched
one rafting company shoot the Class V rap-

ids. Next we re-entered Baxter and drove
to Ledge Falls on the west side of the park.

The gray weather did not deter the boys
from frolicking in the natural waterslides.

They had a great time drifting down and
bouncing as their bottoms hit the hard
rocks. Matt and Colin got the award for

the most bruised while Spencer, not sur-

prisingly, just laughed the whole time. Even
a few cute 12 year-old girls could not dis-

tract them from having their fun.

On our way back to Avalanche Field,

we ran into Long Voyage who were lunch-

ing on the side of the road. It was great to

catch up with Brendan and Steve and hear

how their trip was going. A loud "S-T-E-V-E"

emanated from our van as he jumped in to

say hi to some of his former campers. Once
we returned to the campsite. Pizzeria

Baxter was opened for business and the

boboli pizzas were a big success.

July 6

On our last full day in Baxter, we had
planned to hike the moderate Mt. Sentinel

but when we woke up the skies were gray,

the wind was blowing, and little drops of

rain were beginning to fall. Certainly not

ideal hiking weather. So we decided to bag

the Mt. Sentinel idea and instead go on a

museum tour of Millinocket. Our first stop

was the North Timbers Snowmobile Club
and Museum. For some reason there wasn't

any snow on the ground this summer so

the boys could not test drive the new Po-

laris Snow Cat 2000 but we did get to check

out the cool old models in the museum.
We saw a bunch of original models and
were impressed by the dedication to the

"sport". After being sure to lock the doors

and turnout the lights, we headed deeper

into Millinocket on our search for intel-

lectual activity. We attempted to get a tour

at the huge paper mill but were turned

away by a five-toothed security guard. In-

tellectual activity was definitely lacking

in Millinocket so we headed back towards
Baxter to the "Outdoor Classroom". We
had a delightful stroll in the woods and
learned much about the flora and fauna of
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the area. I am confident that the boys got

much out of this stop!

We returned to the campsite for some
tuna made by Loren, Will, and Matt and
p.b. and honey by Colin, Zander, and David.

Some of the boys decided to work on their

trip badges with me while others just re-

laxed. Because it was our last night at

Baxter, Adam decided that he would use

all the firewood in the whole park for our

campfire. A few last games of Mafia were
played, in which the counselors even par-

ticipated. It seemed as if Zandor, guerilla

goddess...! mean Zander was always in-

volved in the illegal activities. Spicy Thai

chicken and vegetable pasta was for din-

ner, complimented by applesauce for des-

sert. After some scary stories, we headed
to bed for our last sleep in Baxter.

July 7

This morning we woke up around 8:00

to unseasonably cold weather. While we
were all sad that our trip was ending, we
did not want to stick around Baxter in this

weather. The boys did a great job of pack-

ing their gear, and we had everything

loaded ahead of schedule. To celebrate the

blueberry gods, we ate blueberry poptarts

and blueberry Nutrigrain bars for break-

fast. By 9:30 we were all piled into the van
and headed back to camp. The drive back
went by quick and everyone loved the

Pizza Hut stop. We rolled back in to camp
with the horn beeping and all the boys
screaming. It was a great trip and we ac-

complished our big goal of summitting Mt.

Katahdin. It was a pleasure for me to lead

the trip and I want to thank everybody in

South Harrington.

SOUTH HARRIS - JOHN'S BAY
Reid Anderson
Day 1

With our gear all loaded and the kids

packed up, we headed out to Damariscotta

to paddle to Fort Island. After a quick ca-

noe clinic, we paddled our way into the

headwinds of the Damariscotta River. We
paddled for an hour into the winds and
pulled onto shore for a deli sandwich
lunch. Turkey and American sandwiches
and some potato chips would fill our stom-

achs for the long paddle we had ahead of

us. It wasn't long before my bowman,
Cullom Walker, had our first wildlife sight-

ing, a bald eagle. After a few snacks and
many breaks, we turned our final bend and
caught our first sight of Fort Island. Bat-

tling against the heavy headwinds and the

strong tides, we paddled for an hour be-

fore setting foot on our island. With the

help of Sam Hopkins, we brought up all of

the canoes and set up our tents before we
ate dinner. Following a quick one-match
fire demonstration we were cooking Cae-

sar Chicken on the grill. We finished our

meal with a little fruit cocktail and headed
to bed knowing the next day's paddle
could not possibly be harder than our
7-hour paddle today.

Day 2

We woke up today to a foggy day with a

bit of a drizzle. But the weather would not

stop us as we cooked breakfast. Oatmeal,

and packed up our campsite into the ca-

noes. We took our time loading up know-
ing we had only a short paddle ahead ofus

and then kept our canoes very close as we
paddled towards the Gut in South Bristol.

We shared a few riddles along the way as

we made our way quickly to the small

bridge in the center of town. We snaked
our way through the many lobster boats

in the area and headed out towards John's

Bay. We stopped for a snack at the edge of

the bay and got to watch a lobster boat up
close as they pulled up their catch. With
our energy renewed, we paddled across

the bay as we rode the waves of the open
ocean towards Fort William Henry, an old

colonial fort. We paddled our last 100

yards against the tide and landed on the

beach. After carrying up and organizing

our gear, the campers enjoyed many games
of "Mafia" while the counselors made
lunch, peanut butter and jelly. It wasn't too

long before Paul Keller drove up in the

orange Kieve bus to bring us back to camp.
With our tripping skills refreshed and our

minds stronger, we were ready for

Katahdin.

SOUTH HARRIS - MT. KATAHDIN
Reid Anderson
Day 1

After only two normal days of camp,
we packed up our bags and headed North
to Baxter State Park for our five-night stay.

We stopped along Route 220 for a deli sand-

wich lunch, which we followed up with
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some homemade brownies from Brittany.

Our next stop, the Irving in Millinocket,

was our last stop outside of Baxter State

Park for while. We topped off the tanks

and headed into the park where we set up
our campsite at Avalanche Field. We got a

quick weather report from the ranger and
filled our stomachs with cheeseburgers to

prepare us to hike Katahdin the very next

day. We had a very nice fire thanks to Sam
Hopkins, Jake Hilton, and James Cole. Des-

sert tonight was a very popular one, a cold

can of Coca-Cola and homemade cookies,

thanks again to Brittany. Our stomachs full,

We headed off to bed ready to hike
Katahdin the next morning.

Day 2

5:00 am. Time to hike! We packed our

gear for the day and hopped in the van. We
each had two donuts for breakfast on the

ride to the trailhead. We signed on to the

mountain at 6:25 am and headed up the

trail to Chimney Pond. Our pace was a

quick one as we were all eager to get to the

top. After quite a few water stops and one
photo stop at Basin Pond, we arrived at

Chimney Pond only to catch a few glimpses
of the summit as it went in and out of the

clouds. We all filled and treated our water

bottles and had a snack to give us the en-

ergy we would need to climb the last

2000ft of elevation to the summit. With
our energy renewed we headed up the

Saddle Trail towards the Saddle Rock
Shde.

As we began our ascent up the steep

rock, Chris Rosser led a quick expedition

about 10 ft. down off the trail to a patch of

snow that was still on the mountain from
the winter. Henry Harding and John Blair

followed quickly on my heels up the steep

slope of the Saddle Rock Slide and it wasn't

long before we stopped just below the top

of the slide for a snack. We also put on our
fleeces since we knew the wind would pick

up and the temperature would drop when
we reached the top of the slide. Sure
enough, as we headed off across the pla-

teau and up to the summit the winds picked

up and our fleeces came in handy as we
hiked into the clouds.

With the summit less than a mile away,
we trudged on with only two quick water
breaks before we headed up the Ultimate

Stairmaster, about a quarter mile of rock

stairs leading to the summit. As we reached

the top of the stairs the sign and rock pile

on the summit was in clear view and our

pace quickly turned to an all out sprint to

the top. With the winds blowing and the

clouds all around us, we didn't have much
of a view but that didn't stop us from en-

joying the summit for a while. We found
some nice places to sit and rest and even
had a very satisfying snack of Snickers bars

we had carried along for just this occa-

sion.

We took a few photos of the cabin

around the Katahdin sign and then headed
back down the Saddle Trail, opting out of

the Knife Edge since we had a report of

some potential thunderstorms later in the

day. We made excellent time back down
to the top of the Rock Slide and took some
time there to enjoy the view as we were
out of the clouds. We headed down the

trail and soon found ourselves back at

Chimney Pond, where we enjoyed our

lunch of PB and J sandwiches. The bugs
were vicious and forced us to eat fast and
head back down to base camp. Our trip

down was faster than the way up, but we
did take the time to enjoy some of the riv-

ers on the way down before returning to

Roaring Brook campground. We piled in

the van and headed back to our campsite

where we would rest our weary feet and
enjoy some Caesar Chicken and Blue
Cheese Chicken. The campers were plenty

tired and headed to the tents at about 7:30,

and the counselors were quick to follow

for a good night's rest.

Day 3

Despite our long day yesterday, the

campers were awake at 7:30 sharp and so

we cooked our breakfast. Egg McMuffins,
and prepared for the day ahead. We set out

today and left Baxter State Park to watch
some White Water Rafting on the Penobscot

River. We drove to a class 5 rapid called

the CribWorks and watched a few rafts

shoot the rapid. Fortunately for them, but

unfortunately for us, no one fell out of the

rafts and no rafts flipped. While we didn't

get to see any carnage, we did have a good
time watching the rafts get tossed around
in the rapids. We piled back in the van and
headed down river to watch the rafts fur-

ther down river. We saw them run through

a very small rapid at the side of the road
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and then had our Tuna Fish sandwiches

for lunch. We found our way in to a 12-

foot waterfall known as Lose-Your-Lunch

Falls and waited for a while for the rafts.

While we waited we played many games
of Killer including two notable games. In

the first, Sam Hopkins managed to kill

every camper before anyone could notice

it was him, and in the second Will

Salisbury and Chris Rosser were able to

correctly identify me as the killer even

before I had killed anyone. They went on
suspicion alone and decided that only a

counselor could wait that long (about an

hour) without striking. Throughout our

games, we watched what we believe to be

either Atlantic Salmon or Trout swimming
up the river, which was something none of

us had seen before. We must have missed
the rafters, but we did get to watch a guy in

a kayak go over the falls. He gave us a wave
and paddled on and we hopped back in

the van and headed back to our campsite.

Tonight we feasted on a Mexican dinner

including Grilled Chicken Fajitas loaded

with Salsa and Cheese. After dinner, the

bugs found us again and we headed to our

tents for bed.

Day 4

We woke early today and headed in to

Roaring Brook to hike the quick half-mile

to Sandy Stream Pond in hopes of seeing a

few moose. We must not have been quiet

enough walking in because just as we got

there we saw the rear end of a moose head-

ing into the woods. Apparently we had
missed their breakfast feeding time. That
wasn't going to discourage us though as we
did get to see a few deer on the side of the

pond before heading back to the van. We
took our van all the way to the other side of

the park to Ledge Falls, a popular natural

water slide. We all swam and played in the

slides for a while and decided to head back
to our campsite when the clouds rolled in

and we began to hear thunder. We managed
to stay just ahead of the storm on the way
home to our site but had the threat of thun-

derstorms all through our dinner, Chinese
Egg Rolls and Wild Rice. Just after dinner,

the skies opened up on us and we found
ourselves in the middle of a torrential

downpour. We quickly headed for our tents

and even skipped dessert.

Day 5

Today we woke up and had oatmeal for

breakfast before heading off to hike South
Turner mountain. We stopped on the way
at Sandy Stream Pond to check out the

moose again and we had much better luck

this time. We actually got to see a baby
moose so young that it was still nursing.

Henry Buck and Toby Witte found the

moose to be "cool" to put it in their own
words! The mother and her baby headed
off into the woods and so did we, but we
were headed up the mountain. The hike

was only two miles and our first mile was
quick and easy since it was very flat. Our
second mile was a completely different

story. The second mile went nearly straight

up and we quickly found ourselves at the

natural spring about a quarter mile from
the summit. We enjoyed the cool breeze

by the spring and then headed above tree

line and up to the rocky summit of South
Turner mountain. The bugs were nasty on
the summit, but we did stay long enough
to get a good view of Katahdin and realize

just how big of a hike we had done just a

few days before. At the suggestion of Harry

Merck, we quickly ate our snack and
headed dovm the mountain, stopping only

twice, once at the spring, and once at the

pond where we saw not one but two nurs-

ing baby moose.
We loaded back into the van and headed

to the water slides again. This time we had
better weather and were able to stay longer

to enjoy the slides. We swam and played

for a while but soon it was time to head
back to our site for dinner. We practically

had to pull Albert Nichols and Robert

Hackett out of the water since they kept

insisting on "just one more time." Zan
Helms found a nice little surprise when
we finally came out of the water. He had
actually worn right through the rear of his

bathing suit from doing the water slides so

many times and he now had a bit of a draft.

We piled into the van and rode back to our

site where we enjoyed an Italian dinner of

Ravioli and finished off our final dessert

including more of Brittany's famous cook-

ies. We headed to our tents tonight know-
ing that tomorrow night we would be back

at camp.
Day 6

We awoke today and had a breakfast of
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Maypo and decided that Marky Maypo is

actually a communist leader and, sure

enough, we were all soon saying, "I want
my Maypo!" just like Marky said we
would. We packed up our gear and loaded

the van. A quick sweep of the campsite

and we were on our way out of the park.

We drove south to Bangor where we
stopped at Pizza Hut for some pizza (actu-

ally 6 pizzas for the 14 campers and a 7'^

for the 3 counselors). Chris won the coun-

selor challenge by completing the word
search the fastest. It was a close race with
Chris only two words ahead of me and
only four words ahead of Dave. After

lunch, we loaded back into the van and
headed south to Kieve honking the horning

and screaming the whole way into camp
in the typical Kieve entrance manner. De-

spite three days of rain and thunderstorms,

we had an awesome trip, but we were glad

to be back at Kieve!



Annual Trip Reports - Second Session

ALLAGASHl
Day 1

After being around camp for the past

few days, it was finally time for us to take

off and spend 13 days in the Allagash Wil-

derness Waterway. We rose before the sun
on our day of departure and had a break-

fast of cereal and Pop-Tarts. After spend-

ing the next hour or so doing last minute
packing and cleaning up the cabin, we said

goodbye to Charlotte (the guy's favorite

counselor! ! Who was nice enough to wake
up and say goodbye), and hit the open road

by 6:30. With "The One' driving us and
70's rock and roll blaring, our newest ad-

venture began. We made a stop at Wal-Mart

and a grocery store to pick up some last

minute supplies (and Cokes!!) and arrived

to our drop off point, Hannibal's Crossing

around noon. After unpacking the bus and
eating ham and cheese sandwiches for

lunch, we saw the soldiers of Long Voyage
approaching after having just completed
the mammoth "Northeast Carry". We said

our goodbyes to "The One" around 1:30

and took our first strokes of the trip with
voyage at our side. We made it to our camp-
site. Big Island, in about 2V2 hours and be-

gan setting up our first ofmany temporary
homes. After setting up our tents and get-

ting out things organized we began cook-

ing burgers for dinner over Will Hiltz's 1-

match fire. The burgers got rave reviews

and everyone was well fed. The burger

seasoner (Drew), Will H, and myself were
each able to knock back 5 , which was some-
thing that we all seemed to regret later on
that night. After dinner. Voyage came over

for a visit to play a couple ofmassive games
of mafia. We then had a short demonstra-

tion on how to brush our teeth in the woods,
before our last game of mafia lead by John
Balloch. We headed to our tents with
thoughts of paddling in our heads.

Day 2

We woke up at about 7:30 to blue skies

and began packing up our site, before hav-

ing egg and cheese sandwiches for break-

fast. Since it was our first day packing up
camp, it took us a bit longer than expected
to hit the river, but we still made it out in

pretty good time. After paddling for a

couple of hours on the Penobscot River

we reach the end of our first section of

water with a current, which also marked
the beginning of a very long stretch of lake

paddling starting at Chesuncook Lake. For-

tunately when we reached our first sec-

tion of lake paddling we were blessed with

winds at our back so we could test out our

skills as sailors with the tarps from our
tents. What the campers didn't know was
that there was a treat for us all on
Chesuncook Lake-homemade Root Beer

and Fudge. Although we had only been
roughing it for a short time this was a great

surprise for us all. While we were stopped
for the root beer and fudge, we also thought

that it would be a good time to cook the

grilled cheeses that we had planned for

lunch. After filling our bellies we headed
to Gero Island, where we set up camp with

the guys of Long Voyage. Tonight's dinner

was Beef Fajitas, which was once again fol-

lowed by a couple of games of mafia with
long voyage. We went to bed early know-
ing that the next day was going to be the

hardest day of the trip with a long paddle

and the dreaded Mud Pond Portage.

Day 3

Since we had quite a bit of ground to

cover today, we woke up at 5:15 so that

we were on the water by 6:30. We said our

goodbyes to Long Voyage and made our

way towards the Mud Pond Portage Trail.

It was about a five mile paddle to the

trailhead, which was a paddle in which
we found some interesting challenges, in-

cluding a pretty big rain storm. In fact at

about 10:00, the time we reached the por-

tage, I would say that we were caught in a

complete downpour. However the weather

did not get us down for the task that we
had at hand. Actually the rain seemed to

raise our spirits and get us a little crazy for

the challenge ahead of us. On our first trip

we tried to get all of the boats across along

with any extra gear that we could handle.

Then on the second trip we were able to

pick up everything else that was left. One
thing we found, and decided to bring with

us was a paddle left behind by Camp
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Chewonki. Just a quick note, the Mud Pond
Portage is one of the hardest challenges

that Kieve has to offer. It is a 1.3 mile por-

tage through a stream with mud up to one's

knees in some areas. The thing about Mud
Pond is that nobody can really understand

how hard it is until they do it, so when
campers show up to it many of them have
the attitude of "it can't be that hard". Well,

I think if you were to ask any of the guys

now they would tell you that it really is

that hard. To complete the entire portage

it took us 6 hours, which is a fast time.

Actually, in my four trips down the

Allagash, I had never had a group that com-
plained as little as this group. Everyone
was willing to help out as much as pos-

sible and nobody ever gave up. Great job

guys! ! After the portage we still had some
paddling ahead of us and we were greeted

with some pretty fierce headwinds to for

our paddle across Mud Pond. We discov-

ered that these winds were just a warm-up
for the winds that we were about to hit on
Chamberlain Lake. Chamberlain had seri-

ous swells and we even had some debate

as to whether or not we were going to try

and paddle it at all. Due to some miscom-
munication we found ourselves on a shore

with no campsite around and winds that

were too strong for us to paddle out. At
this point we decided that we had to set up
a temporary campsite that we would stay

at until the winds died down. So we made
some Dank for dinner, and by 9:30 the

winds were still howling so we pulled our
sleeping bags out and lied down for a nap
until the winds died down.
Day 4

The winds never really did die until

about 4:00 in the morning, so I decided
that it was best to let everyone sleep until

the first crack of dawn, which was around
5:00. We got all packed up in a hurry to

avoid any confrontations with a ranger

(not that we were doing anything wrong,
it just wasn't worth explaining), and made
our way towards our re-supply. En route

to the re-supply we stopped at a campsite
where we planned to stay that night, and
only about half of us went to go pick up
our supplies at Chamberlain Bridge where
we met Pete and his father with our food
for the next 9 days. We were also given a

few surprises like lots of fruit (including

the famous pineapple). Cokes, and some
delicious cupcakes that our beloved Char-

lotte baked for us. When the group of us

returned from the re-supply we found that

the winds on Chamberlain Lake unchar-

acteristically calm. So after lunch we de-

cided to pack up our campsite and do a bit

of afternoon paddling so we wouldn't have
to wake up as early the following morn-
ing. It was a long paddle to the next camp-
site. Chamberlain Dam, of about 7 miles.

For some reason it seemed to be a lot longer

than I remembered, and we didn't get there

until about 7:30 p.m. The most exciting

part of the day was when we reached our
campsite, because one of the counselor's.

Josh, along with John Balloch headed back
to our makeshift campsite of the night be-

fore to find a pair of sandals and a visor

that they had left behind, and at this point

they were nowhere in sight. I knew that

Josh would be able to find his way so there

wasn't too much to worry about, but I was
a bit concerned that they were out of sight.

We weren't at our campsite for too long

when a motorboat showed up and let us
know that our comrades were not too far

behind. Since we had just been re-supplied

we had burgers again for dinner (although

the ketchup came a bit late!!), and hit the

sack after a very, very, very long day.

Day 5

Since we had covered some extra ground
yesterday we woke up around 7:30 and
then gobbled some English Muffins with
melted cheese for breakfast. After we broke

camp we carried our gear to the other side

of the dam where we loaded our boats and
shot down a little stream that spit us out

into Eagle Lake. We paddled easy and made
a stop at the historic Tramway that used to

travel between Eagle and Chamberlain
Lakes. Here we had a lunch of pepperoni
and cheese, and took some pictures before

making our way to our planned campsite,

Farm Island. Unfortunately there was a

father and son staying at the campsite so

we pushed on a bit further until we found
a vacant campsite at Priestly Point. We had
our camp set up by the early afternoon,

giving us some time to play around in the

water and hang out before preparing din-

ner. Tonight's dinner was Chicken burritos,

which as usual turned out to be a huge
success for all the campers. After dinner
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we had a fruit-eating contest and found

that we could eat an entire large can of

fruit in under 9 minutes... I know it's a

pretty impressive accomplishment. After

the fun with the fruit Ted lead us in a couple

of games of Mafia before we all headed to

our tents.

Day 6

We decided that it would be in our best

interest to make today a rest day because

we all seemed to still be a bit tired from

Mud Pond and the craziness of our sleep-

ing arrangements that night. So we slept in

till about 8:00 when ranger Kevin Brown
showed up at our campsite. He was a very

friendly man, and became even more
friendly when I offered that we would be

willing to do a community service project

for him. He jumped at the opportunity for

free labor and put us to work by transfer-

ring gravel to a campsite to improve the

places to set up tents. We worked hard for

a couple of hours and then went back to

our campsite to do as we had
planned. . .rest. The day off was much ap-

preciated, and it was made even better

when, Ranger Brown came back to reward
us with Ice Pops. We had pita pizzas for

dinner and played some more games of

mafia before heading to bed early for our

last day of lake paddling.

Day 7

We woke up to a cold morning and had
Pop-Tarts for breakfast before departing

our campsite around 8:30. Unfortunately,

the weather did not seem to be getting any
better that morning, meaning that it was
not the best day to jump off a bridge that

we were passing. Despite the cold weather
we did have some brave souls among us

who jumped, while the rest of us sat and
watched while thinking that they were all

crazy. After the bridge jumping we contin-

ued our way into Churchill Lake, which is

also the lake that feeds into the Allagash

River. We had some nice tailwinds on
Churchill, although we did get hit with
some rain as well. On this part of our
paddle we finally saw our first moose...

we saw about 7 by the day's end. By the

time we reached our campsite, Churchill

Dam, the weather was finally breaking up
and we found ourselves with a nice after-

noon to enjoy. We made some grilled

cheeses for lunch and then had some lei-

sure time to get some rest before dinner.

After eating beans and rice for dinner, we
spent some time talking about techniques
for shooting rapids and river paddling to

prepare us for Chase Rapids, which we
were shooting the following day.

Day 8

Today was a day that we had all been
looking forward to for the entire trip. It

was the day that we finally reached the

Allagash River as well as the biggest rap-

ids of the trip. We woke up with excite-

ment around 7:00. After eating some
oatmeal for breakfast, we loaded all of our
gear on the ranger truck so that we could
shoot the rapids dry and not worry about

losing anything in case if a boat flipped.

Fortunately, the water was high so the rap-

ids were bigger than usual and we all had
some fun playing in the Whitewater. We
covered close to seven miles in under an
hour and a half, without any flips or prob-

lems. To our delight we also found that

there the wind was at our back when we
reached Umsaskis Lake, which is the lake

immediately following Chase Rapids.
Since the winds were behind us we de-

cided to raft up and have a floating lunch
of PB&J. We drifted and ate our way across

Umsaskis Lake and did a little bit of swim-
ming, before we hit Long Lake, where the

tailwinds were even stronger than they

were earlier. This was a true blessing be-

cause often times the eight mile paddle
across Long Lake can be one of the hardest

paddles of the trip. Instead of having a hard

paddle, we had a nice relaxing sail (except

for Drew, Sam V., Chris, and Melroy who
decided that they wanted a bit more of a

workout) and shot across the lake in un-

der 2 hours. We couldn't have asked for

any better conditions on Long Lake. To-

wards the end ofLong Lake, we began look-

ing for a nice campsite. Our initial plan

was to stay at Long Lake Dam, but the fa-

ther-son combo that had taken our site on
Eagle Lake had taken our campsite there

as well. So we had to portage around the

dam (in under 10 minutes. . . record time! !)

and continue our search until we found a

site that had just been fixed up on Cunliffe

Island. It was a bit cramped but we made it

work out just fine. After setting up camp
we had beans and rice in tortillas for din-

ner, and then told stories around the camp
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fire for some time. There was a select group

who wanted to tell some scary stories,

which were told when the rest of the group

headed to their tents. I'll be the first to ad-

mit that these stories sent me to bed ques-

tioning every noise that 1 heard. After a

great day we all got some needed rest.

Day 9

I woke up around 6:30 to rain drops fall-

ing on my tent. . . let's snooze till 8:00. No-
body seemed to have any complaints about

the lay-in this morning. Unfortunately, the

morning continued to have crumby
weather but we needed to keep moving.

After eating oatmeal for breakfast we
packed up all of our gear and headed off

towards Round Pond (the last lake of the

trip!!). The poor weather seemed to have
an effect on our paddling, because for

some reason we were moving at a fairly

slow pace. As we reached Round Pond the

rain started to really come down, so we
pulled off at a campsite called Inlet, and
set up a tarp to wait things out and make
our lunch of Pep and cheese. Of course,

the rain let up within minutes ofwhen the

tarp was set up, so we hopped back into

our water filled canoes and continued our

way through round Pond. Once we made
it through Round Pond we began a very

lengthy search for a campsite. Everyone
wanted to keep pushing on and since all

the campsites that we passed didn't look

very good, we did push on. It turned out to

be a really nice afternoon and we spent a

lot to time having serious splash wars; for

some reason everyone seemed to get the

most pleasure splashing the counselors.

Since we were outnumbered 13 to 3, it was
a hard battle, but as usual, I can say the

counselors came out victorious (at least we
thought so!!). After spotting 6 moose, we
finally arrived at Five Fingers North around
6:00 and decided that it would be a good
place to set up camp. This was the time of

the trip when we gave the campers most of

the responsibility and control, which ev-

eryone seemed to step up nicely to. We
cooked up some Dank for dinner, and hung
out to tell jokes for a while until the bugs
drove us all to our tents.

Day 10

Once again we woke up to the pitter-

patter ofraindrops on our tents, so we slept

in till about 8:30 because we had a short

paddle. To everyone's surprise when we
woke we found that John Balloch had taken

it upon himself to set up the tarp for ev-

eryone else's comfort. We packed up camp
in under an hour, and after eating some
Pop-Tarts we were back on the river

headed towards Allagash Falls. We had
more rain while we were paddling, but

after we ate lunch at the Ranger Station at

Michaud Farms the skies cleared for an-

other nice afternoon. We made it to our

campsite early, so we had plenty of time

to swim below the falls, after portaging

the canoes thel/3 of a mile around the 40
foot falls and setting up camp. There were
some fun rapids to swim in below the falls

and we all had fun floating down them,

until Will H. got pushed off a rock and
bruised his leg. After swimming, we fixed

up some beef stew and rice for dinner,

which we wrapped in tortillas, and we
were forced to our tents by the bugs once
again.

Day 11

Happy Birthday Sam Vary!! Today was
the day that we were officially leaving the

Allagash Wilderness Waterway, so for the

first time we had the feeling that the trip

was winding down. After eating granola

for breakfast, we packed up or boats to set

out for our last campsite on the Allagash

River. The water level had really dropped
by this time of the trip (which was strange

with all the rain that we were having), and
we had to spend a lot of time dragging our

canoes in shallow waters, which is not a

whole lot fun. After paddling for a couple

of hours we began to reach the official end-

ing of the AWW, and began seeing signs of

civilization for that we hadn't for a while.

We found that we were getting close to

Allagash Village, we started seeing houses
along the river and hearing cars and trucks

passing us. We made a quick stop to pick

up Mountain Dews for all to celebrate our
achievement, but we were also very aware
that we still had a few days until we re-

turned to camp, so we knew that we had to

continue and finish the trip strong. After

enjoying our Mt. Dews we paddled for an-

other 10 minutes to our campsite, which
was on a big field owned by a woman
named Evelyn. We made good use of the

field playing games of 500 and touch foot-

ball. After we tired ourselves out running
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around we cooked up some ravioli along

with some extra pasta for dinner. Like the

two previous nights, the bugs were worse
than they had ever been before forcing us

to our tents at dusk.

Day 12

The last day of Paddling! ! ! We all woke
up with excitement for our last day in our

canoes. Today we hit the St. Johns River,

which was the final stretch of our trip of

about 6 miles to Pellitiers Campsite. We
had some doughnuts that 1 had secretly

purchased for breakfast and packed up
camp in record time. We realized that we
had tons of snacks left so we ate for most
of our paddle. We also had some fun rap-

ids to keep us entertained along the way.

With the excitement level at an all time

high, we paddled our fastest and reached
our final destination by 2:00. We carried

everything up from the waterfront, and
while the guys set up camp Will, Josh, and
I walked to a nearby store to pick up some
Doritos and soda. After filling our stom-

achs with junk, we played some more foot-

ball and waited anxiously for Henry, who
was coming to drop off the trailer so we
could load the boats tonight. Finally, Henry
arrived around 5:00 bringing us our mail

and a few treats - including some news
that he had ordered us pizza for dinner. It

was an exciting time for us all and it was
made even better when he pulled out our

mail that had accumulated over the past

couple of weeks. We ate as much pizza as

our bellies could handle and then spent

some time hanging out and wrestling

around for a bit. Just around nightfall we
built a fire to roast marshmallows, once
again we spent some time telling stories.

A group of guys decided to spend the last

night under the stars, so they spread the

tarp on the grass to keep their sleeping bags

off the ground. Just as I was falling asleep 1

heard some of the guys talking and I came
out to see what was going on. I found out

that they were talking about the Northern
Lights that they were watching in the skies

above us. It was the first time I had ever

seen the Northern Lights and I thought about

what an appropriate time this was to see

them - the last night (sort of) of an unfor-

gettable trip!!

Day 13

5:00 wake up so that we would be ready

to leave at 5:30 when Henry came to pick

us up. We cleaned up camp and had some
doughnuts for breakfast again. Henry
showed up and we wee on the road back
to Camp Kieve. We had to make a couple
of stops to re-supply Long Voyage and The
Bank. It was fun to see some other Kieve
groups again. For the most part, the ride

was uneventful. We stopped at McDonald's
for lunch, and cruised the open highway
with smiles on our faces. We had to spend
the night at Bremen because Junior Kieve
was still living in our cabin, but we lived

like kings. We had steaks and lobsters for

dinner, and Bill McCook brought us some
excellent lemon meringue pies. After we
had eaten all that we could, Charlotte

showed up with a cake that she had baked
for us too. We had a fire, told some more
stories, listened to Charlotte play the gui-

tar, having a perfect ending to our trip. We
finally made our way to bed anticipating

our entrance to camp the following day.

Day 14

We just let everyone sleep as late as they

wanted this morning because we weren't

supposed to be back at camp until 4:00 in

the afternoon. Around 9:00, most of the

guys had emerged from their tents and we
began cooking ham, egg, and cheese sand-

wiches for breakfast. We had a very slow
morning packing up and policed the camp-
site for our last time. After we had packed
all of our stuff in the van, we headed off to

the beach to spend some time with the

campers that went there for the day. All of

the younger campers looked at the men of

Allagash with awe, while they asked us all

about our trip. After spending some time

at the beach, we headed to town for some
ice cream at Round Top, where we saw
Mesrobes' mom who was in town picking

up his little brother from Junior Kieve.

After Round Top we picked up a pizza and
headed back to camp, where we waited

for General Swim to have a surprise en-

trance. We snuck in the Viking ships when
nobody was looking, and then in the

middle of General Swim, we jumped out

screaming "Gash is Back" at the top of our

lungs. It was a great entrance following a

phenomenal trip. Thanks for the Good
Times!!!

Will Georgi, Will Hiltz

Josh Hammond
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ALLAGASH II

On the morning of July 24, the men of

Gash II roused at 5:00 AM to begin our

epic journey on the Allagash Wilderness

Waterway. We all scrambled to pack the

last items into our boundary bags so that

we could promptly depart for the woods.
While watching the sun rise over Lake
Damariscotta, we munched on Poptarts

and waited for The One to arrive. As if he

were a messenger from heaven, The One
strolled down the hill with one index fin-

ger piercing the early morning air. The
sight of that "one" finger answered any
questions of why we had woken so early.

After a 4+ hour drive filled with AC/DC,
Metallica, and numerous WalMart
Supercenter stops, we arrived at our put-

in spot, Hannibal's Crossing. While The
One rocked out to Shaggy, we unloaded
the canoes and packed them with our gear.

We were immediately attacked by mos-
quitoes and crazy loggers, who seemed
more interested in picking off campers then

transporting the trees. Due to the road dan-

gers, we decided to eat our deluxe cold

cuts, made by Tyler and John, on the river.

When we stopped at a campsite, Wes pro-

claimed that it had to be the site because

"it has a picnic table and a toilet too."

Thanks, Wes. Our real site was at Big Is-

land but the counselors chose the "alter-

nate" site in order to provide the kids with
more space. After burgers and some in-

tense games of Mafia, we all hit the sack

early so that we could rest up for our big

day on Mud Pond.
Day 2 began with blueberry Poptarts,

breakfast of Champions, and an early

morning paddle on the West Branch of the

Penobscot River. By 9:30, we reached
Chesuncook Village and filled up on root

beer and fudge. After leaving the Village,

we paddled towards Umbazooksus Lake
through a windy, against-current stream.

After lots of dragging we finally came out

to the Lake and followed it along the shore

until we found the trail for the Mud Pond
Portage. The boys had a tough time under-

standing how a running stream could ac-

tually be a portage trail but they would
soon learn what Mud Pond was all about.

After moving our gear to the campsite, we
all threw the canoes on our back and be-

gan the 1.6 mile trek. Mud Pond was in

true form as we were forced to walk
through thick mud and knee-high water.

Even though the conditions made for a

challenging portage, everyone did an awe-
some job and accomplished the task of

getting their canoe across. Zach and Will

even took another trip to deliver some
paddles and did not arrive back at camp
until about 7:00. After a long day of pad-

dling and portaging, we all enjoyed the

teriyaki chicken stirfry dinner.

The morning of Day 3 was devoted to

more frolicking in the mud. We all loaded

up with lots of gear and finished off the

portage quickly. Pete F. did a horrible job

of staying on his feet and will always be
known as the bad camper who dropped
the counselor's bag in the mud. After pad-

dling across Mud Pond, we entered
Chamberlin Lake and stopped at Gravel

Beach. John, Tyler, and I were disappointed

with the site and made the executive deci-

sion that we would try the next site after a

lunch break. We continued around to

Rocky Point which ended up to be not that

much better than Gravel Beach but, of

course, the counsel are never wrong.
Rainville, Zach and Geggy Gegs went
swimming...could have guessed that was
going to happen. Then we had some deli-

cious chicken stirfry made by Ned, Benny
Blaes, Max, and the eighth grader.

While everybody else slept in for our

first rest day, Saetren, Blaes, Pete. F, and I

hit the lake early to pick up our resupply.

After a two hour paddle, we arrived at the

ranger station and waited patiently for the

Kieve vehicle to come barreling down the

road. It rained and we ate jerky but the

resupply did not come when it was sup-

posed to. Just as I was about to give up on
our food for the rest of the trip, Joe Dyer
showed up with the resupply and lots of

baked goods. Due to the potential poison-

ing of the baked goods, I decided that it

would be best if the counselors ate the

majority of the brownies, muffins, and rice

crispy treats so as not to put the kids in

danger. On our paddle back to Rocky Cove,

we ran into Long Voyage who were cross-

ing the lake on their way to Webster
Stream. Team Resupply arrived back at

the site to the cheers of our companions.
However, the elation soon turned to tears

as they learned that Pasquaney had burned
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down and there would be no more food

for the session. ..suckers! Massage Fest

2002 began in earnest today as Zach and
Ben B. massaged for the support of the

cabin. The rivalries increased even more
when Teddy created "The Family" in his

attempt to win the massage war. Due to a

resupply mix-up, there were no burgers

for dinner but we were able to improvise

with grilled salami, turkey, and swiss on a

hamburger bun. After dinner Tyler
brought out his hacky sack and we wit-

nessed just how bad Wes is at hacking.

Day 5 had a 5:30 wake-up in order to

avoid strong headwinds on Chamberlin.

Everybody did a great job of taking down
camp and we were on the lake quickly. It

was a quiet morning on the lake and by
9:30 we reached Lock Dam. Everyone
wanted to jump into the water pipe and
shoot out of the dam at mach speed. After

a little consultation, the counsel labeled it

a "bad idea". After carrying over the dam,
we paddled into Eagle Lake and found the

Tramway. We climbed on the enormous
trains and laughed at Fulweiler when he
got tetinus. Then we completed the day
with a short paddle to Farm Island. The
site was on a great beach with plenty of

room for exploring. After setting up camp,
we all jumped into the lake and washed
out the canoes. Tyler, John, and I were hop-
ing that we would lose some campers in

the heavy wind but unfortunately this was
not the case.

We woke up on Day 6 to strong winds
and rain. The community service that we
had planned to do in the morning was can-

celed by the Eagle Lake ranger due to the

weather. So instead of servicing the com-
munity we went back to bed. Eventually

the rain ended and I decided that we
should move on to the next campsite in-

stead of staying at Farm Island. We paddled
out of Eagle and into Churchill Lake with
a mixture of sun and rain. We planned to

stay at Jaws, in order to commemorate
Zach's fighting style, but some yahoo
boyscouts with "kegs" under their picnic

tables had already claimed the site. Instead

we chose High Bank, which had a plethera

of small rocks which did not get thrown at

anybody. For dinner, we enjoyed our fa-

vorite teriyaki chicken stirfry and capped
off the day with a great showing of the

Zach spoon trick.

The mid way point of our trip also

brought us to the Chase Rapids. After a

delicious breakfast of Poptarts, we paddled
to Churchill Dam. Here we unloaded all

our gear for it to be portaged by the ranger

and got pumped up to hit the first

Whitewater of the trip. We had a great time

shooting the rapids and were able to come
out unscathed, not counting one cracked

paddle. John and Joe came close to tipping

but John's superior paddling skills saved
the day. After the 9-mile stretch of rapids,

we entered Umsaskis Lake and ended at

the Ledges. Kim, our soon-to-be favorite

ranger, came over to check in and give us
two pulaskis in order to split wood. Due
to a deformity in a pulaski, one actually

jumped out ofmy hands and split my fin-

ger open with one quick motion. Before I

knew it, Zach and Joe were waking me up
from a quick faint while blood poured out

of the finger. After wondering what to do
for a few seconds, John and Will jumped
into a canoe to get the Ranger and within
thirty minutes Kim and her husband were
there. We decided that evacing to a hospi-

tal was out of the question and instead ban-

daged it up with some sweet green tape.

Even with the accident, the Dinner was
still served and it was cheesier than ever.

Day 8 was a rest day so that we could do
some community service with Kim and to

rest my finger. With Blaes and I rocking

the mojo, we paddled to the ranger station

in seven canoes. Kim tied our canoes to-

gether to create the train o' canoes and
pulled us up to our community service

site. At a campsite we built a new firepit

and destroyed some weeds with the

pulaskis. Because of this great work, Kim
gave us our Junior Ranger. .HUH. . .Badges.

The rest of the day was spent relaxing at

the Ledges and enjoying the hot day. A few
of us watched as the crazy French
Canadiens from Camp Androscoggin
paddled past us. After laughing our heads
off at them, we made a great meal of fiesta

rice with pepperoni in a toasted wrap.
The next morning we paddled up to the

ranger station in order to say goodbye to

Kim. She surprised us with Mountain Dew,
Pepsi, and Jiffy Pop. She also bought us a

new ax and loaned us here camera, thus

becoming the coolest ranger ever. As we
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paddled up Long Lake, we were joined by
the yahoos from Androscoggin. When we
reached Long Lake Dam, we were found
Kim and her husband trying to free a

kevlar canoe that was wrapped around a

rock. Gash II came to the rescue and used

our brute strength to free the canoe. Then
the ladies took their sweet time leaving

the campsite while we waited around. But

it was worth the wait because we had a

great site by the dam. Everybody swam in

the rapids in our attempt to infect every-

body with tetinus. For dinner, we enjoyed

the sodas along with spaghetti. Joe, our

jiffy pop expert, popped some up for des-

sert. After dinner, we were treated to a great

sunset over the river.

For our first double digits day, we left

Long Lake Dam and paddled on to Round
Pond. A huge tailwind pushed us down
with little effort, especially from the coun-

selors. After the Pond, we enter back on to

the Allagash River with a few rips. At one
point, a fawn began to swim along with us

down the river. Eventually the Round Pond
ranger came along with his dog and began
to shout at the fawn. It is believed that he
actually said "ya, ya" to it. While most of

us wondered how the ranger had gotten so

weird, Saetren and Fulweiler paddled
ahead to make sure that Androscoggin did

not steal our site. They were able to grab a

site at Five Fingers. Once the tents were
set up, everyone went on a massive wood
search while Will and Matt turned into

splitting machines. After dinner, Gregs

could not stop making reference to poop
and was thus given 10 hours of Gash pad-

dling from Tyler.

On Day 11, we paddled down the river

towards Allagash Falls. After checking out

with the ranger at Michaud Farms, we ar-

rived at the portage trail for the falls. All

the guys rocked through the portage with
a bunch soloing canoes. After organizing

our stuff at the other side, we ate lunch
and played in the falls. We all hung out in

the sun and swam down through the rap-

ids. Zach, Blaes, Matt, and Buckley crossed

the river to jump in just below the falls.

Saetren demonstrated his gross eating skills

by squeezing honey and mayo into his

mouth at the same time. After spending a

while at Allagash Falls, we paddled the

short distance to McKeen Stream camp-

site. As we enjoyed a nice meal of the

Danke, Wes proclaimed, "I can beat up
Tyler". This was after "I can't be a

meathead, I listen to Dispatch." When Wes
becomes a Backstreet Boy, we will be sure

to leak those quotes to the tabloids.

Day 12 was certainly a sad day because
it was our last on the Waterway and our
last in those d*mn canoes. Tyler and Gregs

almost dumped while staring at the "Leav-

ing the Allagash Wilderness Waterway"
sign so Gregs was punished with even more
Gash paddling. Because we were paddling
slowly and we had about 25 miles to do,

the day seemed to drag on forever. The
Allagash River flowed into the St. John and
we continued down to Pelletier's. As I

scanned the shore searching for the camp-
ground, Blaes and I saw a welcoming site

on the right bank. The One came stolling

down towards the river with one finger

high above his head. The sight of the One
was a bittersweet reminder that our trip

was coming to an end. As everyone slowly

showed up, we moved our stuff up into

the campground. The fat Androscoggin
bus driver was already there with enough
food to feed himself. As we crammed into

the space with the big group from that

other camp. The One bought us some piz-

zas in town. He even sat with us and ate

some of our pizza. The yahoos from Camp
A became nice guys when they brought us

over some steaks as a peace sign. We called

a truce with them but we will always know
that we are better.

The next morning we woke at 6:00 AM
so that we could spend a lot of quality time

with the One. On the 8 hour bus ride, we
made many quality stops to pick up more
jerky and compliment Tyler's mullet style.

After endless hours of loud music, we fi-

nally arrived at Bremen. Soon Bill

McCook rolled down in the Cadillac fol-

lowed by Charlie and Pete with steaks and
lobsters. We had a great feast to celebrate

our trip. After stuffing ourselves, we had a

quick fire to reflect on the past two weeks
and talk about the trip. The boys were so

loud in the middle of the night that two
lobstermen actually came over to shot

them up.

We slept in on day 14 and had some great

blueberry pancakes made by Tyler. With
tighty whities and our Junior Ranger
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Badges, we marched back into camp with

everybody cheering. It was a great ending

to an even better trip. Thanks to every-

body in Gash II who made this trip so suc-

cessful. Junior Rangers salute..HUH!

BANK - CATHEDRAL PINES
July 24 through 26
Spencer Cherry

Day 1:

The Bank departed camp on a gorgeous

day by 10:30 a.m., just a few minutes be-

yond our target. Ben assumed the role of

navigator - shotgun responsibility - and Hop-
per and Matt followed behind with our gear.

The drive was pleasant, and we took

advantage of the weather by having a lei-

surely picnic lunch a few miles shy of

Farmington, devouring turkey subs, Cokes
and chips. All was well.

We closed out the last hour of the drive

with a conversation over the relative mer-

its ofMacintosh and Windows-based com-
puters, and I managed to win a few con-

verts to Macs, luring campers in with tales

of ease and practicality. I also shared
knowledge regarding web-development,
surprised to learn that nearly half the cabin

already possessed the skills to make their

own pages.

Our campsite at Cathedral Pines greeted

the group at 3:30 p.m., unfortunately too

late to slip in a hike once tents were erected

and campers situated. The campsite was
phenomenal, spacious and secluded with
private outhouses and two (!) cooking sites.

Chris and Spencer crafted an impressive

fire after a group lesson, more than suit-

able to cook up the chicken and vegetables

for our fajita dinner. Everyone had his fill

and more, with Mike Hannon and Ben both
helping themselves to seconds. Andy and
Jake graciously volunteered their pot-

cleaning services before we capped off the

meal with s'mores before heading to bed,

resting up for tomorrow's hike.

Day 2:

The counselors had a bacon and egg

breakfast ready to go by about 7:45 a.m.,

giving everyone the necessary energy to

tackle the day's hike: Sugarbush Mountain.
The group unloaded at the base of the

ski mountain by about 9:00 a.m., eager to

take advantage of the cloudless day and
the views that it would hopefully afford.

We made great progress, motoring a

little ways up the service road before aban-

doning it for the excitement of the snow-
less trails. We stuck mainly to catwalks,

tackling one blue run to close out the hike.

Our timing was impeccable, as we
reached the summit around 12:30 p.m.,

perfect timing for an enjoyable lunch of

peanut butter and jelly on deformed bread.

The counselors managed to win a few con-

verts to wheat bread after a brief discus-

sion of the superior nutritional value, and
everyone had his fill before we started

down.
We got stuck descending the entire

mountain on the service road, its gravel

surface less than optimal for sure-footing,

though everyone made it down okay, anx-

ious to refill water bottles at the base. It

was a successful hike to say the least.

Campers eschewed a swimming pro-

posal in favor of a little rest as the hike had
tuckered us all out. This brought us right

up to our cheeseburger dinner, everyone
eating two and a half servings.

We again closed with s'mores, and this

time the counselors relented to the camp-
ers' pleas and related a few ghost stories

before retiring.

Day 3:

We awoke a little later (7:45 a.m.) to

another great day, greeting this one with
pancakes and a choice of blueberries or

M&M's (Roscoe opted for both - and en-

joyed it). Once the tents were down and
the van loaded we checked out of the

campsite and motored back toward
Sugarbush to give a shot at Burnt Moun-
tain.

The trail was through the woods, a wel-

come relief from the unrelenting sun, and
we meandered through the forest along-

side a river, the group again hiking strongly

and staying together. The grade was rela-

tively mellow until the end, where we
made a final push to the top, a little over

an hour after starting (times courtesy of

Michael LeFevre's dilligence and digital

watch). After wolfing down some Nutri-

Grain bars and enjoying the views, we
picked our way back down and headed
for home, arriving back at Kieve just in

time to enjoy a Pasqualio's dinner. Great

job guys!
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BANK - EAST BRANCH PENOBSCOT
July 30 - August 06
Spencer Cherry
Day 1:

The Bank set out for its eight-day ad-

venture in the rain, unfortunately, though
it wasn't supposed to last long. By 11:00

a.m. - after a little confusion in selecting

tents - we were on our way north to Baxter

State Park.

Aaron served as navigator in shotgun
on a fairly uneventful drive. We stopped
for lunch at a gas station picnic area, where
we ate turkey on pitas, complemented by
chips and sodas.

By 4:00 p.m., after a long drive north,

we had arrived at our campsite at Trout

Brook Stream in Baxter. After setting up
tents we took to exploring the immediate
area, and were pleased to find that we had
a bridge over the stream that was perfect

for jumping. Chris and Jim both managed
to pick up a leech in the stream, though
they were no match for the salt and burnt

matches we threw their way. Swimming
and jumping occupied the cabin for the

hour or so before we set a fire for dinner.

Three cheeseburgers apiece later the

bugs came out in force, chasing us to our

tents. After a long drive we were all ready

to catch some sleep to rest up for the next

day's hike.

Day 2:

We awoke to a beautiful day, just what
we needed for our hike up Traveler Moun-
tain. The group filled up on scrambled eggs

and bacon, along with an english muffin
apiece.

Unfortunately a stomach virus that 1 had
felt coming on reared its head in full force

in the morning, rendering me barely ca-

pable of standing. My absefice on the hike

worked out all right, however, as John was
also unable to go due to the gash on his

foot that was still healing, the stitches hav-

ing been removed two days earlier. So we
kept up guard at the campsite while the

rest of the group tackled the mountain.
From reports the hike went well, despite

the group missing a turn on the poorly-

marked roads of Baxter that cost them
about a half an hour. It was a difficult as-

cent, but no match for the strength of the

Bank boys, who tackled the mountain and
returned to the campsite by 5:00 p.m.,

where the group was finally reunited.

After a brief game of running bases in

the neighboring field we set about prepar-

ing a chicken fajita dinner, complete with
onions, peppers, mushrooms, and cheese.

We followed up the hearty meal with a

round of smores, enjoyed by all before a

well-deserved night's sleep (for the hikers

at least).

Day 3:

We awoke to a pretty day at 7:30 a.m.,

though the weather seemed to be on the

way. While we watched the clouds build

the group enjoyed a breakfast of Cream of

Wheat, brown sugar, and raisins.

On account of the probable rains we
opted to drive to the natural water slides

in the south western part of the park, hop-
ing to slip in a hike in the afternoon if the

weather permitted.

So we loaded into the van for a forty

minute dirt-road drive. As we drove and
enjoyed NPR, the clouds actually started

to break, as did my confidence in bad
weather approaching. We pushed on any-

way and enjoyed a lengthy swim at the

slides.

Around noon we broke for a lunch of

peanut butter and banana sandwiches, just

as South Harrington, also in Baxter,

showed up for a swim themselves. The
groups bonded and swam until about 2:30

p.m., when the Bank decided it was time

to head back to Trout Brook.

Arriving back at the campsite around
3:30, everyone was pretty beat from hav-

ing been in the beating sun and swimming
for so long - thus the previously planned
afternoon hike was not pursued - and some
instead enjoyed a brief rest period before

we started dinner. Others, led by Jim, opted

for more swimming, bridge-jumping into

Trout Brook next to our campsite.

While some members of the group
started on building a fire, I took to clean-

ing tbie vans and organizing our gear in

preparation for the morrow's transfer,

where we'd leave the vans with Allagash.

For our evening repast Aaron cooked us

up a solid batch of pasta, cheese, and to-

mato sauce, thereby fulfilling part of the

cabin's tripping award. This was followed

by smores, unsurprisingly enjoyed by all

before we headed off to bed.
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Day 4:

We rose at 7:15 a.m. and took down tents,

the earlier wake up so as not to make
Henry and the Allagash I cabin wait for

our arrival down the road at Lake
Matagamut. To facilitate a speedy morn-
ing we ate Pop-Tarts and granola bars for

breakfast as we packed up gear and loaded

up the vans.

On our fifteen-minute drive out of

Baxter spirits were high, undeterred by the

building overcast skies, as the group looked

forward to getting on the East Branch of

the Penobscot.

We arrived early, and in style, at about

8:45 a.m. and set about unloading our gear

next to a large group of cotton-clad Boy
Scouts who were busy loading up their

pontoon boats for their own trip.

Henry Kennedy and Allagash I roared

in at about 9:30 a.m., having made the

morning drive from Pelletiers. The sea-

soned Allagash campers unloaded canoes

from the trailer for us, as our boys loaded

them up with gear and read over the mail

that Henry had brought up.

We waved goodbye and pushed off into

the dammed-lake at around 10:00 a.m. We
set in on a canoe clinic, going over the

proper paddling and steering techniques,

as well as how to maintain balance and
handle flips before we set off toward the

dam for our first portage.

The carry went smoothly, and we re-

loaded the boats for a quick paddle down
to campsite C at the Matagamut Wilder-

ness Campground, where we settled in

next to the abandoned building affection-

ately known as the 'Hilton Hotel' on ac-

count of the graffiti bearing that moniker.
It was spooky.

After setting up tents we had a heavy
lunch ofpepperoni and cheese sandwiches,

enjoyed by most, before I took John, Jim,

Chris, Andy, Aaron, and Spencer for a

swim in the rapids next to the site. The
swim was short-lived, as the rains started

to come and a reportedly three foot-long

pinkish-unidentified eel-like creature in

the water spooked the campers.
It seemed an appropriate opportunity

to have a knot-tying lesson, as the trucker's

hitch and bowline were both critical to

erecting the tarp that the rain necessitated.

While Ben, Jake, and Andy enthusiastically

mastered the knots, Jim entertained us

with his ostrich routine before taking a

vow of silence for the duration of the day,

something that, much to everyone's sur-

prise, he honored.

Afternoon instruction continued as we
set in on a Q&A session about the canoeing

section of the trip, followed by a fire-build-

ing instruction. Aaron and Ben cooked us

a thick dinner ofbeans and rice and cheese,

which campers earned by stating their fa-

vorite quotes (except for Jim who wrote
his out).

John stepped up to the challenge of clean-

ing the pot, even drinking the gray water

that remained, as we went over the next

day's schedule. And so to bed.

Day 5:

Up at 7:30 a.m., and a breakfast of

oatmeal, raisins and brown sugar. The sun
began to burn through as we loaded up the

canoes and pushed off at around 9:15 a.m.,

beginning our first full day on the river.

We paddled through the Oxbow on the

way to our first set of rapids, Stair Falls.

The rapids went smoothly, though several

boats - including Jake and I - got hung up
on rocks for a brief spell. Continuing on
through the Haskell Deadwater, we arrived

at the first portage site and unloaded the

gear.

The portage went pretty smoothly,
though Mike, Jim, Aaron, Zach, and Jake

forwent explicit direction and elected to

take an immediate right on the portage trail,

carrying them a good ways off from the

river. Once back on course we finished off

the carry and had a lunch of peanut butter

and jelly before setting back out.

We soon came upon the Pond Pitch

Carry, our second portage, which we com-
pleted in a cool forty-five minutes. Ben
managed to solo two canoes, again, help-

ing the group out immensely.
Continuing through a few more rips we

arrived at our campsite at the Grand Pitch,

where we carried our gear halfway down
the trail to our campsite and set up tents,

capping off a long and strenuous day at

around 4:00 p.m.

This allowed enough time for a full-

group swim at the bottom of the falls be-

fore we set about building a fire and cook-

ing dinner. Roscoe managed to single-

handedly collect the night's firewood,
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while Jake and Matt cooked us another

dinner of pasta, cheese, and sauce, with

plenty to go around for everyone.

Clean up was followed by smores, much
to Mike Hannon's delight, and the no-see-

ems and mosquitoes chased us to our tents

soon after. Hard day, but good.

Day 6:

Up at 7:30 a.m., the group fired down a

cold breakfast of Frosted Mini-Wheats,

Rice Crispies, and powdered milk before

taking down tents and finishing up the

portage we had started the night before.

As we pushed off on our brief paddle to

the next portage around Hulling Machine,

the skies cleared and the sun came out in

force - which was fortunate for Ben and
Matt, who flipped in the brief set of rapids

before the portage. The two came away
unscathed, though the kitchen-wanigan
spilled its contents into the river. Fortu-

nately we recovered everything save for

the griddle and tent-repair kit, which we
had to write off as lost.

An hour later we had finished the por-

tage, after negotiating some tricky areas

on the path, which included a substantial

uphill section.

We finished up the paddle and arrived

at a great campsite at Whetstone by 4:20

p.m. where we set up tents and went about

collecting firewood for dinner. Spencer
and John cooked up another beans and rice

and cheese dinner, enjoyed by most. For

our second course, the counselors got cre-

ative and fried up some english muffin and
cheese sandwiches before also having
smores. After another long day we were
all ready for bed by 9:00 p.m.

Day 7:

Up at 7:30 a.m. and another beautiful

day. Michael LeFevre brewed some Cream
ofWheat for the group, which we comple-
mented with the remainder of the brown
sugar.

Following breakfast we broke camp and
loaded up the canoes, firing down Whet-
stone rapids without a hitch. From there

we paddled some slow water to an old rail-

road bridge in Grindstone, where most of

the group took turns jumping the twenty
feet or so into the river below, before we
continued down to the picnic area at

Grindstone rapids. There we made up our

last peanut butter and jelly lunch as we

scouted the rapids below so as to choose
an appropriate route.

Once settled on a left-side path we set

out once more to tackle the Grindstone
rapids. After all the scouting and anticipa-

tion, we were surprised but also relieved

to shoot the half-mile stretch of rapids

without a hitch, having plenty of fun along

the way in the fast-moving water.

The end of the rapids left us with about
two miles to go to Pinegrove, our final

campsite of the trip. All was well, though
John and I hung back with Spencer and
Mike as the latter started to ail a little in

the stomach, though this was short-lived,

fortunately.

Arriving at Pinegrove we moved our gear

up to campsites 104 through 110, each tent

having its own fire pit and picnic table to

itself. Aaron, Roscoe, and Zach employed
a little creativity in erecting a makeshift

open-air a-frame tent out of a ground cloth

and tent fly, as a critical piece of their tent

had somehow managed not to find its way
into the tent bag that morning.

Waiting for dinner time the group occu-

pied itself by playing basketball, petting

the Vietnamese pot-bellied pig Molly and
avoiding the vicious goat that also roamed
the area. Chris, Andy, Jim, Aaron, and Zach
attempted to start a fire in their tent area,

though the counselors put a quick and wet
end to that idea.

As clouds moved in we decided to forgo

a fire and instead cook the dinner's pasta

on the stove, which Mike prepared for us.

Some of the more adventurous campers
sampled some barbeque-flavored pasta

sauce, though no one really took to the

combination.

We capped off our last full day with a

filling round ofVan Hopper pudding, pre-

pared by our very own Grasshopper (Will)

that afternoon - creatively chilled in the

river. A great day once again, we settled

into our tents as a light drizzle carried us

into the land of sleep.

Day 8:

The anxiety of the fast-approaching

morning pick-up - and the hubbub of a

crowded campsite - had the group up and
running by about 7:00 a.m., taking down
tents and packing up group gear. Once
down, everyone ate a quick cold breakfast

of Pop-Tarts and granola bars before load-
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ing up the canoes and pushing off into the

East Branch for a final time.

We had one small set of rips and some
dead water before beholding the bridge

that marked our take out point. We pulled

into a beach and boat access point, excited

at the impending return to camp at our

accomplishments in successfully complet-

ing the trip. An hour or so after landing the

telltale orange Kieve bus showed, with
Pete behind the wheel. We loaded up and
headed out.

A stop at Pizza Hut in Bangor filled

everyone's bellies for the ride back to

camp, where we arrived around 4:00 p.m.

to little fanfare - afternoon activities had
people dispersed around camp.
A great trip. Thanks guys!

NORTH HARRIS - MOOSE RIVER
Harrison Stuart

Little Richie came in my cube at a quar-

ter to five rousting myself and the rest of

the cabin from our deep slumber. How-
ever, despite our tired eyes and sleepy

heads we packed what was left of our gear

on the courage bus and settled in for what
would be one heck of a trip on the Moose
River. As we made our way northwest the

weather began to become less and less ap-

pealing as rain showers threatened our

morale. However, things would soon get

worse. As we arrived at Attean Landing so

did the rain. A torrential down pour
greeted us as we unpacked the bus and
broke down into our canoe groups. Within
twenty minutes of our arrival we were on
the water paddling against extreme
headwinds and rain showers. The fellas

sucked it up and we cut the paddle a little

short, ending up on a beach on Attean Lake.

It was nice because we got to get all of our

stuff remotely organized and hidden from

the rain. We hung out under the tarp and in

our tents for the duration of the afternoon

as the rains refused to subside. However
as the afternoon turned into evening the

clouds began to break and we enjoyed one
of the most gorgeous evenings on the trip.

Our campsite was ideal because the view
was priceless. The mountains provided a

perfect backdrop for the Lake as we stared

in awe. We enjoyed a Mexican feast that

night. Filling our bellies with ground beef,

rice refried beans and tortillas, we got a

little taste of the good life. However our
evening was cut short by an early bedtime
because the next day we had quite a job

ahead.

The next morning was nothing but blue

skies as we awoke to the brisk tempera-

tures and little to no head winds. Because
of the cooler temperatures a warm break-

fast was desired so oatmeal was the break-

fast of choice. We jumped into our canoes

and proceeded to conquer Attean Lake.

The paddle went fast as our minds were
tangled in deep thoughts about the por-

tage that would eventually haunt five hours

of our lives. The portage would take us

across 1.2 miles ofuneven terrain to Holeb
Pond where we would once again load up
our gear and proceed on to the mighty
Moose River. I think that we set a record

time on the portage as you guys were re-

lentless, failing to let your sore shoulders

and blistered feet get the best of you. After

four and half-short hours of lugging our

gear across the portage trail our adventure

was complete. However, the day was far

from over as we still had about 15 miles to

cover by canoe. We crossed Holeb Pond
and entered the Moose River by five

o'clock. We paddled on for another two
hours taking advantage of the lovely

weather and horseflies only to find our

self at our second campsite by dusk. After

a long day nothing really beats a thanks-

giving dinner and that is just what we had.

Cranberry jelly, turkey, stuffing, mashed
potatoes and gravy. . .yyyuuuuummmmm.
We were to tired and eaten by bugs to stay

up very long and within an hour and a half

of our arrival we were asleep.

The second morning was equally as gor-

geous. Spiced Eggs and bacon were on our

menu and dutifully prepared by none other

than the king egg and Happy Clam cook
extroardinaire Richie. After a decent

paddle meandering along the moose we
arrived at the second portage of our trip at

Holeb Falls. Several boy scouts and retired

boy scouts were amidst quite a project

clearing a path in the river. We helped them
by dragging out some logs. Harrison pre-

pared some peanut butter aud fluffsammies
and the potage was on. Only this time it

was shorter and only took us an hour. We
got back into our boats one last time for

the day and headed only a small distance
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to a wonderful campsite at mosquito rips.

The rips made for a great swim and the

site was all we were looking for. We were
still tired from the day before so the shorter

day was greated warmly by our crew. That

night we feasted on an oriental dinner and
all of the leftover meat in the cooler. As
we waited for our pudding to cool we
looked over maps and planned the rest of

our agenda.

Day four was spent paddling all the way
to the end of the Moose River. We hunkered

down over our bowls of maypo in the

morning sun and loaded our gear and made
our way down river to Spencer rips where
the young fellas smashed the Moose River

Challenge at the Rips. The challenge was a

timed portage that the boys met with ven-

geance. We shattered the twelve-minute

record by thirty seconds, which impressed

the counsel so much we decided that they

cabin would be entitled to a Round Top
trip. We continued our trip all the way
down to Attean Falls where we found the

best campsite of all. It was an absolute golf

course. We set up camp and hung out till

dinnertime where we set our sites on rice

and beef stew. I think that it was also Nicks

quasi birthday so he got marshmallows
that we could have roasted over the picnic

table when the stove blew up and almost

"ruined paradise". The flames were sub-

dued and the boys enjoyed hot chocolate

as we ended the day with our bellies full

and smiles on our faces.

The pitter patter of rain on our tents

greeted us on our fifth day. I happily found
out Nick did not have a birthday as we ate

our cold cereal in the rain. However our
morale would not be stripped from us as

we finished the moose and passed our

original starting spot at the landing....

a

whole circle? We arrived on Wood Pond
and made the best of a marginal campsite.

The counsel played monopoly, which
Harrison won. Right Richie? We feasted

on an Italien dish of spagehtti and bread
stix and decided to call it a night early as

the weather wasn't great.

The next morning was again gray but

the skies would soon clear and after a

cream ofwheat breakfast we began the last

paddle of our trip. We passed through
Jackman and continued down the Moose
untill we arrived on Long Lake and the

Strasburgers house. We waited for Paul for

nearly four hours. However all was for-

gotten when he took us for pizza and a

movie. The perfect fuel for a day of rafting

the next day. Great trip fellas!

LONG VOYAGE
Trevor

Day 1: The drive bus ride to Greenville...

nuf said

Day 2: Buck Up
The Platoon of Voyage woke at Sam to

embark on a search and destroy mission
that would consume the next 18 days of

their young lives. With camp disassembled

the youthful soldiers (many ofwhom had
never been to war before) boarded the blitz

bomber and headed to the launch site with
the drummer boy (Paul Keller) at the

wheel - looks "sketchy" he said - "you
might wind up dead". With looks of confi-

dence and pride, we sent him drumming
on his way.

As soon as the first strokes were taken

all of the butterflies in the platoon's stom-

achs had vanished. The men looked fear-

less as they stealthily cut through the vi-

cious head winds and choppy waters. The
A.B. Green Machines (Old Towns) proved
to be ahead of their time - our men just

proved to be soldiers. As morning un-
folded the winds picked up to hurricane

strength and the generals made the execu-

tive decision to pullout over, wait, and
scout out the waters ahead. A snore here

and a tuna fish sandwich there and the bat-

talion was again on the move. With the

mighty Kineo Mtn. at out flank we eventu-

ally pulled ashore to camp. The young
bucks had a snack unnoticed behind en-

emy lines and set up camp. With a hearty

stew and a little goo in their stomachs the

platoon hit the sack easy in anticipation of

the next day's mission, the dreaded "North

East Carry".

Day 3: Lookin' fo lub in all the wrong
places

The troops were viciously awakened for

a day of hell for women but not for sol-

diers - just a walk in the park. 0400 to

begin a long two mile paddle in the north-

eastern direction. They paddled to the end
of the treacherous Moosehead Lake. The
path was hard to find but our noses lead

the way. A total of 3 hours was needed to
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complete the North East Carry. The
Saskawatch (Andrew Manugian) was be-

ing wounded by the mosquitoes, which
were similar to guerilla attacks and relent-

less. Steve was able to solo the whole dis-

tance with the pack following the rear.

They completed their task and embarked
down the not so exciting Penobscot. Soon
to follow came Hannibal's crossing with
the newly deported and hungry boys of

Allagash. The 2 platoons combined to

form a battalion that would prove to con-

quer the mighty Penobscot River. They
stopped their journey at the two adjacent

campsites of Big Island and Oilmea Camp-
site. After healthy rations of steak and
cheese inspired the troops to cross the river

with the entire platoon in the canoe - but

both attempts failed. All soldiers need
some rest and relaxation and a game of

Mafia passed the time. The troops then hit

the sack ready to conquer any task ahead
of them.

Day 4: Let the Good times roll

The weary troops awakened gifted with

twelve hours of recharging. A hearty meal
of bacon, egg, and cheese was rewarded
for the prior day's achievements. After

breakfast the troops hung around for a

little R&R but soon packed up and pressed

on. After a short paddle, the soldiers were
beckoned by the wide opening of

Chesuncook Lake, which extended into the

horizon. Some of the brighter privates

sensed tailwinds and set up an advanced
sailing system. Monstrous Chesuncook
Lake was no more. With the village in

sights, the soldiers stormed the shore and
were greeted with fudge and a tasty blend
of root beer. With bellies full, the platoon

set off again for a short paddle to Gero
Island. The beast-like Tom inhaled an 8lb

Canadien Gyro. With once again full stom-

achs and level heads, the brave soldiers

tucked in early, ready for the day ahead.

"The private's fingers had turned

to paste on heir paddles. Their en-

ergy was sapped from their muscles.

They see the flaming wings of light-

ning flash before their eyes. There
was a defining rumble of thunder
above the swinging trees"

Day 5: Broadway
Today we were harshly awoken by our

generals at 0500 hrs. to embark upon what

would become a more time consuming and
difficult mission than earlier believed. We
left the base camp at 0700 hrs., our desti-

nation Black Pond. Shortly after we left,

we said our farewells to the Allagash train-

ees as we parted ways. Within no time, it

began to poor rain. This weather would
prove to continue through the remainder
of the day. As soon as we arrived at our
destination, we began to search for a small

creek which we would have to pull up. We
found it of course and started a long and
treacherous canoe pull with only one
break - a snack of PB&J's. Private Chris

was sent to search for General Duff - a

mission that proved to be ill-fated. After a

long and tiring pull, we came to a stop at

the old dam where General Wood decided

to carry the rest of the trail to the lake.

Once we arrived at the Lakes edge, we had
a quick snack and then boarded our boats

for a long paddle to the campsite. After

dinner, Adam and Tom showed us a thing

or two about entertainment - offering a

great performance of Britney Spears.

Day 6: Give me some of that what you
suckin' on (Re-supply)

This morning the platoon had a leisurely

pace of waking up. They then proceeded
to take down the tents and await the ar-

rival of the re-supply. During the wait, the

troops had a breakfast of cereal bars. Once
the re-supply arrived the troops quickly

boarded the canoes and the gear onto the

truck. The troops packed each other into

the truck and prepared to travel to the

point of drop off; where they would por-

tage approximately a mile to a ranger sta-

tion at the end tip of Allagash lake. Once
all of the supplies reached the destination

at the ranger station, the troops sat down
for a quick lunch of cold cuts fresh off the

re-suppiy. Afterwards, the canoes were
loaded up and the troops paddled out. In-

terestingly, the platoon was stopped by the

sight of a large bull moose; unfortunately,

the moose was spooked by the quietly ap-

proaching battalion. After the moose or-

deal, the troops searched for a campsite

and eventually reached the Island camp-
site at the southwest corner of Allagash

lake. It was there that Tom Hoffman, AKA
the Snake Hunter, caught his first snake of

the summer. The generals then served up a

delicious meal of chicken parm served
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over a soft bed of pasta.

Day 7: R&R (Generals orders)

Today we woke up at 0800 hrs. The Gen-

erals made a wholesome batch of pancakes

that were thoroughly laced with M&M's.
Peter, Tom, Steve, and Skwatch went out

and scouted a nearby island for treasures

- they only found a flip on the way back as

they turtled' the canoe. A capsize isn't al-

ways a bad thing and they seemed to have

fun in righting the vessel. We threw rocks

for hours trying to hit a stick about a hun-

dred yards offshore - were not quite sure

who won that contest. Lets just say it was a

Kieve tie. Around 1800 hrs. the generals

sat us down for a pizza party and we soon
thereafter retreated to the comforts of the

tents.

Day 8: Taking Action

During a time beyond arctic weather, at

an ungodly hour, the minutely rested mi-

litia was harshly awakened. This was fol-

lowed with a series of "power naps" until

Steve developed the testicular fortitude to

whip the troops into shape! After packing,

an exciting day began to unfold before our

eyes. After polishing off Allagash lake, a

shallow stream beckoned the soldiers. The
first volley of rapids came quickly, or not

considering they were barely 2" under.

Consequently, after the first tremendous
fall, Tom and Shaw suffered the first unin-

tentional capsize that resulted in a lost

grill. Today, Allagash streams treacherous

rocks are now painted green by none other

than the men who bleed this hue. Back to

the lakes...The short skirmish would not

last long. As expected, ferocious winds
rounded through mother nature's huge
Chamberlain Lake. After a short battle,

General Wood flexed his executive muscle
and decided to pull the troops to the shore.

After some sleeping, swimming, and eat-

ing, the battalion pressed on for a two hour
night paddle. With Mt. Khatadin and its

neighboring peaks looming in the distance.

Voyage called it an evening at a familiar

locale - Chamberlain dam! We enjoyed
some pb&j's and then headed to bed to pre-

pare for a long battle in the next day.

Day 9: Under Attack
The platoon slowly awoke after the pre-

vious nights paddle at 7am. We had
planned to enjoy Corn Beef Hash ( a troop

favorite) but we all decided to assault

Chamberlain early so we feasted on cereal

bars. We got under way into stiff head
winds - after some stops to re-coordinate

the attack it started to poor on us. The sky

got gray and teary, but we pushed on re-

fusing to succumb. The rain proved to be a

short splash and soon enough we encoun-
tered the men of Allagash 2 on a rest day.

We paddled south towards the outlet of

the lake and arrived at a rangers station

where we ate lunch (pepperoni and cheese)

and paid our dues. Following the stop, we
paddles about two miles to out campsite.

During the paddle, the Skwatch was able

to teach Chris how to paddle on the left

side - most of us blame General Phelps for

Chris's lack of strength on the left side.

Nonetheless, we celebrated with some
pb&J's. Sitting quietly under a tree,

Skwatch, Shaw, Pink, and Fuzzy heard
"Are you all Kieve?" They replied with a

"Yes" and then the voice countered with
"Oh we're Chewonki!". The blood froze

in our veins as the name of our rival rang

in our ears. Pink and Shaw went to Trevor

and warned him of the approaching ewoks.

After this close call we realized that they

were staying the in the adjoining camp-
site; proved only to be a minor dilemma.
For dinner we had a not so filling, but good
tasting steaming plate of garlic herb pasta.

We gathered around the campfire and
talked of the rapids the lie ahead. Snores

followed.

Day 10: White Water
The troops were pumped to get up the

next morning after a winning battle against

the ewoks. Not only were we pumped af-

ter a dramatic victory, we also were
psyched to test our skills on the Whitewater

before us. We set out on the water and af-

ter a short paddle we caravanned the ca-

noes and ate some cereal bars. We drifted

down towards the dam where we saw the

whites of the rapids eyes. Following a short

portage (15 yds) we laid our paddles into

the Whitewater. The rapids were great,

spinning the troops this way and that, but

it came to an end fairly quickly. Alas, it

was time for more lake paddling. Tom,
Shaw, Alex, and Pink quickly set up a tent

tarp to sail with, while the two general

boats, and troop boats, were having
trouble setting up a sail. After about an
hour or less the troops reached the other
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side of the lake where they came upon a

campsite and ate a hardy lunch. Here the

troops contemplated on whether or not to

keep on rolling. In the end - the decision

was Yes. So the troops packed up and went
for he next set of rapids. These rapids were
not as good as the prior set, but about half-

way through the rips, Tom and Shaw saw
an enormous bull moose about 10 feet

away. They immediately turned around
to ask anyone whether or not they had seen

the moose and no one had unfortunately.

About 30 minutes later the troops encoun-
tered a two foot drop which started the

many capsizes of the day. Fortunately, no
one capsized on the two foot drop, but af-

ter that it proved to be hell.

Number of Capsizes:

Trevor and Pete = 1

Duffy and Chris = 2

Skwatch and Steve = 3

Tom and Shaw = 0

Alex and Pink = 0

Although the capsizes are supposed to

be bad and annoying, our troops found
them to be fairly splendid. Chris had the

worse day - his water bottle, pair of pants,

a sweatshirt, and hiking boots were cap-

tured by the rips. In edition, he went face

first down the hardest rips of the day. On
the hardest set of rapids, Tom and Shaw
went first and claimed all baggage of the

following boats - Skwatch and Steve's bag-

gage was first to come as usual. After these

rapids we approached the portage. After

finishing we ate our snack and came to

our site rather quickly. There we set up
our tents and ate a delicious dinner of

ravioli and corned beef.

Day 11: Togue Lake
The troops awoke to the dreaded sound

of rain beating down on the flies of their

already soaked tents. However, being that

we had already tackled Webster Brook all

in one day we were able to have a leisurely

morning and not rush to break down
camp. The morning rations which were
nutrigrain bars were handed out as the

whole battalion squeezed into Little East

Lean-to in an attempt to stay out of the

rain. Sgt. Pinky and Sgt. Martin (the battal-

ion pyros) had fun lighting numerous
matches (a maneuver that came back to

haunt the whole cabain later on in the day)

while the other troops talked about their

beloved video games back at home. When
the rain appeared to slow up we made a

mad dash to break camp and get on the

lake. The briefing to the troops was as fol-

lowed; "Troops we will be heading down
Grand Lake Mattagamon 5 miles, we will

be hugging the coast to avoid boagies, we
will need to navigate precisely and swiftly

through the numerous islands in order to

go unnoticed." The platoon did a flawless

job and we pulled into our campsite un-
harmed. Chris and Pete set up their soaked
tent as the sun broke through the clouds

and finally dried it off. Eventually dinner

rolled around, however, as the generals

went to light the stove to make the meal of

chili and rice we found out that our
matches had been left back at our other

campsite. The troops once handled adver-

sity with great eased and settled for cheese

and pepperoni sandwiches. After this

greasy fattening feast and the sun went
down the bugs started swarming and ev-

erybod}^ hit the sack with thoughts and
hopes of sunny skies in the morning.
Day 12: No Dam Fun
A heat wave and an early wake-up call

brought the troops the energy to make it

across the treacherous lake. The destina-

tion was Matagammon. We scouted every

cove looking for the dam that we heard

many promising things about from Steve.

After a third inlet we were there. We saw
many signs that lead the troopers to be-

lieve that the general store sold pizzas and
subs. However, that was all a hoax. Next to

come were the shattering blows brought

to the dam when the troops discovered

that they could not jump off the dam into

the ripping current. Many rain showers
later and a mudslide away, Tom and Shaw
went to try their luck with two beautiful

Mattagammon women; soon to find their

true identities of Britney Spears and JLo
and the rest was history.

Day 13: Moral Boost

After the mudslide and the miserable

weather of the previous day the boys awak-

ened slightly damp to the sun trying to

peak through the clouds. The canoes were
loaded quickly and the boys headed dovm-
stream. A couple of rapids later (including

stair falls) the first portage of he day was
sighted. Steve and Skwatch led the way
with multiple trips. 2 capsizes and 750 wet
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matches later, the next portage came into

view. The portage was short and sweet but

the boys left with their stomachs lined with

the almighty cheese and pepperoni
combo. Only a mile to Grand Pitch falls

remained. At the campsite Steve and
Skwatch tore down the campsite trail to

see if their memories served them cor-

rectly. There it was. . .Grand Pitch Falls and
looking as gorgeous as ever! Due to the

high water levels, the water proved to be

mammoth as the battalion struggled to

summit the rock face. Steve prevailed

against the monstrous undertow, and in

the coming moments others followed with

the help of Steve and his noble rope. Ev-

ery conceivable use of the falls was put

into play, one way or another. One of the

cabin's favorites was to jump off the rock

and to swim under the falls. After several

hours of joyous swimming - the weary,

yet content, troops turned in after a meal
of corned beef hash, stuffing, and mash
potatoes. We eagerly awaited the day to

come.
Day 14: The never ending day
The troops arose around 7:30am and set

of from Grand Pitch Falls. Unfortunately,

the troops lacked the understanding that

they would embark on a 30 mile paddle
that day. The entire trip lasted an amazing
100 hrs. However, the burden of the trip

was immediately lifted when Alex and
Pink spotted the railroad bridge that Steve

and Andrew recalled from their days in

the Bank. At the bridge, Steve, Skwatch,
Tom, and Adam jumped into the cold wa-
ter. Fuzzy and Pink pressed on and arrived

at the campsite soon after the counselors.

In order to avoid the infamous Pinegrove
campsite, we chose to camp at a road side

rest stop. We ate some broccoli soup (or

was that gas soup?). Ask Duffy. With the

sound of Grindstone rips around us, we
laid in for another long summer's night.

Day 15: Ah Snap
The weary troops were woken up at

0500 hrs. to start on the last day with the

"Green Machines". We had to leave early

to get to our rendezvous point and meet
up with the Allagash battalion for our third

and final re-supply. As soon as we left the

campsite disaster struck. Two of the Green
Machines tipped and one which was nick-

named Britney suffered severe damage.

Despite all of the carnage, the rest of the

Green Machines were able to escape un-

scathed. We then turned in our Green Ma-
chines and were given a transport vehicle

(aka: van). After exchanging a few words
we were off again to our campsite. After

some rain we setup our campsite ready

for our challenge tomorrow.
Day 16: Just Playin' Around
The troops woke up at0700. They played

a game of horseshoes for a third bacon,

egg, and cheese sandwich. Shaw won the

ring toss with two ringers. We then left for

the rockslides at 10:30am and spent most
of the day there as we met up with the

boys of South Harris for some sun in the

fun. The troops then left the rockslides and
searched for bridges to jump off (a cabin

favorite). We found a bridge that seemed
suitable but in the end it proved to be a

shallow water system. After a dinner of

awesome quesadillas (continuing the

Mexican flavor of last night's fajitas) we
had a game of wiffleball with our amiable
neighbors. Our games were only a tad rusty

and the competition was fierce. The troops

then hit the sack and prepared to hike the

final steps of the Appalachian Trail - Mt.

Khatadin.

Day 17: Operation Mt. Khatadin
Another cold morning beckoned the

battalion. At 0500 hrs. the bell was
sounded. Everyone rushed to the LPC
knowing what lied ahead. The longest peak
Maine had to offer. The troops sprinted up
Abol trail - slipping and sliding on the

loose terrain with a large peak in the dis-

tance. With excitement running at an all

time high and a high degree of adrenaline

the troops made it to the top only to dis-

cover it was a false one. The seven mem-
bers of the group waited for the Generals

until they furthered their crusade. Soon
enough, the battalion was reunited and
continued on towards the summit; after

an hour or so of pictures and celebration,

the battalion headed back down Hunt Trail.

On must truly see to believe the treacher-

ous rocks, drops, jumps, and length of this

perilous trail. But alas. Long Voyage pre-

vailed! Upon our arrival at the campsite,

the pathetic faces of the Maryland Boy
Scouts glared at the caravan. Sadly, due to

BSP rules. Voyage was forced to move
campsites. After setting up camp and rins-
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ing off in a cold stream below the site, the

battalion enjoyed a pizza dinner. Soon
enough, with swollen feet but proud faces,

the men of Voyage called it a night.

Day 18: 1 can see clearly now
After a leisurely morning in tents with

temperatures high enough to make even

the most seasoned tripper sweat. Follow-

ing a friendly visit from the BSP ranger we
headed back up the road to hit the water

slides one last time. We enjoyed pancakes
- early on it was apparent that Pink and
Steve were the best pancake chefs. We had
a relatively slow day with the only excite-

ment being Pink chasing Tom's Crazy
Creek down the river and then back up the

rips. We raced back to our campsite and
took part in a skill long since learned,

breaking camp. We then drove to our final

campsite at Northern Outdoors. After hav-

ing a late lunch of Tuna with the necessary

condiments, the Skwatch reported that he

found some fresh water to drink! Pink and
Fuzzy followed up on this and went to fetch

some water. As he ventured to the bath-

room for water. Pink made an amazing
discovery. SHOWERS! After we all show-
ered ( a noticeable improvement) we hit

the Jacuzzi faster than Nelly can say "It's

getting' hot in here". Instead of staying in

the tents, we lounged in the lodge the en-

tire time until dinner. We played pool and
dice while some of the lucky soldiers with
heavy wallets purchased food. We stayed

and watched the slides and video of an-

other battalion knowing that those faces

would be us the next day. The troops

traded excited glances expecting good
things to come. After a dinner of soup we
settled in early for rafting tomorrow.
Day 19: Getting our Raft On
We were up early to conquer the

Whitewater of the Penobscot. We all had a

blast throughout the day watching each
other fall out of the boats. Wilderness Ad-
ventures was overwhelmed by the abili-

ties of the soldiers - they could seriously

get their raft on. It was a great way to end a

terrific trip. Following our adventure we
boarded the caravan for the last time and
began to make our retreat back to our wives
and children on the home front. Job well

done soldiers!

MAINE TRAILS I

Brendan Kelley

Day 1

After leaving camp with a rather calm
but stylish exit, Maine Trails I embarked
on their long journey. We drove to Bre-

men, the Kieve landing in the Musscongus
Bay, where we met our new friends for the

next 10 days, our kayaks. As we prepared
for our trip, our counselor from last year's

Long Voyage (Charles Brown) came with
his young cabin to stay the night. Soon
after they arrived we set of on our paddle.

We kayaked north on a tidal river for a

few miles exploring the islands and won-
derful bay that was our now our tempo-
rary home. We decided it was time to find

our camp and paddled over to Crow Is-

land. Crow Island was a rather small is-

land, but we made due with our site. At
our site we found an interesting tree, which
we named the "Butt Tree," given its ab-

normal growth in the lower section that

bulged out. That night we had a tasty

Thanksgiving dinner. The Officer of the

Day (OD) was Brendan Kelley.

Day 2

In the morning we radioed our former

cabin mate Sam Kennedy, who was plan-

ning a day trip with his family this day. We
were in need of a tent that did not have
holes covered by duck tape and bent poles.

Sam came out with his family, another

former cabin mate Bo Burns and deliv-

ered a tent. We started late to our destina-

tion, Thief Island. On our paddle to Thief,

we ran into the Kieve Girls Science camp
group who also planned on staying there.

Being the nice gentlemen we are, we of-

fered to paddle to a further camp site and
let them stay at Thief. We also ran into

Allagash II, who was out on the Snowgoose
for the day. At our new destination, Louds
Island, we cooked some wonderful stir-

fry. OD was Alex Klivecka.

Day 3

We woke at Louds Island a cooked some
amazing M&M pancakes, and we soon on
our way to Harbor Island. We stopped at a

lighthouse to eat our tuna lunch, but be-

cause it was bird nesting season, we were
not able to eat any were but the rocky
shore, which was fine. We caught a few
crabs and explored other marine wildlife,

but then we had to set of for our campsite.
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At our campsite we made delicious piz-

zas and had a few wrestling matches on
the soft thick grass. OD was Andy Simon.
Day 4

We woke up to beautiful weather, not a

cloud in the sky, Max, the OD, decided to

take today slow, and calm. The restless

cabin that did not feel complete without
working, so we started to push on to Otter

Island interrupted a planned day ofno pad-

dling. We stopped at Otter Island and ate

lunch, but the cabin thought we could push
it further and travel to the next island on
our schedule. We continued on and to our

surprise to cabin members, Nick Wellin

and Mac King had a grandfather who lived

on an island where we planning to camp.
We pulled our boats up to and amazingly
gorgeous home and found perfect grass,

wonderful landscaping and stunning ar-

chitecture. We finished the day off with
brownies and a little soccer and slept well

on the lush surface. OD was Max Abbott.

Day 5

Due to the fact that we were staying at

an overly amazing place, our OD, Dan
Seamans decided to make day 5 a rest day.

We had Pop Tarts for breakfast and played

some card games. Most of the cabin went
swimming of the peer. We played a num-
ber of soccer tournaments followed by
crossword puzzles and a great game of

charades.

Day 6

An early start was in order on this lovely

overcast mid summer morning in order to

meet Paul Keller for our resupply. Spirits

rose when along with mail we received a

cake from Sarah Riddleberger, and choco-

late chip cookies from Christine and Jen.

Then Paul drove us to Sedgewick bay, and
Robert Abbey, the O.D., led us on a liter-

ally "Ginormous" paddle. A lighting storm

struck and we were forced to seek refuge

on a nearby island. Then we continued to

Lazygut Island where we ate chicken and
pasta.

Day 7

Today Melchior was O.D. A beautiful,

humid day was ahead of us. Brendan
flipped his boat and Nick Wellin and Peter

Gerrity were very efficient in the rescue

drill. We paddled onward to a lovely is-

land where we dined on tuna, carrots, and
Christmas melon. We blazed on to Isle au

Haut where we hiked the miniscule Mount
Champlain, which gave us a view of the

ocean. We then paddled to nearby Kimball
Island and watched a fantastic sunset be-

fore eating and sleeping well.

Day 8

Mac King, the O.D., for the day gave his

minions pancakes and then embarked on
the "million dollar day" to Butter Island

(Sixteen nautical miles). There were some
seal sightings along the way and we passed
a cliff-top lighthouse.

Day 9

James Riddleberger was the O.D. and
called a rest day. We then ate oatmeal and
played car games on the luscious sand
beach. Peter and Brendan paddled across

to scout our take out on Deer Isle and they

concluded that we should cross the chan-

nel that night, just like General George
Washington on the Delaware. So we did.

We pitched tents in the dark on a public

library green and slept well.

Day 10

Nick was the O.D. We woke up and ate a

Pop Tart breakfast in bed and packed up
our gear to meet Sam Kennedy, Annika
Nilsson, and the "One". We drove with our

candy and mail, and stopped at McDonalds
and Subway then hit the trail. We hiked
three miles, ate some chow, and then
crashed.

Day 11

Connor McKenna was O.D. We got up
early did 11 miles, and found that our legs

were in need of strengthening. We hiked,

hiked, and hiked some more, hitting a

couple small peaks. We then ate some
amazing dank pasta and crashed.

Day 12

Peter was O.D. We did a four-mile day,

waking up in a downpour. We hiked with

some French-Canadian girls and then
climbed Barren Mountain, which was
"ridonculously" steep. We relaxed at

Cloud Pond and played cards with the girls

despite the small language barrier. Alex lit

himself on fire. Good night.

Day 13-

Max Abbot was O.D. Woke up before

the girls, and got out early. We then climbed

fourth, third, and Columbia Mountains. We
chilled out and ate gato gato pasta.

Day 14

Robert Abbey was O.D. We rose at
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6:15am to gorgeous weather and began
hiking. Along the way we brainstormed

about our entrance back at camp. We then

cHmbed Gulf Hagas Mountain which was
so much fun we didn't know what to do.

And then stayed at a great campsite where
Alex taught us a super game. We then slept.

Day 15

"Oh my god my legs, I cant feel my legs.

No, it wasn't really that bad, but it was
very hard. We started at Sidney Tappan
cmapsite, then went up, up, up West peak.

Hay Mountain was challenging as well.

Then we went up, up, up, up, up White
Cap Mountain. But then we went down
very steep hills for five miles. Gorp lunch
and Cous Cous dinner kept us sated all day.

Great site."

Connor McKenna (O.D.)

Day 16
Melchior was O.D. Breakfast was

oatmeal to begin an easy day. Arrived at

Cooper falls lean to at lunchtime. Ate some
delicious miles for lunch. Our campsite
had an excellent waterfall. Everyone went
swimming it was great. We spent the

evening and afternoon playing card games.

That night, Kieve was on our minds.
Day 17

Dan was O.D. Woke up to some lovely

pop-tarts, ran swiftly to our re-supply.

Where we waited for Scott who was laden
with mail and goodies. Then we finished

our hike and ate a lot of pizza.

Day 18

Nick was O.D. We rolled out of the sack

and gorged ourselves on blueberry pan-
cakes. During lunch we decided to com-
bine our ten-mile day with tomorrow's 11-

mile day and go 21 miles. This trek caught

us up with Maine Trails III. We hiked hard
and fast. Then we slept hard.

Day 19

James was O.D. We rose late, in order to

get sleep after our huge day. We ate

oatmeal then hike eleven miles to the herd
brook lean to. We ate lunch at Rainbow
Mountain, which we promptly climbed.

We saw Katahdin and ate much fiesta

rice.... MMMMMMMM! MMMmmmmm!
Good.
Day 20

Andy was O.D. We ate some great pop
tarts then set out to help our community
by building stone stairs for the prestigious

Maine Appalachian Trail Club (MATC). We
hiked incredibly quickly to Abol bridge,

which marked our completion of the Hun-
dred Mile Wilderness. We drank soda, re-

laxed, and watched Long Voyage raft down
the West Branch Penobscot River. Then
that night we ate and talked around the

campfire.

Day 21

The dashing Mac King was O.D. We ate

oatmeal and hit the road, traveling at ludi-

crous speeds and reaching our pickup
point way early. Then Henry, Sam, Mr.

Riddlberger, and Mr. Abbey, arrived bear-

ing hundreds of dollars worth of food. We
ate so much. Max and Alex had a great

wrestling match and then we slept.

Day 22
Peter was the O.D. We woke up at four

o'clock am. We ate good cereal then hit

the trail and hiked the monstrous Mt.

Katahdin in 2.5 hours. Henry Kennedy
treated us to a lunch of pizza and we re-

turned to Kieve with a fabulous entrance

following a fabulous trip. If Voyage made
us men, then Trails made us gods ....

Individual Reflections

Connor "Slice" McKenna—For the past

seven years, Kieve has been like a second
home to me. For my first three years, I

went first session but due to a family vaca-

tion planned during first session, I was
forced to switch. So, for the next four years,

I went to second session. We had a lot of

good times but Maine Trails had to be the

best trip of all. Since I was the youngest by
a couple years, I was known as "the Fresh-

man." I would recommend to anyone who
reads this to go to Kieve and spend as much
time there as possible; it truly is a special

place. I'm incredibly sad that I can't come
back as a camper, but I'm definitely com-
ing back as a counselor. I wish all the best

to current and upcoming campers, and I

hope your Kieve is as great as mine was.

Peter Gerrity—My camper years are

coming to a close. I'll miss it, and the hole

it leaves in my summers will never be
filled until I return as a counselor a few
years from now. I can't wait to become a

counselor. The trip really let me think

about what I was going to do this next year.

All in all, the time I spent here was really

special, and definitely changed my life for-

ever.
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Mac King—Camp Kieve was a wonder-
ful place to spend my previous seven sum-
mers. The people I have met here have
become some ofmy closest friends. I have
had a "ginormously ridonculous" amount
of fun here. My seven years here have been
some of the best of my life. I hope to keep

my friendships with all my friends. I feel

we have an exceptionally cohesive group,

and I hope to keep in touch. You know
what they say. . . "A summer without Kieve

is like a turtle without its shell."

Dan Seamans—Kieve is loads of fun. It's

fun in the sun. I love the activities. They
expand my abilities. The trips are good. I

hope it's understood. Kieve is the best place

to be. It has brought out the best of me.
Robert Abbey—My experiences at Kieve

have been the best ofmy life. Maine Trails

was the best trip that I did. The people in

my cabin make Kieve what it is to me be-

cause of their great camaraderie and spirit,

and some have been with me for seven

years. At the candlelight ceremony, I real-

ized that just as my candle is quickly go-

ing out, my time as a camper is winding
down to an end. I would like to take this

opportunity to thank Charlie Richardson,

Pete LaCasse, Henry Kennedy, Paul Keller,

my cabin, and everyone else that made
my time at Kieve wonderful.

Melchior Fabre-I had wonderful times

at Kieve each time I came. The trips are

fun and I love spending time with the

cabin. Maine trails was a great trip, I had
the best time ofmy life. I am very sad that

Kieve is over for me as a camper. My sum-
mers without Kieve will be empty like a

cake with no icing.

James Riddleberger-There is no place in

the world quite like Kieve. This was my
eighth year as a camper and each year has

been better than before. I cannot think of a

better trip than Maine Trails to finish my
time as a camper. It was an amazing trip.

Paddling in sea kayaks among the Maine
lobstermen to hiking the last 100 miles of

the Appalachian Trail. It was an incredible

feeling of accomplishment as I hiked with

my cabin all the way to the base ofKatahdin

and then to the peak on our last day of the

trip. I cannot imagine my summers with-

out Kieve and my cabinmates, but my time

as a camper is finished. I love Kieve and
can't wait to return as a counselor.

Nick Wellin-Life is what you make of

it. Meet as many people as you can. Now
go climb another mountain.
Andy Simon-This trip has been the cul-

mination of all of our years together and
the experiences we have shared as a cabin.

I feel like this year we really came closer

together than we have ever been. I am
thankful for everything, and I appreciate

the friendships I have established along

the way. I hope that I will be able to share

the experiences I had with future campers
when I come back as a counselor.

Max Abbot-When starting camp, like

most beginners I was afraid of being away
from my parents, afraid of making new
friends, afraid of all the challenges. Now it

amazes me what I would trade to go back
to those times when I still had years of

camp ahead of me. I remember looking up
at the Maine Trails campers with wonder,
and now I am looking back at all of my
experiences, my time as a camper draw-
ing to a close. I have had wonderful times

and horrible times, but that is what has

molded me into who I am today. Kieve
has helped to build me. I cannot begin to

give enough thanks to the directors, Hemy,
Pete, and Charlie; three spectacular men
and excellent role models. I cannot express

my gratitude, and the feelings I have to-

wards my brothers here at Kieve, and to

those who have guided me, my counse-

lors. Thanks to everyone who makes Kieve

work, I hope someday to grow into a per-

son like you.

Alex Klivecka-The Maine Trails expe-

rience is truly one of Courage, Persever-

ance, and Loyalty, three essential Kieve

values that manifest themselves in each
and every camper that walks the trail from
Monson to Katahdin. Following the white

blazes of the A.T. leads you through both
the Hundred-Mile Wilderness and the wil-

derness of your own mind, yielding in-

sights and realizations with every bend and
twist along the way. For the campers it is a

journey of growth and maturity, a trans-

formation from camper to counselor; for

myself, as a first-year counselor, it was a

time to learn the skills needed to become
a better mentor and role-model to camp-
ers. Etched in my memory are the faces

and voices of the men who walked that

trail with me, who shared in the good and
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bad, who threw themselves into an expe-

rience that would surely change us all for

the better. I am proud to have spent twenty-

two days with Andy, Melchior, Connor,

Robert, James, Max, Nick, Peter, Mac, Dan,

and Brenden; names that I hope to see on
the Kieve staff list in three years. You are

the future of Kieve, and what a bright fu-

ture it looks to be. If I have one piece of

advice, it is to tackle every experience in

your life with the same spirit and attitude

that I saw every day on the trip. You are all

extraordinary souls, I wish you luck and
give you thanks for the best summer of

my life.

Brendan Kelley—Kieve is an environ-

ment in which character is built and tested,

where everyone has the opportunity to

teach and to learn, and where synergy is

the rule. Since Maine Trails was such an
extensive and rigorous trek, it exempli-

fies these aspects of Kieve. In particular,

the Hundred Mile Wilderness was the cru-

cible where my campers were forged into

strong, methodical hikers. As I taught them
techniques for life in the woods, my camp-
ers made me aware of their constantly

changing perspectives regarding our
shared experience. Unquestionably, the

whole of our group was greater than the

sum of its parts and I am grateful to have
been included in it.

MAINE TRAILS II

Day 1

We woke up in our cabin on Lake Dama-
riscotta. We then packed our bags and
headed for flag. Once the van was loaded
up we backed out of the narrow driveway.

Our van backed into a ditch, which caused
us to be late for breakfast. After breakfast

we began to make sure that we have ev-

erything. WE left camp at about 10:30 and
headed out on our journey. The van
dropped us off at the beginning of the for-

est in Monson. After packing our food and
group gear in our bags, we departed on the

trail at about 2:40 PM. The terrain became
very stumpy and challenging. After taking

2 breaks we finished the 3-mile hike to

our campsite. My fellow campers and I

then unpacked the tents and set them up.

We then all became amazed with Gordie's

fresh water pump. Zach, the filter geek,

took over Gordie's water pump and began

to keep a log. Everyone laughed at Zach's

amazement with the water filter. WE then

began to cook dinner in our two separate

groups. Grumpy and Lumpy, two other

hikers, then showed up. They told us sto-

ries about how they scared a bear away
using to rocks. Noah and his cook group
spilt some chicken on the ground. While
we ate, another hiker showed up. He had
named himself Sidewinder. He had 16

miles to the campsite that day. We finished

our "gourmet" meal and washed our dirty

plates. When cleaning our panickens, Zach
found it especially hard to swallow the

water he used to clean his panicken. Then
Pete told us to gather all our food from our

bags. We then put our food in our sleeping

bag stuff sack and hung them up in the

trees. This was so that no bear or other

animal would reach our food that was sup-

posed to last us till our next re-supply.

Another group of hikers then showed up.

They were named Whizkid and Buzz. They
were hiking in the opposite direction as

us. We then all began our preparations for

the night. These included brushing our

teeth and closing our bags. Then everyone

retired to their tents while Jason Oberg and
Joe McCarthy sang Christmas Carols and
made animal noises.

Written by Trevor Stuart

Day 2

We awoke to the chirping of the early

birds and the startling voice of Pete. We
disassembled the Eureka tents and packed
our hiking bags. Our hike's elevation fluc-

tuated greatly as we started our daily ex-

cursion on the A.T. We soon meet up with,

and passed, our new acquaintances, the

father-son duo, who went by the name of

Lumpy and Grumpy. The trail meandered
down a steep hill as we approached a rush-

ing river. We put on our Tevas and began
the forge. After our counselors, we flocked

across the moving water. Eleven campers
made it across dry while Trevor remained
on the opposite shore eyeing his route. He
began the traverse but was interrupted

when he lost a shoe. He instinctively chased

the shoe down the flowing water, manag-
ing to save it. He was not fortunate enough,

however, to stay dry, he slipped on a de-

ceiving rock, dousing his entire bag and
himself. We were laughing and taking pic-

tures of the fallen camper, though, it was
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all in good fun. Lunch was our reward af-

ter Trevor finished the forge. We put on
our hiking boots and hauled up a demand-
ing slope to the water-lacking campsite.

We efficiently set up camp and cooked din-

ner. Our meal and evening conversation

was accompanied by Brehan's Cutter

Candle. We turned in for the night as the

rain began to fall.

Written by Zach DeWitt
Day 3

We awoke at 8:30 with thoughts of a huge
day ahead. As we slowly dissembled our

tents while eating our Clif Bars, Lumpy
and Grumpy departed from the lean-to

with hopes ofthe same day we had in mind,

a nine mile trek which almost all of it was
uphill. We finally left the campsite at 9:30

and the day started with only a slight up-

hill. We set out at a blistering pace, but

then slowed because we knew we would
struggle later on. Soon after getting on the

trail, we passed Lumpy and Grumpy,
something we would have to do many
times because of our long stops. Then the

slope became very steep, and somehow
the pace increased. We made amazing
time, and after many grunts and groans

from Brehan, we came upon the Barren

Slide, which is many rocks in a pile which
provide for some amazing views and some
very deep gaps. We spent half an hour there

while Jason decided to have Joe help him
with his photo shoot. Shortly after we left

the slide we reached the summit, only af-

ter a huge final uphill grind. As everyone

came to the summit, James wandered in

with a bloody nose, which he claimed was
due to the altitude, but the rest of us were
convinced he ran into a tree. After spend-

ing some time on the summit we headed
towards the campsite which we thought

was only a mile away, but after a long ac-

cess path, it turned out to be closer to a

mile and a half. We all organized ourselves

and were about to go swimming in the

pond, which is more like a lake, when we
realized that Gordie and James were yet to

arrive, even though Pete, who was bring-

ing up the rear, had long since arrived.

Brehan and Pete ran off to save the day,

and returned with both campers. We had a

dinner of spaghetti, herbs and harlic, and a

whole lot of cheese. Gordie, Noah and I

spent half an hour on a rock in the pond

scraping off burnt pasta from the bottom
of the pots. We then went to our tents, tired,

and awaiting another great day tomorrow.
A great day three was finally in the books.

Written by Bruce Hallett

Day 4

It's all a blur...

Day 5

Today we woke at 8:30 and began to

take down our tents and pack our bags. We
took our time getting ready as a result we
didn't leave until about 9:30. Early on in

the day we had to break to bandage a few
bad blisters that had formed on Bruce's

heel. The mourning was fairly easy ex-

cluding a brutal down hill stretch. The
downhill wasn't as tiring as going uphill

but far more painful on the knees and toes.

Around midday we were met with a wide
river that was about shine deep all the way
across. There were some rocks that were
scattered across the river, which made it,

possible but difficult to cross with out

soaking your shoes. Brehan chose to cross

the river on the rocks, he was able to get

across without falling in but he got his feet

wet anyway. All the others that tried to

follow Brehan fell and got their boots

drenched. I chose to put my sandals on
and keep my boots dry for the rest of the

hike. After crossing the river we took a

long break and talked with lumpy and
grumpy. The rest of the day was a gradual

uphill climb, which proved harder than

expected. About a mile and a half from the

campsite we broke and misread the map
and predicted there was only about ten

minutes left, which made the remaining
mile and a half, seem endless. When we
finally arrived at camp we quickly set up
camp. Joe was feeling ill and took a long

nap. Soon after we made dinner, pasta with

pesto sauce and lots of cheddar, it was
great. The meal was enough to make Joe

feel better. After dinner we sat and talked

then meandered to bed.

Written by Reed Howard
Day 6

The men of MT2 awoke to clouds and
humidity. After power bars a desire to hit

the trail was fueled. An earlier start al-

lowed the cabin to start hiking a little after

the sun rose. A brutal beginning uphill

climb set the tone for the day. Gulf Hagas
Mountain was soon topped and after a short
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break the pack continued walking. Led by
their fearless leader Jason a total of 3 more
mountains were overtaken. All four of the

climbs served to be rigorous and challeng-

ing. However none more tiring than the

infamous White Cap Mountain. Halfway
up White Cap a torrential downpour com-
menced . People were slipping left and
right but the warriors went on. After get-

ting to the top ofWhite Cap a decision was
made. The men of MT2 would camp at a

lean-to two miles from the apex of White
Cap. An endless trek ensued down shear

rock faces. Completely soaked the twelve

cabin mates and their counselors trudged

into camp at around 2:30. A well-deserved

meal of peanut butter and honey on moldy
pitas was devoured at the site. Cheese rice

and broccoli finished the day off right.

Soon after dinner night fell upon the men
from Kieve and they all slept soundly.

Jason Oberg
Day 7

We arose to a chilly and damp morning.

We set out with a few stragglers tagging

along at the back. The first portion of the

hike was uneventful except for two small

mountains. Towards the end of our 11 mile

hike we stopped at a sand beach. Some
people swam, others chilled. When we fi-

nally arrived at the lean-to we discovered

an amazing river, and swimming spot. Af-

ter everyone finished with the swimming
we ate a dinner of pasta and slowly fell to

sleep.

Written by James C. Ingalls

Day 8

We woke up eager to get to our re-suply

and have our first contact with civiliza-

tion since the trip started. We covered the

first leg of the hike quickly, reaching the

re-suply point about an hour later. We
thought that since the first three miles had
been so easy, the rest of the day would fly

by. We were wrong.
Stopping every hour or so, we managed

to keep a quick pace for our pre-lunch trav-

els. We were starting to slow down by the

time we arrived at the base of the one hill

we had to climb that day. The group de-

cided after a small debate that we would
eat lunch and renew our energy before the

uphill part of our hike. It was then that we
realized that the camp knife had been left

three miles behind us at our last stop. We

ate a lunch of peanut butter and jelly and
mourned the loss of the knife, then contin-

ued on our way.

The up-hill climb was much easier then
we had thought it was going to be. We fin-

ished the hill, which was only two miles

to the other side, in a little more then an
hour. However, we had already covered a

large distance and we were already start-

ing to tire. From then on, we never went
much faster then two miles per hour.

After a seemingly never-ending day, we
finally arrived at our campsite, and it was
decent. There was a large area to swim in,

which was nice after a long hard day. Ev-

eryone fell asleep quickly after we learned

that we had another day ahead of us which
was almost as long as this day. Oh well,

Katahdin will come soon enough.
Written by Max Stokes

Day 9

First, we woke. Our campsite was a good
example of the trip's mean, except for its

logged skeleton that formed pathways and
boxed in the recommended tent sites. I was
leaving my tent at a fairly early time for

me - I'm usually among the slowest to wake
& get ready. Today I did manage to delay

us, despite my commendable start. We
began at a good pace, the cabin spread along

the trail as is the norm. We didn't stop un-

til we reached a road 3 miles from camp.
Usually, or at least in the first few days, we
could barely manage to endure a fraction

of an hour without breaks, and while the

terrain may have been slightly more radi-

cal then, it still shows some physical im-

provement in us, especially since we made
it there in less than an hour. During our

break the normal events took place; the

filling of water bottles, the taping of feet,

and the trading of food, with small con-

versations going on all the while. After the

departure the pace was slower on request,

and we went for a respectable amount of

time without stopping. The next was also

predetermined by council; a stream be-

fore our mountains of the day, where we
could fill up (water). When we actually

reached this place, Brehan, disappointed

with the water source, scouted farther

ahead for a better one. After a while he

blew his whistle twice to signify his fail-

ure, so we filled up with murky water and
moved on. You might notice a lack of pic-
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tures at the summit we reached that day,

and that is because it's ahitude in no way
shows the effort it drained us. This moun-
tain contained the same frustration of any
other: one would finish climbing a

rockslide, their legs burning and breath

quickening, and look up to see an even
steeper climb with no hint of an end. It is a

fact that I know to be true of every boy in

the cabin - they pushed themselves, as al-

ways, and succeeded in continuing when
they thought they couldn't. Each has one

or a combination of issues making each

day's trek a challenge; multiple blisters,

sore knees, 50 plus pound packs, fatigue

and others. Currently, in my tent, I just

heard a complaint of blisters while 1 was
writing the last sentence - its common.
At the top of the mountain we rested,

accompanied by a 'through-hiker' (or one
who began in Georgia) named Moses (hik-

ers usually use trail names). We ate pea-

nut-butter and honey in pitas, took pic-

tures and moved on. Once at the bottom of

the hill our speed quickened further, and
the group was spread out once again. We
took a break late in the day, and Pete went
back to make sure we didn't miss our site.

As our councilor returned, a hiker passed,

and told us the 'lean-to; was 400 steps up
the path. He was shockinly accurate, and
we hung around wating for the whole
cabin to arrive at our site. We set up tents

and began cooking our rice dinner. Some
took a nap, some swam, some talked until

we arrived at our current period of the

day - tents. Its not forced, but everone be-

gins to drift to their shelter at a certain,

standard time. I'm going to read.

Goodnight.

Written by, Joseph McCarthy
Day 10

8:50 A.M ,"Everybody up!" yelled Pete.

We got up, packed up, and got out. First

thing, we crossed Rainbow Stream. We
hiked for about an hour and took a quick

brake, we had already reached Rainbow
pond, about two and a half miles from
where we started. We kept on hiking and a

couple hours later we stopped for a lunch
of pepperoni and cheese. As soon as we
finished lunch we put our packs back on
and started the short assent of Rainbow
ledges. We summited in twenty minutes
and kept on going. A sign on the top told

us that we had only 2.6 miles to our camp-
site.

When we arived at the campsite we found

five other tents that the M.A.T.C. had set

up (we passed them earlier that day while

the were making rock steps up Rainbow
ledges). Eventually we found places to set

our tents up and then we cooked dinner,

pasta and cheese. After we cleaned up we
went to bed thinking about the next and
last day of hiking with packs.

Written by Gordie Whelpley
Day 11

We arose on July 28'^ to the shrieking of

people "sleeping" in the lean-to. After the

cacophony died down, the cabin was able

to enjoy another hour and a half of sleep.

We got up for good when Brehan yelled

for us to awake. We had a delicious break-

fast of crumbled pop tarts, then proceeded
to hike 3.4 miles to Abol Bridge. We ended
up waiting a half hour for Joe to reach the

rest of the group. The counselors went into

the general store at Abol bridge and bought
us gifts of Gatorade and Doritos. We
watched an older gentleman sit in his Mus-
tang and listen to horrible music. He was
very interesting. After chilling out for an
hour we started off for our campsite. We
hiked along the west branch of the

Penobscot, up and down hills and across

streams until we reached our pickup point.

We waited for a substantial period of time,

watching Zach get his butt kicked by Hoss
and Bruce. Libby finally picked us up and
took us to the campsite. We set up the tents

and half of the cabin made diner while the

other half played football. The dinner was
the best so far. After that we went to bed
with the sound of thunder overhead.

Written by: Sam Hough
Day 12

We woke up after a night of thunder and
Ightning and got ready for hikeing kataden.

We had a coupkler of popo tarts and we
were on are way. we began hikeing at

around 10:30. The day was really cloudy
and it looked like it was goiung to rain. We
began to run up yhe mountain as we got

higher the wether got worse and the trail

became more technical to the point were
it was like rock climbing. We couldn't tell

how far we had left beacause we were in

the middle of a cloud and could only see a

30 foot range. We reached the sighn that
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said 1 mile and that seemed to be the long-

est mile I have ever hiked. We finally

reached the top and looking back on the

trip it all was one of my greatest

acomplishments. We were at the top for

on hour in the cold then we all regrouped
for photos although one camara didn't

work for about 5 minouts. We heded down
the mountain and drove back to camp. We
had rice pilaf and plaid some Frisbee than

went to bed over looking the accomplish-
ments of the trip

Day 13

We awoke at around 7 o'clock. We threw
all of our stuff in our hiking bags for our

last time. We cleaned up the campsite and
threw as much of the gear on top of the

van as possible. Noah and Sam tied the

gear to the roof of the van. We left our

campsite in Baxter at around 8 o'clock.

We then drove to pick up Pet's rain jacket.

We made began our drive to Bangor where
we had to make a "quickstop" to get

Brehan's eyes checked out. He thought that

he had scratched his cornia. After drop-

ping Brehan off at the hospital, we drove

to Kmart to pick up some much-needed
supplies. We did a series of errands, then

drove to Subway for lunch. The whole
cabin got foot long subs. We then re-

boarded the van and drove to pick up
Brehan. We got to the hospital and we were
unable to locate him. After about two
hours he came out and told us that he
needed to see a special eye doctor. He then

disappeared into the hospital again. Be-

tween the time that he went back into the

hospital and came out again Bruce had res-

cued a child. Bruce spotted the little boy
and went up to him. Bruce then asked the

boy where his parents were. The boy did

not answer the question but thought of

Bruce as an instant friend. After playing

with the little boy, Bruce and Jason brought

him to one of the hospital security guards.

The guards then found the boys parents.

Brehan then came out and we drove to the

eye specialists. Here everyone walked
around the building filling up waterbottles

and going to the bathroom. Before we
knew it Brehan was out of the building

and ready to go. By this time we had been
informed that we were going to sleep at

Bremen and start our sea kayaking the next

day. This therefore meant that we were

going to end our sea kayaking at

Sedgewick. We then drove on and made
our final stop to pick up some wool hats

for Will and I. Before we knew it, we were
pulling into Bremen. There the Junior
Kieve counselors welcomed us. We
pitched tents and began to unload our stuff.

Under the cover of darkness we read our
mail we had received, and transferred our
stuff from our hiking packs to our water-

proof bags. We then finally went to sleep,

thinking of the days of sea kayaking which
laid ahead of us.

Written by Trevor Stuart

Day 14
We lethargically rolled out of our sleep-

ing bags. After our Motel-6 level break-

fast, which consisted of eggs, sausages, and
muffins, we watched Pete and Brehan dem-
onstrate how to pack our limited spaced
water bags and kayaks. Charlie Brown soon
granted us with his presence as Brehan re-

mained at camp in order to let his scratched

cornea and dilated pupil heal. Our desti-

nation. Crow Island, was only 700 hun-
dred yards away, being the assertive and
charismatic men that we are, we turned a

short paddle into a four nautical mile ad-

venture. We pulled into Crow Island with-

out breaking a sweat, we immediately
emptied the boats, brought up group gear

and set up camp. Noah, Jason and I jumped
off rocks into the frigid harbor and joined

the rest of the cabin who were either read-

ing or sleeping on the sun-basked rocks.

We ate like kings that night as we enjoyed

the sun setting over the lobster-buoyed

harbor. The night slowly came to a close

and our chatter died down as each tent

prepared for bed.

Written by Zach DeWitt
Day 15

We all awoke up 9:00 in the morning,

which everyone enjoyed. We slowly started

to pack up while everyone was eating

breakfast. Reed and Zach amazed every-

one when they had their boat packed and
ready to go in minutes. The Snowgoose
rolled around at about 10 to drop offBrehan

in exchange for Charlie Brown. Zach
quickly informed Brehan about everything

that had happened in the previous day. The
last boat left Crow Island at 11:30 and we
paddled against the head winds all day. We
stopped to regroup at an island, which was
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really just a big rock, and while we were
waiting Jason hopped out of his kayak and
ran up on the rock scaring the hundreds of

birds into flight. This was quite a sight as

the birds circled overhead. We then headed
to the island, and the red team came out

with a win in this years much debated race.

We pulled up to a beach, and as the counse-

lors went to find the campsite, the campers

unloaded the boats. The campsite was
amazing. The campers slowly started put-

ting up the tents as Pete(Has) made lunch.

Noah, Reed, Will, and Max went off to find

the rumored caves, and spent much time

there. We started cooking dinner at around

5:30 and Pete decided we would cook the

day 16 dinner instead because he wanted
it. We downed the very saucy and cheesy

macaroni and then did a much needed ster-

ilization of everyone's spoons. Brehan
started a game of football toss with five

campers and Sam and Trevor ended up with

countless numbers ofpush ups. We all went
to our respectful sleeping areas, whether it

was inside the tent or out, at 8:45 we were
ready and waiting for day 16.

Written By Bruce Hallett

Day 16

Day 17

Today was the day of our resupply. We
had originally planned to leave early but

the fog rolled in and we had to postpone
our departure until after the fog lifted.

When it did lift we paddled away from
Otter Isle with high spirits. Gordie and 1

(Sam) argued about who would pick us up
at Friendship, our designated pickup
point. We paddled the 4 miles to Friend-

ship at a good pace and except for dodging
a few larger boats, we had a relatively un-

eventful paddle. As we landed in Friend-

ship we saw the Kieve bus "Loyalty" and
heard Metallica blasting from the front

seat. It was at that moment we realized the

"ONE", Kieve 's favorite bus driver, would
be our chauffeur for the day. We quickly

loaded the kayaks and took off. Unfortu-

nately we received the wrong resupply so

Pete and Brehan stopped at a grocery store

to pick up the missing items. We soon left

and enjoyed a lunch ofham or turkey sand-

wiches. Eventually we reached the put in

at Deer Isle and started paddling to our
campsite. We reached it in short order but

only after Will and James were accosted

by porpoises. We landed and set up camp.
The dinner that night was especially good,

having calzone/pizzas. When they were
finished we all turned in, looking forward

to the day ahead.

Written by: Sam Hough
Day 18
We awoke to the sound of waves lap-

ping against the shore. Max and Gordie

were no where to be found when the rest

of us climbed out the tent. The counselors

reminded us that they were paddling to

Max's house to get fresh drinking water.

Soon all of the supplies were packed and
breakfast was on the stove. Halfway
through our egg, bagel sandwiches Max
and Gordie returned with the water. Bruce
hooked his leg on a fish hook as we were
departing from the island. Finally at

around 12:15 we paddled away from
Campbell Island. After an easy paddle we
reached Potato Island. Peanut butter and
jelly served as lunch and we all spent the

day relaxing. A mediocre dinner of Cous
Cous and Chicken was cooked up as the

day came to an end. Zach and the counse-

lors had a Cous Cous scuffle but it was all

in good fun. After clean up we all headed
to bed.

Jason Oberg
Day 19

We awoke late morning to a blanket of

fog surounding and imminently trapping

us on the tiny Potato Island. We were
served a breakfast of pop tarts and bagels

in bed. Most of the day was spent trying to

pass time on possibly the smallest island

we've camped on. After many strenous

hours trying to pass the time we arrived at

a spice filled dinner of cous-cous. About a

half an hour after everyone forced them
selves to eat bland servings of cous-cous.

Somehow Zach was willing to eat a hand
full. After dinner boredome indused sleep

insued.

Written by James C. Ingalls

Day 20
Day 20 will be remembered as wet and

windy. It was one of our longest kayaking
days (5 miles) and although it was diffi-

cult, we finished it extremely quickly. This

was partly because of our eagerness to set

off from Potato Island, and because of our
extra energy we had after our rest day.
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The heavy winds sent waves over the

sides of our boats, and spray flying every-

where. The upside to it was that the winds
and the current also pushed us forward

quickly, causing us to almost double our

average speed. In under two hours we were
at our next site, near to which was a fresh

water swimming place, which, due to

smell, we assumed was connected to a lo-

cal sewer system.

Today was fun, although slightly un-

comfortable, it was hard to believe that

the trip was so close to being over. So sad,

yet so happy.

Written by Max Stokes

Day 21

We slept late, and woke only to eat

breakfast bars under a tarp. When we were
packed, we headed through a mile ofrough
water to Stonington - a nearby tourist town
on Deer Isle. There, we split up, but met
for some ice cream about an hour later.

We left, and slowly made our way to an-

other rock-circumscribed island. There a

football toss took place, where the player

at fault in a drop was forced to retrieve it

from the water = currently we're cooking

some cheese pasta and preparing for to-

morrow, the last (and longest) paddle.

Written by Joseph McCarthy
Day 22

We woke up early, packed up our boats

and were about to leave when we found
out the Joe didn't have a paddle. The rest

of us started to paddle out and when we
got to our first brake, we saw Joe in the

front of his boat paddling well Jason sat in

the back stearing. We paddle on and a

couple miles later the group got seperated

into two groups. One group went towards
a large rock well the other stayed by the

coast of and island. The group then went
out towards the rock and ended up seeing

a whale, but they had to paddle an extra

three miles. When we finaly grouped to-

gether we started the final stretch of our

paddle. After about 30 minutes we arrived

at our pick up to see the One standing out-

side the Kieve bus.

We packed all of our boats onto the

trailer and filed onto the bus. We drove to

McDonalds and had and excellent lunch,

afterwards we drove to Roundtop. We had
a lot of time to kill before we could come
back to camp because we had planned a

huge entrance for dinner. We eventually

drove back to camp and parked by the

BMT. We had to duct tape Zach to the hood
of the bus. We drove into camp and threw
twinkles and Ho-Ho's at little kids as the

bus was blasting "Crazy Train".

Written by Gordie Whelpley

MAINE TRAILS III

Day 1

And Mini Maine Trails is off! We're iden-

tical to the regular Maine Trails in every

respect, only 1/3 its size. We reminded camp
of that fact during breakfast and prepared

to go. We stayed for the camp picture and
then it was "Adios, Camp Kieve."

We stopped briefly with Pete LaCasse to

grab a VHF, water, and some styling shades

for Jim and Guillaume. From there it was
straight to Sedgewick, our put-in spot. A
lunch of PB&J on pitas, a wave goodbye to

Pete, and that was it.

Our plan was fairly simple: head to

Campbell Island and set up camp. And we
did just that. We had a quick tutorial on
how to paddle and steer a kayak as well as

one on campsite management. Rob put
together a fabulous dinner of chicken
teriyaki and then it was off to bed. Note:

Eric was the first to use his boom-box.
Day 2

We were all awoken by the sound of lob-

ster boats, blaring Melissa Etheridge at 7

AM. Not your typical wake up call, but it

will do for an alarm clock. Bagels and or-

anges found their way into our stomachs
quickly and we were off.

Our plan was to head to Burnt Island

and we did just that. There were some
quick run-ins with erratic lobstermen and
a sailboat that I'm convinced was trying to

impale our kayaks, but all three boats made
it to Burnt safe and sound. We did have
one problem, though: the campsite was
sub-par and we would have to haul our

kayaks up seaweed covered rocks exposed
by low tide to get there. A quick re-evalu-

ation of our plan and we went to Kimball

Island, a half-hour's paddle away.

Kimball Island turned out to be a good
choice. There was nice soft ground for us

to sleep on and a rock beach we could eas-

ily carry our kayaks up. The foursome was
quick to set up camp while Rob and I

turned our attention to lunch: pepperoni
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on pita with Brie cheese (which was quite

tasty, Pete). The foursome rested their ach-

ing muscles and read while the counsel set

up horseshoes. The European contingent

got to cook dinner, due to Rob's poor horse-

shoe skills. Boboli pizzas and pepperoni
were on the menu and it was devoured by
all. Guillaume found the hard way that the

camp knife was (and is) very sharp, but we
got him patched up in no time.

After dinner was spent taking pictures,

playing the harmonica, discussing bands
with Jim, learning how to play cricket (Rob

decided we needed some English culture),

and appreciating the sunset. Soon after,

though, the bugs came out, and we all ran

to our tents for cover.

Day 3

Another beautiful day on the ocean...

sort of. We woke up to overcast skies, but

thankfully, no rain. We had a quick break-

fast of Nutrigrains before a quick paddle
over to Isle au Haut to fill up on some fresh

water. From there it was straight to Sandy
Island. There weren't any campsites there,

so we went to Crotch Island. None there,

either. Finally we found a great campsite
on Rock Island, facing Stonington.

We cooked up some grilled cheese sand-

wiches for lunch, which were much ap-

preciated by the campers. Soon enough,
however, we heard the sound of dogs bark-

ing. Two lobstermen from town had come
out to the island for a weekend with their

wives. They didn't stop the card games for

a second.

The American contingent cooked black

bean and rice soup for dinner, after which
the lobstermen joined us for some post-

dinner conversation and amused us with
stories until bed.

Day 4

After some rain during the night, we
aw^oke once again to overcast skies. Bum-
mer. Our lobstermen friends were already

awake and offered to take us out to pick

up some lobsters for lunch. It was a tempt-

ing offer, but we had a long paddle ahead
and it didn't look like the wind was going

to make it any easier on us.

We paddled around to the western side

of Deer Isle, getting pounded on the sides

by 2-3 foot seas. We were keeping our eyes

open for a campsite, but every one we saw
seemed to be taken. Apparently, it was a

popular weekend to be on the water. We
kept on paddling until we reached North-

west Harbor on Deer Isle, our take-out

point, and we figured we would try and
find a site there. Sure enough, there was a

nice field behind the public library, next

to the take-out point. Perfect, we'll take it.

The European contingent took the din-

ner duty, preparing elbow macaroni a la

Guillaume and John. It was just the meal
we needed to send us to bed.

Day 5

We awoke still at the public library; a

good sign. Now it was a simple fifty-yard

paddle to the boat landing, where we
would take out at 10 AM. We had our Pop-
Tart breakfast after getting to the landing.

Shortly after everyone wrote letters home
and played horseshoes.

Andrew Roberts arrived at 9:30 to pick

us up, bringing with him two dozen do-

nuts and some Rice Krispies treats made
by Jen and Christine. Thank you; they were
delicious and very well appreciated. Of
course he also brought food and supplies

to last us 5 days, but he unfortunately for-

got the mail. We would just have to do
without and look forward to having twice

as much mail at our next resupply.

We loaded the van and speedily made
our way down to Friendship, making a

couple stops along the way for guacamole,

batteries, and a flushing toilet. Soon
enough we were at Friendship where we
noticed that none of our refrigerated foods

had made it to the resupply with Andrew.
After a quick call to camp we found that

the food had been forgotten but they had
given it to Charles Brown to drop off. An-
drew sped off to fill up our water jugs and
to try to head off Charles while we made a

lunch of pepperoni and pita bread.

Soon enough the whole matter was
sorted out and we paddled off, fully loaded,

after our brief good-byes and thank-yous
with Charles and Andrew. We hadn't even
paddled 15 minutes when we heard some-
one shouting at us. That person turned out

to be the entire Maine Trails 1 cabin. We
talked and discussed for a while about our
resupply, where nice islands in the area

were, and how the trip was going, in gen-

eral. We decided to go to Otter Island, be-

cause it was nice and close.

The Americans cooked chicken tacos for
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dinner. We obviously didn't finish the 5-

pound tub of sour cream, being merely a

group of six, so we passed around the tub,

everyone took a spoonful, and a fev\^

smeared the sour cream on their faces.

After an enjoyable desert of 3 Musketeers,

Jim didn't feel well and decided to go to

bed. We mixed the sour cream, salsa, and
guacamole left over from dinner into the

sour cream container, duct-taped it closed,

and labeled it "punishment bucket." That
night w^e decided the weatherw^^oman on
the VHF needed a name, and so she was
called: Gertrude.

Day 6

Bacon and eggs are a great way to start

your day, no matter where you are, so that's

how we did it on Otter Island. We could

afford to have a leisurely start, since our
destination for the night was Harbor Is-

land, only a mile or so away.

We soon pushed off and almost as soon
arrived at Harbor Island, only to find a

group from Chewonki already there. John
suggested we throw them in the water and
steal their gear, but we decided instead to

go to Thief Island and come back to Har-

bor some other night.

The seas on the way to Thief were our
worst yet; roughly 5 feet. We soon made it

into the lee of Thief and, lo and behold,

found another group from Chewonki. Now
they were really getting on our nerves.

Loud's Island looked like a good place to

gather our thoughts. We soon were pulled
up on a beach there, cursing Chewonki.
Gertrude had told us that the seas would
be 5-9 feet over the next few days, so we
decided to head inland and stay at Crow
for the night.

We had tailwinds and seas going to Crow,
and we cruised / surfed there in no time. It

was now well past lunchtime so we got

out the stove and quickly made grilled

cheese sandwiches for all. After lunch and
setting up camp, we all thought we de-

served a break and went to lay out on the

rocks for a few hours. The Americans
cooked up some breaded chicken with
cheddar cheese and rice for dinner, though
cooking with a headlamp is surprisingly

difficult. We sat out for a little longer, talk-

ing about bands and music, before we
looked at our watches and realized how
late it was.

Day 7

After the long paddle in the heavy winds
and high seas of day 6, we planned on hav-

ing a pseudo-rest day by paddling to Straw-

berry Island, almost literally a stone's

throw away. After bagels and oranges, we
got into our kayaks and paddled first to

Bremen to fill up our water jugs. Captain

Chris had the Snowgoose on the dock,

ready to take a cabin out for the day. We
quickly filled up and left before they had
the chance to arrive.

We found a giant tent platform on Straw-

berry, big enough for everyone, and swiftly

set up tents and the tarp. Gertrude had told

us that morning that some thunderstorms
would come through in the afternoon, so

we made sure that everything was pre-

pared. Until then, though, lying on the

rocks and munching on PB and J pitas

seemed like a pretty good idea.

At about 3:30, Gertrude's predictions

came true. Black clouds barreled down on
us, and we all ran to the tents to hide from
the heavy rain, lightning, and high winds.
The storm passed fairly quickly, tearing

the tarp to remind us of its visit. We all just

stayed in our tents, happy to read for a

while, until the Europeans got the motiva-

tion to cook up some chili and rice. It was
the perfect meal to have after the storm,

and we all sat on the platform telling jokes

afterward, although we soon found out that

Eric can't tell a joke.

The clearing skies made for a magnifi-

cent sunset which we made sure to get on
film. We still had lots of energy leftover

from sitting in our tents, so we sat on the

rocks well after dark chatting until we
thought that bed would be the best option.

Day 8

And on to Hungry Island we go. Most
Maine Trails groups don't bother check-

ing it out, so we thought we would ex-

plore new territory. It was a short paddle
around Bremen Long Island, which was
too bad because it was a beautiful day and
we were all quite enjoying being on the

water.

The campsite at the south end of Hun-
gry Island was mediocre, but the view of

Muscungus Bay was unbelievable; it was a

perfectly clear day and we could easily

see all the way to Harbor Island.

We lay on the rocks for a while, eating
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PB and H and discussing music with Jim.

We liad reading the MITA handbook that

there were a few hiking trails on the is-

land, and thought it might be a good idea

to explore for a while. After trying one
trail and failing, we hiked around the is-

land and tried another, eventually making
our way to the ruins of an old barn and
field in the middle of the island. It wasn't

much of a site, but we were happy to be up
and walking about instead of just sitting in

the kayaks. Eric led the way back to our

campsite, taking us through the woods and
down the opposite shore.

We got back and lounged on the rocks

for a bit more until the rumbling in our

stomachs could no longer be ignored. It

was time for the Americans to cook some
lasagna with our extra sharp cheddar.

Canned fruit cocktail was brought out for

dessert, which was quickly devoured. Rob
wolfed down four bowls, an act that we
were soon to find would be a theme for

the rest of the trip. The fruit seemed to

make us all insane. Jim, John, and Eric

laughed hysterically while Guillaume ran

around the campsite looking for "Uncle
Duck Tape." What a way to end the day.

Day 9

We broke out the oatmeal and hot choco-

late for breakfast. The tide was going to be
high at about 11 AM, so we took our time

leaving the campsite. At 10 AM we bid

farewell to Hungry and made our way to

Crow with a water stop at Bremen. We ran

into SBH there and said a quick hello. We
knew that they would be taking the

funyaks out to Crow later, so we got back
into our kayaks and headed over to set up
camp.
Once on the island, we finally broke out

Guillaume's Nutella for lunch. Everyone
got their choice of PB, J, H and Nutella on
pita bread. Over all it was a pretty money
lunch. Guillaume and John went crazy for

the Nutella and Eric ended up getting it all

over his face. SBH made their way over to

the island not long after lunch. The kids

went searching around the island for crabs

while the counselors did battle in the

horseshoe pit. Regrettably SBH won the

best of 5 match against Maine Trails III,

but we swore we'd play again and even
the score.

After SBH left we got back to reading

our books and playing horseshoes
amongst ourselves until the Europeans
started cooking dinner. Fiesta rice, sharp

cheddar, and tortillas were the meal that

was followed by an attempt at chocolate

pudding. We were out taking sunset pic-

tures when we spotted a boat with none
other than Pete LaCasse and Joe Dyer. They
stopped in for a quick hello and to inform
us that all our gear was ready and waiting

for us at Bremen.
The AT had no idea what was coming its

way.

Day 10
We awoke and quickly packed up camp

and headed over to Bremen; we couldn't

wait to get on the trail. SBH was just get-

ting up and very curious about our kayaks

and our trips, so we answered their ques-

tions while we unpacked the kayaks and
put all of our stuff in our packs. We found
our mail and some other gifts from the

counselors back at camp in the boathouse.

Allie had cooked up some delicious choco-

late treats while Christine and Jen Ireland

had gotten us some Gatorades. The gifts

were very much appreciated. Thank you.

The One rolled in just as we were finish-

ing up and soon enough we were on the

road to Monson. But only after we had said

our good byes to SBH and Jeff and Char-

lotte, who had brought their kids for a day
on the Snowgoose. It was a long and mostly

uneventful ride up. Everyone munched on
the snacks while the counsel took a quick

trip to Wal-Mart to pick up some supplies

that had been left out of the resupply. With
The One's superior driving skills, we were
at the trail head before we knew it and on
our way into the 100-mile Wilderness.

It took about 2 hours for us to get to North

Pond, our campsite for the night. We had
run into some Canadians on the way and
Guillaume jumped at the opportunity to

speak French. The Americans were quick

to start dinner once we got to North Pond,

frying up a chicken stir-fry for all of us.

After dinner, we sat and thought about how
the next day would be one of our longest.

Putting on the packs had been a bit of a

shock to our systems, and we knew we
needed to get some rest before we pushed
on 12 miles the next day.

Day 11

Cloudy skies greeted us as we crawled
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out of our tents at 6 AM. The Europeans
got to work on some cinnamon rolls for

breakfast while Jim went to fill up his wa-
ter bottles, falling into North Pond in the

process. A mixed start to the day, and we
had a lot of day ahead of us.

The hike that lay ahead was long, very

hilly, and not very exciting. We stopped

for a photo at Little Wilson falls and had to

put on our sandals to ford across a few
streams. Gorp raced through our systems,

pushing us at 1 mph. Not a very fast speed

by any measure, but we were still getting

used to the packs.

We made it to Wilson lean-to a little af-

ter lunch and opted to keep moving. It was
only 4.5 miles to the next lean-to and we
wanted to cover as much ground as we
could. Rob and Guillaume both ended up
falling into a river during their crossings,

but the water didn't soak through, so they

didn't have to hike in wet socks, a very

unpleasant experience. After a very long

4.5 miles, we rolled into Long Pond Stream

lean-to at about 4:30, utterly tired from
the day's hike. Jim immediately crawled

into bed, waking up only to eat the dinner

that the Europeans cooked soon after our

arrival. The veggie stir-fry put us in much
better moods, leaving us only to realize

more clearly just how tired we were. It

didn't take much time for us to crawl into

our tents and fall into a deep and blissful

sleep.

Day 12

After the long hike of the day before, we
figured we had earned a rest day. It was
only 4 miles to Cloud Pond lean-to, and
we decided that we would be staying there.

The one catch was that it was 4 miles up a

very steep and difficult mountain - Bar-

ren Mt. We tossed some oranges and ba-

gels into our stomachs and started on the

trip uphill.

It was a tough climb but we went at a

good pace, knowing that the end wasn't

far. We stopped for a Snickers break at

Barren ledges, normally a wonderful view.

But today we were in the clouds, and the

view had turned into nothing but white all

around us. We all agreed that although it

wasn't technically a "view," being in the

cloud was pretty cool looking, and we all

took some pictures to remember the mo-
ment.

We continued on and walked even fur-

ther into the cloud. The summit of Barren

Mt was completely obscured in a cloud,

and although we agreed earlier that it was
pretty cool to be in a cloud, we were get-

ting sick of it. We moved on and quickly

came into Cloud Pond, the water blending
into the thick white of the clouds.

We all took naps and read the afternoon

away, resting our legs and letting them re-

cover from the beating we had given them
the day before. It was also very damp in

the cloud, even more of a reason to climb
into a sleeping bag and sleep. The Dank,
cooked by the Americans, lulled us out of

our sleep. The thick and cheesy pasta was
the perfect thing to take our minds of the

weather, and everyone had at least 3 bowls,

Rob eating 5. Now with our bellies full,

we could sleep the whole night away and
pump ourselves up for the long day we
would be tackling in the morning.
Day 13

Rain is not something to which you want
to wake up, especially when you know
you'll have to hike 12 miles through it that

day. That's exactly what happened to us.

We woke up at 6 AM to a slight drizzle that

would come down heavier and heavier as

the day went on. So we were fast in eating

our Nutrigrain bars and getting onto the

trail.

We found the trail to be very slippery.

We had 4 mountains to climb (Fourth,

Thrid, Columbus, and Chairback) and by
the end of them all of us had fallen at least

once. Rob was quite proud of himself to

be the last one to fall while Guillaume fell

over what seemed to be every other

minute. He was focused on telling every-

one about Uncle Duck Tape's visit to En-

gland instead of thinking about where he
should be putting his feet.

The sun came out as we were summiting
Chairback, but we still had a few miles to

go. We had been going very slow because
of the rain and were starting to get anxious

for the day to end. We were so anxious

that Rob, not satisfied with our pace, took

Jim's pack, put it on top of his own, and
started running down the mountain. Ev-

eryone took this as their cue and soon
enough everyone was running down the

mountain, running through the West
Branch of the Pleasant River, and running
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into our campsite. Wer only stopped
briefly for John to run back up a bit to find

his pack cover which had somehow fallen

off.

Once in camp, we tended to our feet.

The rain had soaked through our boots and
we all had blisters to show for it. Eric had
an impressive ingrown toenail that was
promptly removed. Guillaume looked
through his bag and found that all his cloth-

ing was soaked; he had forgotten to put on
his pack cover in the morning. With that

realization, he decided a swim couldn't

get him any wetter, so he joined the coun-

sel in the river for a swim. It was exactly

what we needed after close to 12 hours on
the trail.

It was the Europeans' turn to cook,

though John and Guillaume felt that the

term "al dente" should apply to rice as

well as to pasta. It didn't matter; Rob put

down 4 bowls of the crunchy 3 bean and
rice soup. Anything tastes good after hik-

ing. Exhaustion set in after dinner and it

didn't take much time for us all to find our

ways into bed.

Day 14

It wasn't raining when we awoke at the

West Branch of the Pleasant River, but it

started up again soon after we ate our
breakfast of oatmeal. We made sure to visit

the outhouse before we left to avoid Jim's

troubles from the day before and started

making our way ofGulfHagas Mt. We made
good time up to Newhaul lean-to,

Guillaume taking a comical fall in the river

just before it. We decided to stop for a break

there and gorge ourselves on our Gorp and
Snickers bars. After all, it was the last day
we'd be needing our Gorp for lunch.

From there it was a quick hike to the

Sydney Tappan campsite; we were in by
2:15. By then the sun had come out and it

had turned into a wonderful day, so we all

hung our clothing out to dry. We still hadn't

recovered from the long hike the day be-

fore, so we simply lounged around the

campsite. The remainder of our Gorp was
eaten, rowdy chipmunks were punished
for their foolishness, and the flatulence

came easily to Rob. It was nice to be able

to sit back, relax, and know that the next

day we would be at the highest peak be-

fore Katahdin.

The afternoon went by quickly and la-

zily, and soon enough the Americans
started cooking some pasta. Pete had given

us tomato paste instead of tomato sauce (i

wonder who does the cooking in his house-

hold) but it was tasty anyway thanks to

liberal doses from our spice kit. The mon-
strous block of cheese that had been given

to us on resupply helped pick up dinner as

well.

After dinner, we sat around for abit tell-

ing stories and laughing at eachother. Eric

proved once again that he can't tell a joke

and the trip quotes flowed from everyone.

We were all in good spirits and looking for-

ward to tackling Whitecap the next day.

With any luck, we could possibly have a

view of Katahdin from the summit.
Day 15

It was a nice change to wake up to sunny
skies instead of rain. Today we were going

to reach the highest point in the 100-mile

wilderness, the peak ofWhitecap Mt., and
we needed the weather to cooperate. We
were virtually sprinting from the camp-
site. We reached West Peak by 8:30 AM
and the summit of Hay Mt by 9 AM. We
were absolutely cruising.

The view from the top of Whitecap was
incredible. We could see 70 or so miles all

the way to Katahdin, and the beast looked

huge even from that distance. We decided

we had earned a nice break after running
up the mountains, so we rested on the sum-
mit of Whitecap for some time. It was al-

most literally all downhill from here on
out.

As we went down Whitecap, most of the

conversations focused around what we
thought we would do with our entrance,

though none of the ideas tossed out were
particularly liked. Soon enough we made
our way to Logan Brook lean-to and
stopped for a quick PB&J lunch. We packed
back up as quickly as possible, anxious to

get to the East Branch lean-to.

The afternoon miles passed uneventfully,

except for a thru-hiker with a crazy dog
that tried to attack us all. We soon found
ourselves at the East Branch lean-to, possi-

bly the nicest one we had seen so far. It was
relatively early in the afternoon, so Eric,

Rob, and I read our books in the lean-to

while John, Guillaume, and Jim went swim-
ming. Rob soon got out his hammock and
tested it out for the first time on the AT.
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The Europeans decided to treat us all

well with dinner; spaghetti with chili. A
thru-hiker named No Parking came
through and we offered him a bowl that he
gladly accepted after what sounded like a

tough day. We chatted with him for a while

until the bugs started to grow thicker in

their swarms, driving us into our tents.

Day 16
Pop-Tarts found their way into our stom-

achs early in the morning. The AT would
flatten out considerably for the next 50

miles. At least in comparison to the hiking

we had just done. It was a welcomed
change.

Little Boardman Mt was no challenge

for the boys and we found our way to

Crawford Pond in no time to stop for

lunch. Guillaume made us tuna on a sandy
beach and managed to get almost no sand
in the tuna, amazingly enough. The tuna

recharged us and we ran down the trail

toward Cooper Brook Falls lean-to. We had
heard there was good swimming there, so

we were all racing to see who would get

there and get in the water first.

It turned out to be an amazing swim-
ming hole. We all jumped in the very cold

pool and watched the falls roll down the

rocks. Eric wanted to stay in longer, but

we were watching him shiver and thought

it would be best for him to get out and dry

off. Guillaume and John made their way
up into the falls, playing on the rocks and
trying to slide down with the water. It was
quite refreshing and cooled us to the per-

fect temperature to get some reading done.

Orzo (no, Jim, not rice) was on the menu
for the evening, although the Americans
didn't feel the need to drain the water out

before they added the sauce. Oh well, it

was good anyway. We didn't have a lot of

it, though, and we were all quite hungry,

so we got out the hot chocolate and marsh-
mallows. It quickly turned into a game of

Chubby Bunny, Rob winning and Jim and
Guillaume putting in impressive perfor-

mances. The trail was starting to get to us,

and we were looking forward to our re-

supply in the morning.
Day 17

How is it possible to lose a bag of 12

Nutrigrains in the middle of the wilder-

ness? I don't know, but someone in MT III

certainly does. We would have to go with-

out breakfast.

Thankfully Dean brought us OJ and
muffins for our resupply, making up for

the lost breakfast. He also brought cher-

ries, blueberries, and strawberries in ad-

dition to the food we had asked for. Fresh

fruit is awesome. The hikers taking a break

enjoyed it, too; Jim offered them some of

our cherries and they were happy to ac-

cept. We somehow got given another 5-lb

block of cheese (thanks, Pete) but we cut it

in half to save ourselves the weight and
the burden of extra cheese.

Antlers campsite was our stop for lunch,

a beautiful campsite maintained by LL
Bean. It was so gorgeous that we simply
forgot to close our bags when we took them
off and a squirrel pranced in and stole two
of our bagels. John whipped up a lunch of

pepperoni and cheese as well as strawber-

ries and cherries. It was a great lunch.

It was a very short hike from there to

Padaywadjo Spring lean-to where we found
the hikers that had been waiting with us

earlier in the day. It was a small tent site

that we took but it was flat and that's all

that mattered. We soon had dinner going,

a stir-fry of sausage and vegetables along

with some rice. Getting resupplied is

great...you get such good food. It didn't

take much time for the dinner to set in and
for us all to get very sleepy. The days would
be flatter from here on out, but we would
be going further on it.

Day 18

Cinnamon rolls! There's no better way
to start the day off than by eating some
really doughy cinnamon rolls. The Ameri-
cans cooked and the Europeans cleaned so

that we could get out of the site a little

faster.

The hike was generally uneventful.

Guillaume fell a few times, but at this point

in the trip that was just normal. Jim fell 6

times, also not that out of the ordinary.

The trail was very rooty and rocky the

whole day, so it was tough to find good
spots to step. We reached Wadleigh Stream
lean to in good time and everyone went
swimming at a nearby beach during which
time John got a leach, the only one of the

trip. John and Guillaume created a model
of the Champs Elysees.

Once everyone had returned from the

beach the Americans cooked up a very
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nice lasagna whilst the rest of us talked

with through hikers.

The rest of the evening was spent laugh-

ing a lot and teaching Guillaume to pro-

nounce 'th'!

Dayl9
We started the day with a hearty break-

fast of bagels and oranges, usually a great

breakfast although this time we had lost

two bagels to squirrels and so the council

went without.

Our first challenge of the day was a short

but steep hike up Nesuntabunt Mt, which
served as a painful wakeup call.

The rest of the day was then a walk in

the park although between Jim and John
we amassed many wrong turns including

a John getting half way across a river be-

fore Rob called him back onto the trail.

On the run into Rainbow stream lean to

Jamie hurt his knee and we were all pretty

tired so we decided to spend the night

rather than push on. Lunch was tuna may-
onnaise on Pitas created by Eric. \Ve then

settled in for a relaxing afternoon before a

dinner of pizzas cooked by the Europeans.

All was then quiet for a couple of hours

until, at 7 o'clock MT 1 rolled in and we
all laughed and joked together until bed-

time.

Day 20

We awoke to a classic hikers breakfast

of oatmeal created by Guillaume. We left

very promptly as Maine trails 1 were
emerging from their tents. We hiked very

smoothly to the base of Rainbow ledges

stopping for a view of Katahdin at the north

end of the lake. We then hiked up to the

top of the ledges, and stopped for lunch
there before heading on to Hurd brook
where we talked to some MATC members
and a through hiker named "the fl>'ing pork

chop"!

Had a dinner of Broc cheese and rice

that was delicious and very filling. We then

retired to bed all eagerly anticipating the

arrival of Andy and Charlotte who were
picking us up at the end of the next day.

Day 21

Awoke at a civilized hour and again

gorged ourselves on oatmeal before head-

ing out towards Abol bridge. We made
good time getting there probably because
we all knew that we were headed for our

first store in more than 100 miles. Once at

Abol brigge we took our packs off and
rested for an hour while stuffing our faces

with junk food and admiring the awesome
view of Katahdin. We then set out on a

faily easy hike to Daicy pond campground,
where we would be picked up by Andy
and Charlotte. Along the way we had a

lunch of PB and Honey which some how
got itself all over John and Jim, I have no
idea how!
We then headed for Daicey Pond stop-

ping to swim at big Niagara falls towards
the end of the hike.

Andy and Charlotte then picked us up
and we drove to Nesowadnahunk camp
ground where we set up camp and ate subs

whilst catching up on all the camp gossip

before heading to bed in fits of laughter.

Day 22

As our trip was an extended 23 days,

rather than the usual 22, today was our

rest day and we spent it getting up late,

eating eggs for breakfast and then going

back to bed until lunch. After lunch we
headed to Ledge falls natural water slides

for a couple of hours and played in the

very cold water before returning to camp
to greet MT 1.

When they arrived another session with
junk food then began and we spent the rest

of the afternoon resting, wrestling and fix-

ing a suburban that was on the way out

before heading to ledge falls again.

We then returned and after a dinner of

quesadillas we sat round a fire and talked

about our trips whilst listening to music
courtesy of Charlotte. It was then time for

bed as we had a very early start the next

day.

Day 23

As 1 mentioned it was an early start, 4:30

in fact! However we all woke up and
snapped into action breaking camp and
eating breakfast and before we knew it it

was 6:15 and we were at the base of the

Katahdin Hunt trail.

It was a beautiful day with the sun shin-

ing and a nice cool breeze as we flew up
Katahdin with some awesome views
emerging behind us. The faster ones
amongst us hit the top slightly before nine

with Jim bringing up the rear at around
9:30 and arriving in style to the rest of

MT3 chanting his name.
We then chilled out on the top for a while
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eating gorp and rehydrating as well as tak-

ing many versions of the classic top of

Katahdin picture. We then stormed down
the mountain all feeling on top of the world

as we had completed an awesome trip.

Then it was back to camp via a pizza

place. We returned in style. It felt good to

be back and finally be able to shower!

NORTH CUNNINGHAM- CAMDEN HILLS
Matt McKenna
We left for Camden at around 1 1 : 1 5 on a

cloudy Friday morning. We had to make a

few stops along the way, but we soon ar-

rived at the Hills in Camden. After check-

ing in with Ranger, finding our campsite

and saying good bye to our driver Tom,
the counselors and I started to cook up
some grilled cheese for lunch while the

campers pitched the tents and set up the

campsite. After lunch, we regrouped and
armed with a Frisbee, a tennis ball and a

football, we headed up to the big playing

field at the base of Mt. Battle. We started

offwith a football game that pitted the odds

against the evens and had Tyler, Chris and
myself playing QB. Down two touch-

downs, the evens were able to pull out a

victory with the help of Pierce who scored

two touchdowns and Georgie M. who ran

back an interception for a touchdown. We
then played a few games of running bases,

where Tyler and Chris were throwers. Af-

ter a few games we were pretty tired so we
all sat down and played the most popular

game of the trip, Mafia. Adam and Georgie

B. were in the killers and they came close

to winning, but were finally discovered

by the group. It was around 5:30 when we
finished all these games and we decided to

head back to the camp site for a quick nap
and then at around 6:15 we started to cook
up some Fajitas. About 20 minutes into

the cooking though it started to rain and
so we all grabbed some group gear and
headed over to the lean two to finish the

dinner. While we cooked the kids led

themselves in a game of Mafia, and shortly

there after the Fajitas were ready. Dinner
was a big hit that night with everyone com-
ing back for seconds and after our bellies

were full we filled up our water bottles

and headed back to the camp site for some
Smores. Just as soon as we got the fire go-

ing though, the rain started up again so we

all quickly ate our dessert and headed into

the tents for some much needed rest.

At around 8:15 the next morning we all

got up and while the kids played cards, the

counselors cooked up some M&M pan-
cakes. The pancakes took a while so it was
at 10:15 that we embarked on our hike up
Mt. Battle. The first part of the hike was
not so much fun because we had to hike

up a road to the trailhead. We made good
time though and were at the top of Mt.

Battle by 11:30. Atop Mt. Battle we
climbed up the small castle and got a great

view ofCamden and then did what we had
done everywhere else we had been in

Camden so far— play Mafia. 1 led the game
this time and while Will proved to be a

good Doctor, Chris and Mark proved to be
an even better pair of killers and came the

closest to winning the game. A few games
and snacks later, we decided to hike down
and got back to our site at around 1 :00. We
made some PB&J's and then played run-

ning bases one more time before being
picked up by Charles at 3:15. The ride

back to camp was fun for the counselors

because we got to listen to the Yankees/
Red Sox game on the radio and it was also

fun for the campers because they got to go

to Round Top. All in all we had a great

primer and I feel very confident in the cabin

and am really looking forward to our big

trip. The Croix.

NORTH CUNNINGHAM- ST. CROIX
Matt McKenna
Day 1

We woke up bright and early at 5 am
this morning, loaded up the bus, ate some
cereal and met "The One" promptly at 6

and departed for the St. Croix. The drive

took us about 6 hours because we had to

make a few stops at a Wal- Mart, Shop N
Save and Duncan Donuts. Driving down
the dirt road to the drop off we had our

first little adventure of the trip when a ca-

noe almost fell off, but luckily the kids

spotted it and we fixed it before any harm
was done. Upon arriving at the put- in, we
unloaded all the canoes, packed them up
and ate some turkey sandwiches before

pushing off. Out on the lake we did a quick

canoe clinic, going over the J- Stoke and
C- Stroke. Our paddle today was very short

and by 2:00 we had arrived at Birch Is-
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land. When we got there though there we
met two couples who were spending the

afternoon on the island fishing and eating

lunch. They were very friendly though and
packed up and left once we arrived. After

assigning tent partners and setting up the

tents, Chris and Tyler took a quick nap
while a few campers like Georgie B.,

Georgie M., Tom, Cory and Jack all went
for a swim. At around 5:30 we started the

fire, threw down the grill and started cook-

ing up some cheeseburgers. After dinner

we did some trivia for dessert, where John
proved to be quite the trivia master. After

that we all headed into our tents with the

sun still up, because we were waking up at

5 the next morning.

Day 2

At 5:15, my alarm went off and although

all I wanted to do was go back to sleep, the

sound of Tyler packing up made me real-

ize that I better do the same. For breakfast

Tyler cooked up his specialty: Sausage
Gravy. It was a big hit with everyone, and
so after filling up our bellies we set off for

Todd's Island at around 7:30. By 11 we
had arrived in the general vicinity of

Todd's Island, but Todd's Island is sur-

rounded by many islands, so we island

hopped for about an hour until we finally

came upon our campsite. Todd's Island was
great because there was a nice breeze that

ran through it, keeping us cool and bug-
free. After a lunch ofpepperoni and cheese,

the kids and I hung out on a big rock over

looking the water. After that I took out the

stern man. Jack, Will, Georgie B., Georgie

M., and Tom H. to do an intense canoe
clinic where we really worked on the J-

Stroke and got them ready for the river,

which we would be going on tomorrow.
After that it was time to start making din-

ner so Will took out a canoe, filled the pot

up with water and with in no time we had
the water boiling and served The Dank
(Macaroni and Cheese). Dinner was a big

hit that night with everyone coming back
for seconds and thirds. After dinner we
retired to our tents, again with the sun still

up, because we had another 5 am wake up
call the next day.

Day 3

Today was the longest day of the trip,

not only because we had to paddle 16
miles, but also because we had to portage

our canoes onto the river after paddling 4

miles. Another potential problem was that

the sky was very cloudy and Tyler, Chris

and I were all convinced it was going to

rain on us. We told the kids that not matter

what happened that day, all that mattered

was the attitude we had, so if we were in

high spirits nothing would get us down.
We ate a quick breakfast and headed out

onto the lake. As we did so some rain started

to come down, but rather than getting down
ourselves, we kept our spirits high by sing-

ing a variety of songs from Billy Joel, to

"He's got the whole world in his hands. .

.

".

Cory, Jack, Tyler and Pierce led most of

the singing, and we all had a great time
chiming in. By 9:00 we had arrived at the

portage trail and within half an hour we
were done. Because the kids had done such
a great job, the counselors decided to give

them a treat, so we walked to a nearby
store and bought some sodas and chips for

everyone. After guzzling down our treats,

Chris led a discussion about paddling on
the river and by 10:30 we were on the

Croix. The men of North Cunningham
paddled hard on the river, and by 2:00 we
had arrived at our final destination for the

day: Little Falls. Little Falls is a class 3

rapid, so we carried all our gear around it

and shot it dry. 8 canoes went down, and 0

flipped. It was awesome. I was especially

proud of Adam who built up the courage

to go down the rapids without a counselor

in his boat. We camped right at the bottom
of little falls and after eating lunch we all

got to sit on the river bed and watch other

canoes attempt to do what we had done,

but to no avail- we must have seen 10 ca-

noes flip that afternoon. That night we had
some pizzas and smores and celebrated

having a great day. This day of the trip is

definitely the toughest, and the fact that

we had bad weather made it even tougher.

I can't tell you guys how proud Tyler Chris

and I were for how you handled it—you
made it the best day of the trip and you
should all be very proud of your selves.

Day 4

The toughest part of the trip was over,

so we decided to sleep into 7 this morn-
ing. After breaking down camp we had
granola for breakfast and by 8:30 we were
on the water again. We did not encounter
as many rapids today as we did before, but
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we did have two people fall out of their

canoes— Mark and Georgie B. both fell in,

Mark with his puffy jacket. We reached

our fourth campsite at Loon Bay at around
noon and as we did the sun broke out for a

bit. We ate lunch and then a bunch ofguys

—

Tom H., Tom S., Georgie M., Georgie B.,

Mark, Jack, and Will all went out for a nice

long swim in the bay. Later that afternoon

the counselors and I had individual meet-

ings with the campers where we both
complimented them and gave them some
things to work on for the rest of the ses-

sion. For dinner that night we had chili

con carne and rice and although we
struggled a bit to cook the dinner, it turned

out really good. Welles in particular re-

ally loved it- he must have had 5 or 6 serv-

ings before calling it quits for the night. As
we fell asleep the rain clouds started to

come in, so we decided to have an early

wake up for what we thought would be

our last day of paddling.

Day 5

We got up at 6 this morning and quickly

broke down camp, ate breakfast and were
on the river by 7:30. Today was another

slow day in terms of the rapids we encoun-

tered, and we had rain off and on all morn-
ing, but our spirits were high and again we
had a good time singing songs as we
paddled. At 11 we reached Breezy point

and knew we were only 2 miles from our

pick up point, and even though the weather

looked ominous, we decided to push on.

The problem was that I made a wrong turn

and as I was trying to figure out where we
were, it dumped on us. We were out in the

middle of the lake and the rain was just

coming down, so we headed over to the

Canadian side of the river where we had
seen a lean two and all huddled under it.

We ate some Snickers and waited for the

rain to stop and by 2 it had, so we quickly

set up our tents and enjoyed a nice lunch
ofPB&J/ PB&H/ PB&JH. The kids spent the

afternoon playing Kemps or President,

while the counselors read under the lean

two. It was a nice and relaxing afternoon

and by 5 we were ready to eat some din-

ner. We had 5 lbs. of pasta for dinner and
the counselors and I bet the kids that they

couldn't eat it all. We lost the bet, but at

least it got the pots clean for us. Afterwards

we cooked up some hot chocolate and then

headed for our tents one last time.

Day 6

At 6 my alarm went off and as I woke up
the other counselors packed up their stuff

I got breakfast ready. The lake we were on
was covered in a thick fog, but we decided
to head out anyway. We stuck together and
managed to find the pick up site. We waited

there for a few hours, reading and playing

cards. Tyler and I challenged the kids to a

Kemps tournament, and we soundly de-

feated, the Georgie's, Tom H., Tom. S.,

Adam and John Kline. At 11 The One rolled

in and picked us all up. Because the kids

had cleaned out the pot the other night

and because they had done such a great

job on the trip we stopped at The Hut for

lunch. We managed to eat 7 pizzas all to-

gether. We got back to camp a little before

dinner so Chris Tyler and I decided to or-

ganize a skit for our arrival. We all dressed

up in our fanciest clothes and walked down
to dinner and pretended that we had just

gotten back for Wall Street. It was a good
laugh and a good way to end a great trip.

You guys were All Stars out there and I

hope you had a great time because I know
Chris, Tyler and I did.

NORTH GLENAYR - PEMAQUID LAKE
Tom Hartenstein

Pack your bags boys, we're off to Pema-
quid Lake!

The bags were packed and the wanagans
were full of tasty treats as the boys of North

Glenayr set off to tackle the mighty Pema-
quid Lake. After a brief canoe clinic, we
paddled to our lovely campsite led by
Owen and Jake and Owen's unique canoe-

ing technique. The tents were set up and it

was time for a great dinner of bacon
cheeseburgers was in the works, Ted ate 3

burgers and was feeling the effects soon
after. For dessert, we enjoyed Snickers bars.

After a few interesting games of "Mafia",

it was time to hit the hay.

On our second day, we awoke to bagels

and cream cheese as well as Pop Tarts,

these would fuel us for a long day of fun in

the sun. The headwinds were fierce on this

day but the young men were up to the task.

After paddling the entire length of the lake

(about 5 miles) we decided to change plans

in order to take advantage of the winds we
had been fighting all morning. We decided
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to call camp and change our pick-up point

and sail back to where we began. The sails

were constructed out of tent-flies, paddles,

and duct tape. 3 giant boats were formed
with campers holding the sails and coun-

selors ruddering the boats. It was truly

amazing how fast we went, we covered

what had taken us 4 hours in under an hour
with the wind. Finally, we arrived at our

pick up point where Henry was waiting. A
great ending to a great trip, next stop, Fort

Island!

NORTH HARRIS - WESTCOTT POINT
Harrison Stuart

We packed the two sail boats, or one sail-

boat and one Viking ship, with our food,

gear and spirit and began our mighty ad-

venture on Damariscotta Lake. We were
excited to get out and flex our muscles a

little bit...a little bit. We rowed all of two
hundred yards to our camping site and un-

loaded the boats, understanding that first

things were first and the first thing on our

short two day itinerary was to eat. We had a

hot lunch of turkey, gravy and bread, scrap-

ing our plates and clean and filling our bel-

lies with the traditionally southern lunch.

The afternoon was spent sailing, swimming
and sleeping until it was time to get a little

dinner going. The meal would be grilled

chicken sandwiches and cous cous. To
Nick's surprise everyone piled their serv-

ings of cous cous on his plate. Maybe the

cous cous didn't go over very well. The rest

of the night was spent telling stories and
making up nicknames for one another. The
next morning we awoke lazily at about nine

and proceeded to cook up a batch ofbacon,

egg and cheese sandwiches, feasting until it

was time to start the tuna fish sandwich
lunch. Many attempts would be made at

playing "killer" and "Mafia" and despite

the utter confusion we packed up camp and
boarded our lonely vessels once again to

forage the great waters of Damariscotta
lake. Richard manned the Viking ship as

several of the campers decided they would
rather row than sail. Grier and myself took
the helm of the white hull and would beau-

tifully glide upon the waters for nearly two
hours. WE had water wars with the Viking

ship and Dixon and Augie decided that it

would be in their best interest to swim. We
arrived back at camp right in time for gen-

eral swim successfully completing our

primer.

SOUTH BUNKERHILL

I

Day 1

We awoke to a fine and hot day. While
OD Chris Magill had counselors eating

puke pancakes for Buck Duty, I frantically

packed all of our food, which I had ne-

glected to do so until the morning of our

departure. Luckily Chris, clearly the more
responsible counselor, had already packed
the kids the night before and they we all

ready to roll. Once the van was loaded we
departed. I followed the rest of our ragged

bunch in Joe's jeep due to passenger num-
ber restrictions in the "big green van" and
only stalled twice before the Kieve sign.

Hopefully this would not prove to be a

metaphor for the trip. Joe and Chris enter-

tained the kids with Joe's collection ofblue-

grass, which all the kids enjoyed a little

less than completely. Apparently banjos

can't quite compete with gangsta rap. Upon
arrival in the White Mountains we discov-

ered that we had forgotten a tent and the

campers rejoiced in the fact that they were
going to be really cozy for the rest of the

trip. We set up camp seamlessly with the

exception of Graham, Charlie, Nick and
Bryan who managed to put their fly on
upside down. We feasted upon bugers and
then retired fearing the "crazy hand lick-

ing, dog killing man" of whom I had re-

galed the campers with stories earlier.

Day 2

When we awoke the sun was shining and
the kids were eager for food. Once we had
eaten we "bomb proofed" the site and de-

parted for the wonderful Emerald Pools.

While the hike failed to challenge our
campers the water temperature certainly

did. Nick, Alex and Charlie all jumped in

over 50 times. This was especially impres-

sive with regards to Charlie because he, at

first, was terribly nervous. When he finally

jumped the fine young ladies in attendance

from another camp all cheered heartily.

Trey pioneered a new water slide, which
everyone enjoyed to the dismay of his rear

end. Joe and Chris climbed very high up a

steep embankment on the opposite side of

the river and commented on the beauty of

the view they found. We left Emerald
Pools in high spirits and returned to our
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campsite contented with a day well spent.

A number of the boys spent the early

evening building gnome homes along a

stream that ran behind our campsite. By
dinner a sprawling metropolis had grown
out of the wild and wooly woods.
Day 3

Chris and I awoke at 5:30am and de-

cided that due to the weather we would
not make our summit bid on the mighty
Washington. Instead we decided that it was
much more prudent to sleep in yet again.

Our campers took the opportunity to ex-

pand upon gnomeland and play football.

After breakfast we headed south to North
Conway where we found the monster,

Kearsarge Mountain, waiting to be slain.

While some of our campers were rather

reluctant knights in shining armor Graham
lead us on to the summit and we all ate

well deserved PB&J sandwiches. During
our descent, millions of blisters formed
everywhere and the subsequent bandag-
ing caused delays. At the end of the day we
were all pleased with our accomplishment
and we slept like rocks.

Day 4

During the night my sleep was disturbed

by an unusual noise in the campsite. A bear

was trying to get into Joe's van and man-
aged to steal much of our bread. Henry
Lobb was the only witness to the incident

and I was too much of a wimp to get out of

my tent and try to scare it away. At 5:30am
we got up and rallied the troops. It was
cold. Really cold. Unfortunately we had
run out of days and our Washington bid

had to be now. After Joe and Chris drove

back from Pinkham Notch to the campsite

(due to a forgotten inhaler) we began our

climb. We got to the bottom ofTuckerman
Ravine with little incident except for a few
rain showers. At this point in time I checked

with the surprisingly attractive ranger on
what the weather was like at the summit
while Chris spit game. Before we contin-

ued I gathered our dogged heroes and told

them that it was unlikely we would bag
the peak. Of course these champs informed

me that in fact I was wrong and we were
going to summit and that that was the end
of it. We trudged on. At the top of

Tuckerman Ravine Alex informed me that

"Sir Altitude" was on our side and he would
help hold off the forces of Mother Nature

who apparently is his wife. Ben inspired a

heated debate as to whether or not we
should ask Sir Altitude or God for aid and
as to who was really in charge of these

things. Regardless of who aided us, we
summated and rejoiced. Then we napped.
Twenty minutes into our descent our good
fortune turned and the skies opened above
us and we were pummeled by bb size balls

of hail. Our campers scoffed at the
weather's feeble attempt to dampen our
moods and greeted the hail and freezing

rain with laughter. After a brief weighing
of our options we decided that it was best

not to push our luck and we returned to

the summit setting a new Kieve record for

the most Mt. Washington summits in one
day. In two groups we returned to the base

at Pinkham Notch via the Mount Washing-
ton auto road and driven by one of the

most annoying women in New Hampshire.
That evening Charlie, Evan and Tripp made
us a roaring fire and we ate chili with baked
(or less than entirely baked) potatoes. That
evening during the night a bunch of hooli-

gans left a mess of pizza boxes in the adja-

cent field to our campsite and disturbed

the peace. We were irked as it interrupted

our beauty rest. Later the same night a

bunch of raccoons broke into Joe's jeep

and ate more of our bread. Once again I

was too much of a wimp to get out of the

tent and scare them away.

Day 5

Our last meal at our campsite was pan-

cakes. The campers tried to rebuild the

gnome homes, which had been destroyed

by the rain the previous night while we
cooked. Trey, by means of a bottle of syrup,

showed us all why sometimes there really

is too much of a good thing. Jake and Chris

counseled Jessup on his budding love life

and then we packed to leave. On the way
back we stopped for lunch at a private pool

in North Conway and were hassled by the

management. Our route home via Hurri-

cane Mountain Road and Route 113 proved

to be a little treacherous but totally worth
it due to the incredible scenery. Round Top
punctuated our trip perfectly and we
rolled into camp greeted by everyone who
was gathered at flag. All in all, it was a

fantastic trip. Over and out.
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SOUTH BUNKER HILL H - BREMEN
C. Brown
Some may say that the first full day of

camp is a little too soon for a primer. Try

telling that to SBH2! There was some early

morning rumors floating around camp that

these guys might even push off with Maine
Trails once they got to Bremen. The gang

did the usually early morning 'pack and
go' routine in record time. This left me no
other choice than to simply go. We packed
in the spruce and waited for John and Fossel

to join us in the caddie (and why wouldn't

they).

I decided to make a pit stop on the way
at "Bob's Tropical Fish". Ironically, Bob
no longer carries any exotic fish. Bob has

reached that crossroad in his life when it

is time for a career change, in his case a

very respectable one indeed. Bob now sells

kites and board games. I took the squad to

give it a gander. After receiving some free

kites we purchased Stratego. This game is

about as close as you can get to the world
ofDonald Rumsfeld. It is said that Stratego

was a key factor in the allies' decisive vic-

tory at Normandy.
We Digress. SBH2 was greeted at Bre-

men by a host of activity. Everything from
the Snowgoose to the Trails was taking

place. We quickly fond our niche and set

up shop before heading out for a little

'yaking. Unfortunately, this activity was
short lived seeing as we had four of MTI's
paddles. Thanks to the ingenuity of Cat we
were able to ferry some campers out to

Crow Island for some scavenger hunting
and rock jumping. After our adventure we
settled in for some Stratego and Mafia. Bill

McCook was a welcome addition to our
afternoon. He entertained the kids with
some riveting songs and stories while the

counsel prepared dinner. After dinner we
attempted some smores but were unsuc-
cessful due to some wet wood and joins

good decision making.
It was early to bed and early to rise for

the gang. The day started at 5:45. There
would be no need for the Foss clock this

morning. These guys were ready to role.

We spend the greater part of the morning
cooking eggs and bacon for the kids and
our good friend Chris the snowgoose cap-

tain. Chris is one of those people that has a

presence that just lights up a room. A splen-

dor indeed! After b'fast we loaded up and
journeyed out to Pemaquid Point to check
out the lighthouse. Apparently, when a

sign says "kids under twelve free". It re-

ally means twenty dollars. Go figure! We
found the other side of the fence that had
the same view for free. There is nothing

like getting out of the cold and having some
ice cream to warm the belly, which is ex-

actly what we did at Round Top. The rest

of the afternoon was spent at the YMCA
playground before heading back to camp.
A good time was had by all! Bring on the

White Mountains.

SOUTH BUNKERHILL II

July 23-27

Charles Brown
Anyone that has ever been a ten year-

old boy knows what it feels like to yearn
for adventure, or the desire that lives with
in them to explore and discover hidden
forts and treasures around every bend in

the stream or every corner of the dense
forest. Imagination is the engine that drives

their growing curiosity and need for ad-

venture. When it comes to the capacity to

imagine, there is no greater arena then the

mind of a ten year-old boy. We all wish we
could return to those days when our moth-
ers garden or the woods in our backyards
could easily be concerted into an epic G.I.

Joe, good versus evil, battle. Or when ex-

ploring a beaver dam in the neighbors yard

was almost as dangerous as the perils that

Lewis and Clark endured.

Our particular adventure commenced
on the morning of July 23'^ when I loaded
the white van with twelve young men ea-

ger to explore. Ironically, my navigator

and co-pilot "The Foss" would prove to

be anything but a navigator. With map in

hand the Foss, a Mainer and frequent visi-

tor to the region, repeatedly got us lost on
our way to the White Mountains, thus earn-

ing such nicknames as "Magellan",
"Balboa", and "Columbus". But who cared

we were having fun and in no hurry to get

where we were going? In fact our daily

planners were so wide open that we had
time to stop at Foss' Alma Mata of Hebron
Academy for some lunch and hard core

chillin'. Mrs. Augusta and her coolers of

sodas-always a crowd pleaser warmly
greeted us. After some heavy rain and ham
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Sandy's we headed down to the soccer field

to check out the skinny on the girls soccer

camp that was in session. In addition to

taking a gander at the ladies we played

some soccer of our own before packing it

up and heading for the mountains.

We arrived at dusk. The desolate Barnes

Field would be base camp for our troops

during the next six days. As soon as camp
was established the squad headed to ex-

plore the vast wilderness that was our new
backyard. Thomas P. headed up the expe-

dition involving exploration of the stream

that ran through our site. Meanwhile I

headed into down for some last minute
provisions while The Fossel held down
the fort. Darkness proved to be our great-

est enemy as the race to cook dinner was
won by the setting sun. The burger feast

that had been planned turned into a single

burger and a scrabble to get to bed with

the dark and its loyal compatriot, the mos-
quito, invading from all sides.

We awoke with an eagerness to hit the

trail but our mission was halted until the

remaining members of our troop arrived.

We were waiting for the arrival of John
and Michael who had stayed at camp for

an extra night in order for Michael to get

"out" from "under" the weather. As was
mentioned in the preface to the piece there

is no match for a ten year-olds' imagina-

tion. There was little need for us to pro-

vide entertainment for the team seeing as

though they spent the whole morning and
well into the afternoon exploring the for-

est. It was finally decided that John was
probably following directions given to

him by Foss, in which case he would be a

while. Nevertheless, we were hungering
for adventure so we loaded up the van and
began our adventure down to Conway and
the famous Cathedral Ledges. Low and
behold, as we pulled out of the site we
were greeted by John and Michael and the

rest of our provisions. The team was com-
plete and I felt great. The drive south sent

us through all kinds of tourist traps includ-

ing the ever so sketchy 'funland', which
looked anything but fun. We arrived at the

ledges and followed our local adventure
guru, none other than The Foss. The next

morning I arose with a crick in my neck
form glancing straight up during the dura-

tion of the previous morning. The ledges

were steep to say the least. We attempted

ascent until we realized what The Foss was
wearing. Of all the kinds of garb to wear to

the ledges he had the audacity to wear his

bad idea jeans. We sent the troops down
while John and I tried to find our own way
to the summit. This was short lived when
we both realized that we too were wear-

ing our bad idea jeans. So we left. The
evening was spent caroling around the fire

and dappling in some very competitive

games of kickball before feasting on some
carbs in preparation for our ascent up the

mother ship. The evening activity was the

celebration of the tenth anniversary of the

berth of DIMAGGSH! ! ! ! AMEN
There is only one way to start a tough

day and that is cold. We awoke to a bit of a

nip in the air at which point we started the

vans, had some Nuti bars and headed for

the trail. Once a little hiking orientation

was wrapped up our fearless leader, none
other than the Foss, lead our initial ascent

along with a host of others including
Charles, Noble, Antonio, and Tony. It was
quite a relief to start feeling the cool air on
our sweaty clothes as we eventually be-

gan to come out of the tree line and "into

thin air". There was still a lonely patch of

snow at the southern base of Tuckerman's
Ravine. Snow in late July is always a crowd
pleaser, especially for the young buck. As
we neared the summit we could hear the

noises of an unorthodox summit. That's

right it seems as though there is a little

fenland in and with itself upon the largest

mountain in New England and why
wouldn't there be? Perhaps the summit of

Mt. Washington can be referred to as the

ultimate symbol of man's invasion upon
the natural world. The invasion is com-
plete with snack bars, gift shops, muse-
ums, and a whole lot of other mistakes.

But like he says, "if you can't beat them,
join them", as some of us surely did. Our
evening was spent reveling in our accom-
plishment. The gang took to the field once
again; this time it was in world cup fash-

ion with a little game the Europeans like

to call football. We dined on what I like to

call a tough mans meal. This culinary de-

light consisted of mash potatoes and beef

stew. It turned out; contrary to much popu-
lar belief, that this meal does not hold the

same kind of popularity that it did in my
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days as a camper. Nonetheless, troopers

like Antonio and Alex were willing to take

one for the team and finish up any left-

overs. We hit the sack on the early side

with little alarm clocks not going off danc-

ing in our heads.

A trip to the White Mountains is never

complete without a dip in the pools that

glisten like the great Emerald Island on St.

Patrick's Day. That's right we loaded up
the Bunkerhill Bus and headed for Emer-
ald Pool. The ride was sponsored by some
good old southern rock from my boys
Skynard. Their 1975 hit single "What's

That Smell" would make it onto our trips'

greatest hits. We did a little of what we do
best on the way to the pools. That's right

we hiked deep into the dense forest that

led to the oasis ofrefreshment we had been
looking forward to all day. Seeing as we
were approaching the week's end, some
very nice families who were very inquisi-

tive about our origins greeted us. We reeled

off the usual go to facts that are needed to

make Kieve stand out from all the rest.

After several jumps we finally urged
Charlie, Charles, and Thomas into the pools

before 1 realized that I was wearing my
bad idea jeans for the second day in a row
while I decided to jump from the highest

cliff. We hiked back out to our beloved
van and headed back to the place where
the only rule is: "Live free or Die". We
spent our last night dining on pita pizzas

and realizing that our once barren camp-
ing grounds had been invaded by loud and
rowdy bands of locals. It was bittersweet

but we had come to realize that our time

here had come to and end it was time to

report back to base camp and receive fur-

ther missions. We came and we conquered.

Bring on the next challenge. The final day
was spent transporting troops back to

camp. We loaded up and peeled out. The
Hut du Pizza was our refueling depot for

the afternoon. The Bunkerhill Bus rolled

back in the late afternoon and got right to

work before some deserved R&R. SBHII is

back and ready to rock and roll. Things
are safe now.

ain't got nothin' but love for you,

C.Brown

SOUTH CUNNINGHAM-
WHITE MOUNTAINS July 27-31

Patrick Bowen
Saturday, July

After a week of anticipation following

their primer trip to Bremen the boys of

South Cunningham set out to take on the

White Mountain national forest in a five

day trip that would culminate with a pos-

sible ascent of Mt. Washington, the highest

mountain in the northeast US. As the sec-

ond of three trips planned for the White
Mountains that session there was a sense

of expectation that the cabin would have a

successful trip baring any major accidents

or events. Fortunately, Matt, Pat and Karl,

were blessed to have a cabin as organized

and well balanced as any Long Voyage or

Allagash, and only needed to convince the

boys of the fun that could be had on such a

trip since most were already convinced
that not much could beat life in camp.
Saturday morning was a partially

cloudy when South Cunningham pulled

out of camp around 10:30 in a packed
Dodge van that had an acute smell that the

boys claimed was puke, but really could

have been anything. The ride from Kieve

to the White Mountains would be around
three and a half to four hours with a few
quick stops at Chris Magil's drive way and
Yellow Front Grocery for that night's

chicken marinade. Matt followed from
behind in Pat's Chevy Blazer while Forrest

Pett, Conor McCarthy and the like imme-
diately passed out for nearly an hour only

to wake up in time for lunch on the lawn
of the town park in Bethel, right before the

New Hampshire/Maine state line. After a

few tasty cheese and chicken sandwiches
with snacks. South Cunningham moved
on and arrived at the Dolly Kop camp-
ground outside of Coram, NH where they

staked out at the infamous campsite *11.

After a quick session on how to set up
the standard issue green Eureka tents and
the proper cooking area it was time to start

up on dinner of marinated chicken a la

Pat's bizarre concoction of ranch dressing,

mustard, balsamic vinegar and ground
pepper for a marinade. Great tips are usu-

ally associated with fine menu selection

and it should be noted that Pat, Karl, and
Matt made this five day outing no excep-

tion to their expertise in wilderness cui-
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sine. The boys ate their keep of grilled

chicken with wild rice and practically

begged for their sleeping bags, aware of

the challenge the following day. Matt, how-
ever, had the foresight of picking up a deli-

cious birthday cake for Sky Tise from
Coram that afternoon and the cabin cel-

ebrated the end of their first day in the

White Mountains with his 11'^ birthday.

Sunday, July 28""- Day two
Mt. Washington
At the crack of dawn the sun was shin-

ing through the counselor's tent and a

5:45am wake-up call was postponed about

30 minutes due to general laziness. At
6:30am all the members of South
Cunningham began to stumble around the

campsite and by 7:30am everyone piled

into the van after a quick breakfast of rasp-

berry Poptarts, Nutrigrain bars and slug-

ging a liter of water. The campers com-
plained as Pat drove on, and Matt and Karl

did their best to sike up the group as they

pulled into the trail head at about 8:15am.

After a quick group picture and refilling

everyone's water bottle they began their

ascent at a slow and steady pace that would
become a repetitive theme throughout the

day. The idea was to summit somewhere
in between 6 and 8 hours, but it became
clear that the group was moving slowly

due to regular water breaks and some prob-

lems with "hot spots."

At first, Steve Darby, Conor McCarthy
and Nino Early struggled a bit with their

feet but really proved tough by pulling

through some of the trickier sections of

Tuckerman's Ravine trail later on. By the

time the group reached the halfway hut it

was about half past 12:00, almost 1:00, and
everyone agreed it was time to have a snack
and enjoy the view of what was turning

out to be a beautiful day.

The trail leading into Tuckerman's Ra-

vine started with a modest incline but did
not take long to turn into a sharper, more
difficult incline of small and medium size

boulder hopping after marching into an
alpine zone about half way up the main
headwall. The boys moved on, slow and
steady, in a long line up under a waterfall

of glacial run off with a couple of hikers

passing by on the way up and down.
Tuckerman's, at that point, was taking a

little longer than what the counselor had

planned but there was little doubt that ev-

eryone was going to reach the summit as

the weather was perfect aside from the

usual cloud cover at the summit. By the

time South Cunningham had reached the

top of Tuckerman's Ravine and started the

final half mile push for the summit it was
already past 2:00pm and everyone, includ-

ing counselors seemed to be tired.

South Cunningham, however, would fin-

ish the job. About 200 feet from the cheesy
summit parking lot Steve Darby sat down
and claimed that he couldn't go any far-

ther and the entire cabin stopped to rally

behind him and ten minutes later every-

one pulled up to the summit marker be-

hind a weekend Harley-Davidson gang,

some Indian businessmen in suits and
other random tourists. At that point the

cloud cover at the summit was bad enough
to force the group inside the storm shelter

for a PB&J lunch with snacks while the

visibility outside grew worse.

After lunch Matt and Karl ordered the

boys to fill up their water bottles one more
time for the hike back down the mountain
that would hopefully make up for lost time

on the overall round trip. Around 3:15pm
South Cunningham pulled off the summit
and headed down the mountain amongst a

thick cloud cover and Pat decided that they

should take the Lion's Head route back
down to the half way hut at the base of

Tuckerman's ravine thinking that it might
be easier and quicker for the group. He
was sorely mistaken as it took the boys
another SVz hours to get down to the

trailhead that made for a round trip time

of almost 1 1 total hours ofhiking and suck-

ing in the view.

As South Cunningham pulled back into

campsite *11 after a long day on Mt. Wash-
ington it was tough for the counselors to

muster up enough energy to make dinner.

Karl, however, came to the rescue by mo-
tivating Pat and Matt to help fire up the

stoves for some chicken stir-fry with rice

and a post-hike desert of ice cream cones
with chocolate sauce and nuts before send-

ing the half asleep boys to their sleeping

bags. 8.2 miles and 11 hours of hiking guar-

anteed a long night of sleep for everyone.

Monday, July 29^^- Day 3

There was little dispute over a manda-
tory sleep in after the previous day's hike
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as the entire Dolly Kop campground was
quiet after the weekend exodus of bikers

and church groups. As Rob Greer and Sky
Tise were the first one's to stir the troops,

Karl contemplated what to serve for that

morning's delight while Matt and Pat slept.

Karl eventually decided on oatmeal/
Maypo with brown sugar while the Eric

Schwartzenbach, Nino Early, and most
everybody hung out playing either Magic
or some other card game. It was clear that

it would probably turn out to be a rest day
of sorts.

Around lunch time, however, Pat and
Matt grew antsy and decided that a shorter

day hike would probably be in order or

we would go crazy sitting around in the

campsite. So, within half an hour Karl, Pat

and Matt had rallied or rather forced the

boys to into the van to embark on Kiersach

Mountain that had a trail head located

about 20 minutes from Dolly Kop. As they

pulled up to the trail head around 2:00pm
the boys groaned in the back of the Dodge
van about the ensuing idea and claimed to

be "hiked out" from Mt. Washington. Pat

and Matt quickly shot down their simple-

ton pleads for rest and decided to set up
lunch of PB&J on a grassy spot next to the

trailhead. By 2:30pm, South Cunningham
was heading out on the Kiersach Moun-
tain trail which led at a gradual incline

and Conor McCarthy, Nino Early, Steve

Darby and most everyone complained
about having to hike. Pat set a pace out

front that was somewhat faster than the

pace used to go up Tuckerman's Ravine
and the boys were able to keep up for a

while but it was fairly obvious everyone
was tired from the day before. Bearing in

mind it was late in the day the counselors

decided to cut the hike short after reach-

ing a comfortable ridge about 3 hours af-

ter leaving the trail head and 2/3 the way
to the summit. They took a group shot with
a gorgeous view of the presidential range

behind them and headed back down after

a quick snack of Swiss cookies and gra-

ham crackers. The hike down took about

an hour and then it was back to the camp-
site to start dinner which was Mexican
night.

Karl cooked up a monstrous pot ofbeans
and rice with heated tortillas, cheese and
leftover chicken from the previous night's

stir fry concoction. Once again the Conor
McCarthy, James McElwain and most of

the group pleaded to go to bed immedi-
ately after dinner due to fatigue. Pat, Matt
nor Karl could complain at that point at

any sort of lack of effort from the boys and
were soon sawing lugs to some light rain

as well.

Tuesday, July 30*^- Day 4

Once again the counselors pushed back
an anticipated wake up call of 7:00am un-
til 8:00 or 8:30 due to laziness and being

physically worn out by the previous two
days. Pop-tarts and Nutrigrain bars were a

winner with Rob Greer and Jeremy
Schwartz but struck out with a couple of

the other guys as they were growing tired

of trail food. Matt and Pat had planned a

good day of hiking the Bald Face Circle

loop with a finish at the much anticipated

Emerald Pools, but, talk ofmutiny amongst
the group led by Steve Darby and Zach
Vary pushed back the starting time about

an hour while the counselors waited pa-

tiently for the boys to swing around. After

realizing they were left with no choice but

to hike Forest Pett and Gus Meyer decided

that they had to suck it up and led the group

into the van. "Another morning and an-

other day of hiking" was the general idea.

The drive over to the trailhead to Emerald
Pools and Bald Face Circle took about 30

minutes and the parking lot was close to

full meaning that there would be a big

crowd down at the pools so the counse-

lors opted to hike first before tubing at the

pools.

The entire hike took about 3 and half

hours which started on a good path and
eventually broke off into two separate di-

rections; the Bald Face Circle loop which
was another 7 miles and a trail leading up
to Brickett's Ridge which was less distance

and a steeper incline. The Brickett's Ridge

trail turned out to be the most interesting

of the trip as the trail was grown over with

bush and eventually was cut offby a dried

up waterfall. South Cunningham pressed

on though, and found the trail again which
led to a gorgeous ridge that was slightly

exposed but offered an amazing view of

the Presidential region. The boys were less

impressed with the view than the counse-

lors and eager to get down to Emerald
Pools. Matt and Pat debated the proper di-
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rection off Brickett's Ridge for a few min-

utes and then started down the opposite

side that they had come. It took about an-

other hour to reach the Emerald Pools and
the boys had never hiked so fast, led by
Sam Philip and Phil Johnston.

The three day was well worth it as there

were few people there when they arrived,

and a sense of accomplishment set in after

all that hiking followed by a refreshing

hour and a half dip in natural spring water.

Eric Schwartzenbach, James McElwain,
Steve Darby and Sky Tise all lead the way
by jumping in over twenty times each to

lead the whole cabin in a combined effort

to beat the 124 jump record. After a while

Matt and Pat decided to have a cannon-
ball-off to decide who could make the best

splash according to diameter of displaced

water, height of splash and overall cool-

ness points for style. After a few rounds of

battle no winner could be decided and they

ended the day in surprise! - a Kieve tie.

The ride home was quick and Karl, once
again, went to work in the kitchen area to

set up pizza night where each camper got

their own boboli-style pizza, complete
with pepperoni toppings hot off the grill.

Dinner clean up was led by Phil Johnston
followed by a call from Forest Pett and
Conor McCarthy for scary stories around
the camp fire, which Mat and Pat agreed

to. Pat started with some "warm-up" sto-

ries about ghosts of dead climbers wan-
dering around in trail huts followed by
Matt's rendition of the Kieve clown. Need-
less to say, some of the boys had trouble

sleeping that night while Matt and Pat had
to scratch his plans to scare the kids while
sleeping in their tents as they were scared

enough.

Wednesday, July 31**- Day 5

The final day of South Cunningham's
White Mountains trip was marked by a

return to Emerald Pools after a quick
breakfast of granola cereal and fresh milk
from Cumberland Farms as the counse-
lors thought the boys deserved some more
fun after working hard coupled with the

fact that Pat forgot to bring the camera/
slide film the previous day. So, after mess-
ing around Emerald Pools for a couple
hours and sitting in traffic in Conway, NH,
which Pat failed to realize was the best

kept secret tourist trap in America, the

crew headed back to Kieve. In Lewiston,

they stopped at a Pizza Hut and order 8

pizzas and 16 cokes at a school rate and
chowed down on the Bates campus lawn
for their last meal in the "wilderness."

South Cunningham pulled into Kieve
around 7:15pm, just after dinner, marking
one of the most successful trips in terms
that any of the counselors had been asso-

ciated with when regarding the age of the

boys. With the help of Conor McCarthy
and a few other campers Karl and Pat fig-

ured the total mileage hiked during the

trip to be around 18.2 miles. Thanks for a

fabulous trip boys and best of luck on the

Croix in 2003!

SOUTH HARRINGTON PRIMER -

ST. JOHNS BAY
Day One

After fixing a few last minute details,

the boys of South Harris were ready to go.

We wanted to leave Pemaquid landing by
10:00, so we would be sure that the tides

were ready. If you time the tides wrong
the paddle becomes twice as hard. Along
the way Tyler lost his backpack off the

roof of the bus and we realized once we
were there. So Paul and Tyler went back
to get his pack as the rest of the cabin and
I decided to have some peanut butter and
jelly. Paul returned with another Kieve
Save and we were all set to go. We headed
straight for the gut to save time, while
making sure that Beaver and Witch Islands

were on our left. Our campers had little to

no canoeing experience, but that didn't

stand in our way. We kept on going for

about two hours, until we saw an Island in

the distance. So we raced the last mile

straight to Fort Island. It was a great Island

and it even had an outhouse. After setting

up shop and showing the campers how to

put up a tent, we ran straight to the water.

Swimming in the currents and crab battles

were the two main activities. With the tides

going out there was a huge amount of cur-

rent and we all took turns trying to hold
onto a buoy with all our might. For dinner

we had bacon cheeseburgers and uncooked
smores, because all we had were mini-

marshmallows. Jokes and stories were
told, then the counselors began a game of

hot-coals. In this game you take a hot coal

and juggle it around, but you always make
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sure that the campers are at a safe distance

of course. After the show it was time for

bed, due to the early wake up time to catch

the tides. Everyone hit the sack and Ian

just hit the ground.

Day Two
We woke up at six and had a big meal of

eggs, peppers and bacon. After breakfast

the group began to unpack and trudge

through the twenty feet of mud to put the

boats in. A few campers lost their shoes,

but we dug them up. The tide was defi-

nitely with us as we started and we cruzed

for about and hour before it slowed down.
When a game of boat wars began every-

one got drenched. We arrived at Damari-
scotta landing and had some tuna fish. Af-

ter a quick swim, the bus arrived and ev-

eryone loaded it up. Along the way back
to Kieve a camper pointed out that we had
lost one of our canoes. We drove back and
found that someone had already put it on
the side of the road. To our relief, it was
fine and we returned to camp with all of

our canoes.

SOUTH HARRINGTON
Ben Hollister

Day one
Our first day was a drive, so we loaded

up right after breakfast. When we started

to load the van it began to pour, yet our

female tripper Jess was still willing to get

on top of the van and tie down the packs.

Once the campers were ready we hopped
in the Jeep and followed our cabin straight

to Baxter. During the drive the clouds broke

up and it became a beautiful day. We made
one stop on the side of the road for peanut
butter and jelly, then we rolled up to the

wilderness. Our campsite. Avalanche Field

was perfect, located right on a mountain
cold river and with a lean-to, you couldn't

ask for more. The kids ran straight for the

water and began to check out the area. Jess

whipped a hammock out and I foresaw

many peaceful naps. After we set up shop,

a fire was lit. We enjoyed burgers and
marshmallows, then headed directly to bed
because tomorrow was going to be a huge
day. We knew that we were going to have
problems with Andrew, because his big

toenail fell off two days before. He could
barely put on his shoes without being in

pain. Yet, Katahdin was our main priority

and we had to try the first fair weather
day. So we planned on rising before the

sun no matter what.

Day two
I woke to the sound of Alec's watch at

four o'clock and 1 continued to wake up
the crew. It looked like a good day, so we
packed up the van with our raincoats and
water bottles. Andrew decided he wanted
to try the mountain so we wrapped up his

foot and hoped for the best. Our crew was
moving up the trail at seven o'clock after a

cold breakfast. Everyone was really

pumped and we were moving fast up Chim-
ney Pond trail. Halfway up Andrew real-

ized he couldn't make it so he headed down
with Jess, but we planned on trying an-

other day if he was willing and able. I was
impressed that he had tried, because most
campers would of taken the rest day with
ease. After a hard goodbye we moved on
and realized one of our campers Sam had
passed the group by mistake. He was ahead
on the trail so Sam Stevenson ran after

him. The rest of the cabin moved steadily

up the trail. It was a perfect day with clear

sky's and winds. We arrived at the pond
and found the two Sams hanging out en-

joying the amazing view, to our relief. A
quick snack and water refill, we were
ready to conquer the feared Cathedral

route. A few campers got really scared,

yet we flew up it and climbed to the top.

We took a group shot and realized that we
all needed a short nap. Feeling refreshed

and accomplished, we turned back down
the mountain towards saddle trail. We
found Andrew and Jess waiting for us at

the ranger cabin, after greeting them and
exchanging stories of our day we returned

to camp. Hot stir fry was for dinner then

we all passed out, feeling very tired.

Day three

We "slept" in or tried to, but the camp-
ers were up and very pumped at seven. It

was time for a huge breakfast ofbacon and
cheesy eggs with fire cooked waffles, and
of course coffee. After the feast I took a

break to digest my meal in the hammock,
while the campers played there favorite

card game President. Jess and Sam took

the campers on a day hike down South

Turner, while Ian and I went on a water

run. We all met back a the campsite for

lunch. The campers were making a dam in
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the river and playing Freeze your butt off.

In this game you see how long you can sit

in the river. Will remained the champion
for many days, holding down the 30

minute record. For dinner we had a hot

pasta with fire cooked garlic bread.

Day four

Today was going to be a fun day, be-

cause it was time for water slides. After

having some hot oatmeal we were ready

for a day at Ledge Falls. The campers were
bouncing out of there seats when we ar-

rived. To our surprise another camp Kieve

cabin was already there, so we greeted the

bank and exchanged stories. Our campers
were already in a zone with the water and
soon we were all racing down and up the

river. We enjoyed some good old pb and j's

and played beat up or take down the coun-

selor in the main swag. It was hard to leave,

but we had to eventually and we returned

to our comfortable campsite. For dinner

we had a delicious Mexican night and then

we all passed out.

Day five

We woke up and ate cereal with milk
that we kept cool in the river. Afterwards

it was decided that we would go on an-

other day hike to Sandy Stream Pond.
When the crew returned we had tuna fish

sandwiches and played freeze your but off

a few more times, and no it didn't get old.

Will remained champion while some of

us jumped off a little cliff jump. During
our chili dinner, we debated what to do on
the last day of our trip. After lot's of ideas

it was chosen to split the group into two
groups that would do different trips. Ei-

ther a very early climb of Katahdin to hope-

fully see the sun rise from the summit, or

another smaller day hike on South Turner

Mountain. We let the campers choose and
then we had snickers before hitting the sack

for the night.

Day six

I woke at three o'clock in the morning
and looked up at the cloudy overcast sky.

After discussing the situation with my jc's

it was decided that we would cancel the

Katahdin option and go back to sleep.

When we awoke we decided that we
wanted to do something together on the

last nay, something that Andrew could
participate in, so we headed for another

rough day at Ledge Falls. Our campers

were delighted at the decision, so we
hopped in the van and loaded up the Jeep.

When we arrived we were amazed to find

that again there was a cabin that had
showed up before us. This time it was Long
Voyage and they had bought some tube

rafts, and our cabin immediately took turns

riding the falls. We had one on one races

down all three rapids and played marco-
polo which quickly became beat up the

counselor again. We passed out early

wiped out from the long day of excitement.

Day seven
After a fast pop-tart breakfast, we packed

up camp and loaded up the Jeep. It was
hard to part with our campsite but we had
to so we continued down the road for

camp. We stopped for lunch and had pep,

which is a hunk of pepperoni and cheese,

with pita bread. Once our stomachs were
full we v/ere ready for the road home. We
arrived during general swim and unpacked
the cars. When everything was unloaded
we cruised to Round Top for some well

deserved ice cream. The trip was a suc-

cesses and we were finished.

SOUTH HARRIS - JOHN'S BAY
Reid Anderson
Day 1

We packed up our bags and loaded all

the gear onto our bus ready to paddle across

John's Bay and camp on Fort Island. After

a not-so-long bus ride, we arrived at our

put-in spot at Fort William Henry. We
loaded the canoes and then had a quick

deli sandwich lunch before heading out

across the bay. We paddled across the bay
very quickly and soon headed into the Gut
in South Bristol. We made our way through

town with a little help from the tides and
made our right hand turn to head for Fort

Island, just as we made the turn, the tides

turned and carried us quickly to Fort Is-

land. Everyone helped out carrying all of

our gear up onto the island where we had
a snack to fill us up until dinner. It wasn't

long before we were cooking Caesar
Chicken over the fire after a quick one-

match fire demonstration. As we started

eating, the weather started raining and soon

we were cooking in a heavy rain. We kept

our fire well fed through the rain and man-
aged to all have two whole breasts of Cae-

sar Chicken. Everyone headed to the tents
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seeking shelter from the rain, but soon it

stopped and we were able to enjoy a Tropi-

cal Fruit Salad for dessert and even a few
games of Mafia before heading to bed.

Day 2

We woke up today at about 8 and no-

ticed a bit of a breeze in the air and it just

so happened to be a head wind. Since we
still had a few hours before we had to leave

with the tides, we took our time cooking

breakfast, Egg and Cheese Biscuits, and then

went exploring on the island. As it turns

out, our campsite was on the very small

tip of the island and there was plenty of

island left to explore. We played a few
games of Eyes Down, Eyes Up while we
were exploring and it wasn't long before

we were back at our site. Ben and Colum
made lunch for us and we bagged our moose
to take back to camp with us. As the tide

neared its lowest, we packed up our ca-

noes and headed out against the last half-

hour of the tide and against a fierce

headwind. We paddled for a while and
stopped on the shore for a snack as the

tides turned and began to push us forward,

meanwhile the wind was still in our faces.

We pushed on into the wind and found our

way to the Darling Marine Research Cen-
ter where Pete met us with a bus and a

trailer. We all carried up the canoes and
packed into the bus to head back to camp
in time to tub before dinner and then en-

joy a night of Air Guitar. All said and done,

the 13 boys of South Harris are now ready
to tackle Mt Katahdin and return as men.

SOUTH HARRIS -MOUNT KATAHDIN
Reid Anderson
Day 1

We began our trip today by packing up
our gear and loading into the van and the

Previa (complete with 225,000 miles) and
drove up North. We stopped on the way
along the side of Route 220 for our lunch,

which consisted of Turkey and American
Cheese sandwiches on wheat bread. This

was just the beginning of the fine cuisine

we would enjoy on our trip. We drove on
and made our next stop in Millinocket to

fill up on gas and use the last flushing toi-

lets we would see for the next few days. We
headed into Baxter State Park and set up
our campsite at Avalanche Field which we
would call home for the next five nights.

The campers set up their tents, as did the

counselors, and soon we were grilling

burgers on the fire. After two rounds of

burgers, we had our first of five desserts on
the trip, Coca Cola Classics and Kit-Kats!

We soon headed to the tents as we would
have a long day ahead ofus on Mt Katahdin.

Day 2

We woke today at 5:30 am and quickly

packed the gear we would need for the

day into the van to drive to Roaring Brook.

At Roaring Brook, we began our ascent of

the mountain at 6:15 am. Three miles later,

and one moose sighting, we hiked into

Chimney Pond where we would take our

first long break after several quick breaks

along the way. We had a snack around the

pond and filled up on water, knowing this

would be our last water source until Bear

Brook, which is often renamed Bare Brook
due to its unreliability as a source of wa-
ter. It wasn't long before we were packing
up our bags again and heading up the trail.

We chose the Cathedral Trail, a 1.7 mile

hike with 2000 feet of elevation gain. The
trail wound through the woods and quickly

opened into a boulder field where it took a

turn straight up. We scrambled up, over,

and around the rocks of the Cathedral Trail

for 3 hours until we finally reached the

summit. A quick PB and J lunch and some
photos and we were on our way across the

Knife Edge. We moved slowly at first, but

began to pick up the pace as we grew more
comfortable on the Edge. It wasn't long be-

fore we were descending into Devil's Notch
and climbing back up the other side, much
to the chagrin of Colum and Ben. We had
yet another snack on the top ofPamola Peak
and began our hike down the Helon Taylor

Trail. The trail led us along a ridge for a

mile before dipping below tree line and
winding down through the woods. We were
all thankful to reach Bear Brook (which
wasn't bare after all) and had our final snack

before we pushed on to Roaring Brook. We
hiked into Roaring Brook together and
signed ourselves off the mountain at 6:45, a

mere twelve and a half hours after we be-

gan. We headed back to our campsite and
cooked up our Caesar Chicken dinner. The
chicken was particularly good tonight hav-

ing just hiked 9.5 miles and a mile high.

After dessert, we all headed to the tents for

a well deserved good night's sleep.
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Day 3

We awoke today at 8 am, had a nice hot

breakfast, Egg and Cheese sandwiches on
English Muffins, and headed out to meet
our Ranger at Abol Bridge for our service

project. When we got there, we found out

that our project was a little more intensive

than we had planned on. We were to pick

up trash from a few campsites, but the catch

was a 2.5 mile hike to get to the campsites.

And besides picking up the trash, we had
to destroy the campsites since they were
illegal. The first bit of the hike saw some
unhappy faces, but soon the campers were
enjoying the hike until we arrived at the

first illegal campsite. We picked up trash

in the area and destroyed the fire pit. Our
next campsite was only a few hundred
yards away, but the hike was through some
very overgrown areas. As we arrived at

the campsite we found the fire pit right up
against a tree and trash all over the place.

This was a perfect example ofwhat a camp-
site shouldn't look like. We destroyed the

fire pit and picked up about 80 pounds of

trash before heading back down the trail

to our van. We piled in and headed to town
to pick up a few more supplies and to fill

up on water before we headed back to our

campsite. Dinner tonight was Chicken
Fajitas that were simply delicious. Dessert

tonight. Vanilla Pudding, was made pos-

sible thanks to the gallon ofmilk we picked

up in town. We all went to sleep tonight

knowing that tomorrow would be the rest

day we had hoped for today.

Day 4

We woke up today at 8 and headed into

Roaring Brook to hike to Sandy Stream
Pond in hopes of seeing a few moose. Our
0.3 mile hike was quite easy, but unfortu-

nately we did not see a single moose in the

pond. Disappointed, we headed back to

the van and drove to the Ledge Falls natu-

ral water slides. We had lunch, swam, and
even had a Hershey Bar snack before we
finally got back in the van to drive back to

the campsite. Tonight's dinner followed a

Chinese theme consisting ofWild Rice, Stir

Fry Vegetables, and Egg Rolls of both the

shrimp and spinach variety. We had carmed
fruit for dessert and then headed off to the

tents for the night, well rested to possibly

hike South Turner mountain.

Day 5

We awoke today to the first rainfall of

the trip. We did get a bit of rain during the

night it appeared, but the rain had stopped,

for now. The skies, however, were still

plenty cloudy as if it were about to rain all

day. With the threat of rain, and even thun-

derstorms, we decided not to hike up South
Turner, but instead went to watch white
water rafting on the Penobscot River. We
drove out past Abol Bridge and found the

Cribworks, a Class V rapid known for wild
rides. We watched three rafting companies
pass through the Cribworks without any
flips, not even a single person fell out of

the boats. We all wanted to see a little more
action, so we headed down stream to

Nesowadnehunk Falls, a 12 foot water fall

also known as Lose Your Lunch Falls. We
waited for the rafts to come by playing a

few games of Killer and soon the rafts ap-

peared from around the bend. The first

boat to go over the water fall flipped right

over and many more followed in their

path. Boats were flipping again and again

so we got to see plenty of action. When we
decided we had seen enough flips, we
headed back to the van and back to the

campsite. After dinner. Ravioli tonight, we
played a game of Counsel Pickle, which
ended rather abruptly when Peter
Beckwith fell and tore his knee open. Af-

ter Jess treated it on-site, Colum and I took

Pete out to the Millinocket Hospital where
he had 12 stitches put in his knee. We drove

back into our campsite late at night to find

the others all in their tents, so we followed

quickly and were soon asleep, ready to go

back to camp tomorrow.
Day 6

Again, we woke up at 8 today and had a

wonderfully filling Maypo breakfast.

When all the Maypo was gone, we cleaned

up from breakfast, packed up our gear, and
headed out of the park for the last time as

we headed for camp. We stopped in Bangor
at Pizza Hut where the 17 of us ate six

large pizzas and two medium pizzas. Full

to the brim, we piled back in the van and
headed for camp. We pulled into camp,
unloaded our gear, and prepared for 13

days in camp before the end of the session.

We all learned a lot from our experiences

and are ready to come back next year for

the longer trips ahead.
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KIEVE WEST TRIP REPORT
Kieve West 2002 was a huge success. 19

young men and woman ages 16-18 joined

us in Colorado for the first Kieve trip in

the West. They learned wilderness medi-

cine, carried backpacks as high as 12,700

feet, climbing rock faces and floated the

Colorado River. Every one of them left a

changed person.

KW '02 consisted of four main elements.

We started with two days spent in Pitkin,

Colorado learning the essentials of wilder-

ness first aid. By the time they were done
students had the ability to BEAM a spinal

patient, reduce a dislocation, and make a

traction splint. Not only were they medi-

cally skilled, but they were acclimated to

the thin mountain air and eager to move
out of the Pitkin Hotel and into the tents.

Both sessions also had a great time cook-

ing for one another, playing games and toss-

ing the frisbee.

From Pitkin we headed to Silverton

where we entered the Weminuche Wilder-

ness for 16 days of backpacking. Day one
we hiked a short but challenging 3 miles

up to the Highland Mary Lakes. We were
all in awe of the rugged terrain, absence of

trees, and beautiful lake. Some of us were
also feeling the elevation of our 11,200

foot campsite. For the next week students

hiked in small groups with the instructors

learning the basics of navigation and set-

ting the pace. In camp we mastered pitch-

ing our single pole tarps, Kivas, cooking

dinner for a small group on small
whisperlite stoves, and keeping out camp-
sites bombproof. There was also a lot of

hanging out and fun to be had. Whether it

was the inauguration of the Lyrd or wing
chung lessons , each session found amaz-
ing ways to entertain themselves.

The second eight days of backpacking
got underway with a challenging yet re-

warding day down the infamous
Watertank Canyon. As a group we bush-
whacked down 3400 feet of steep scree

and forests. There were numerous trees

felled along with many stumbles and slides

by people (especially the author). Though
it was a challenge, Watertank brought the

group together. From there we pushed up
into the Chicago Basin, a valley sur-

rounded by thirteen and fourteen thousand
foot peaks. The first session group was

blessed with a beautiful day and was able

to summit Windom Peak at over 14,000

feet. The second session group enjoyed a

rainy rest day and filled their time cre-

atively with frisbee golf. From there the

students began to hike on their own. In

small groups students navigated from site

to site finding their own way and working
together as a group. On the last morning
we all took off together and covered the

last 8 miles in no time, eager to get out for

a shower and some fresh food.

After backpacking we hit the rock. In

Durango we learned to belay and then

climbed routes of all difficulties. While
some people love the vertical more than

others it was a really supportive environ-

ment. During this time we also ate well

with tons ofmuch enjoyed fresh food. From
Durango we went to the Colorado River.

Because of a lack of water in Colorado we
were only able to float down sections of

low water. Though it lacked the adrena-

line pumping white water we will run in

the future, the groups used the trip to get

in their goodbyes.

Both groups were truly amazing. Old
Kieve boys and girls shared what they

knew of the Kieve way and we soon estab-

lished a Kieve West way. We were also for-

tunate to have Katie's amazing experience

throughout North America. All the stu-

dents learned a lot of hard skills and soft

skills. When driving back from the airport

Katie and I would always talk about how
much the group changed for the better. We
would talk about each person's own
growth.

After 6 years of being with Kieve in

Maine, I was looking forward to spreading

Kieve to new places. It took two years of

work but it was worth it. Seeing each stu-

dent leave and knowing how much they

had experienced was worth all the work
and made my summer the best ever. I want
to especially thank Katie Moulton for com-
ing into the Kieve community and mak-
ing Kieve West her program—a true Bon
Jovie Rock Locker. Most importantly thank

you to all the Kieve West Pioneers. You
guys made this possible. Thank you.

Woody
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